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ABSTRACT
Wastepaper sludge ash (WSA) is generated by a cogeneration station by burning
wastepaper sludge. It mainly consists of amorphous aluminosilicate phase, anhydrite,
gehlenite, calcite, lime, C2S, C3A, quartz, anorthite, traces of mayenite. Because of its free
lime content (~10%), WSA suspension has a high pH (13). Previous researchers have found
that the WSA composition has poor robustness and the variations lead to some unsoundness
for Portland cement (PC) blended WSA concrete. This thesis focused on the use of WSA in
different types of concrete mixes to avoid the deleterious effect of the expansion due to the
WSA hydration. As a result, WSA were used in making alkali-activated materials (AAMs)
as a precursor source and as a potential activator in consideration of its amorphous content
and the high alkaline nature. Moreover, the autogenous shrinkage behavior of PC concrete at
low w/b ratio was used in order to compensate the expansion effect due to WSA. The concrete
properties as well as the volume change were investigated for the modified WSA blended
concrete. The reaction mechanism and microstructure of newly formed binder were evaluated
by X-ray diffraction (XRD), calorimetry, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).
When WSA was used as precursor, the results showed incompatible reaction between
WSA and alkaline solution. The mixtures were not workable and provided very low
compressive strength no matter what kinds of chemical activators were used. This was due
to the metallic aluminum in WSA, which releases abundant hydrogen gas when WSA reacts
with strong alkaline solution. Besides, the results of this thesis showed that WSA can activate
the glassy phase contained in slag, glass powder (GP) and class F fly ash (FFA) with an
optimum blended ratio of 50:50. The WSA/slag (mass ratio of 50:50) mortar (w/b of 0.47)
attained 46 MPa at 28 days without heat curing assistance. A significant fast setting was
noticed for the WSA-activated binder due to the C3A phase, free lime and metallic aluminum
contained in the WSA. Adding 5% of gypsum can delay the fast setting, but this greatly
increased the potential risk of intern sulfate attack. The XRD, TGA and calorimetry analyses
demonstrated the formation of ettringite, C-S-H, portlandite, hydrogarnet and calcium
carboaluminate in the hydrated binder. The mechanical performance of different binder was
closely related to the microstructure of corresponding binder which was proved by the SEM
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observation. The hydrated WSA/slag and WSA/FFA binder formed a C-A-S-H type of gel
with lower Ca/Si ratio (0.47~1.6). A hybrid gel (i.e. C-N-A-S-H) was observed for the
WSA/GP binder with a very low Ca/Si ratio (0.26) and Na/Si ratio (0.03). The SEM/EDX
analyses displayed the formation of expansive gel (ettringite and thaumasite) in the gypsum
added WSA/slag concrete. The gradual emission of hydrogen gas due to the reaction of WSA
with alkaline environment significantly increased the porosity and degraded the
microstructure of hydrated matrix after the setting.
In the last phase of this research WSA-PC blended binder was tailored to form a high
autogenous shrinkage concrete in order to compensate the initial expansion. Different binders
were proportioned with PC, WSA, silica fume or slag. The microstructure and mechanical
properties of concrete can be improved by decreasing w/b ratios and by incorporating silica
fume or slag. The 28-day compressive strength of WSA-blended concrete was above 22 MPa
and reached 45 MPa when silica fume was added. The PC concrete incorporating silica fume
or slag tended to develop higher autogenous shrinkage at low w/b ratios, and thus the ternary
binder with the addition of WSA inhibited the long term shrinkage due to the initial expansion
property to WSA. In the restrained shrinkage test, the concrete ring incorporating the ternary
binder (PC/WSA/slag) revealed negligible potential to cracking up to 96 days as a result of
the offset effect by WSA expansion. The WSA blended regular concrete could be produced
for potential applications with reduced expansion, good mechanical property and lower
permeability.
Keywords: wastepaper sludge ash; alkali-activated materials; hydration products;
microstructure; expansion; shrinkage-compensating; concrete properties.
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RÉSUMÉ
Les cendres de boues de désencrage (CBD) sont générées par une centrale de
cogénération par combustion boues de désencrage. Ils se composent principalement de phase
amorphe d'aluminosilicate, anhydrite, gehlenite, calcite, chaux, C2S, C3A, quartz, anorthite,
des traces de mayénite. En raison de leur teneur en chaux libre (~ 10%), CBD ont un pH
élevé (13). Les chercheurs précédents ont montré que la composition des CDB a une
mauvaise robustesse et les variations conduisent à une certaine inconsistance pour le béton
avec un mélange de ciment Portland (CP) et des CBD. Cette thèse a porté sur l'utilisation des
CBD dans différents types de mélanges de béton pour éviter l'effet délétère de l'expansion
due à l'hydratation des CBD. Par conséquent, les CBD ont été utilisées dans la fabrication
des matériaux à activation alcaline (MAA), en tant que source précurseur et comme
activateur potentiel en tenant compte de sa teneur en matière amorphe et la nature très alcaline
des CBD. De plus, le retrait endogène du béton avec CP à faible rapport E/L a été utilisé afin
de compenser l'effet d'expansion en raison des CBD. Les propriétés du béton ainsi que le
changement de volume ont été étudiés pour le béton mélangé avec des CBD modifiés. Le
mécanisme réactionnel et la microstructure du liant nouvellement formé a été évaluée par la
diffraction aux rayons X diffraction (DRX), calorimétrie, l'analyse thermogravimétrique
(ATG), microscopie électronique à balayage (MEB) et spectroscopie à dispersion d'énergie
aux rayons X (DEX).
Quand les CBD ont été utilisés comme précurseur, les résultats ont montré des réactions
incompatibles entre CBD et une solution alcaline. Les mélanges ne sont pas maniables et
donnent de très faibles résistances en compression, peu importe le type d'activateurs
chimiques utilisés. Cela est dû à l'aluminium métallique dans les CBD, qui permet de libérer
de l'hydrogène gazeux en abondance quand les CBD réagies avec une solution alcaline forte.
D'ailleurs, les résultats de ces recherches ont montré que les CBD peuvent activer la phase
amorphe contenue dans le laitier, poudre de verre (PV) et les cendres volantes de classe F
(CVF) avec un rapport de mélange optimal de 50:50. Un mortier avec un rapport massique
50:50 de CBD et de laitier (E/L de 0,47) atteint 46 MPa à 28 jours sans l’aide d’un
murissement à chaud. Une prise rapide significative a été notée pour le liant CBD activé en
raison de la phase C3A, chaux libre et l’aluminium métallique impliqué dans les CBD.
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L’ajout de 5% de gypse peut retarder la prise rapide, mais augmente grandement le risque
potentiel de l’attaque au sulfate interne. Le DRX, ATG et l’analyse calorimétrique ont
démontré la formation d'ettringite, C-S-H, la portlandite, hydrogrenat et carboaluminate de
calcium dans le liant hydraté. Les différentes performances mécaniques du liant ont été
étroitement liées à la microstructure correspondante qui a été prouvée par le MEB. Les liants
hydratés CBD/laitier et CBD/CVF ont formé un type de gel C-A-S-H avec un faible rapport
Ca/Si (0,47 ~ 1,6). On a observé un gel hybride (à savoir C-N-A-S-H) pour le liant CBD/PV
avec un des très faibles rapports Ca/Si (0,26) et Na/Si (0,03). Les analyses MEB/DRX ont
montré une formation de gel expansive (d’ettringite et de thaumasite) dans le gypse ajouté
au béton avec les CBD et le laitier. L'émission progressive de l'hydrogène gazeux en raison
de la réaction des CBD dans un environnement alcaline a augmenté la porosité et la
dégradation de la microstructure de matrice hydratée après la prise.
Dans la dernière phase de cette recherche, le liant avec un mélange de CBD et de CP a
été développé pour former un retrait autogène élevé, afin de compenser l'expansion initiale.
Différents liants ont été préparés avec le CP, CBD, la fumée de silice ou du laitier. La
microstructure et les propriétés mécaniques du béton peuvent être améliorées en diminuant
les rapports E/L et en incorporant la fumée de silice ou du laitier. La résistance en
compression à 28 jours du béton aux CBD était supérieure à 22 MPa et atteint 45MPa
lorsqu'on a ajouté de la fumée de silice. Le béton avec du CP incorporant de la fumée de
silice ou du laitier ont tendance à développer un retrait endogène plus élevée à de faibles
rapports E/L, et donc le liant ternaire avec l'ajout des CBD réduit le retrait à long terme en
raison de la propriété d’expansion initiale des CBD. Dans l'essai de retrait empêché, l'anneau
en béton incorporant le liant ternaire (CP/CBD/laitier) a révélé un potentiel négligeable à la
fissuration jusqu'à 96 jours en raison de l'effet de décalage de l'expansion des CBD. Des liants
modifiés avec des CBD peuvent être utilisé dans des mélanges de béton ordinaire pour des
applications potentielles avec des expansions réduites, des bonnes propriétés mécaniques et
une faible perméabilité.
Mots-clés: Cendres des boues de désencrages; matériaux alcalis activés; produits
d’hydratation; microstructure; expansion; compensation du retrait; propriétés du béton.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and objectives

1.1 Background
Wastepaper sludge ash (WSA) is generated from a cogeneration station in a local paper
factory (Kruger Inc.) by burning the residues from the recycling process, such as de-inking
sludge, waste water treatment sludge, bark, fragments of woods etc. The factory located in
Bromptonville (Québec) annually recycled 304,372 tons of paper and cardboard and
generated 600 tons of de-inked pulp daily. The cogeneration produced about 150 tons of fly
ash daily, annually reducing greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions by 83,000 tons (Majeau,
2005). Davidenko (2015) and Xie (2009) showed that WSA is a hydraulic material that may
also contain some pozzolanic property. When the WSA is used as SCM to blend with
Portland cement, it increases the mechanical properties and improves the durability.
WSA has been studied for many years in the Laboratoire de Recherche sur les
Matériaux Cimentaires Alternatifs (LMCA) of Université de Sherbrooke. As shown in Table
A.1, due to the great variation of sludge sources and combustion temperature, the
characteristics of WSA (Table A.2) differs for diverse batches. In some cases, the Portland
cement (PC) binder blended with WSA sometimes showed the unsoundness feature. Roby
(2011) compared properties of concrete incorporating 20% of WSA with different chemical
compositions. As shown in Figure A.1, the expansion and cracking were noticed for some
mixes, and thus poor mechanical strength was developed. According to Bai et al. (2003) and
Chaipanich et al. (2005), the rapid hydration of free lime likely created expansion within the
matrix due to the significant increase of the hydration product volume. Nevertheless, Roby
(2011) found that the concrete showed less expansion with the WSA including higher free
lime content. Davidenko (2015) intensively studied the hydration characteristics of binary
binder incorporating WSA and confirmed the expansion of WSA mixtures (Figure A.2).
Davidenko (2015) indicated that the expansion was due to the formation of the ettringite.
However, for the mixtures including higher free lime, the rapid hydration of free lime may
increase the porosity before the setting. The consequent formation of ettringite then filled
these available voids and inhibited the deformation due to the consequent growth of ettringite
crystals. As a result, the sample containing higher free lime may create less expansion at the
1
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end. On the other hand, Xie (2009) and Lessard (2016) observed the initial expansion in
concrete involving WSA (Figure A.3 and Figure A.4). The long term autogenous shrinkage
was significantly reduced or inhibited due to the compensation of the initial expansion.
WSA contains amorphous content. Previous study (Davidenko, 2015; Xie, 2009)
demonstrated the alkaline inherence of WSA related with the free lime contained in the ash.
Therefore, the idea is proposed to use the WSA in the alkali-activated materials (AAMs)
without traditional Portland cement to avoid the unfavorable expansion issue. The ash may
act as a precursor to supply the aluminosilicate source or as a potential activator due to its
alkaline nature.
The expansion is unfavorable in concrete because it dramatically decreases the
mechanical property as well as deteriorates the durability of concrete. Generally, concrete
shrinks as long as the hydration develops. The unavoidable shrinkage leads to the cracking,
which makes concrete more vulnerable to be attacked by external agents, and thus adversely
affects the durability. The autogenous shrinkage is generally observed in higher performance
concrete with low w/b ratios. As a result, another approach of this project is to use the
expansive WSA-PC binder as a shrinkage-compensating concrete, in which, the deformation
induced by shrinkage would be counteracted by the expansion.

1.2 The alkali-activated binder
1.2.1 Advantages compared with traditional Portland cement
As a principal component of concrete, Portland cement has a far reaching impact on
GHG emissions. According to USGS (van Oss, 2015), in 2014, about 4.1 billion tons of
cement was produced globally, with China accounting for the largest portion of this
production (~ 60%). Portland cement, as a low-tech material with multiple mineral phases,
could provide years of strength, impermeability, durability and passivation for embedded
carbon steel reinforcement while enduring thermal, mechanical and chemical stresses (Provis
and Bernal, 2014). However, the cement industry generally contributes to roughly 9.5% of
the global CO2 emissions (Olivier et al., 2014) and one ton of production of Portland cement
may release 0.7 to 1.0 ton of CO2 (Guerrieri and Sanjayan, 2010). Figure 1.1 shows the CO2
emissions are largely contributed by the combustion of fossil fuels and through the
conversion of calcium carbonate to oxide form (Gartner, 2004). There is an urgent need to
2
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develop alternative binders which will meet the infrastructure need while also reducing the
environmental footprint.
One possibility is AAMs (Provis and van Deventer, 2014; Shi et al., 2006). This
includes any binder system derived by the reaction of an alkali metal source (solid or
dissolved) with a solid aluminosilicate powder (such as fly ash, slag, metakaolin etc.). If the
AAM predominantly derived from low-calcium precursors (fly ash or metakaolin), it is
widely known as “geopolymer” (Provis and van Deventer, 2014). Figure 1.2 shows how this
domain turns popular after 2000. About 1614 publications used the keyword “geopolymer”
and 620 publications used “AAM” binder since 1980.

Figure 1.1 Production process of Portland cement concrete (Provis and Bernal, 2014)

3
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Figure 1.2 Documents published using “geopolymer” and “AAM” in the last 25 years
(retrieved in the 28th April, 2015)
The AAM binder contributes less CO2 emissions and reduces costs due to the
incorporation of industrial wastes (normally fly ashes or slag), which are produced with lower
temperature during the calcination step. Duxson et al. (2007) calculated the CO2 emissions
of the various alkali-activated fly ash and metakaolin binders as a function of the dissolved
activators (Na2O + SiO2 content). The calculation showed an 80% reduction in CO2
emissions when compared to the Portland cement binder. However, the estimated CO2
savings quoted from life-cycle studies varied dramatically between mix designs and raw
precursors, ranging from 30% to 80% (Tempest et al., 2009). This encourages the widespread
adoption of AAM binder due to the cap and trade and other carbon tax regimes.
However, PC concrete faces challenges regarding durability. It is heavily affected by
intense climate conditions, and its life span is about 50 years (Antunes Boca Santa, 2013).
As a result, conventional PC concrete degrades rapidly, requiring frequent demolitions and
renovations. This significantly increases the consumption of raw materials and the
environmental footprint. Nevertheless, concrete samples like those found in Rome, which
mainly are composed by volcanic ash and lime (Zolfagharifard, 2014), are still unchanged
and were built more than 2,000 years ago. There have discussions about the possible
connections between Roman concretes and alkali-activated binder (Provis and van Deventer,
2014). Brandon et al. (2005) and Roy (1999) claimed that the presence of zeolites including
4
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analcime in the ancient concrete is the final stable phase of long-term conversion, predicting
the increased durability of cements of somewhat similar composition. Further, the excellent
durability of ancient structures may be attributed to their minerals, specifically to their large
store of alkaline metal phases (Palomoa et al., 2014). According to Paloma et al. (2014), the
alkaline aluminosilicate hydrates are similar in composition to natural zeolites, and therefore
the good durability could be estimated. Indeed, many reports (Bernal and Provis, 2014;
Fernandez-Jimenez et al., 2007; Law et al., 2012; Maier and Durham, 2012) have been
published concerning the better technological properties of AAM such as higher mechanical
properties, lower permeability, lower heat of hydration better chemical resistance etc. The
gels formed in geopolymer resemble zeolites on a nanostructure level, and are highly-crosslinked, leading to good mechanical performance and chemical durability (Provis and van
Deventer, 2014).

1.2.2 Drawbacks of AAM binder
One of the main drawbacks of using AAM is related to the raw precursors. As one of
the most common precursors, the supply of slag or class F fly ash is likely to be an issue in
some areas, leading to insufficient to launch the large AAM applications. Figure 1.3 shows
that sources of supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) are limited in Québec, Canada,
requiring SCMs to be transported to the province. This transportation of the material will
increase costs and the environmental impact. Alternative aluminosilicate precursors need to
be discovered, preferably from local resources.

Figure 1.3 Sources of usable SCMs in Canada (Bouzoubaâ and Fournier, 2003)
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Another locally available resource is glass powder (GP), produced by crushing and
grinding the mixed-color waste glass to an adequate fineness. GP contains pozzolanic
property (Idir et al., 2011; Shayan and Xu, 2006; Shi et al., 2005) and its reactivity is closely
related to its fineness. In Québec, 300,000 tons of waste glass were consumed annually
(Racine, 2003) and 87,000 tons of GHG can be reduced (Tremblay, 2010) with this recycling
procedure. Therefore, GP is a potential alternative SCM can be used in synthesizing the AAM
binder.
As mentioned previously, the AAM binder without using Portland cement can greatly
reduce GHG emissions. Davidovits (2002) claimed that the production of geopolymer emits
approximately six times less CO2. Nevertheless, the AAM binder still contributes to the
energy cost and GHG emissions somehow related to the production of the precursor materials
(slag, fly ash, metakaolin etc.) and the alkaline activators. Tempest et al. (2009) and
Witherspoon et al. (2009) analyzed the real energy consumed in fly ash based geopolymer
production and showed that the major factor was the type and concentration of the alkaline
activator. This is due to the complex chemical processes required to manufacture the
materials (Rodríguez et al., 2013). The production of sodium silicate involves the calcination
of sodium carbonate and quartz sand at a temperature ranging from 1400 ~ 1500ºC,
producing large amounts of CO2 (McLellan et al., 2011). The production of chemical
activators used in AAM also introduces non-Greenhouse gas emissions such as SOx, NOx,
phosphate etc. into life cycle calculations (Stengel et al., 2009). However, one of the popular
chemical activators, sodium silicate based AAM generally provides the highest compressive
strength development and exhibits some advantages compared with other activators such as
NaOH or Na2CO3 (Ben Haha et al., 2011; Duran Atiş et al., 2009; Fernández-Jiménez et al.,
1999).
One of the potential problems inhibiting the development of AAM is in handling
concentrated caustic solutions. The traditional binder in Portland cement is mixed with water,
whereas the AAM binder requires to prepare the alkaline component in aqueous form. This
increases the construction difficulties because the manipulation of such binder needs skilled
workers and it poses potential health risks. Researchers are motivated to develop an AAM
binder that can be simply mixed with water, while also further reducing energy costs and the
environmental impact.
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1.2.3 Hypothesis
The introduction summarized many factors motivating the development of an AAM
binder to improve the environmental impact, economic efficiency, and feasibility of largescale applications. WSA contains a large amount of CaO (~ 47%) and is rich in SiO2 (~ 23%)
and Al2O3 (~ 14%). Based on the initial test, it presents an alkaline (pH ≈ 13) nature when
dissolved in water. The alkaline property of WSA and its rich aluminosilicate phase inspired
the original assumption of this project. This raised the following question: is it possible to
use WSA as a raw precursor and as an alternative chemical activator to synthesize the AAM
binder?
Additionally, GP contains a SiO2 content of about 73% and potentially reactive alkalis,
which are desirable to form the AAM binder as the supply of silica and alkalis sources. Glass
is highly soluble at alkaline pH values. At values of 9 to 10.7, the solubility of amorphous
silica rises due to the formation of silicate ions, along with a monomer in equilibrium with
the solid phase. At values higher than 10.7, the amorphous silica in the solid phase dissolves
to form a soluble silicate (El-Shamy et al., 1972; El-Shamy and Pantano, 1977). Therefore,
the possibility of using GP as a raw precursor is also discussed in this study.

1.3 Objectives
1.3.1 General objectives
This project is aimed at developing AAMs with WSA. The amorphous content in WSA
is supposed to be activated with chemical activators. As an extra aluminosilicate precursor
source, the use of WSA in AAMs can relieve the local scarcity of precursor sources. WSA
contains potential reactive ingredients (Ca, Si, Al, Na etc.) and it may react with other SCMs
(slag, GP, FFA) to synthesize the alternative AAMs. The resultant binder is expected to
exhibit properties comparable to that of Portland cement. The basic understanding of the
nature and properties of the newly formed binder were required.
In addition, this project attempts to diminish the adverse effect of expansion
contributed by the WSA hydration. Modified concrete mixtures are produced with the
intention of creating high autogenous shrinkage to restrain the existed expansion. The
concrete fresh, hardened properties and volume change are discussed. The optimum binder
is proposed for future practical applications.
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1.3.2 Specific objectives
The specific objectives are listed as followed:
1. Develop AAM references with local available materials: according to the literature
review, AAM binders are prepared with various formulae worldwide, largely
dependent on the raw materials and different activating conditions. There is no
standard AAM binder, and thus the properties of AAM references are prepared with
available appropriate raw materials. Activating conditions have to be examined, such
as:
•

Sources of raw materials

•

Types and dosage of chemical activators

•

Mixing methods

•

Curing regimes

2. Study the feasibility of using WSA or GP as precursors to produce AAMs:
•

Optimize the substitution ratio of traditional SCM (slag and fly ash) by WSA
or GP

•

Select the appropriate chemical activators when using WSA

•

Assess the compatibility between superplasticizer and alkali-activated WSA
blended binder

3. Evaluate the possibility of using the WSA to activate other SCMs:
•

Examine various activated binders: WSA activating slag, GP and FFA

•

Optimize the dosage of WSA as an activator

•

Determine suitable curing conditions

•

Evaluate fresh, mechanical properties of alternative activator binders using
WSA

4. Investigate the reaction mechanism of the newly formed binder systems:
•

Determine reaction products

•

Examine reaction kinetics

•

Study the microstructure of hydrated binder

5. Study the expansive-compensate concrete mixtures:
•

Optimize the w/b ratios and binder composition
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•

Evaluate the fresh and mechanical properties of concrete

•

Assess the volume change of concrete in terms of autogenous shrinkage,
drying shrinkage and restrained shrinkage

1.4 Research significance
This project enables the creation of an alternative binder to Portland cement, reducing
both the cost and the environmental impact. Using WSA and GP in the development of ecobinder offers solutions for GHG emissions and waste management. The use of WSA and GP
offers potential for recycling waste materials rather than dumping these materials into
landfills. Moreover, the scarcity of local raw precursors (i.e. slag or FFA) can be relieved.
The health risk of applying caustic chemical activators in making AAMs would be avoided.
The modified WSA blended concrete with compensating the adverse expansion is anticipated
to gain good engineering properties that would be suitable for several practical applications.
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CHAPTER 2

Literature review

Alkali-activated materials (AAMs) have been studied for decades as an alternative to
Portland cement. This chapter reviews the history, formation, classification, mechanism and
reaction products of AAMs. Two alternative supplementary cementitious materials
(wastepaper sludge ash and glass powder) used as construction materials are also reviewed
in this chapter. They were potentially replacing raw precursors or chemical activators,
making a more sustainable AAM binder.

2.1 Alkali-activated materials (AAMs)
As an alternative to Portland cement binder, alkali-activated materials (AAMs) were
first developed in 1908 (Kühl, 1908). AAM has only been adopted internationally since the
1990s (Provis and van Deventer, 2014). Most of the work has focused on AAM
microstructure with little emphasis on the prediction of service life, durability, and
engineering properties (Provis and van Deventer, 2014). In this section, the history of AAM
is reviewed. Depending on what precursors are used, AAM can be divided into different
types and the reaction mechanism of each type is elaborated on in the following sections.

2.1.1 History
AAM was first patented by a German cement chemist and engineer Kühl in 1908 (Kühl,
1908). He combined vitreous slag and an alkali sulfate or carbonate, with or without alkaline
earth oxides or hydroxides to create a “developing material”. He claimed that the binder
provided the performance “fully equal to the best Portland cements”.
The scientific basis for these binders was then developed in more detail by Purdon in 1940
(Purdon, 1935; Purdon, 1940), who tested different blast furnace slags activated by NaOH
solutions as well as by combinations of Ca(OH)2 and different sodium salts, and reached a
strength comparable to Portland cement. He recommended this binder for use in ready-mixed
and precast applications where the activator dosage can be precisely controlled.
In the mid-1950s, under the specific demand of the Soviet Union to develop an
alternative binder for Portland cement, Glukhovsky studied the binders used in ancient roman
and Egyptian structures (Glukhovsky, 1994), and discovered a binder composed of low basic
calcium or aluminosilicate (clays) with alkali metals solutions (Glukhovsky, 1959). He
10
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named the binder “soil cements” and the concrete “soil silicates”. The binder can be divided
into two groups according to the different starting materials: alkaline binder system Me2OMe2O3-SiO2-H2O and alkaline-earth alkali binding systems Me2O-MeO-Me2O3-SiO2-H2O.
From the 1960s onwards, following the research of Glukhovsky, several applications
were tested in Ukraine including apartment buildings, railway sleepers, road sections, pipes,
drainage and irrigation channels, flooring for dairy farms, pre-cast slabs and blocks, and
using alkali activated blast furnace slag (Shi et al., 2006). Subsequent studies have shown
that these materials have high durability and a compact microstructure (Xu et al., 2008).
Although a number of patents and standards were produced, these documents have been
largely inaccessible (Provis and van Deventer, 2014).
In the late 1970s, Davidovits (1991) reignited interest in the area by studying the
metakaolin based alkali-activated binders and naming it “geopolymer”. His benchmark

contributions (Davidovits, 1991) included the discussion of ideal conditions for synthesizing
geopolymers, the characterization of the reaction products obtained, and the study of end product
characteristics, properties and possible applications. Many niche applications were patented and
referred to aluminosilicate-based formulations since the early 1980s (Davidovits, 1982).
In 1983, based on the discovery of the geopolymer binder, an American cement company, Lone
Star, developed a hybrid OPC/AAM concrete so-called Pyrament (Davidovits, 2002). It was used
in military applications, particularly as a repair material for concrete runways because of its
ability to rapidly gain very high early strength. By 1993, it was applied to 50 industrial facilities
and 57 US military installations (Wheat, 1992).

Davidovits proposed linking the geopolymer materials with the construction of
Egyptian pyramids (Davidovits and Morris, 1988). He claimed that the large building blocks
comprising the pyramids have been poured in-place, using chemistry resembling alkali
activation (Provis and van Deventer, 2014). While these claims are still under quite intense
debate, it is clear that whether or not the pyramids were poured as synthetic stone blocks, the
chemistry involved would have been quite different from the alkali-activated aluminosilicate
systems which today are described as geopolymers (Barsoum et al., 2006).
There has also been significant discussion surrounding the potential connections
between ancient Roman concretes and modern alkali-activated binders. The former were
based on the activation of a volcanic ash with lime, where the elevated pH initiated the
reaction of the pozzolanic material. The volcanic ash used in these concretes often included
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significant contents of alkalis (Brandon et al., 2005), and the final concrete products, when
examined after 2000 years in service, often contained traces of zeolites including analcime.
Interest in the comparison with Roman concrete is primarily derived from arguments related
to its durability and retention of strength. Over a period of 2000 years, these concretes have
remained in service in environments that include immersion in seawater, while others
including the Pantheon in Rome have withstood significant seismic activity. Certainly some
Roman concrete structures have degraded over the centuries, but so many remain intact
providing some potential lessons in terms of material chemistry and design. A further point
should be mentioned that much degradation observed in modern concretes is related to the
corrosion of reinforced steel, while the unreinforced roman structures are not subject to this
(Provis and van Deventer, 2014).
In the 1990s, with the worldwide need for sustainable development, a global interest reemerged in developing alkali-activated materials as a potential alternative binder system due to
its significant contributions in reducing greenhouse gases. Researchers throughout Western
Europe began to develop more detailed scientific foundations for the understanding of alkaliactivation technology, with a collaboration between Palomo in Spain and Glasser in the UK,
providing a key early paper in this area (Palomo and Glasser, 1992) related to the alkaline
activation of metakaolin. At the same time, Chinese researchers studied the alkaline activation of
metallurgical slags and commercialized it as “JK cement” (Dong, 1999).

Since the early 1990s, two teams, headed by Palomo and Puertas (Fernández‐Jiménez
et al., 2003; Puertas et al., 2004), continue to study the alkali activation of fly ash and blast
furnace slag. Both groups have aimed to establish the effect of the factors involved in
activation, and identify the mechanisms governing the process on chemical and
microstructural levels. They also reported the formation of a laminar C-S-H gel in alkali
activation of slag, as opposed to the characteristic chain-type structure exhibited by this gel
in OPC systems. These workers were also the first to identify and characterize the gels which
have been termed “N-A-S-H gels” (Palomo et al., 2004).
In Australia, since the mid-1990s, research at the University of Melbourne, led first by
Van Deventer and more recently by Provis, has published in excess of 100 journal papers in
this area (Provis and van Deventer, 2014). Given that Australia has a plentiful supply of
underutilized fly ash, applied research has been focused to a large extent in this area (Provis
and van Deventer, 2014). Another long-running Australian research program is the group led
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by Sanjayan, who have published a number of key papers related to concretes obtained by
the alkali-activation of slags (Bakharev et al., 2000; Collins and Sanjayan, 1998; Collins and
Sanjayan, 1999), and also some detailed studies on alkali-activated fly ash concretes
(Bakharev, 2005) and high-temperature properties of AAMs (Guerrieri et al., 2009).
Alkali activated binders research is not limited to the laboratory. Many applications
have been performed since the 1970s: use as grouts and mortars in dams (Dziewański et al.,
1980), and in waste immobilization (Deja, 2002). Alkali-carbonate activated slag concretes
poured in 1974 as the flooring slab and external walls of an industrial storehouse were still
in service after 27 years, and showed excellent durability performance and serviceability
(Provis and van Deventer, 2014).
In general, AAM technology has not attained the level of Portland cement in
construction material markets. According to Provids and van Deventer (2014), this is
probably due to:
•

The primary precursors for AAM, such as fly ash and slag, are not available
everywhere compared to the wide availability of limestone, the main source for the
production of Portland cement.

•

Most chemical additives are not available for use in AAM, so it is a challenge for
AAM to compete against modern Portland concrete from a placement perspective.

•

Portland concrete has an extensive track record of more than 150 years, while AAM
technology has been limited to niche applications.

•

All standards for concretes are based on Portland cement, while AAM mixtures not
including Portland cement do not comply with the existing standards. This creates
problems for decision-makers, especially consulting engineers and asset owners
regarding risk and liability.

•

A series of durability tests linked with the standards regime for Portland concrete has
been accepted by the market as a means to predict in-service life. These tests may not
be valid in the case of AAM. The absence of a long track record along with questions
in prediction of durability based on laboratory tests compounds the challenge to get
AAM to market.
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However, the key driver for the increasing adoption of AAM over recent years is the
substantial reduction in CO2 emissions compared with Portland cement, providing the
incentive for the use of AAM in carefully selected commercial projects.

2.1.2 Terminology
The history of AAMs is complex and difficult to comprehend. Consequently, a single
physical-chemical concept has given rise to a diverse terminology. The fact that the same
family of materials has many different names is not merely anecdotal. It is an anomaly in
need of correction because it has created confusion. Historically, researchers named this
binder depending on their own understandings, some of which are “alkaline cements”,
“inorganic polymers”, “geocements”, “geopolymers”, “mineral polymers”, “soil cements”,
“hydroceramics”, “inorganic polymer glasses”, “alkali-bonded ceramics” ”, and a variety of
other names (Provis and van Deventer, 2009). The ambiguous terms have hindered the uptake
of knowledge into the wider alkali-activation community. Moreover, researchers who are not
familiar with this field will either become confused about which terms refer to which specific
materials, or they will remain unaware of important research that does not appear upon
conducting a simple keyword search on an academic search engine (Provis and van Deventer,
2014). For example, Rahier et al. (1996a, 1996b, 1997) used the term “inorganic polymer
glass” rather than the common known term “geopolymer”. Despite the good quality research
and interesting findings, these articles have received fewer citations than they may deserve.
Among all the terms used in this domain, the author chose to call it “alkali-activated
materials (AAMs)”. According to Buchwald et al. (2003) and Shi et al. (2006), alkaliactivated material is the broadest classification, encompassing essentially any binder system
derived by the reaction of an alkali metal source (solid or dissolved) with a solid silicate
powder. This solid can be a calcium silicate as in alkali-activation of more conventional
clinkers, or a more aluminosilicate-rich precursor such as slag, natural pozzolan, fly ash or
metakaolin. The alkali sources used can include alkali hydroxides, silicates, carbonates,
sulfates, aluminates or oxides – essentially any soluble substance which can supply alkali
metal cations, raise the pH of the reaction mixture and accelerate the dissolution of the solid
precursor (van Deventer et al., 2010).
Furthermore, “geopolymer” (Davidovits, 1991) is found commonly in the literature and
may confuse readers who question its definition. Geopolymers are a subset of AAM, where
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the binding phase is almost exclusively aluminosilicate and highly coordinated (Provis and
van Deventer, 2014). To form such a gel as the primary binding phase, the available calcium
content of the reacting components will usually be low, to enable formation of a pseudozeolitic network structure (Provis et al., 2005) rather than the chains characteristic of calcium
silicate hydrates. Low-calcium fly ashes and calcined clays are the most prevalent precursors
used in geopolymer synthesis (Duxson et al., 2007). Alkali-activated blast furnace slag
should not be described as a geopolymer, because its structure is based on low-calcium
calcium silicate hydrate (C–S–H) phases, i.e. a chain structure rather than a network (van
Deventer et al., 2010).
Figure 2.1 presents the classification of AAMs and their position with respect to OPC
and sulfoaluminate cementing systems. The shading indicates approximate alkali content;
darker shading corresponds to higher concentrations of Na and/or K (Provis and van Deventer,
2014). As shown in the Figure 2.1, geopolymers are composed of the highest Al and lowest
Ca concentrations.
Unlike Portland cement binder, AAM can be synthesized based on various starting
materials plus different alkaline agents. As a result, Provis and van Deventer (2014) believed
that it is reasonable to classify AAM binders into three categories, according to the calcium
content contained in the starting materials: high-Ca AAM (such as alkali-activated slag),
medium-Ca AAM (such as alkali-activated fly ash/slag), and low-Ca AAM (such as alkaliactivated fly ash).

2.1.3 Typical starting materials
Theoretically, all the aluminosilicate-rich materials could be potentially used in
preparing an AAM binder (Table 2.1). The most common precursors are slag, class F fly ash
(FFA), metakaolin and so on. This study focused on the alkali-activated slag and fly ashbased geopolymer systems. This section reviewed characteristics and properties of these two
starting materials.
2.1.3.1 Ground granulated blast-furnace slag
There are many types of industrial slag such as granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBFS),
granulated phosphorus slag, steel slag, non-ferrous slag etc. GGBFS is widely applied in
large-scale constructions. However, the main limit on slag use as a binder at present is the
low availability of sufficiently ground and glassy slag. Slow-cooled slag tends to crystallize
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and has little or no cementing property, but it can be used as an aggregate (Provis and van
Deventer, 2014). It is also one of the most important precursors used in making alkaliactivated materials.

Figure 2.1 Classification of AAMs, with comparison to OPC and calcium sulfoaluminate
binder chemistry (Provis and van Deventer, 2014)
Blast-furnace slag is obtained from nonferrous components of iron ore, coke ash,
limestone, and other additives during the smelting of iron ore in a blast furnace. It is removed
from the furnace separately or together with molten pig iron at temperatures of approximate
1350 ~ 1550 °C. It solidifies at about 1250 °C. Glassy blast-furnace slag is produced by
rapidly cooling the molten slag with water and/or compressed air to get a finely dispersed
material (granulation). The glass content, which is essential for its hydraulic properties, must
be kept as high as possible. Normally, the glass content is higher than 90 % (Sprung and
Kropp, 2000). It is easy to check the amorphous state of a quenched slag through an X-ray
diffraction. The XRD pattern (Figure 2.2) does not present any peaks but rather a hump
located at a 2θ angle around 30°. This angle corresponds to the principal peak of melilite
(Aïtcin, 2007).
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Table 2.1 Summary of the different combinations of solid precursors and alkaline activators
(Provis and van Deventer, 2014)
MOH
Acceptable

M2O∙rSiO2
Desirable

Desirable

Desirable

Calcined clays

Acceptable

Desirable

Natural pozzolans and
volcanic ashes

Acceptable/
Desirable

Desirable

Framework aluminosilicates

Acceptable

Acceptable

Synthetic glassy precursors

Acceptable/
Desirable
(depending on
glass
composition)

Desirable

Blast furnace slag
Fly ash

Steel slag
Phosphorus slag
Ferronickel slag
Copper slag

Red mud
Bottom ash and municipal
solid waste incineration ash

M2CO3
Good
Poor: becomes
acceptable with
cement/clinker
addition

M2SO4
Acceptable
Only with
cement/clinker
addition

Poor

Only with
cement/clinker
addition

Only with
cement/clinker
addition

Only with
cement/clinker
addition

Other
NaAlO2:
acceptable

Desirable
Desirable
Desirable
Acceptable
(grinding of
slag is
problematic)
Acceptable
(better with
slag addition)
Acceptable

Notes:
1.
Classifications are as follows:
Desirable: the synthesis of high-performance (high strength, durable) binders and concretes can be
achieved by the use of this activator
Good: performance is generally slightly below that which is achieved with the optimal activator, but
good results can still be achieved
Acceptable: the generation of valuable alkali-activated binders is possible, but there are significant
drawbacks in terms of strength development, durability, and/or workability
Poor: strength development is generally insufficient for most applications; systems where it is noted that
the addition of significant levels of Portland cement clinker is required would otherwise fall in this
category
2.
M represents an alkali metal cation
3.
Blends of various raw materials are not described explicitly in this Table.
4.
The column headed M2O·rSiO2 describes the full range of alkali metal silicate compositions, regardless
of modulus (r).
5.
Blank cells describe systems which have not been characterized in the open scientific literature.
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Figure 2.2 X-Ray diffraction of a hot slag after quenching (Aïtcin, 2007)
Slag is neither a hydraulic binder, nor a pozzolanic material (Tanaka et al., 1983).
When slag is mixed with water, it does not harden nor does it combine directly with the lime
liberated by the C3S and C2S to form secondary C-S-H. Slag can be activated by lime and
also by calcium sulfate, potash or soda, which act as catalysts in the attack of the glass (Aïtcin,
2007). Indeed, according to Taylor et al. (2010), the reaction of slag with water in the absence
of alkalis does harden if sufficient time is given (over 20 years). The role of alkaline activator
is therefore to accelerate the reaction to take place within a reasonable timeframe for the
production of an engineering material. Usually, slag blended into Portland cement shows
various properties (Aïtcin, 2007) such as lower early stage strength, lower initial heat of
hydration, increased imperviousness and resistance of concrete to sulfates, and potential
swelling due to alkali-aggregate reaction.
The hydraulic properties of glassy blast-furnace slag are dependent on the
microscopically determined glass content and on its chemical composition (Sprung and
Kropp, 2000). Generally, the chemical composition is as follows: lime 30-50%, silica 2838%, alumina 8-23%, magnesia 1-17%, sulfur 1-2.5% and ferrous and manganese oxides 13% (Aïtcin, 2007). According to Sprung and Kropp (2000), the hydraulic reactivity of glassy
blast-furnace slag is proportional to the amount of calcium oxide and magnesium oxide.
Whereas CaO increases the reactivity, MgO diminishes the hydraulic properties because of
the formation of crystalline spinel (MgO·Al2O3). A higher content of aluminum oxide
especially increases the initial strength. The sulfide content promotes glass formation because
the larger sulfide ions are incorporated into the glass structure rather than the smaller oxide.
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Slow-cooled slag tends to be crystalline and unreactive, but many rapidly-cooled
(granulated or pelletised) slags can also contain crystalline inclusions. The nature and content
of these inclusions in the slag are influenced by the relationship between the slag composition
(and thus liquids temperature) and processing conditions (Provis and van Deventer, 2014).
Five different predicted formulas (Table 2.2) which assess the hydraulicity of GGBFS
were summarized in Pal et al. (2003). However, there is not always a good correlation
between the mechanical strength of slag concrete and these parameters since it depends on
not only its chemical composition but also the glass content, the mineralogical composition,
and the fineness etc.
Table 2.2 Formulas proposed for assessment of activity of slag (Pal et al., 2003)
Formula
CaO/SiO2

Requirement for
good performance
1.3-1.4

(CaO + MgO) / SiO2

Remake

>1.4

(CaO + MgO) / (SiO2+Al2O3)

1.0-1.3

(CaO + 0.56 Al2O3 + 1.4 MgO) / SiO2

≥1.65

(CaO +MgO+Al2O3) / SiO2

≥1.0

Basicity coefficient (Kb)
Hydration modulus

In the literature review, many articles used the basicity coefficient (Kb) and the quality
coefficient (CaO+MgO+Al2O3)/(SiO2+TiO2) (Talling, B. and Brandstetr, J., 1989; Wang et
al., 1994) to measure the hydraulic activity of GGBFS. The slag can be classified into three
groups: acid (Kb<1), neutral (Kb=1), and basic (Kb>1). For alkali activated slag, neutral or
alkaline slag is preferred (Adam, 2009). In general, glassy slag with CaO/SiO2 ratios near to
1, Al2O3/SiO2 ratios between 0.1 and 0.6, and containing some Al2O3 and MgO(15-30% total)
is amenable to alkali activation (Talling, B. and Brandstetr, J., 1989). To ensure good
hydration properties, the hydration modulus (as shown in Table 2.2) should exceed 1.4
(Chang et al., 2005).
The fineness of the slag is a key factor influencing the reaction, setting, strength
development and final microstructure of AAM. Wang et al. (1994) and Puertas (1995) have
indicated that the optimal fineness range of alkali-activated slag is between 400 m2/kg and
550 m2/kg. However, Talling, B. and Brandstetr, J. (1989) reported that the use of finely
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ground BFS beyond 450 m2/kg gave setting times between 1 to 3 minutes, meaning that the
material was impossible to cast.
According to Fernandez-Jimenez et al. (1999), the most relevant parameters that
influence mechanical strength of alkali-activated blast furnace slag mortars are: the nature of
the alkaline activator, the concentration of the activator, curing temperature, and Blaine
fineness. The authors also noticed that the optimum concentration of the alkaline activator
varies between 3% and 5% of equivalent Na2O to slag mass. Using a Na2O amount above
those limits will cause inefficient mixtures and possible efflorescence problems.
2.1.3.2 Fly ash
The term “fly ash” is used to describe the fine particles that are collected in the
dedusting system of power plants that burn coal or lignite. These fused particles are quenched
when they leave the flame. They solidify in the shape of vitreous glass spheres (Figures 2.3)
(Aïtcin, 2007) and generally collected using electrostatic precipitation. Fly ash is a highly
variable material that is dependent not only on the impurities present in the coal prior to
combustion, but also on the particulars of the combustion and quenching process (Provis and
van Deventer, 2009). Spherical fly ash particles will in general have a low water demand as
spheres have the lowest surface area per unit volume. Water reduction is desirable for
concrete. In particular, lower water/binder ratios give reductions in porosity and thus
permeability, meaning that corrosion of steel reinforcement due to chloride or sulfate attack
is greatly reduced (Provis and van Deventer, 2009). It is generally agreed that fly ash improve
properties in freshly mixed Portland cement concrete such as (Butler and Mearing, 1985):
•

Improved workability imparted by the spherical ash particles and associated water
reduction.

•

Improved compressive strength and other mechanical properties as a result of the
reduced water demand.

•

Improved durability in hardened concrete due to the pozzolanic reaction (consuming
the calcium hydroxide generated by the Portland cement hydration and increasing the
volume of calcium silicate hydrate, which helps fill the voids and thus creates a more
durable, impermeable binder).

•

Reduced cost as the value of coal fly ash is lower than that of cement.

•

Reduced CO2 emission as less cement is required.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.3 a) Spherical particles of fly ashes, b)Plerosphere (hollow particles filled with
smaller spheres) containing cenospheres in a fly ash (Aïtcin, 2007)
A certain number of coarse impurities can pass so rapidly through the flame that they
are not fused (Aïtcin, 2007) and as a result, crystalline phases are detected. Fly ash consists
primarily of a glassy phase and a few minority crystalline phases such as quartz (5–13%),
mullite (8–14%) and magnetite (3–10%) (Fernández-Jiménez and Palomo, 2003).
ASTM C618 (2012) standard recognizes two main families of fly ashes based on the
value of the sum of SiO2, Al2O3 and Fe2O3: if the value is greater than 70%, the fly ash is
said to be a “Class F fly ash”. On the other hand, the ash which has the former three oxides
components lower than 70% and the CaO content higher than 10% (as much as 40 percent in
some cases) will be classified as “Class C fly ash”. Class F fly ashes are truly pozzolanic
(Aïtcin, 2007). The major glassy phase present in most Class F coal fly ash is an
aluminosilicate; this glass is formed from the molten clays present in the coal (Provis and
van Deventer, 2009). Class C fly ash is less widely studied for AAM synthesis than are the
Class F ashes (Provis and van Deventer, 2014). With the exception of pozzolanic property,
high-lime ash has some cementitious (hydraulic) properties of its own, but because its lime
will react with the silica and alumina portions of the ash, there will be less of these
compounds to react with the lime which has been generated by the hydration of cement. This
type of fly ash provides the opportunity for applications where no other activators would be
required (Sezer et al., 2006).
After an exhaustive study of a large number of types of ash, some studies (FernándezJiménez and Palomo, 2003; Fernández-Jiménez, A. et al., 2006) concluded that for type F fly
ash to be apt for use in the manufacture of alkaline cements, it must meet the following
requirements:
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•

unburnt percentage <5%

•

[Fe2O3]≤10%;

•

[CaO]≤10%;

•

reactive SiO2>40%

•

80–90% particles <45μm

•

vitreous phase content >50%

•

the [SiO2]reactive / [Al2O3]reactive ratio>1.5

2.1.4 Activators
Obviously, activators play a very important role in synthesizing an AAM binder. The
most relevant characteristics related to the alkali activator are: the type of alkaline salt
(usually silicate or hydroxide); the method of addition of the alkaline component (as a
solution or in solid-state), and the dosage of the alkali component, usually expressed as molar
ratios considering the overall composition of the raw material. Additionally, it has been
reported that the alkali cation supplied by the alkaline solution influences the first stages of
binder formation, and consequently the mechanical performance of the final products
(Rodríguez et al., 2013).
In this section, the commonly used chemical activators are presented. In general,
hydroxide activation can give very good results for low-calcium binder systems, carbonate
and sulfate activation can be desirable for high-calcium binders, and silicate activation is the
most generally applicable across the widest range of binder compositions (Prov is and van
Deventer, 2014).
2.1.4.1 Sodium hydroxide
Sodium hydroxide is predominantly produced via the chlor-alkali process, in parallel
with Cl2. This has important environmental implications for its use in alkali activation, both
in terms of greenhouse emissions (via electricity consumption) and in terms of emissions of
other components (e.g. mercury) which are sometimes utilized in this process (Provis and
van Deventer, 2014).
Anhydrous sodium hydroxide has a specific gravity of 2.13 at 20 ºC and a melting point
of 318 ºC (Shi et al., 2006). The solubility of NaOH at 20 ºC is about 53% (Shi et al., 2006).
The dissolution of NaOH releases a large amount of heat at low concentrations. The heat of
dissolution slightly increases with concentration up to about 15%, then decreases with
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concentration. The viscosity of NaOH solution increases with concentration. At 20 ºC, water
has a viscosity of 1.00 centipoise, while it is 1.72 for 10% and 4.5 for 20% NaOH solutions
(Shi et al., 2006).
Aside from the obviously corrosive nature, the most important properties of
concentrated hydroxide solutions are viscosity and the heat released by the dissolution of the
solid alkali hydroxide compounds during preparation of the solutions (Provis and van
Deventer, 2014). Specific cautions are needed when people manipulate or monitor the
preparation of hydroxide solutions from solids, especially at an industrial production scale.
In a laboratory, one should prepare sodium hydroxide solutions prior to starting the
experiments. During the preparation:
1) Sodium hydroxide solutions should always be added to water with agitation and water
should never be added to the sodium hydroxide solution;
2) The water should be lukewarm (30–40 ºC) and should never be hot or cold.
NaOH is the most commonly used hydroxide activator in geopolymer synthesis.
Concentrations exceeding 5 mol/kg H2O are widely used in alkali-activation, particularly
when using class F fly ash as precursors (Provis and van Deventer, 2014). The use of NaOH
as an activator in geopolymer synthesis is very widespread due to its low cost, wide
availability and low viscosity (Provis and van Deventer, 2009). However, the highly
corrosive nature of concentrated NaOH means that specialized processing equipment would
be required to produce large-scale applications. It should also be noted that efflorescence is
an issue in geopolymers activated with too high concentration of hydroxide solutions. This
is because the extent of the reaction reached by the binder before hardening is often low,
leading to an open microstructure with a mobile, alkali-rich pore solution (Provis and Bernal,
2014), where the excess alkali reacts with atmospheric CO2 to form white carbonate or
bicarbonate crystals (Provis and van Deventer, 2009). Most modern cement regulations
demand a maximum allowable alkali content (around 0.6 wt.% Na2Oeq), to minimize the
likelihood of alkali-aggregate reactions. Hence, various queries are sometimes raised
regarding whether these limits are sufficiently restrictive for alkali ion rich geopolymer
binders (Leming and Nguyen, 2000).
The addition of pozzolanic materials can reduce the possibility of deleterious of alkalisilica reactions, as the additional Al and Si sources react with the alkalis to form non23
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expansive gel products which do not damage the concrete structure (Provis and van Deventer,
2014). In addition, hydroxide-activated mixes can also show more favorable workability than
silicate-activated binders because the viscosity of concentrated alkali hydroxide solutions is
much lower than that of alkali silicate solutions of comparable concentration (Provis and
Bernal, 2014).
2.1.4.2 Sodium silicate
Silicate activation has been the most widespread activator used for the production of
AAMs, due to its nature versatility and the generally high performance of the binders
produced. The use of this activator promotes the development of a lower pH compared to
many alkali-activated binder systems, which is potentially beneficial in terms of occupational
health and safety considerations (Provis and van Deventer, 2014).
Sodium silicate is the generic name for a series of compounds with the formula
Na2O·nSiO2. Theoretically, the ratio n can be any number with diversified applications.
Commercial liquid sodium silicates have a ratio from 0.4 to 4 (Shi et al., 2006). The sodium
silicate glass is obtained by melting primary sand and sodium carbonate at 1350 ~ 1450 ºC.
Then the glass is dissolved in an autoclave at 140 ~ 160 ºC under suitable steam pressure (Shi
et al., 2006). This will consume more energy and emit more CO2.
The physical properties of sodium silicate are varied depending on its modulus Ms
(SiO2/Na2O). For instance, the density is 2.5 when the Ms equals to 2.5 g/cm3 but is 2.6 g/cm3
when the Ms is one. The melting point is 874 °C when the Ms is two and 1089 °C when the
Ms is one (Vail and Wills, 1952). For any given content of alkali (Na2O), an increase in
silicate modulus Ms leads to an increase in viscosity. Figure 2.4 presents the viscosities of
sodium silicate solutions, as a function of composition, at room temperature; data were
obtained from (Vail and Wills, 1952). Viscosities are plotted on a logarithmic scale, and
increase dramatically at higher silica content. Therefore, finishing freshly placed sodium
silicate-activated concretes can be challenging, because the sodium-containing AAM binder
tends to stick on the finishing equipment (Provis and van Deventer, 2014).
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Figure 2.4 Viscosities of sodium silicate solutions with mass ratio SiO2/Na2O as marked
(Vail and Wills, 1952)
Soluble alkali silicates are the most effective activators for most AAMs and are
relatively inexpensive. However, their properties are sensitive to their composition and
storage conditions. The sodium silicate liquids outside the range have limited stability and
are not practical. NaOH is generally added to a sodium silicate solution with a high modulus
to produce a solution with a lower modulus. In many cases, it is not convenient to manipulate
on-site. It can also be expected that, for a given modulus and concentration, the adjusted
silicate solution may have different species as compared with the one manufactured directly.
Many potential applications have failed because unnecessary precautions were taken either
in the use or during the storing or handling process (Shi et al., 2006).
Silicate-activated (initial activator pH: 11 ~ 13.5) slag generally shows higher
mechanical strength than hydroxide-activated (initial activator pH >14) slag binder
(Fernández-Jiménez et al., 1999; Wang et al., 1994), because calcium solubility is reduced
at higher pH as the supersaturation is reached with respect to portlandite [Ca(OH)2].
2.1.4.3 Sodium carbonate
Sodium carbonate (Na2CO3, a.k.a. soda ash) has been applied for more than 50 years
in eastern and central Europe (Provis and van Deventer, 2014) as a lower cost and more
environmentally friendly alternative to hydroxide or silicate activators to form AAM binder.
It is a white anhydrous powder or granular material with a purity of about 99%. It is produced
either by the Solvay process or directly from mining of carbonate salt deposits. There is an
estimated 4.7×1010 tons (van Oss, 2015) of a single deposit in the Green River Basin of
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Wyoming, USA, in addition to plentiful deposits elsewhere around the world. A commercial
standard soda ash is expressed with respect to the equivalent sodium oxide (Na2O) content.
The solubility of Na2CO3 is temperature-dependent. It increases with increased temperature
until 35.4 ºC, after which the solubility gradually decreases (Shi et al., 2006). Cooling of a
concentrated sodium carbonate solution will likely lead to precipitation (Provis and van
Deventer, 2014). When sodium carbonate anhydrous and hydrate are dissolved in water, they
show different thermal properties. Sodium carbonate anhydrous and sodium carbonate
monohydrate

(Na2CO3·H2O)

release

heat

but

sodium

carbonate

heptahydrate

(Na2CO3·7H2O) and sodium carbonate decahydrate (Na2CO3·10H2O) absorb heat. The heat
of dissolution also depends on the concentration of solutions. This means that dilution of a
concentrated sodium carbonate solution will absorb heat and decrease the temperature of the
solution (Shi et al., 2006). In addition, it may result in difficulties related to the water demand
during mixing if the formation of hydrous sodium carbonate slats (decahydrate) since it will
bind a large amount of water. Nevertheless, if it develops later as a product of atmospheric
carbonation of the binder, it will potentially provide pore-filling capabilities (Shi et al., 2006).
Many researchers over the past several decades have addressed the use of alkali
carbonate solutions for activation of (generally high-calcium) slags instead of fly ash (Shi et
al., 2006). Despite its relatively low Greenhouse gas footprint compared to hydroxide or
silicate solutions (Provis and van Deventer, 2014), the alkalinity of carbonate solutions is
lower than that of the other activators, meaning that the selection of aluminosilicate raw
materials with carbonate activators is restricted. Many articles have reported higher
mechanical strength development of slag activated with sodium carbonate than with sodium
hydroxide, but lower than that of silicate-activated slag binders, along with extended setting
times (Provis and van Deventer, 2014). Małolepszy (1986) reported that Na2CO3 activation
is more effective for the slag containing åkermanite (2CaO·MgO·2SiO2), while activation
with NaOH is more suitable when using slag containing gehlenite (2CaO·Al2O3·SiO2). On
the other hand, the use of sodium carbonate in the activation of fly ash is much less
widespread. Fernández-Jiménez, A et al. (2006) reported that the use of mixed hydroxide
carbonate activating solutions gives a poorly reacted, porous product, but it is not clear what
the specific contribution is of the carbonate component in the activating solution. It appears
that the lower reactivity of the Class F fly ash compared to the slag means that a higher level
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of available alkalinity is required than can be supplied by a carbonate solution, thus a stronger
base than M2CO3 (M: Na and/or K) is required (Provis and van Deventer, 2009).
The use of sodium carbonates rather than silicates activators also does not fully solve
the demold problem of stickiness of AAM (Byfors et al., 1989), because the silica released
by dissolution of raw materials contributes to this in the early stages of reaction.
2.1.4.4 Other potential activators
As mentioned earlier, the use of chemical activators has some inconvenient due to its
caustic properties and energy consumption. Some studies assessed alternative activators
based on modified agro-industrial wastes, as well as other sources. These results revealed
that alternative activators promoted similar or even better mechanical performance when
compared with conventional activators.
Živica (1999, 2006) has used chemically modified silica fume combined with NaOH
as an alkaline activator in the production of high performance activated slag binders,
identifying a highly dandified structure and enhanced mechanical strength due to the
production of calcium silicate hydrates. Bernal et al. (2012) used alternative activators by
mixing silica fume or rice husk ash with aqueous NaOH to form activated metakaolin/slag
blended binders. The results showed that alternative activators system can generate
mechanical strengths and structures comparable to those obtained using commercial silicate
solutions, which included almininosilicate reaction products along with calcium silicate
hydrate gel. Specifically, silica fume-derived activators supplied high concentrations of Si to
the systems after the early stages. Rice husk ash-derived activators appeared to have slightly
delayed Si availability due to the less reactive character of this precursor.
Rodríguez et al. (2013) used a soluble alkaline-treated nanosilicate suspension to
activate Class F fly ash and reported high mechanical strength and low permeability
geopolymers. The water demand and porosity of the samples prepared with the nanosilicate
activators were lower than in the case of commercial silicate activators, which was attributed
to the slightly delayed release of silica. Microstructural analysis showed that the geopolymer
gel was more tightly bound to the partially reacted fly ash particles for the nanosilica
activated fly ash binder.
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Indeed, with appropriate mixture design, the combination of alkalis with highly
amorphous silicate-containing precursors can be successfully used as alternative activators
in the production of AAMs.

2.1.5 Hydration mechanism
Duxson et al. (2007) outlined a highly simplified reaction mechanism for
geopolymerization as shown in Figure 2.5. Dissolution of the solid aluminosilicate source by
alkaline hydrolysis produces aluminate and silicate species (most likely in monomeric form).
This quickly creates a supersaturated aluminosilicate solution and results in the formation of
a gel, as the oligomers in the aqueous phase form large networks by condensation. After
gelation the system continues to rearrange and reorganize, as the connectivity of the gel
network increases, resulting in the three-dimensional aluminosilicate network commonly
attributed to geopolymers. This activation reaction is derived by two successive and
controlling stages: the nucleation or the dissolution of the aluminosilicate materials, and the
formation of polymeric species. These processes, which are highly dependent on
thermodynamic and kinetic parameters, determine the microstructure and pore distribution
of the material, which are critical in contributing many physical properties.
On the other hand, according to the types of gel formed in AAM binder, the authors
(Provis and Bernal, 2014) classified this system mainly into two different groups as shown
in Figure 2.6. The distinction is drawn principally on the basis of the calcium content in the
system, in which the primary reaction product is calcium (alumino) silicate hydrate (C-A-SH)-type gel or an alkali aluminosilicate-type gel. This gel is low in calcium, is often
represented as N-A-S-(H) with calcium substituted for sodium. The water is not a major
structural component of this gel, as it is in C-A-S-H-type gels (Provis and Bernal, 2014).
2.1.5.1 High-calcium system
Theoretically, any material composed of silica and aluminum can be alkali-activated.
In this section, we focus on the system made with high-calcium precursor materials, typically
referred to as alkali-activated slag. As shown in the previous section, slag hardly reacts with
water to form a hardened binder. Nevertheless, the alkaline activator can accelerate this
reaction, enabling the material to harden and develop strength within hours or days. The
silicate species from the activator react with the calcium, aluminum and extra silicon
dissolved from slag to form solid hydration products, yielding the early-stage engineering
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properties (strength and stiffness) that are essential in construction materials. This process
reduces the calcium concentration within the solution and further drives slag dissolution and
enhances the overall extent of the reaction (Provis and Bernal, 2014).

Figure 2.5 Conceptual model for the synthesis of an alkali-activated binder (Duxson et al.,
2007)
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Figure 2.6 Process and reaction products of alkaline activation of a solid aluminosilicate
precursor (Provis and Bernal, 2014)
Independent of the activator used, many studies (Fernández‐Jiménez et al., 2003;
Myers et al., 2013; Wang et al., 1995) assessed the reaction products formed by alkaline
activation of slag and showed that the main reaction product is a poorly crystalline aluminumsubstituted C-A-S-H-type gel, whose structure is strongly influenced by the chemistry of the
slag source and the composition of the activators (Ben Haha et al., 2011). The gel in general
has a lower calcium content than a hydrated Portland cement system (Provis and Bernal,
2014). The gel is generally described as having similar structure to the calcium silicate
hydrate phase C-S-H (I) with Ca/(Si+Al) < 1.5 (Myers et al., 2013).
The main hydration product in the binding phase in PC systems is a Ca-rich (1.5 ≤
Ca/Si ≤ 2) calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) gel, which is thought to be comprised of noncross-linked tobermorite and jennite-like structures (Richardson, 2008). On the nanometer
scale, one of the C-S-H phases seems to be structurally related to the crystalline phase of 1.4
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nm toermorite (C-S-H (I)) as shown in Figure 2.7. The structure contains SiO4 tetrahedra
condensed into linear chains that are kinked so that it can repeat at internals of three silicate
tetrahedral. Such an arrangement is called “dreierkette” and has an empirical formula Si3O9
(Hewlett, 1998).
As shown in Figure 2.8, Myers et al. (2013) proposed a model that describes the C-AS-H gel formed in alkaline activated slag as a mixture of cross-linked and non-cross linked
tobermorite-based structures that includes layers of tetrahedrally coordinated silicate chains
with a dreierketten structure. The gel has a relatively low calcium content (Ca/(Si+Al) < 1.5)
compared to that C-S-H gels formed in PC. The interlayer region contains Ca2+ cations,
alkalis, and the water of hydration is chemically incorporated into the gel structure. For the
cross-linked substituted tobermorite model, Myers et al. (2013) proposed the assumption that
the fraction of aluminum substitution into bridging sites (Q3). Because of the chemical
limitations imposed by the constraints of the tobermorite-like structure, the extent of uptake
of aluminum into the primary binding phase is limited. The incorporation of tetrahedral
aluminum into C-A-S-H chains takes place predominantly in the bridging tetrahedral sites
shown in Figure 2.8 (Myers et al., 2013; Provis and Bernal, 2014), and some aluminum can
also be located in interlayer sites. This strong preference for substitution on specific sites
places a structural limitation on the total Al/Si ratio, which is constrained to a value of less
than 0.20, depending on the degree of cross-linking of the gel (lower in cross-linked than in
non-cross-linked gels) (Myers et al., 2013). Some alkali cations existing between interlayers
also balance the net negative charge generated when Al3+ replaces Si4+ in the tetrahedral
chain sites. The structure and composition of the C-A-S-H type product forming upon
activation of slag is strongly dependent on the nature of the activator used. The C-A-S-H
product formed in NaOH-activated BFS presents a higher Ca/Si ratio and a more ordered
structure than the C-A-S-H type gel formed in silicate-activated slag binders (EscalanteGarcía et al., 2003; Fernández‐Jiménez et al., 2003). Jackson et al. (2013) analyzed pieces
of ancient Roman concretes and showed that after hundreds of years, the tobermorite-like gel
structure is stable in the presence of aluminum. Microstructural analysis of alkali-activated
slag concretes aged up to 36 years (Bernal, Susan A et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2008) has shown
high stability, ongoing increases in mechanical strength, and no evidence of any type of
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deleterious chemical reaction processes involving C-A-S-H gel instability (Provis and
Bernal, 2014).

Figure 2.7 Idealized chemical structure of 1.4 nm tobermorite (Hewlett, 1998)

Figure 2.8 An illustration of the structural constraints and assumptions included in the
cross-linked substituted tobermorite model (Myers et al., 2013)
Ben Haha et al. (2011) found that some of the chemically bound Ca2+ in C-A-S-H is
replaced by Na+, leading to the formation of a C-(N)-A-S-H inner type gel in both NaOHactivated. As shown in Figure 2.9, the dark rim around light grey unreacted slag particles
contains high Na+, and the bright rim contains relatively low Na+.
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Figure 2.9 BSE image of NaOH activated slag (180 days) (Ben Haha et al., 2011)
The commonly observed secondary hydration products are AFm-group layered
hydrous calcium aluminates (such as strätlingite and C4AH13), hydrotalcite-like (Mg, Al)layered double hydroxides (e.g. hydrotalcite), and/or zeolites (such as gismondine and
garronite) when the availability of MgO is low (Bernal et al., 2013; Lothenbach and
Gruskovnjak, 2007). AFm phases are not always identifiable by XRD, but studies of
elemental composition correlation charts obtained by elemental analysis in an electron
microscope suggest that AFm-like layers are intimately intermixed into the C-S-H structure
on a nanometer length scale (Bernal et al., 2013; Wang and Scrivener, 1995). The higher
levels of MgO in the slag used to make an AAM are favorable to obtain more strength in the
binder (Haha et al., 2011), which is linked to the formation of hydrotalcite-type products. It
seems that the formation of hydrotalcite, which is not itself believed to be a particularly
strength-giving binder phase, leads to an improvement in strength that may be related to a
reduced level of aluminum incorporation into the C-A-S-H gel (Bernal, Susan A. et al., 2014;
Richardson et al., 1994; Wang and Scrivener, 1995). As shown in Figure 2.10, an example
of a phase assemblage is calculated from a thermodynamic model of the alkali-activation of
BFS with a low-modulus sodium silicate solution.
Wang et al. (1994) states that the nature of the activator influences the mechanical
strength of alkali-activated slag mortars, and that the optimum amount of Na2O varies from
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3% to 5.55% of slag mass. The alkaline activator with a silica modulus of 1–1.5 will lead to
higher mechanical strengths. Wang et al. (1994) also noticed that using powder waterglass
caused lower performance when compared to the liquid form. Moreover, carbonate-activated
binders have attracted less attention from academia and industry than other activated-slag
systems, because of the generally delayed hardening and strength development (Bakharev et
al., 1999; Duran Atiş et al., 2009), when compared with NaOH or sodium silicate activators.
The type of activator used also affects the chemical composition of the gels; because there is
no extra Si supplied by a hydroxide activator, the Ca/(Si+Al) ratio of the system (and thus of
the C-A-S-H gel itself) will be higher than the ratios in silicate-activated binders (Provis and
van Deventer, 2014).
As shown in Figure 2.11, at 25 ºC, the heat hydration of sodium silicate activated slag
can be distinguished into five steps: 1) the first peak of the curve corresponds to the first
minutes of reaction and is assigned to the slag partial dissolution; 2) A period called the
“induction period” during which the rate is low due to a period of low reactivity; 3) and 4)
are associated to the second peak, in which a massive precipitation of reaction products
(mainly C-S-H gel) is produced. Steps 3 and 4 are usually called acceleration and
deceleration, respectively; 5) a low reactivity period is called decay or completion of reaction.
Moreover, when the temperature increases, the reaction rate increases and the first peak is
not observed with any considerable reduction of the induction period.
Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13 present the compressive strength of AAS with various
types and concentrations of chemical activators. The sodium silicate showed the best
activation effect, followed by sodium carbonate and then sodium hydroxide. The modulus
(SiO2/Na2O) ratio is very essential for sodium silicate activated slag mortars.
Wang and Scrivener (1995) observed the rims surround the unreacted slag grains
(additional examples shown in Figure 2.9), suggesting that the products form by a dissolution
and precipitation mechanism during the early stages of reaction, but at later stages the
reaction may continue by a solid state mechanism. Moreover, Table 2.3 summarizes the
hydrates produced from AAS with different activators (Hewlett, 1998).
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Figure 2.10 Results of thermodynamic modelling of the phase assemblage formed by AAS
with sodium silicate (Lothenbach and Gruskovnjak, 2007)
2.1.5.2 Low-calcium system
Class F Fly ash contains very low calcium content and generally is activated with
alkaline activators to form geopolymer. A conceptual and microstructural model for the alkali
hydroxide activation of fly ash was presented by Fernández-Jiménez et al. (2005), and is
summarized in Figure 2.14. The process of attack on the glassy shell of a partially hollow
spherical fly ash particle by the hydroxide activator leads to the formation of reaction
products both outside and inside the particle, leading to a final microstructure which contains
embedded fly ash particles with varying degrees of reaction.
Fernández-Jiménez and Palomo (2005) characterized NaOH-activated binder systems
by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and proposed two stages of gel evolution
as indicated in the Figure 2.15: ‘Gel 1’. This gel, is identified as being relatively richer in SiO-Al bonding, and ‘Gel 2’, forming the extent of Si crosslinking within the gel and increasing
at longer reaction times. Figure 2.15 presents a more detailed structural model to explain NA-S-H gel formation. When the solution reaches saturation, an Al-rich, metastable N-A-S-H
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gel precipitates (Gel 1) as an intermediate reaction product. With reaction progressing, more
Si-O groups were dissolved, raising the silicon concentration in the reaction medium and its
proportion in the N-A-S-H gel (Gel 2).

Figure 2.11 The evolution of hydration heat of alkali-activated slag (Fernández-Jiménez
and Puertas, 1997)

Figure 2.12 Compressive strength of AAS with different activators (Fernández-Jiménez et
al., 1999)
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Figure 2.13 Compressive strength of AAS with different activators (Wang et al., 1994)
Table 2.3 Slag reaction products in the presence of different activators (Hewlett, 1998)
Nature of activator

Crystalline phases

comments

NaOH, Na2CO3, Na silicate

C-H-S, C4AH13, C2AH8, Mg(OH)2

Some Si in C4AH13, C/S in C-S-H
less than in OPC

Ca(OH)2

C-S-H, C4AH13

C2AH8 absent

Sulfate, e.g. gypsum,
hemihydrate,
phosphogypsum

C-S-H, AFt, Al(OH)3

S in slag acts to some extent as an
autoactivator

Cement

Various: C-S-H, AFm, AFt,
hydrogarnet, hydrotalcite-like phase;
also vicatite (C3S2H3)

Not all these phases are likely to
be encountered in the same paste

Figure 2.14 Microstructural description of the formation of an alkali-activated binder from
fly ash (Fernández-Jiménez et al., 2005)
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Figure 2.15 Model proposed for N-A-S-H gel formation (Duxson et al., 2007)
Antunes Boca Santa (2013) described the geopolymer process is triggered in a few
seconds when mixing an aluminosilicate with an alkaline solution. The dissolution of the
particles, and reorganization of the structure and gelation result in a three-dimensional
aluminosilicate network, in which the Si is found in a variety of environments, with a
predominance of (Q4) and (nAl) (n=0, 1, 2, 3 or 4) units (see Figure 2.16). The negative
charge on the 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂4− group is neutralized by the presence of alkaline cations (typically Na+

and K+). While the role of the alkalis in the alkaline aluminosilicate hydrate structure is
assumed to be to neutralize the excess negative charge generated by the replacement of silica
tetrahedral with 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂4− species during gel formation (Palomoa et al., 2014).

Figure 2.16 Plan view projection of the three-dimensional structure of N-A-S-H gel
(Palomoa et al., 2014)
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As shown in Figure 2.6, the alkali-activated of low-calcium binder generates the gel
with lower calcium content and is often represented as N-A-S-(H). The water does not form
an integral part of the chemical structure of this gel (Provis and van Deventer, 2009). This
type of gel is a structurally disordered, highly cross-linked almuminosilicate gel. Both silicon
and aluminum are present in tetrahedral coordination; silicon is predominantly in Q4 (mAl)type environments in which the distribution of m values depends on the Si/Al ratio of the gel
(Provis and Bernal, 2014). There are similarities between this gel structure and the structure
of zeolites (Davidovits, 1991), thus the reaction products can be described as disordered
zeolite-like compounds (Provis et al., 2005). Thermal or steam curing is usually applied to
alkali-activated fly ash binders, as strength development is slow at room temperatures
(Criado et al., 2005; Palomo et al., 2004). Moreover, higher temperatures and higher water
contents favor the development of more crystallinity (Provis and Bernal, 2014).
Silicate solutions tend to lead to a higher-strength, lower-porosity binder (Criado et al.,
2007), up to a modulus of between one and two, where the exact value depends on the nature
of the aluminosilicate precursor. An optimum strength is also observed at a ratio Na/Al in the
binder of around one, although this depends on the Si/Al ratio (Provis and van Deventer,
2014). Alkali carbonate activators tend to have extremely slow strength development in lowCa systems due to their lower alkalinity, meaning that the addition of NaOH is needed to
provide strength development, leading to products which resemble partially carbonated
NaOH-activated gel binders (Fernández-Jiménez and Palomo, 2005).
Fernandez-Jimenez and Palomo (2005) studied the activation of fly ash, with several
activators in which the Na2O content changes from 5% to 15%. They noticed that using a
Na2O content of 5.5% by fly ash mass leads to a very low pH, affecting the reaction in a
negative way. Further, the Na2O content increase leads to a mechanical strength increase,
and the use of 14% of Na2O by fly ash mass leads to optimum mechanical performance.
2.1.5.3 Blended system with medium calcium content
Bernal et al., (2011 and 2013) claimed that N-A-S-(H) type gels provide good chemical
and thermal resistance, whereas C-A-S-H type gels with chemical binding of water reduce
permeability (Provis et al., 2012). The challenge then is to generate a hybrid gel which can
contribute the performance of both gel types. Bernal et al. (2011), Ismail et al. (2014), Puertas
and Fernández-Jiménez (2003) and Puertas et al. (2000) synthesized binders in which two
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types of gel can coexist. The precise details of the gels formed in blended slag-fly ash AAMs
are strongly dependent on the blending ratio, composition, and relative reactivity of the solid
precursors, as well as on the selection of the activator (Provis and Bernal, 2014). Such gels
may result either from calcium substitution into N-A-S-(H)-type gels (with Q4 framework
silicate structures) or from sodium sorption or substitution in chain silicate C-A-S-H-type
gels (Ismail et al., 2014; Puertas and Fernández-Jiménez, 2003).
An example combination of fly ash, slag and an alkaline activator can show excellent
mechanical strength, reaching 100 MPa after 28 days of sealed curing at 23 °C and continuing
to increase in strength when the precursors are appropriately selected and blended and the
activator content and modulus are selected to match the precursor chemistry (Lloyd, 2008).
However, due to the relatively expansive price, in many studies, slag is added at a fairly small
volume fraction into an otherwise fly ash based binder system. Li and Liu (2007) found that
4% slag enhanced the compressive strength of a 9/1 fly ash/metakaolin blend by more than
40%. Sometimes, Portland cement is also used into alkali-activated binder system to improve
initial strength development (Provis and Bernal, 2014).
García-Lodeiro et al. (2013) proposed a model (Figure 2.17) of alkali-activated hybrid
system (70% FA+30% OPC) using NaOH and water glass as the activator. The process
begins with the dissolution of the sources of calcium and aluminosilicates in the alkaline
solution via rupture of the T‑O‑T bonds (T: Si or Al) in the ash and the Ca-O and Si-O
bonds in the cement, leading to a wide variety of dissolved species (Stage A). When the
solution reaches saturation, N-A-S-H gel, precipitates (Stage B). This gel initially adopts a
compositionally metastable form with a high aluminum content (Fernández-Jiménez, A. et
al., 2006). Analogously, the calcium and silicon species resulting from the dissolution of
Portland cement react to form a C‑S‑H type gel. As the reaction progresses, more Si-O
groups dissolve from both the original aluminosilicate (fly ash) and from the calcium silicate
in the cement, raising the silicon concentration in the reaction medium and with it the silicon
uptake in both gels. Hence, the N-A-S-H gel would change from a type 1 gel (Gel 1, Si/Al
ratio ≈1) to a type 2 gel (Gel 2, Si/Al ratio ≈2) (Fernández-Jiménez, A. et al., 2006). In the
C-S-H gel, in turn, Si uptake would enhance gel polymerization (from chains comprising
three silica tetrahedron to chains with five or more links, i.e., gels with a higher percentage
of Q2 than of Q1 units) (Stage C). As the reactions progress, a small number of Ca ions in the
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aqueous solution (not participating in the C-S-H gel) interact with the N-A-S-H gel to form
a three-dimensional structure (N,C)-A-S-H gel. Similarly, the C-S-H gel forming from the
silicates in cement takes aluminum into its composition (preferably) in bridge positions
(Puertas et al., 2011), yielding C-(A)-S-H or C-A-S-H gels as the aluminum content rises.
The presence of tetrahedral aluminum in the bridge position may favor chain cross-linking,
generating two dimensional structures (Stage D) which is the situation prevailing in 28-day
hybrid systems. While a sufficient store of calcium is available, it continues to interact with
the (N,C)-A-S-H gel to release aluminum due to the polarizing effect of the Ca2+ (distorts the
Si-O-Al bonds to form Si-O-Ca bonds). At the same time, the C-A-S-H gel that formed in
preceding stages is able to take up more silicon and aluminum ions in bridge positions (Stage
E).

2.1.6 Conclusions
Typically, any aluminosilicate materials are potentially able to be activated with
alkaline activators. Depending on the calcium content included in the precursor resources,
the AAMs can be divided into three system: high-Ca AAM binder, low-Ca AAM binder and
moderate-Ca AAM binder. The hydration of higher-Ca systems results in a product which is
predominantly a calcium silicate hydrate gel (Richardson et al. 1994; Wang and Scrivener
1995; Shi et al. 2006) in one-dimensional chains and containing significant degrees of
substituent elements (particularly Al), and which coexists with (predominantly disordered)
particulates of other compounds whose nature depends on the exact chemistry of the
aluminosilicate precursor and the activator (Provis and Bernal, 2014). However, the lowcalcium system forms the geopolymer gel is a disordered three-dimensional network of
aluminate and silicate tetrahedral, with the negative charge due to Al3+ in four-fold
coordination localized on one of more of the bridging oxygen in each aluminate tetrahedron
and balanced by the alkali metal cations provided by the activation solution (Provis and van
Deventer, 2009). This gel displays structural similarities, on an atomic to nanometer length
scale, to zeolitic materials. The hybrid system using moderate Ca resources may generate the
reaction products with the co-existence of both the calcium (aluminum) silicate hydrates and
the alkali aluminosilicate gel.
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Figure 2.17 Alkaline activation model for hybrid system (García-Lodeiro et al., 2013)
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2.2 Alternative cementitious materials
In 2008, the CSA A 3004-E1 (2008) introduced a standard practice to specify some
materials that may be suitable for use in concrete to provide pozzolanic or hydraulic benefits,
but do not completely meet the requirements of supplementary cementitious materials
(SCMs). Such materials may be defined as the alternative SCMs and its chemical and
physical requirements, as well as a comprehensive testing program, are present in the
standard. Two local waste materials: waste paper sludge ash and glass powder can be defined
as alternative SCMs in line with the standard. This section presents the production,
characteristics as well as the utilization of these two materials as binder materials.

2.2.1 Waste paper sludge ash (WSA)
There are many types of fly ash: 1) coal combustion fly ash, 2) bio-energy fly ash, 3)
paper sludge fly ash, and 4) municipal solid waste incineration ash, and so on. Fly ashes can
be used in concrete as a filler or partial replacement of cement due to its physical and
chemical properties. Wastepaper sludge calcined by soaking beyond 700 °C (to give
metakaolin and calcite) and used as a mineral admixture in high strength concrete is as an
effective pozzolan as silica fume and metakaolin (Kinuthia et al., 2003). In this section, the
production of WSA and its properties are summarized.
2.2.1.1 Paper sludge
Paper sludge generally comes from deinking processes, in which ink fractions,
deinking reagents, and extraneous materials are present. It is a combination of short cellulose
fibers, water, ink, soap and other minerals (e.g. kaolin, carbonates and talc) separated from
the recovered paper feedstock (Environment agency, 2008). Under a controlled calcination,
the clay materials in the paper sludge, mainly kaolinite, can be transformed into active
metakaolin (García et al., 2008).
As shown in Figure 2.18, X-ray diffraction shows the principal minerals contained in
sludge samples are calcite (a carbonate mineral made up of chemical or biochemical calcium
carbonate: CaCO3); Talc (a mineral composed of hydrated magnesium silicate:
3MgO·4SiO2·H2O) and kaolin clay (Al2O3·2SiO2·2H2O). The dry sludge predominantly
consisted of kaolinite (27% by mass) and calcite (42% by mass). Phyllosilicates such as
chlorite, illite and talc (totaling around 7% by mass) were also detected. An organic matter
content of 24% was determined by simultaneous TG/DTA (Ferreiro et al., 2013).
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Figure 2.18 XRD pattern of the raw paper sludge (I. Vegas, 2008)
An example of the chemical and mineralogical composition of paper sludge produced
in a Spanish paper manufacturer is presented in Table 2.4. The high Loss on Ignition (LOI)
around 54% should be underlined, due to the presence of organic material, kaolinite
dehydroxylation and the decarbonation process of calcite.
Table 2.4 Composition of the raw paper sludge (Environmental Agency, 2008)
CaO
25.43

SiO2
10.79
Organic
material
32.34

Al2O3
6.82

Chemical composition by XRF (%)
MgO Fe2O3
SO3
TiO2
Na2O
0.86
0.46
0.33
0.28
0.13
Mineralogical composition (%)
By XRD

K2O
0.24

P2O3
0.13

LOI
54.34

Calcite

Kaolinite

Phyllosilicates (talc,
mica) and quartz

45.27

13.67

8.72

Among the predominant elements (calcium, silicon, aluminum, and magnesium)
contained in paper sludge, aluminum is derived from kaolin clay used as paper fillers or
coating pigments, and from aluminum sulfate or polyaluminum compounds used as retention
aids in papermaking or coagulants for effluents (Koshikawa and Isogai, 2004). In the case of
incineration between 800 °C to 1150 °C, fusion or sintering occurred among calcium,
aluminum, and silicon components in the paper sludge, thus giving mullite (Al2O3·4/3SiO2),
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cristobalite (SiO2), or calcium silicate (CaSiO3), depending on the incineration temperature
(Koshikawa and Isogai, 2004).
Paper sludge can be potentially used in construction products such as plasterboard,
alternative fuels for cement and brick (Dunster, 2007). A study used waste sludge to partially
replace sand in concrete and showed the sludge can be successfully used as a replacement
for mineral fillers in concrete mixes for non-structural masonry (Ahmadi, 2001). The main
challenges are related to the difficult natures of the material’s physical properties and its high
moisture content.
Among the literature, many studies have investigated “calcinated paper sludge”, while
others used the term “incineration ash”. Many studies (Frías, 2012; García et al., 2008; Pera
and Amrouz, 1998; Vegas et al., 2009) have reported the highly reactive properties of
calcinated paper sludge. The calcium carbonate decomposition process is known as
“calcination” (Chinyama, 2011). The calcination process transforms paper de-inking sludge
into a reactive pozzolanic materials. On the other hand, the incinerated ashes mainly
experience the production process involved, expect calcination, the sintering of blended raw
materials to form new mineral compositions.
Frías (2012) investigated the thermal activating conditions between 500 and 800 ºC,
with retention times in the furnace of 2~5 hours. All of this has the purpose of establishing
optimal conditions that will guarantee total elimination of the organic material, an
appropriate transformation of the kaolinite into metakaolin, as well as a minimum content of
free lime, which relates to aspects of volumetric instability. Metakaolin is a silica-based
product that, on reaction with portlandite (Ca(OH)2), produces C-S-H gel at ambient
temperatures (De la Grée, 2012). Metakaolin also contains alumina that reacts with
portlandite to produce additional alumina-containing phases, including C4AH13, C2ASH8,
and C3AH6 (He et al., 1995). The talc and quartz remain unaltered under the studied range of
temperatures. By contrast, the dolomite is transformed at 550 ºC/ 2 hours and the calcite
disappears at 800 ºC/ 2 hours, as a result of the decarbonation of those minerals. The illite
undergoes a transformation process at 800 ºC/ 2 hours. The appearance of portlandite is
notable at 650 ºC/ 5 hours or more, while the formation of dicalcium silicate (bredigite) is
detected at 800 ºC or more. The products obtained in this way present a high pozzolanic
behavior, comparable to a natural metakaolin, which is very close to silica fume. The
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conditions that temperatures of between 650-700 ºC and 2 hours of retention time in the
furnace are established as the most efficient laboratory conditions to obtain these pozzolans
(Frías, 2012), so as to ensure high pozzolanic activity, to reduce energy costs and to minimize
the generation of CO2 associated with the calcite decarbonation process. In general,
Pozzolans are defined as “silicious and aluminous materials” which in themselves possess
little or no cementitious value. In finely divided form and in the presence of moisture,
Pozzolans chemically react with calcium hydroxide at ordinary temperatures to form
compounds possessing cementitious properties (calcium silicate hydrate gel). It also should
be noted that higher temperatures generate high contents of quicklime, whereas lower
temperatures reveal the presence of kaolinite that is not transformed into metakaolinite.
Similar, the study (Ferreiro et al., 2013) mentioned that when the activation temperature is
greater than or equal to 700 °C, the composition of thermal activated paper sludge shows the
formation of free lime (CaO) from the de-carbonation of calcite which will potentially cause
volume instability for use in construction materials. Figure 2.19 compares the XRD of
original dry sludge and calcined paper sludge under different temperatures and retention time
(hours), in which a destruction of chlorite and calcite is observed with the formation of
bicalcium silicates. Finally, the sludge transforms into an amorphous material similar to
metakalin.
2.2.1.2 WSA production
To reduce the environmental impact of paper manufacturing, there are more and more
attention on recycling quantities of wastepaper. When paper is recycled, the part that is not
recovered includes the inorganic coatings and fillers (calcite and kaolin) plus residual
cellulose fibers (Bai et al., 2003). The recycled wastepaper has to be de-inked before its fiber
can be reused. This process produces waste material, known as de-inking sludge (consisting
of kaolin components), waste water-treatment sludge, fillers, degraded fibers, and a large
amount of water (45 to 70%). Historically, refuse disposal has been carried out according to
one of three basic methods: composting, sanitary landfill, or incineration (Nemerow, 1983).
However, landfill sites are depleting at a fast rate. In addition, the awareness of sustainable
development further increases the pressure on the waste producers to find alternative methods
of disposal. Apparently, incineration is one possible alternative providing a means of sludge
stabilization and resulting in a reduced volume of sterile, odorless, and practically inert
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residue (Tay and Show, 1997). The latent energy of the organic component, mainly residual
cellulose fibers, can be recovered by burning the sludge at any temperature that exceeds 850
ºC to break down any oxides, thereby, reducing the volume of waste to be land-filled to about
40 or 50% of the original dry solids and allowing the recovery of energy (heat) to produce
electricity. Nevertheless, the incineration still leaves large quantities of residues such as
bottom ash, fly ash, filter dusts etc. Among all the residues, ash is the remains of ignition
loss, and is generally composed of kaolinite and calcium carbonate (Ishimoto et al., 2000;
Kinuthia et al., 2003). The disposal of ash is a complicated problem that may affect the
quality of air, land, and water environments. Consequently, the large-scale disposal of this
industrial residue is a concern of many municipalities.

Figure 2.19 XRD patterns of the dry paper sludge and calcinated sludge at different
temperatures with varied retention time (García et al., 2008)
Currently, a de-inking plant (Brompton Mill) which belongs to Kruger Inc. is located
in the municipality of Brompton, near Sherbrooke in the Eastern Townships of Quebec. This
mill is an integrated pulp and paper mill, including a de-inking facility, hydraulic power plant
and biomass cogeneration operation. The mill has tried to incinerate the bark, residues of
wood, de-inking paper sludge and waste water-treatment sludge in a fluidized-bed
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combustion boiler. The sludge remains in the combustion zone for a few seconds at about
850 ºC. It is then cooled rapidly to 200 °C over a period of a few seconds. Consequently, the
residual ash contains a wide range of different phases and therefore differs from traditional
coal fly ash used in traditional cementitious materials. Meanwhile, a steam turbine is driven
from the boiler to generate electricity and supplies the steam required for mill operations.
The burning of wastepaper sludge and other residues cause about 150 tons of wastepaper
sludge ash (WSA) daily, which is equivalent to 54,750 tons per year.
This cogeneration project benefits not only from an environmental standpoint but also
in economical values. According to Gavrilescu (2008), the carbon dioxide emissions from
the burning of biomass are not counted in the calculation of Greenhouse Gases (GHG)
inventory. This biomass cogeneration plant leads to an annual reduction of GHG in the order
of 83,000 tons, which is comparable to taking 18,000 vehicles off the road (Xie, 2009).
Additionally, the sintering of wastepaper sludge, bark, and residues (about 600 dry tons per
day) greatly reduces the demand of future land-filling. Moreover, the statistics collected by
UK environment agency show that by recycling paper sludge ash, over 119,000 tons of CO2
equivalent emissions annually could be avoided and it could save businesses over £2 million
each year, largely due to landfill charges (Environment agency, 2008).
2.2.1.3 Characteristics of WSA
Calcium, silicon, and aluminum components in the paper sludge are fused or sintered
by heating and generating an incinerated ashes that have an irregular shape (Koshikawa and
Isogai, 2004). The shapes of the ash particles vary depending on the mineral concerned. Most
of them are irregular and angular (Sivasundaram, 2000). A mixture of this type of ash in
water gave a pH gave a pH of 12.45 (Fava et al., 2010) which shows the alkalinity of the ash.
In this section, the characteristics of WSA will be presented from different perspectives:
Chemical composition
As one of the main resources, the composition of paper sludge is present in previous
sections. During the incineration, all minerals are substantially decomposed, in which the
clay minerals lose water and may melt to form glasses which dissociate upon cooling into
various glassy and crystalline components. Interaction between physically associated
minerals is also expected to bring about chemical reactions at elevated temperatures through
which new glassy and crystalline phases are formed (Sivasundaram, 2000).
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Table 2.5 summarizes the chemical composition of different WSA published in recent
literature reviews. Typically, WSA contains abundant of CaO content and relatively high
amounts of SiO2 and Al2O3.
Table 2.5 Comparison of chemical composition of WSA and calcined paper sludge from
various sources
Reference

Waste paper sludge ash

(Bai et al.,
2003;
Mozaffari et
al., 2009;
Mozaffari et
al., 2006)
(Peyronnard,
2011)
(Aubert et al.,
2012; Segui,
2012)
(Sharipudin,
2012)
(De la Grée,
2012)

Calcined
paper sludge

(Gregor J.G.
Gluth, 2014)
(Frías et al.,
2008)

700 °C/2 h

(Vegas et al.,
2009)

650 °C / 2 h

CaO

SiO2

Al2O3

MgO

Fe2O3

K2O

TiO2

P2O5

Na2O

MnO

SO3

LOI

43.51

25.7

18.86

5.15

0.87

1.31

0.68

0.52

1.56

0.04

1.05

1.2

30.9

30.9

13.7

2.83

2.5

1.05

0.93

0.1

8.34

45.5
Free
lime
5%

5.03
(SO42-)

28

13.2

4

1.3

0.7

0.7

0.4

0.4

0.1

1.3

5.7

55.9

15.2

6.1

2

1.1

0.34

0.45

0.48

0.19

0.05

0.78

17.5

57

22

15

2

1

44.18
Free
lime
10.3%

1

22.3

11.97

2.42

0.59

0.4

0.36

40.21

22.32

14.55

2.35

0.56

0.37

0.26

36.5

21.6

14.4

2.4

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.24

3.64

13.34

0.18

0.09

0.32

18.52

0.2

0.1

0.3

23.2

The chemical composition is measured by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) to identify
elements, and the result of the analysis is exposed as a percentage of oxides. In the case of
paper sludge fly ash, all Ca is presented as CaO, but actually it will be a mixture of free lime
(CaO), calcite (CaCO3) and other minor Ca-counting phases.
Some ash samples are reported to have a higher free lime content (as high as 10%). It
should be noted that free lime may cause a higher water demand when this type of ash is used
as cementitious material in concrete. CaO will only absorb large amounts of water and
therefore has a negative effect on the concrete because there is less water available for
hydration with Portland cement. At the same time it also has a positive effect, creating
portlandite according to Eq. 2.1:
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)2
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Because the reduction of available mixing water makes the application of this kind of
ash only suitable if the blending ratio is limited to 10%, less water is available to hydrate the
binder, resulting in lower compressive strength (De la Grée, 2012).
It should be noted that Segui et al. (2012) indicated that the WSA may contain 0.2 to
0.3% of metallic aluminum, which was detected also in municipal solid waste incineration
ash and could lead to expansion (Aubert et al., 2006; Pecqueur et al., 2001). The presence of
metallic aluminum is concerning because it could lead to serious swelling when introduced
into cement-based materials. According to Eq. 2.2, the aluminum may react with alkalis
releasing from the cement and releases hydrogen, therefore leads to expansion during the
setting of cement-based materials containing WSA.
Physical properties

2𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 2𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻 − + 2𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 2𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂2− + 3𝐻𝐻2 ↑

2.2

Fineness is one of the primary physical characteristics that relates to the properties of
fly ash. Generally a large amount of particles smaller than 45μm can result in a better packing
and more pozzolanic activity, which is related to faster reaction kinetics of finer particles.
As shown in Figure 2.20, compared to coal combustion fly ash (F), paper sludge fly
ash (P) has more small particles below 10 microns and more than 50% of the particles are
smaller than that of coal combustion fly ash (F). De la Grée (2012) claimed that this paper
ash may contain metakaolin components, and thus the finer particles of paper sludge ash
could be because 99.9% of metakaolin particles are finer than 16 microns with a mean
particle size of 3 microns. This study also tested the specific surface area of the paper sludge
ash as 1200 m2/kg compared to the value of 209 m2/kg for coal combustion fly ash. The
specific surface area of materials is great than 600 m2/kg will probably increase the water
demand (De la Grée, 2012).
Mineral composition analysis
According to Kinuthia et al. (2003), during the process of incinerating paper sludge to
fly ashes, at a temperature above 600 °C, the kaolinite undergoes dehydroxylation to form
metakaolin and the calcium carbonate expels CO2 to produce calcium oxide (free lime). The
commercial process of combustion of wastepaper sludge in a fluidized bed is very different
from soaking paper sludge at a constant temperature. As a result, quicklime and metakaolin
react (depending on the temperature and soaking time) to form a wide range of calcium
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alumino-silicate phases. The two principal phases are gehlenite (Ca2Al2SiO7) and anorthite
(CaAl2Si2O8), although at high calcite to kaolin ratios, dicalcium silicate replaces anorthite.
On cooling, because of the short reaction time, reaction is incomplete and the resultant ash
therefore contains, in addition to the crystalline phases, residual calcium oxide or free lime
(typically about 5%), residual calcium carbonate (typically about 5%), residual (probably
amorphous) aluminous/siliceous material (probably metakaolin or a degraded metakaolin)
and quartz (mostly derived from the sand in the fluidised bed).

Figure 2.20 a) Cumulative and b) relative particle size distribution of paper sludge fly ash
(P), coal combustion fly ash (F) and Portland cement (De la Grée, 2012)
Many studies describe similar mineral phases contained in WSA (Figure 2.21, Figure
2.22 and Figure 2.23) such as: gehlenite (Ca2Al2SiO7), calcite (CaCO3), lime (CaO), quartz
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(SiO2), merwinite (Ca3Mg(SiO4)2), mayenite (Ca12Al14O33) (Aubert et al., 2012; Segui,
2012). In addition, the dicalcium silicate phase α’ – C2S (Ca2SiO4) are observed (Aubert et
al., 2012; Segui, 2012). However, Gregor J.G. Gluth (2014) and Guerrero et al. (2004) found
the belite (β – Ca2SiO4) in WSA because α’ – Ca2SiO4 partially converted to belite at a higher
temperature incineration. According to Gregor J.G. Gluth (2014), the peak around 33.3° 2θ
of WSA is attributed to tricalcium aluminate (Ca3Al2O6). This assignment is supported by
the fact that the peak disappeared after one day of hydration, consistent with the high
reactivity of tricalcium aluminate.

Figure 2.21 X-Ray diffraction of WSA (Segui, 2012)

Figure 2.22 Powder X-ray diffraction of the unhydrated WSA (Gregor J.G. Gluth, 2014)
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Figure 2.23 X-Ray diffraction of paper ash (Fava et al., 2010)
A selective dissolution using salicylic acid was applied to WSA in order to dissolve the
lime, the portlandite and the calcium silicate and the mineral phases of WSA after treatment
is present in Figure 2.24.

Figure 2.24 X-Ray diffraction pattern of WSA after dissolution using salicylic acid (Segui,
2012)
Among all the mineral phases presented above, WSA contains many minerals that are
potentially reactive: lime (CaO), mayenite (C12Al14O33) and dicalcium silicate (Ca2SiO4)
which should certainly confer the hydraulic property on this ash (Aubert et al., 2012).
Gehlenite and anorthite are considered nonhydraulic. Both free lime and gehlenite are not
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desirable since the former can produce expansion during hydration and the latter has a small
hydraulic activity (Guerrero et al., 2004).
As the particles of WSA exit the flame in the gas stream, they rapidly move into a lower
temperature regime where they are quenched into a glassy solid state (amorphous). The rate
of quenching will depend to a large extent on the size of the particle: large particles will
quench more slowly allowing crystallization to occur in the still-molten interior
(Sivasundaram, 2000). Table 2.6 presents the estimated mineralogical phases composition
applying a Rietveld method and reveals no amorphous phase contained in this ash
(Peyronnard, 2011). Aubert et al. (2012) and Segui (2012) claimed there was no evidence of
metakaolin or glassy materials in WSA, as there was no amorphous halo in the XRD pattern,
as shown in Figure 2.21. This is in contrast to the other calcined paper sludge mentioned
previously, which has pozzolanic properties due to the presence of metakaolin (Frías et al.,
2008; García et al., 2008). Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 2.22 (Gregor J.G. Gluth, 2014),
the hump in the diffractogram at about 25~35° 2θ probably suggests the presence of an
amorphous glassy phase.
Table 2.6 Mineralogical composition of the WSA (semi-quantification by Rietveld method,
expressed in weight% of the well crystallized fraction) (Peyronnard, 2011)
Quartz
Calcite
Anhydrite
Lime
Portlandite
C2S
C3A

12
9
10
1
3
6
3

Gehlenite
Muscovite
Periclase
Anorthite
Merwinite
Amorphous
sum

14
7
2
23
10
no
100

The microprobe analyses were carried out on 214 WSA particles chosen at random
(Segui, 2012). The major phases proposed from the analyses were gehlenite (155 analyses)
and calcite (26 analyses). No individual free lime particles were detected but it assumed that
the calcite particles may contain free lime as micro-inclusions. This analyses also confirmed
the presence of the metallic aluminum. Figure 2.25 illustrates the six families of analyzed
results rich in CaO, SiO2 and Al2O3 that contained in WSA.
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Figure 2.25 Results of microprobe analysis placed in a CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 diagram (Segui,
2012)
Morphology
The SEM observation (Figure 2.26) shows that the morphology of the WSA consisted
of minor fragments of clay/shale residues and agglomerated loose particles (Fava et al.,
2010). Overall, the particles ranged from 1 to 200 μm in size and their shapes varied widely.
Such results have been confirmed by others (Naik and Kraus, 2000). On the basis of these
observations, it was concluded that the WSA recovering system was particularly selective
for nonspherical morphologies.
2.2.1.4 Properties of WSA used in cement-based binder
There are plenty of resources concerning the use of coal fly ash as construction
materials. However, few resources were found involving the use of WSA due to its narrow
output compared to that of coal fly ash. The analyzed results demonstrated that WSA
possesses hydraulic property as it can be hydrated and set rapidly within a few minutes
(Kinuthia et al., 2003). The hydration products comprise crystalline calcium hydroxide, both
crystalline calcium aluminate hydrates and alumino-silicate hydrates (typically C4AH13,
C3A.0.5CC·0.5CH·H11.5 and C2ASH8) and amorphous C-S-H / C-A-S-H gel. The hydration
products are formed both as a result of direct hydration and also by pozzolanic action between
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calcium hydroxide and the amorphous aluminous/siliceous material. Similar hydraulic
properties of WSA is reported by Gregor J.G. Gluth (2014) as shown in Figure 2.27. The
author activated the WSA with water or alkaline solutions (NaOH or KOH) and mentioned
the main hydration products are portlandite, monocarboaluminate (Ca4Al2(OH)12CO3·5H2O,
a.k.a. CO3–AFm) with the observation of the main peak of XRD at 11.7° 2θ. Similar reaction
products were found for alkali – activated WSA, which mainly was monocarboaluminate
along with smaller amounts of C-S-H.

Figure 2.26 SEM observations of the WSA in different magnifications: (a) 500 μm; (b)
100μm ; (c) 50μm ; (d) 10μm (Fava et al., 2010)
As shown in Figure 2.28 (Gregor J.G. Gluth, 2014), mortar specimens were prepared
with the sand/binder ratio of 3 and the solution/binder ratio of 0.9. The alkali-activated mortar
used 2M of alkaline solution. The strength of the water-activated mortar increased
continuously over seven days of curing. Afterwards the strength gain was less rapid, but still
significant. Nevertheless, the strength development proceeded slower for alkali-activated
WSA than in the water-activated WSA, nearly ceasing after seven days. This behavior was
tentatively attributed to the formation of a more inhomogeneous microstructure, analogous
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to the phenomena occurring with Portland cement which cured at elevated temperatures. The
accelerated reaction of the WSA in alkali solutions may lead to a dense rim of AFm and CS-H around the WSA particles, impeding further dissolution and causing a more
inhomogeneous microstructure with significantly lower compressive strength.

Figure 2.27 XRD of the WSA hydration products after 1, 3, 7 and 28 days of curing
(Gregor J.G. Gluth, 2014)
Similar hydration products of hydrated WSA were reported in the study (Segui, 2012).
As shown in Figure 2.29, the XRD of 28-day hardened WSA paste (w/b = 0.5) showed that
the lime contained in WSA was totally hydrated to form portlandite. Another hydraulic phase
mayenite (Ca12Al14O33) generated a carboaluminate phase and ettringite (Segui, 2012).
Due to its hydraulic and pozzolanic properties, WSA can be used as SCMs to partially
replace Portland cement in preparing concrete. According to Xie (2009), up to 40% WSA
can be applied to substitute Portland cement and generated comparable performance
compared with plain concrete. In addition, 20% of WSA as an optimum ratio to replace
Portland cement to form a more durable concrete with higher compressive strength than that
of the control. Naik and Kraus (2000) used 20% WSA to replace Portland cement and tested
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the strength index. Although the substitution of Portland cement by WSA decreased the
compressive strength of mortars, the strength index of WSA blending mortars surpassed the
minimum strength index (75%) according to ASTM C618 (2012). Therefore, WSA is
suitable for making structural-grade concrete.

Figure 2.28 Compressive strengths of the WSA mortars (Gregor J.G. Gluth, 2014)

Figure 2.29 Comparison of the XRD of raw WSA and 28-day hydrated WSA paste (Segui,
2012)
On the other hand, Kinuthia et al. (2001) analyzed the hydration products of wastepaper
sludge ash (WSA) – ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) blending mixtures and
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suggested that WSA may contain a high content of amorphous silica and alumina phases.
Gailius and Laurikietytė (2003) investigated workability and strength of concrete made with
different proportions of WSA and GGBS as a binder, at two w/b ratios: 0.5 and 0.4,
respectively. The results showed that 28-day strength varied between 15~21 MPa (Figure
2.30). The highest compressive strengths were achieved by concrete with a mix composition
of 50% WSA with 50% slag at both w/b ratios. However, the WSA-slag concrete stiffened
faster than the ordinary Portland cement concrete. They set before being placed into molds.
Moreover, Bai et al. (2003) investigated characteristics of WSA – slag blended pastes
and found that the blending ratio of 50:50 mixture obtained the best compressive strength
(Figure 2.31). The hydrated WSA alone developed very poor strength but the addition of a
second binder such as slag greatly improved the performance. Adding slag was a possible
solution for controlling the rapid setting and expansion of WSA. According to Bai et al.
(2003), the role of slag was not only to reduce the proportion of expansive product by diluting
the system but also to increase the effective water to WSA ratio, enabling a greater degree of
CaO hydration to occur before setting. It also provided a surface upon which lime can be
absorbed and subsequently interact, activating slag hydration in the enhanced pH
environment.
The comparison of the hydration products of WSA – GGBS mixtures with hydrated
WSA

alone

(Figure

2.32)

was

the

same,

that

is:

hemicarboaluminate

(C3A·0.5C 𝐶𝐶̅ ·0.5CH·H11.5), C4AH13 and portlandite (Bai et al., 2003). This study also

compared the hydration products of hydrated WSA and WSA – gypsum blended mixtures
(Figure 2.33). In addition to the crystalline phases found in hydrated WSA paste, it showed
that ettringite rapidly forms when gypsum was added and the amount of ettringite appeared
to increase systematically with an increase in gypsum content (Bai et al., 2003).
Nevertheless, Bai et al. (2003) also indicated that the free lime included in WSA
removed a significant amount of water when it was hydrated and increased the volume on
precipitation of hydrated lime, disrupting the hardened paste. Moreover, Chaipanich et al.
(2005) reported that WSA paste at standard consistence (w/b = 0.65) set very rapidly (initial
setting time 5.9 min) and was therefore totally unsuitable for use alone as a cement in
conventional mortar and concrete.
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Figure 2.30 The development of compressive strength at a) w/b = 0.4 and b) w/b = 0.5
(Gailius and Laurikietytė, 2003)

Figure 2.31 The development of compressive strength of Portland cement, WSA-slag
mixtures and WSA pastes (w/b = 0.5) (Bai et al., 2003)
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Figure 2.32 Comparison of XRD patterns of raw WSA, GGBS, hydration products of 50%
WSA–50% GGBS and hydrated WSA pastes (Bai et al., 2003)
To improve the strength development of the hardened pastes and ensure a more
homogenous, evenly dispersed mixture, a post-treatment of “wet-milling” was applied for
WSA (Mozaffari et al., 2009; Mozaffari et al., 2006). It is expected that apart from the free
lime, dicalcium silicate included in WSA can instantly react when water is added. Hence,
pre-wetting can facilitate the hydration of C2S and slag, minimizing the damaging effects of
lime hydration. Figure 2.34 compares the setting of pastes manually wet-milled with those
made using the conventional mixing method at different w/b ratios. It showed that the wetmilled sample dramatically delayed initial set especially with lower w/b ratio. This indicated
a change in the relative rate of chemical reactions during setting. This change can be
attributed to the accelerating effect of lime which is more freely available in the milled
samples. At higher w/b ratios, the lime was likely to contribute more in activating other
hydrating species in the mix. The delay of setting when applying milled sample at lower w/b
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ratio may be attributed to greater particle dispersion, allowing a more uniform separation of
hydrating particles and increasing the time for an interlocking network of hydration products
to develop.

Figure 2.33 Comparison of XRD patterns of hydrated WSA, 95% WSA– 5% gypsum and
90% WSA–10% gypsum pastes cured for 28 days (Bai et al., 2003)

Figure 2.34 Apparent initial and final setting times for the milled (M) and unmilled (UM)
WSA/GGBS 50/50 pastes at various w/b ratios: 0.45, 0.50 and 0.55 (Mozaffari et al., 2009)
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The compressive strength tests of concrete using milled or unmilled WSA are
compared as shown in Figure 2.35. The compressive strength increased significantly for the
milled samples for all curing ages. There was an approximately 20%, 27% and 19% increase
in strength for the wet-milled concrete cubes at 7 days, 28 days and 90 days, respectively,
relative to the conventionally produced (unmilled) concrete. For wet-milled WSA, the
immediate hydration of free lime was followed by the hydration of other key components
after adding second binder materials (slag) such as C2S contained in WSA itself and calcium
aluminosilicate glass in slag. Wet-milled WSA has been shown to bring about improved
homogeneity by dispersing more lime into the hydrating environment, resulting in the
formation of more cementing agents (C-S-H gel), thus in turn bringing about higher strength
to the hardened concrete samples.

Figure 2.35 Compressive strength of hardened concrete cubes made with WSA/GGBS
(50:50) (Mozaffari et al., 2009)
The relative higher CaO content contained in WSA is a potentially risky component
that may cause unsoundness when used as cementitious materials. De la Grée (2012) used
water or thermal treatment to upgrade the WSA and evaluate its properties. The first method
was to spray water (20% mass of ash) to reduce free lime and increase portlandite content
that favors the activation of the pozzolanic reaction, or at least to reduce the water demand
of the WSA. The second method was to thermally treat (at 750 °C for one hour) the WSA to
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reduce the calcite by increasing the amount of free lime and later to treat it with water, as
indicated in the first method. Figure 2.36 presents the XRD patterns of the original and
upgrade ashes. After water treatment, the quicklime was reduced but not completely
consumed. After thermal treatment no calcite was found but only free lime. The sample that
experienced thermal and then water treatment showed all calcite was turned initially into free
lime and later into portlandite.
The compressive strength of mortars using 10% treated ashes (either thermal, water or
combined treatments) gave lower strength values than the original paper sludge ash,
indicating that treatment of fly ash was not increasing its potential (De la Grée, 2012).
However, wetting the ash prior to mixing may destroy any cementitious ability of this ash
and further study is required to determine the optimum water content that can remove free
lime and minimize complete hydration of the WSA.

Figure 2.36 XRD pattern of original and treated paper sludge fly ash (De la Grée, 2012)

2.2.2 Glass powder (GP)
The recycling of waste glass is a major challenge in urban cities facing sustainable
development requirements. Crushed glass can be used as a coarse aggregate in the fabrication
of concrete (Park et al., 2004; Topçu and Canbaz, 2004). However, the risk of expansion due
to alkali-aggregate reaction cannot be negligible. In this section, the use of finer glass powder
as alternative SCMs is discussed.
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2.2.2.1 Production and characteristics
Glass is a transparent material formed by melting a mixture of materials such as silica,
soda ash, and CaCO3 at high temperatures, followed by cooling during which solidification
occurs without crystallization (Siddique, 2007). Most waste glass that is produced is dumped
into landfill or roadways sites. However, with the increasing scarcity of landfill sites and the
fact that glass is not biodegradable, landfills are not congruous with sustainable development
requirements.
When waste glass is crushed to sand-like particle sizes, similar to that of natural sand,
it exhibits properties of an aggregate material. Research on the use of crushed glass as a
partial replacement for aggregate dates back many decades. Although work on the use of
finely ground glass as a pozzolanic material also started as early as 1970s, most of the work
in this area is relatively recent, and has been encouraged as a result of continual accumulation
of waste glass and its consequent environmental issues (Shayan and Xu, 2006). A number of
studies report that if the glass is crushed and milled to adequate fineness, it can be used in
concrete to partially replace Portland cement and shows pozzolanicity property (Idir et al.,
2011; Shayan and Xu, 2006; Shi et al., 2005). Table 2.7 gives types of glass, and their main
uses.
Table 2.7 Types of glass and their main uses (Siddique, 2007)
Type of glass
Soda lime glass
Lead glasses
Borosilicate
Technical glasses e.g. Alumino-silicate,
Alkali-barium

Main products
Bottles and jars
Tableware
Flat glass
Crystal tableware
Television screens and
display screen equipment
glasses Glass fiber
Wool insulation
Ovenware
Scientific
Frits
Optical

Additionally, Table 2.8 lists several characteristics of glass powder samples reported
in references. It seems that glass powder contains abundant SiO2 (~70%) and is also rich in
Na2O (~13%). The fineness largely varied depending on different studies.
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Table 2.8 Comparison of chemical and physical characteristics of cement and glass powder
Chemical composition (%
by mass)
References
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
SO3
Na2O
K 2O
Loss on ignition
Specific surface (m2/kg)
Specific gravity (g/cm3)

Portland
cement
(Idir et al.,
2011)
19.8
5.6
2.5
63.6
1.8
3.1
0.1
0.7
1.7
440
3.15

Glass powder
(Idir et al.,
2011)
69.4
68.9
2.1
2.1
0.4
0.3
12.5
12.3
1.1
1.0
0.2
0.2
13.2
13.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
1.0
200
540
2.43
2.48

(Zidol,
2009)
70
2.01
0.32
12.84
0.93
0.2
12.51
0.6
0.38
374
2.52

(Shayan and
Xu, 2006)
72.4
1.45
0.48
11.5
0.65
0.09
13.0
0.43
800
-

(Shi et al.,
2005)
72.5
0.16
0.2
9.18
3.65
0.39
13.2
0.12
467-582
2.47

2.2.2.2 The glass powder used as SCMs
As mentioned in the previous section, glass powder contains potential pozzolanic
properties and can be used as alternative SCMs in making concrete. Nevertheless, the
fineness of glass powder seems critical for its potential activity. Idir et al. (2011) evaluated
the pozzolanic behavior of glass celluet ranging from less than 40μm (540 m2/kg) up to 2.5
mm (2.2 m2/kg). It appears that the pozzolanic activity is closely related to glass fineness. As
shown in Figure 2.37, the compressive strength of mortar using up to 40% glass powder
(fineness of 540 m2/kg) obtained the equivalent performance of the control mixture which
indicated significant pozzolanic activity especially at later ages. The SEM analyses
confirmed that the finer particles formed one type of hydrate, similar to pozzolanic C-S-H.
Pozolanic activity of finer glass particles referred that the amorphous particles may react with
portlandite to form C-S-H having low Ca/Si ratios (<1.4). These C-S-H can trap significant
amounts of alkalis compared to the classic C-S-H (~1.7) formed in OPC. In fact, theses low
Ca/Si C-S-H structures tended to have a composition close to C-(N, K)-S-H, sometimes at a
ratio of (Na+K)/Si up to 0.2.
Shao et al. (2000) studied the ground glass powder (GP) as a partial replacement of
cement (30% by volume) with three different fineness (150μm, 75μm, and 38μm). The GPblended concrete was compared to the concrete having the same percentage of silica fume
(SF) and fly ash (FA). Tests revealed that all the batches of glass concrete had lower strengths
than the control concrete at the all stages until 90 days, except that the concrete containing
38μm GP exceeded that of the control by 8% after 90 days of curing as shown in Figure 2.38
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a). The results indicate that the smaller the size of glass, the higher the strength of glass
concrete. Moreover, the 38μm glass concrete exhibited strength higher than the fly ash
concrete at all ages, but only half of that in silica fume concrete as shown in Figure 2.38 b).
The activity index of 150μm glass was less than 75%, the minimum as specified by ASTM
C618 (2012). However, the 75μm and 38μm glasses were not only very suitable, but directly
comparable to fly ash concrete at all ages.

Figure 2.37 Comparison of relative strength (%) of mortar containing glass powder and an
inert admixture (Idir et al., 2011)

Figure 2.38 Compressive strength of a) concretes containing of 30% GP, b) GP concrete
(38μm ) compared with SF and FA concrete (Shao et al., 2000)
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On the other hand, the excessive expansion and disintegration of some concrete made
of cements of relatively high alkali content and of certain silica-containing aggregates can be
explained by the alkali-silica reaction (ASR). ASR is a chemical reaction of the alkalis with
the hydrous forms of the silica present in the mineral constituents. The ASR produces a soft
viscous substance called the ASR gel, which has been observed to appear in pop-outs or to
exude from cracks in concrete structures. Since GP contains a lot of silica components, there
is always a concern as to whether the glass powder can increase the potential risk of
expansion due to the ASR. Shao et al. (2000) used three mineral additives, viz.: SF, FA and
ground glass powder (different fineness) to partially replace cement. They found that batches
with 30% cement replaced by these additives had less expansion than that of the control. Of
the three mixtures, SF mixture had the least expansion, followed by FA. While both the 150
μm and 75 μm glass batches experienced a similar amount of expansion, the 38 μm glass
reduced the expansion to half of the control. All the batches had expansion below 0.01% and
therefore within the permissible limit according to ASTM C1260 (2014) specifications. Thus
the size effect of ground glass was important on the influence of ASR: the finer the particle
size, the less the expansion. Nevertheless, Shayan and Xu (2004) claimed that glass particle
size can cause deleterious ASR expansion particularly at high glass contents. As shown in
Figure 2.39 a), with 80% glass particles in the aggregate phase, the SF substitution greatly
reduced the ASR expansion. However, even when the aggregate is reactive (80% glass
aggregate for all the mixtures), the presence of 30% GP does not release sufficient amounts
of alkali to trigger the reactivity of the very sensitive aggregate used. As shown in Figure
2.39 b), the efficiency of 20% and 30% GP in suppressing ASR expansion is greater than
10% SF. The efficiency of GP was also assessed in concrete expansion tests with reactive
aggregates. The test demonstrated that even with 40% GP, which should release more alkali
than 30% GP, has effectively suppressed the enormous expansion of the very reactive
aggregate in the concrete (80% reduction). For less reactive aggregates, the expansion would
have been completely suppressed. This indicates that GP could be used without fear of
harmful effects on ASR expansion.
Idir et al. (2011) mentioned that coarse particles of glass powder may have an ASR
risk, as the glass particles could be broken by tensile stress created by ASR gels formed near
or inside the particles. The SEM analyses (Figure 2.40) found that coarse glass particles may
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generate two types of hydrates: part of compositions of C-S-H close to finer particles but
with higher Ca/Si and lower alkali content and another hydrate similar as alkali-silica gels
containing small amounts of calcium.

Figure 2.39 Effects of a) SF and b) GP on ASR expansion of mortar bars containing
reactive aggregates (Shayan and Xu, 2004)

Figure 2.40 Broken glass particle (class G4 indicated coarse aggregate with fineness of 4.5
m2/kg) filled by ASR gel (Idir et al., 2011)
2.2.2.3 The glass powder used in AAM binder
Due to its rich silica content, glass powder is a potential alternative source for forming
AAMs. Hence, Redden and Neithalath (2014) attempted to use glass powder as a source
material to be activated with NaOH and thermal curing. Nevertheless, the activated glass
powder mortars showed a higher strength loss after 28 days of moist curing. When the sodium
silicate gels are exposed to water, sodium will be leached out as shown in the Eq. 2.3:
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≡ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝑂𝑂 − 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 + 𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 →≡ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝑂𝑂 − 𝐻𝐻 + 𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎+ + 𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻 −

2.3

Then the surface of the gel became alkali depleted and a silica rich layer might form
on the surface. This will limit further silica dissolution, resulting in a reduced degree of
strength loss. As shown in Figure 2.41, whatever the concentration of NaOH used, the 100%
glass powder mixture experienced strength loss throughout the entire exposure duration.

Figure 2.41 Compressive strength of the glass powder, fly ash and blended mortars
activated with (a) 4M NaOH, (b) 8M NaOH (Redden and Neithalath, 2014)
However, the reaction products were stabilized by the formation of a sodium
aluminosilicate (N-A-S-H) gel through doping the system with external reactive alumina.
Higher cross-linking offered by the presence of Al is expected to reduce its lower moisture
stability and lead to a stable microstructure. As shown in Figure 2.42, replacing 50% of the
glass powder by Class F fly ash does not seem to be sufficient to produce a moisture resistant
reaction product. Therefore, a further reduction in the Si/Al ratio of the sodium silicate gel is
required to ensure stability. Then metakaolin which contains more reactive alumina, was
considered in this study. However, additions beyond 25% metakaolin were impractical
because of the higher water demand. Another option was considered through the
incorporation of Ca source due to: (1) the Ca2+ acts as structural link between the neighboring
no-bridging oxygen sites (NBOs) and thus maintains the network connectivity as opposed to
the Na+ that only balances the charge on the neighboring NBOs, and (2) the Ca2+ has a much
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greater electrical field strength than the Na+, allowing it to have a larger effect on the strength
of the bonds in the silicate network, reducing dissociation. Therefore, ternary blends
containing 50% glass powder, and the remaining 50% made up of a combination of slag as
the Ca source and metakaolin as the Al source were proportioned. As shown in Figure 2.42,
both ternary blends were able to better control the strength loss comparing with plain glass
powder system. The ternary blend containing higher slag content had the highest strength.
Moreover, a higher concentration of alkaline activator accelerates the geopolymerization
process, resulting in greater strength. The ternary blends still showed an initial strength loss
and this could be attributed to the presence of a certain amount of dissolution-prone sodium
silicate gel formed from the glass powder.

Figure 2.42 Compressive strength of ternary blended mortars (glass powder – metakaolin –
slag) activated using: (a) 4M NaOH, (b) 6M NaOH, and (c) 8M NaOH (Redden and
Neithalath, 2014)
The reaction products consist of C-(A)-S-H gel (from slag), some amount of N-A-S-H
gel (from metakaolin), and potentially a high modulus sodium silicate gel (from glass
powder) (Figure 2.43). The consumption of Na in a charge balancing role in N-A-S-H, the
binding of some Na to C-S-H gel, and the incorporation of Ca and Al into the sodium silicate
gel structure result in reaction products that are more stable under moisture exposure than the
ones formed either from the activation of pure glass powder or a 50% glass powder–fly ash
blend.
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Puertas and Torres-Carrasco (2014) treated glass powder (with a particle size of under
45μm ) with NaOH/Na2CO3 (pH = 13.6), stirring at 80 ± 2 °C for 6 h and subsequent filtering.
Then the solution resulting from the treatment of glass powder was used as an alkaline
activator. The strong alkaline solutions favor the partial dissolution of the Si in the glass
powder into its most reactive monomeric form. Table 2.9 presents the ions dissolved in the
filtered solutions with different glass powder content. It confirms the presence of abundant
dissolved Si monomers.

Figure 2.43 (a) ESEM image of 8M NaOH activated 50% glass powder – 35% slag – 15%
metakaolin blend after heat curing at 75 °C for 24 h, (b) EDX spectra at the indicated
locations showing N-A-S-H and C-A-S-H gels (Redden and Neithalath, 2014)
Table 2.9 SiO2, Al2O3, CaO and MgO (g) from the glass waste dissolved after treatment in
the NaOH/Na2CO3 solution
Glass waste
1g
10 g
15 g
20 g
25 g

SiO2
(g/100 ml)
0.42
2.82
3.34
4.49
4.54

Al2O3
(g/100 ml)
0.05
0.13
0.16
0.19
0.25

CaO
(g/100 ml)
1.2 E− 03
5.3 E− 04
6.1 E− 04
6.9 E− 04
8.2 E− 04

MgO
(g/100 ml)
1.5 E− 05
3.0 E− 05
4.3 E− 05
7.2 E− 05
2.0 E− 04

The compressive strength of alkali-activated slag using the post-treatment activator
solutions (AAS N/C-1~25) was compared with NaOH/Na2CO3 activated slag (AAS N/C)
and water glass activated slag (AAS WG) as shown in Figure 2.44 the numbers within the
code “AAS N/C-1~25” indicated the amount of glass powder used in preparing the activator
solutions. The mechanical strength was related with the modules SiO2/Na2O. For instance,
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the 28-day compressive strength of AAS N/C-25 (with calculated modulus as 0.86) was close
to the strength of AAS WG (the modulus as 1.2).

Figure 2.44 Compressive strength of AAS pastes prepared with the mixtures of NaOH and
Na2CO3 (N/C) with varied glass content (N/C-1~25), and waterglass (WG) (Puertas and
Torres-Carrasco, 2014)

Figure 2.45 BSEM/EDX analyses of NaOH and Na2CO3 (N/C), N/C-glass (25g) – activated
slag pastes (Puertas and Torres-Carrasco, 2014)
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The SEM (Figure 2.45) confirmed the main reaction products for AAS N/C – glass was
a C-A-S-H gel. In terms of composition and structure, the C-A-S-H gel formed in paste AAS
N/C-25 resembled the gel formed in paste AAS WG. The C-A-S-H gel formed in AAS N/Cglass mixtures was more polymerized with lower Ca/Si ratios. The microstructure in the
pastes activated with glass powder was also comparable to that observed in AAS pastes
prepared with conventional activators. The differences observed between their reactivity,
mechanical strength and gel structure were due to the different SiO2/Na2O ratios in the
activators.

2.2.3 Conclusions
The literature review of WSA and GP demonstrates that these two materials contain
abundant Ca, Si, Al and Na (in GP). The WSA shows hydraulic properties with pozzolanic
properties so that it can be used as an alternative SCMs to partially replace Portland cement.
Nevertheless, special care is required for the higher amount of free lime included in WSA,
which may cause weakness. The finely grounded GP possesses pozzolanic properties. When
GP is used as alternative SCMs, its hydration generally takes a long time. However, the
higher content of Na2O in GP may increase the potential risk of ASR expansion for GPblended binder. The fineness of GP is a critical factor to avoid this harmful expansion. GP
can also be used in making an AAM binder, but the stability of GP-blended AAM was very
low and the performance declined with increased curing time.
Although few studies have reported the use of WSA or GP in cement-based materials
due to its lower production volume, the possibility of using these materials in making AAM
binder is not clear. This study will evaluate the performance of alkali-activated WSA or GP
binders, as well as apply WSA as an alternative activator.
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CHAPTER 3

Experimental program and materials

3.1 Experimental program
In light of specific objectives in Chapter 1, this project can be divided into two phases:
•

Phase I: the study of AAMs without using Portland cement

•

Phase II: the study of expansion-compensating concrete containing WSA

3.1.1 Phase I
As shown in Figure 3.1, three subjects were investigated related to the phase I: an
alkali-activated material (AAM) binder (with chemical activators); an eco-binder system
(without chemical activation) and the investigation of hydration mechanism.
In general, the AAM is based on the activation of slag or FFA. However, the fabrication
of AAM binder diversifies depending on various conditions: raw materials, mix designs,
applied specifications etc. As a result, the first step in the experiments required a reference
mixture using available local materials and lab conditions. Similar to the literature review,
the alkali-activated slag or FFA mixtures were prepared with different materials to evaluate
the effect of different test conditions, such as curing regime, mixing methods, and chemical
activators. In addition, the binary system of alkali-activated slag – FFA mixture was also
studied. For the binary system, different mortar mixtures were prepared with various binders
under specific conditions (composition, curing, mixing method etc.). The compressive
strength of the mortar mixture was the principal index to estimate the properties of the tested
binder.
To evaluate the use of WSA or GP as precursors to reduce the demand of slag or FFA
in making AAM binders, alkali-activated WSA or GP blended AAM binders were studied.
With the optimized mixture composition as the reference (w/b ratios, curing regimes, mixing
methods etc.), the compressive strength of the mortar mixtures were tested for alkaliactivated WSA – slag and WSA – FFA binder. The alkali-activated GP blended binder was
performed only for the GP – slag mixture. Further related investigations using GP as
precursor to make AAMs were conducted by another project (Balaguer Pascual, 2014).
Concrete mixtures were prepared based on the optimum mortar mixtures. The fresh and the
compressive strength of the concrete were measured. To study the effect of using WSA as a
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precursor, the reaction products were studied via different analyzed technologies specified in
Figure 3.1.
One of the major objectives of this study was to investigate the possibility of using
WSA as an alternative activator for making an AAM binder. The new binder system can be
considered an “eco-binder” system and is composed of WSA with other SCMs (slag, GP or
FFA) without the need for chemical activators. The binary system was performed using three
mixtures: WSA – slag, WSA – GP and WSA – FFA. The mixture of WSA – GP was also
used as a combined activator. Therefore, a ternary system was also studied (WSA/GP
activated slag or FFA). After optimizing the properties of mortar mixtures, different concrete
mixtures were prepared. Their properties (fresh properties and compressive strength) were
also assessed. Finally, the reaction mechanism was determined for various mixtures via
different analytic techniques as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Schematic structure of experimental program for the Phase I

3.1.2 Phase II
The concrete proportions were designed with varied w/b ratios (0.40, 0.35 and 0.30)
and different binder compositions. Except Portland cement, traditional SCMs such as silica
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fume and slag were considered to use with WSA in order to increase the autogenous
shrinkage as well as to improve the early strength of concrete. The use of superplasticizer
was required in order to obtain the target slump of 200 ± 20 mm. The fresh and mechanical
properties were tested for different mixtures. Specifically, the volume change in terms of
autogenous shrinkage, drying shrinkage and restrained shrinkage were indispensable to
evaluate the effect of expansion on counteracting the shrinkage.

3.2 Test methods
The material characteristics analyses were evaluated using X-ray fluorescence, particle
size distribution, and X-ray diffraction. The details of test methods are presented in this
section.

3.2.1 Characteristics of the materials
X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRF)
The chemical analysis provides a quantitative elemental composition of a given
sample. The test was conducted by a model of PANalytical Axios X-ray fluorescence
spectrometer (XRF). The sample was dried in an oven at 1000 °C for about 5 hours. The
weight change of powders was measured to determine the loss of ignition (LOI). Afterwards,
the sample was mixed with a binding additive (lithium borates and lithium bromide) to melt
(1000-1200ºC) into a glassy bead-type sample. Then the sample was measured by the XRF
with the parameters of 60kV and 66mA. The results were presented in the form of major
oxides.
Density
The density was defined as the mass of a unit volume of the solids or particles,
excluding air between particles. It was determined by a helium pycnometer conforming to
ASTM C188 (2014). The result was generally reported as grams per cubic centimeter
(g/cm3). However, for mixture proportioning, it may be more useful to express the density as
relative density (also called specific gravity). The relative density was a dimensionless
number calculated by dividing the sample’s density by the density of water at 4ºC (1.0 g/cm3).
Blaine fineness
The measurement of Blaine fineness was in accordance with the ASTM C204 standard
(2011). This test was carried out by measuring how long it took for a certain volume of air
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to pass through a compacted sample in a cell. Then the resultant time was compared with the
time used to cross a given sample including a known specific surface area. With the
verification of density and porosity of these two samples, the specific surface area of the
target sample was determined.
Particle size distribution
The particle size distribution was characterized by a laser particle size analyzer
(Malvern Mastersizer 2000) in CCM laboratory. The principle concludes an intensity
distribution measurement of coherent laser light scattered by the particles. When laser light
met a group population of particles, the particles were struck by diffraction rays and the mode
of diffraction depended on the dimension of the particles. After the diffraction light was
collected by the detector, the size distribution can be calculated by a computer. This apparatus
could measure particle size distribution in the range of 20 nm to 2 mm.
Free lime
According to the study of Javellana and Jawed (1982), the free lime content of WSA
was determined by the extraction of the lime with ethylene glycol (heated to 50 ~ 100 ºC).
Afterwards, the resultant filtered solution was titrated by the 0.05 N of hydrochloric acid.
The free lime was calculated as follows:
% 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 =

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ×𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
10 ×𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡

3.2.2 Test methods to evaluate the mortar properties

× 28

3.1

Sample preparation
According to ASTM C 305 (2014), the mortar was prepared in the Hobart mixer. The
binder was mixed with water for 30 seconds, then the sand was added, followed by another
90 seconds of mixing. After a pause (120 seconds), the mixture was re-mixed for another
minute.
Flow of mortar
The fresh mortar was measured including slump flow in line with ASTM C1437
(2013). The sample was placed in a small brass mold centered on the flow table with a
succession of drops. The diameter of the sample was then measured and the average data was
calculated.
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Compressive strength of mortar
After measuring the flow values of fresh mortar, the samples were cast in 50 × 50 × 50
mm brass molds in two layers. Each layer was tamped 25 times with a standard rod. After 24
hours, the mortar cubes were demolded. Unless otherwise specified, the samples were cured
in a humid room at about 23ºC and 100% RH until the testing date. The specimens were
subjected to a compressive force at the rate of 900 to 1800 N/s until the specimen failed
(ASTM C109, 2013). The results were the average strength over three tested samples.
Setting time
According to ASTM C191 (2013), the setting time of paste was determined using the
Vicat needle apparatus. The tested paste was prepared with 650g binder and varied water
content to obtain the rod penetration of 10 ± 1mm within 30 seconds. The Vicat needle used
for setting time was about 1mm in diameter. The initial setting was defined as the elapsed
hydration time till the Vicat needle sank into the paste about 25mm. The final setting was the
elapsed time till the zero penetration is measured.
Furthermore, a modified method was applied to measure the setting time of the mortar
samples. The mortar composition and mixing process were the same as the method used for
compressive strength test. The diameter of the Vicat needle was about 2mm. The penetration
of the needle along the elapsed time was recorded to describe the setting of the mortar sample.

3.2.3 Test methods to evaluate the concrete properties
Sample preparation
The concrete mixtures were prepared in a vertical rotating drum mixer (a little Monarch
Mixer). The mixing sequence consisted of wetting the sand and coarse aggregate with half
of the mixing water. Once the mixture was homogenous, the binder was immediately added.
Subsequently, the aggregate particles were coated by a layer of cement and other binder
materials. The rest of the water, diluted by superplasticizer, was introduced over 30 seconds.
The concrete was then mixed for 2.5 minutes followed by a two-minute break. Afterwards,
the mixture was continuously remixed for three minutes. The fresh properties were measured
subsequently at periods of 10 and 30 minutes counting from the point of cement and water
contacting. During that period, the concrete rested in the drum mixer which was covered with
a wet towel to prevent water evaporation. After the last measurement, the concrete was cast
according to various requirements if the fresh concrete was ready.
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Slump
According to ASTM C143 (2015), while filling the cone with concrete sample in two
layers, the concrete was tamped with a steel rod about 25 times for each layer. Then the cone
was removed immediately in a vertical direction. Then the slump was measured by the
vertical difference between the top of the cone and the displaced original center of the top
surface of the specimen.
Unit weight and air content
The density was measured by the gravimetric method (ASTM C138 (2014)). A
container of 7 liter was required and a scale sensitive to 500g. The density was expressed in
kilograms per cubic meter.
The entrained air content in fresh concrete was then measured following the standard
ASTM C231 (2014). This method was based on Boyle’s law, which related pressure to
volume. Air content was calibrated to directly read when a predetermined pressure was
applied to compress the air within the concrete sample.
Compressive strength
Concrete samples were prepared and cured in accordance with the specification ASTM
C192 (2015). At the test age, the compressive strength was measured according to ASTM
C39 (2015). The specimens were cast in 100 × 200mm cylinders. After the samples were
removed from the mold, they were stored in a humid curing room (~23ºC and 100% RH).
Each time, the three cylinders were measured and the strength was obtained by the average
value. The loading ratio was 5000 lbs/10 second and the specimens were kept in a moist
condition during these test periods.
Tensile strength
The cylinder of 100 × 200 mm was prepared according to ASTM C496 (2011). The
sample was placed with its axis horizontal between the platens of a testing machine, and the
load was increased until failure takes place by indirect tension in the form of splitting along
the vertical diameter. The loading machine produced a splitting tensile stress rate between
100 and 200 psi/min (690 and 1380 kPa/min). The splitting tensile strength was obtained by
the following equation:
2𝑃𝑃

𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝜋𝜋∗𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

Where fsp = splitting tensile strength, MPa,
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P = maximum load during test, N,
D = cylinder diameter, mm,
L = cylinder length, mm.
Autogenous shrinkage
This test was monitored using an embedded vibrating wire strain gage until the gage
stabilizes. After the initial setting of the specimens, the deformation and thermal variation of
the specimens can be monitored by the vibrating gage, from which a data acquisition system
automatically registers the results of shrinkage (Figure 3.2). Moreover, this test was
performed on prisms of 100 × 100 × 400 mm. The prisms were sealed with an adhesive
aluminum foil immediately after removal from the moulds at 24 hours and kept in a condition
of 23 ± 2 °C until the end of testing. The results were obtained by subtracting the total
shrinkage from the thermal deformation. In order to apply the temperature correction to the
strain gage readings, a linear thermal expansion coefficient (11.5 μm/m/ºC) was used. On the
other hand, the coefficient of thermal expansion was determined by the slope of total
deformation vs. temperature curve. The resulting deformations were estimated to be the
coefficient of the thermal expansion-contraction of the concrete.

Figure 3.2 The vibrating wire strain gage is placed in the centre of the mould (A) and the
moulds (B) connected to the CR10 data collector
Drying shrinkage
According to ASTM C157 (2014), a digital-type extensometer was used to determine
the drying shrinkage. Prismatic concrete samples with the dimension of 75 × 75 × 285 mm
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were immersed in water for 28 days after casting. The specimens were then air-cured in a
temperature and humidity-controlled room at 23 ± 1 °C and 50 ± 3 % of relative humidity
for 64 weeks.
Restrained shrinkage (ring test)
The standard ring test is a simple, economical method to evaluate a concrete mixture’s
susceptibility to develop shrinkage cracking when it is restrained. According to ASTM
C1581 (2009), a ring-type test was used to evaluate the potential for restrained shrinkage
cracking and tensile creep behavior of the concrete. The ring specimen had an inner steel ring
instrumented with an electrical strain gauge to monitor stress rise in the concrete due to
drying shrinkage under restrained conditions. As shown in Figure 3.3, the inner steel ring had
an internal diameter of 300 mm, a thickness of 12.5 mm, and a height of 150 mm. The outer
mold was made of steel plate that was rolled to have a height of 150 mm and internal diameter
of 400 mm. the concrete rings was cast in two layers. The specimens were cured with wet
burlap covered with polyethylene film. The specimens were demolded at 24 hours and moistcured for two another two days. Afterwards, the top surface of the ring specimen was sealed
with an adhesive aluminum foil, thus restricting drying to the outer circumferential surface
of the concrete ring. The ring specimens were stored at 23 ± 1 °C and 50 ± 3% RH. The steel
strain was monitored starting immediately after casting with subsequent readings taken every
minute until the concrete ring began to crack. Cracking was identified by a sharp, sudden
decline in the strain.
Resistivity (permeability)
A concrete resistivity meter (Giatec RCONTM) was used in this study to measure
impedance between two conductive plates as shown in Figure 3.4. The device applied a small
alternating current at intended frequencies without causing any disruption and measured the
voltage between the two ends of the concrete cylinder. To ensure proper electrical connection
between the concrete and the conductive plates, wet sponge was inserted in between.
Concrete resistivity was then calculated using the Eq. 3.3.
𝐴𝐴

𝜌𝜌 = 𝐿𝐿 𝑍𝑍

Where ρ (kΩ·cm) is the resistivity

A (cm2-) is the cross-sectional area of the specimen
L (cm) is the length of the specimen
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Z (kΩ) is the impedance measured by the device

Figure 3.3 Dimension of ring setup (Hwang and Khayat, 2008)

Figure 3.4 The measurement of electrical resistivity
The electrical resistivity of concrete can be simply related to their pore network
characteristics such as pore size and their connectivity, moisture content in the pores and pore
solution chemistry. The electrical resistivity was a suitable replacement of the rapid chloride
permeability (ASTM C1202) test of concrete as indicated in Table 3.1 (Shane et al., 1999).
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Table 3.1 Comparison of chloride permeability with electrical resistivity (Shane et al.,
1999)
28-Day electrical resistivity of
saturated concrete (kΩ.cm)
<5
5~10
10~20
20~200
>200

56-day rapid chloride
permeability charge (Coulombs)
>4000
2000~4000
1000~2000
100~1000
<100

Chloride
penetration
High
Moderate
Low
Very low
Negligible

3.2.4 Analytical techniques to examine the hydration products
Sample preparation
The paste samples were prepared with the w/b ratio at 0.47 (plus the superplasticizer)
in order to examine the hydration products. Then the paste was poured into PVC tubes and
sealed to keep in the room temperature (23 ºC) or in a heated environment (depending on the
mixtures). At the testing stage, the tube was cut and the sample was immersed in the isopropyl
alcohol (2-propanol) for 24 hours to stop the hydration and to exchange the hydration water.
The samples were then dried in the fume hood for about 4 hours and were ground into fine
powder to perform the XRD, TGA analyses. Some unground pieces were kept to examine by
SEM.
X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD)
The X-ray diffraction (XRD) can qualitatively analyze the crystalline phases as well as
the non-crystalline phase (amorphous). Semi-quantitative analysis of certain compositions is
also possible by using this method. The principle of XRD is scattering monochromatic Xrays in samples and then using a constructive interference. According to Bragg’s law:
𝑛𝑛𝜆𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

3.4

“n” is an integer called the order of reflection; “λ” is the wavelength of X-rays; “d” is the
characteristic spacing between the crystal planes of a given specimen and “θ” is the angle
between the incident beam and the reflecting lattice plane.
By measuring the angles (θ), under which the constructively interfering X-ray left the
crystal, the inter-planar spacing (d) of every single crystallographic phase can be determined.
To identify an unknown substance, the powder diffraction pattern was recorded by a
diffractometer. A list of d-values and the relative intensities of the diffraction lines were
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compiled. These data were compared with the standard available line patterns with JADE
software. The appearance of intense peaks was convincing evidence of the existence of a
crystalline phase.
The apparatus used in the CCM laboratory is a PANalytical diffractometer with a
cathode Copper (Cu Kα). The X-ray tube operated at 45kV and 40mA. The test was
performed in the 2θ angles ranging from 5 to 70º at the scan speed of 0.18º/s (with 0.01º/s
for Rietveld refinement).
The XRD spectrum of WSA was treated with Rietveld refinement using HighScore
Plus software. The spectrum was initially identified with the patterns from the Powder
Diffraction File (PDF) database published by the International Centre for Diffraction Data
(ICDD). The simulation of the spectrum of examine phases was then adjusted with various
parameters such as displacement, scale factor, lattice, preferred orientation, peak shapes etc.
(Wilson, 2013). As a result, the approximate quantitative composition of each phase could
be estimated.
Calorimetric measurement
The calorimetry test was measured by the Thermometric TAM Air instrument. The
sample (about 2g in powder formed) was placed in a 20 ml disposal glass ampoule which
was connected with a syringe that sucked out the liquid reactant (Figure 3.5 (a)). A stirring
bar was placed in the center of the mixing ampoule. This mixing equipment was then loaded
within the calorimeter with a reference ampoule (Figure 3.5 (b)). The pure quartz sand was
used as the reference materials and the weight was calculated as follows:
𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝐶𝐶

∑ 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 ×𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

𝑝𝑝 (𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)

3.5

The “m” represents the mass of each ingredients and the “Cp” was the corresponding specific
heat capacity of each ingredients. The Cp of the reference (quartz) is 0.775 J/g °C.
After several hours’ stabilization, the sample and the reference reached the same
temperature as that of the calorimeter. Once the liquid reactant was inject into the glass
ampoule, the calorimeter started to record. The powder was mixed with the liquid (water or
alkaline solution in this study) by the electronic stirring bar for about one minute. The
calorimeter then recorded the hydration heat at 23ºC or elevated temperatures (up to 80ºC)
over 72 hours. This procedure helped measure the initial reaction inside the calorimeter, and
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could be used for monitoring a reaction from the initial injection. The results showed the
normalized heat flow and cumulative heat of each mixture.

Figure 3. 5 a) Mixing ampoule equipment loaded in b) the calorimeter instrument. Photos
retrieved form the manual (TA instruments, 2011)

Thermal analysis (TGA/DTA)
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and to some extent, the Differential Thermal
Analysis (DTA) are widely used to examine the hydration of Portland cement. They are more
adaptable, easier to use, and yield important results in a short period of time (Ramachandran,
2001). In thermal analysis, the object subjected to thermal treatment may undergo physical
or chemical changes, such as dimension, weight, crystalline transition, mechanical property,
etc. These changes are followed as a function of temperatures (Ramachandran, 2001). In this
study, the samples were measured by a thermal analyzer (TA Instruments Simultaneous
TGA/DSC - SDT Q600). The sample (~30 mg) was heated at 10 °C/min from room
temperature up to about 1000ºC under the azote atmosphere.
SEM/EDX
The most frequent modes in the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) involved the
capture of Secondary Electrons (SE) or Backscattered Electrons (BSE), while the elemental
analyses of samples were measured by the Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX).
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The SEM pictures are an important part of understanding the character and morphology
of the objects. For example, studying the morphology of hydration products incorporated the
EDX analyses helps to determine the hydration products. It helps study the contours of the
particles and how the raw materials mix and create the new cementitious binder. Unground
samples were examined in the freshly fractured surface by the SE imaging by applying a
Hitachi S-3000N with variable pressure (15~20kV).
The sample was treated with the impregnation of an epoxy resin, followed by cutting
and polishing. The resulting polished surface was examined by the BSE imagine, and we
used EDX analysis to determine the chemical composition. In general, the SE image presents
the stereo topographical surface structure of the particle, while the BSE image reflecting the
compositional distribution on the particle surface. The gray-scale intensity varies according
to the average atomic number and chemical compositions.

3.3 Materials
As indicated in the objectives, this project aimed to develop an eco-binder without
Portland cement. This section introduces the properties of raw materials used in this program.

3.3.1 Binder materials
The wastepaper sludge ash (WSA) used as a raw material in this study was collected
from a local paper mill (Brampton Packaging Plant - Kruger Inc.). It is generated by the cocombustion of sludge and smaller amounts of rejects from the recycling process and wood
biomass in the fluidized-bed of the co-generation powder station. Its properties depend on
the type and the amount of the fuel sources, the burning temperature, the retention time in
the boiler and the operation of the boiler, etc. The properties of the WSA may vary from
batch to batch and therefore, highly influence its application as raw material.
Glass powder (GP) is obtained by crushing and milling the mixed-color waste glass to an
adequate fineness. If the glass is crushed and milled to adequate fineness, it can be used in
concrete to partially replace Portland cement and shows a pozzolanic property (Idir et al.,
2011; Shayan and Xu, 2006; Shi et al., 2005).
Two types of traditional cementitious materials were used as raw material in the binder:
ground granulated blast furnace slag and class F fly ash. The former is a waste product
generated during the manufacture of pig iron. The molten slag is rapidly chilled by quenching
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in water to form a glassy sand-like granulated material. After grinding to a certain fineness,
it can be activated by lime, calcium sulfate or alkalis, which act as catalysts in the attack of
the glass contained in slag (Aïtcin, 2007).
The class F fly ash is generated from combustion of anthracite or bituminous coal. It is
typically pozzolanic material and classified according to its lime content (<10% CaO). Due
to the amorphous aluminosilicate source contained in class F fly ash, it is widely used for the
synthesis of geopolymeric binder.
Chemical composition
The chemical composition of raw materials was determined by XRF analysis as shown
in Table 3.2. According to the oxide analysis data, the WSA do not meet class C or class F
coal fly ash requirements indicated in ASTM C618 (2012). It contained relatively higher CaO
content and about 10.2% free lime according to the test. This WSA source had relatively
higher SO3 content (~8%). This value is higher than the maximum limit (5%) fixed in the
standard CSA A3004-E1 (2008) which specifically defined the requirements of alternative
supplementary cementing materials that could be used in concrete. The higher sulfur source
probably came from the combustion of recycled plasterboard. When this material was used
as a binder, it greatly increases the risk of expansion due to the internal sulfate attack. Hence,
care was required when blending this batch of WSA as the binder material. The glass powder
(GP) used in this study contains abundant SiO2 and notable Na2O content. As a typical
hydraulic material, the slag contains mainly CaO and SiO2 with moderate Al2O3. It is noted
that relatively higher MgO content is contained in slag. Class F fly ash (FFA) contained
higher content of the sum of ternary (SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3) which is superior to 70% and lower
CaO content. The FFA used in this study meets the requirement suggested in ASTM C618
(2012).
Physical properties
The density and Blaine fineness of raw materials are presented in Table 3.2. It is shown
that GP and FFA have slight lower density compared with WSA and slag. However, the order
of fineness of raw materials is FFA < GP < WSA < slag.
The relative and cumulative particle size distribution of raw materials is shown in
Figure 3.6. It is observed that WSA is heterogeneous in size distribution. It contains mainly
two groups of particles: one finer group of WSA particles around 0.25 µm and another
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coarser group with particles around 30 µm (Figure 3.6 a)). Other materials present
homogeneous particle size distribution. The D50 values of FFA, GP, slag and WSA are 15
µm, 10 µm, 6.7 µm and 6.6µm, respectively. Indeed, the Blaine fineness of slag is higher
than that of WSA but due to the heterogeneous feature of WSA particle size, the WSA has
about half of particles finer than other three materials but the rest of the particles are coarser
than that of slag (Figure 3.6 b)). Moreover, as shown in Figure 3.6 b), the fineness of other
three materials is similar to the Blaine fineness order: FFA < GP < slag.
Table 3.2 Chemical and physical properties of raw materials

SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
SiO2+Al2O3+Fe2O3
CaO
MgO
SO3
K 2O
Na2O
Na2O eq a)
LOI
Density, g/cm3
Blaine fineness,
m2/kg

WSA
GP
Chemical composition, %
21.3
70.7
11.7
1.7
1.8
0.3
34.8
72.7
46.5
11.2
2.4
0.9
7.8
0.1
0.8
0.5
0.7
13.4

Slag

FFA

35.2
11.9
0.4
47.5
43.6
7.3
0.8
0.4
0.2

44.2
21.3
11.5
76.9
16.0
1.1
1.2
1.7
0.5

1.2
13.8
3.2
0.7
Physical properties
2.79
2.54

0.4
-0.9

1.6
0.8

2.99

2.55

657

664

394

440
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Figure 3.6 Relative and cumulative particle size distribution of raw materials
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Mineral composition
Figure 3.7 presents the XRD spectrums of raw materials. The WSA sample mainly
contains lime (CaO), anhydrite (CaSO4), calcite (CaCO3), gehlenite (Ca2Al2SiO7), C3A
(Ca3Al2O6), C2S (Ca2SiO4) and quartz (SiO2). Meanwhile, some minor phases are also
detected such as mayenite (Ca12Al14O33), anorthite (CaAl2Si2O8) and merwinite
(Ca3Mg(SiO4)2). WSA may contain the amorphous glassy phase as the slight halo between
30~35º of 2θ is observed. As shown in Figure 3.7, the GP and slag are typical amorphous
materials with the presence of a hump around 23º and 30º, respectively. FFA exhibits glassy
phase and the crystalline phases such as mullite (Al2.24Si0.76O4.88), quartz and hematite
(Fe2O3).

Figure 3.7 XRD analyses of raw materials
A: Anhydrite, CaSO4; An: Anorthite, CaAl2Si2O8; C: Calcite, CaCO3; C2S: Calcium Silicate,
Ca2SiO4; C3A: Calcium Aluminum Oxide, Ca3Al2O6; G: Gehlenite, Ca2Al2SiO7; He:
Hematite, Fe2O3; L: Lime, CaO; M: Mayenite, Ca12Al14O33; Mer.: Merwinite,
Ca3Mg(SiO4)2; Mu: Mullite, Al2.24Si0.76O4.88; Q: Quartz, SiO2.
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Morphology
WSA is compose of a heterogeneous mixture of particles with varied size and shape as
shown in Figure 3.8. As mentioned before, these particles are mainly formed via sintering of
sludge or other minerals, resulting from the cooling of molten phases into glassy spherical
particles mixed with larger irregular particles, which are probably due to the incomplete
combustion. Finer particles are found to agglomerate together with a void structure. This may
increase the water demand when blending the WSA in binder material. The EDX analysis
shows that the principle elements composed in the WSA particles are Ca, Si, Al, S and Mg.

Figure 3.8 SEM image and EDX analyses of WSA particles
Figure 3.9 shows SEM photos of some selected individual WSA particles. Under
higher magnification, we confirmed that WSA contained a heterogeneous morphology. It
contained uniform spherical particles, irregular particles, the particles with drossy surface
precipitates and some hollow spherical particles enclosing enormous smaller globular
particles, suggesting that they were melted or fused during combustion. The agglomerate
particles present a porous structure, which may relate to the method of incineration in
fluidized bed combustion, leading to a higher water demand when hydrated (Cyr et al., 2007).
Li et al. (2006) indicated that the absence of glazed spherical glass particles as well as the
presence of numerous irregular particles revealed that the temperature of the fluidized bed
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combustion boiler was not high enough to melt the crystals in the ashes to form uniform,
regular, and spherical glass particles.
Figure 3.10 presents the SEM image of GP, slag and FFA particles. The angular GP
particles are mainly composed by Ca, Si and Na. As shown in Figure 3.10 b), slag particles
also present angular shape and are mainly composed by Ca, Si, Al and Mg. Nevertheless,
slag particles have various sizes and are not as homogenous GP particles (Figure 3.10 a)).
Figure 3.10 c) presents typical spherical FFA particles. The FFA particles are mainly
composed by Si and Al with evident lower Ca content.

Figure 3.9 SEM images of selected individual particles of WSA powder

3.3.2 Superplasticizer
Several kinds of polycarboxylate-based superplasticizer (SP) were used in this study in
order to improve the workability of fresh mixtures. The technical information and
recommended dosage of admixtures are shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Characteristics of superplasticizer

Ps

Solid
content
38%

Density
(g/cm3)
1.07

Recommended dosage
(ml/100 kg binder)
200-980

G
P

25.4%
46%

1.049
1.104

195-975
130-360

Trade name

Code

Plastol 5000 scc
Glenium 7102
PS 1466

3.3.3 Aggregates
The pure quartz sand conformed to the specification ASTM C778 (2013) was used for
making the mortar mixtures. Concrete mixtures were made with the crushed aggregate (the
mixture of 5~14 mm and 10~20 mm) and locally available river sand. The specific gravity
of aggregate and sand are 2.74 and 2.69, respectively. The absorption of aggregate and sand
are 0.4% and 0.9%, respectively. The particle size distribution of aggregates used for concrete
are shown in Figure 3.11. It should be noted that the coarse aggregate used for concrete
mixtures is the mixture of 80% of 5~14 mm and 20% of 20 mm.

3.3.4 Chemical activators
Analytical grade chemical activators were applied in this study, including sodium
hydroxide pellets with 98% purity, sodium carbonate powder with 99.5% purity, and a
sodium silicate solution that contained 10.6% Na2O and 26.5% SiO2. To avoid the
temperature influence, the alkaline solution was prepared in the laboratory 24 hours before
mixing. The sodium silicate solution used to make alkali-activated binder was obtained by
mixing the raw solution together with sodium hydroxide solution to modify its Ms
(SiO2/Na2O) value.
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Figure 3.10 SEM image and EDX analyses of a) GP, b) slag and c) FFA particles
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Figure 3.11 Particle size distribution of aggregates used for concrete
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CHAPTER 4

Phase I-1: Results and analyses of

the alkali-activated binder
The primary objective was to optimize the AAM binder by using locally available
wastes, such as glass powder (GP) and wastepaper sludge ash (WSA). This chapter will
address the following: 1) reproduction of the optimized AAM binder based on the literature
review; 2) WSA or GP as partial replacements of slag or FFA as precursors to form the AAM
binder.

4.1 Reproduction of AAM based on literature data as a control
system
The compressive strength of the hardened mixture and its workability when at fresh
state are the factors that will be used to optimize the alkali-activated binder. In order to meet
these criteria, many parameters are considered during the manufacturing process, such as the
alkaline liquid/solid ratio by mass, water/solids ratio by mass, the mixing time, the heatcuring temperature, and the heat-curing time and so on. Those factors influence the
mechanical strength of the final products. Fernández-Jiménez et al. (1999) indicated that the
most important factors, by order of the importance, are: the nature of the alkaline activator
>>> activator concentration > curing temperature ≈ the specific surface of the precursor
material.
Different experiments were performed to study the various parameters that influence
the alkali-activated binder, as well as to optimize the alkali-activated binder with our local
raw materials.

4.1.1 Mixture design
According to literature reviews, unlike the Portland cement binder, the alkali-activated
binder is made by precursors (typically slag, class F fly ash, or metakaolin) with chemical
agents (solid or liquid) and water. However, no uniform recipe has been applied worldwide
to produce AAM. Based on the empirical results, Wang et al. (1994) reported that the most
important factors are: the type of alkaline activator, the means of adding activator, the dosage
of alkali, SiO2/Na2O ratio (modulus, Ms) when using waterglass solution, the ratios of
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liquid/binder or water/binder and additives (alkalis). The optimum range for each factor is
reviewed through previous works and selected mixture designs.
Wang et al. (1994) investigated NaOH, Na2CO3 and sodium silicate activated slag and
found that sodium silicate is the best activator to attain the highest compressive strength. The
best method of producing AAM is to add alkaline component in solution form. The optimum
range of solution to slag ratio is within 0.38 ~ 0.45 with an equivalent Na2O to binder
percentage (Na2Oequ. %) of 3 ~ 5.5%. The modulus (Ms) of sodium silicate plays a vital role
in synthesizing the sodium silicate activated binder. Wang et al. (1994) indicated that the
optimum ranges of Ms are 0.75 ~ 1.25 for acid slag, 0.90 ~ 1.3 for neutral slag and 1.0 ~ 1.5
for basic slag. Many studies used a water/solid (w/s) ratio (precursor plus the solid part of
alkalis) of 0.42 ~ 0.47 with an equivalent Na2O/slag ratio of 4 ~ 5% for alkali-activated slag
(Bakharev et al., 2001; Bernal et al., 2011; Bernal et al., 2012; Law et al., 2012; Palacios and
Puertas, 2011). Fernández-Jiménez et al. (1999) showed that 5% Na2O dosage was selected
as higher concentrations and may result in efflorescence, brittleness, possibly as a result of
an excess of the alkali in the mix, and high economic costs. Choi et al. (2010) used a stone
powder sludge to replace fly ash and slag to produce AAM. These authors selected sodium
silicate as an activator and applied the following mixture formula: solution/raw materials of
0.5 (w/s ratio as 0.29), 7% Na2O%/binder with the modulus (Ms) of 1.1 (Choi et al., 2010).
However, a higher concentration of alkaline is usually required when using a lowcalcium precursor (for example, fly ash). In general, 7 ~ 10% Na2O/fly ash and Ms around
one (Pan et al., 2011; Sarker, 2011; Weil et al., 2011) are used for alkali-activated fly ash.
Meanwhile, alkaline liquid-to-fly ash ratio by mass, in the range of 0.3 and 0.45 are
recommended (Rangan, 2009). The water/precursor ratio largely influenced the compressive
strength of geopolymer (Hardjito and Rangan, 2005): the compressive strength decreases
with increased water content.
One of the objectives of this research is to try to use WSA or GP as a part of the
precursors to synthesize AAM.
Although sodium silicate is the most effective activator to form an alkali-activated
binder with higher strength, sodium hydroxide and sodium carbonate activators have been
selected as the control due to their availability and lower cost in Quebec. Pursuing the highest
mechanical strength of alkali-activated binder is beyond the scope of this research. Water to
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cement ratio is often used as a main factor to prepare binder with Portland cement. In the
case of AAM, this factor is not enough to control the mixture design. There is no uniform
formula for making AAM in the literature. People use many factors to express AAM
composition such as an alkaline solution to binder ratio (as/b), water to solid (binder content
plus dry alkaline solid dosage) ratio (w/s), and equivalent Na2O contained in alkaline
activator to binder ratio in percentage etc.
In this study, the as/b of 0.5 was initially used as a main factor to control AAM mixture
design. Sodium hydroxide and sodium carbonate were used for both activated slag and fly
ash binders. Alkali-activated fly ash binder usually requires higher alkaline concentration
than alkali-activated slag binder. Therefore, the former binder was prepared with 8M NaOH
with 9.8% of equivalent Na2O to fly ash mass. A 4M NaOH solution was used as an activator
for the slag system with an equivalent Na2O to slag mass of 5.4%. A 2M sodium carbonate
solution was applied for both activating systems. The concentration of 2M was selected
because of its solubility limit, as 2M is the maximum concentration that can be easily
prepared at room temperature. As shown in Table 4.1, if using 2M Na2CO3 solution with the
as/b ratio of 0.5, the equivalent Na2O to binder mass is 5.2%.
Table 4.1 Mixture design for alkali-activated binder
Precursors

slag

FFA

Alkaline
solution

concentration

NaOH

4M

Na2CO3

2M

Sodium
silicate

Ms
(SiO2/Na2O)=1.5

NaOH

8M

Na2CO3

2M

as/b*

w/s†

0.5
0.59
0.5
0.64

0.4
0.47
0.38
0.47

Na2O%/
binder
5.4
6.4
5.2
6.7

0.68

0.47

5.5

0.5
0.75
0.5
0.64

0.33
0.47
0.38
0.47

9.8
14.7
5.2
6.7

* as/b: alkaline solution to binder ration
† w/s: water to solid (binder content + dry alkaline solid dosage) ratio

However, after further investigation on AAM, the w/s ratio was used instead of the as/b
ratio to prepare the mixtures and the w/s ratio of 0.47 was chosen, according to Bernal et al.
(2011). The as/b values of different mixtures using w/s of 0.47 were calculated as shown in
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Table 4.1. This table also summarizes the equivalent Na2O to binder percentage for different
mixture designs.
Sodium silicate activated slag as a control mixture was also studied. The sodium silicate
solution was blended with sodium hydroxide solution to adjust the modulus to 1.5. With a
w/s ratio of 0.47, about 6% equivalent Na2O/slag was contained in this mixture.

4.1.2 Curing regime optimization
Mechanical strength provides an overview of the product quality and can be used as a
parameter for assessing the degree of polymerization, since the more the structure is
polymerized, the greater its resistance.
Previous studies showed that the curing regime (temperature, duration, and
implementation procedures etc.) has enormous influence on synthesizing alkali-activated
binders. The curing regime in this study were performed on different systems depending on
its raw precursor: the alkali-activated slag system or alkali-activated fly ash system. The
former system used 4M NaOH as an activator, with an alkali solution to binder ratio of 0.5.
The latter system employed 8M NaOH as an activator with an alkali solution to binder ratio
of 0.5 as well. The detail composition of making two systems and the fresh mortar properties
are presented in Table A.3.
The curing temperatures of room temperature (RT) and elevated temperatures (40 °C,
60 °C and 80 °C) were selected, and their effect over 12, 24 and 48 hours was studied. Some
studies (Bakharev, 2005; Chindaprasirt et al., 2011; Winnefeld et al., 2010) applied a precuring step (cured at room temperature for a specific duration prior to the heat curing).
Chindaprasirt et al. (2011) indicated that the pre-curing had a positive impact on strength,
but the effects also depended on the fineness of the raw material. As a result, the effect of
pre-curing was also considered as a supplementary factor. The samples were cured
undisturbed for 24 hours at room temperature before being subjected to high temperature
curing. Afterwards, all the specimens which were cured at high temperatures were removed
from their molds and allowed to cool before further tests. The rest of the samples were kept
at room temperature with a wet curing (RH > 90%) till the measurement date. A schematic
plan is given in Figure 4.1.
Different batches of alkali-activated mixtures were prepared and cured under different
conditions. The compressive strength of three, seven and 28-day mortar cubes were
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compared to obtain the optimum curing regime. Figure 4.2 shows the compressive strength

Curing regime

development of alkali-activated mortars.
23 °C (RT)

12h

·pre-curing at RT 24h
· without pre-curing

40 °C

24h

·pre-curing at RT 24h
· without pre-curing

48h

·pre-curing at RT 24h
· without pre-curing

12h

·pre-curing at RT 24h
· without pre-curing

24h

·pre-curing at RT 24h
· without pre-curing

48h

·pre-curing at RT 24h
· without pre-curing

12h

·pre-curing at RT 24h
· without pre-curing

24h

·pre-curing at RT 24h
· without pre-curing

48h

·pre-curing at RT 24h
· without pre-curing

60 °C

80 °C

Figure 4.1 Schematic plan of curing regime applied for alkali-activated mixtures
As shown in Figure 4.2 a), the compressive strength of alkali-activated slag slightly
increased when the curing temperature was increased to 60 °C. High temperature curing (80
°C) was beneficial for developing the early age compressive strength. Under the same
temperature of heat curing, strength increased by extending the curing period (up to 48 hours).
The pre-curing of the mortars at room temperature for 24 hours prior to applying heat curing
developed more strength during the curing time and shortened the duration required for the
heat curing. Chindaprasirt et al. (2011) also studied the effect of pre-curing at room
temperature before heat curing on the strength development of high-calcium fly ash-based
geopolymer. They found that the pre-curing had a positive impact on the strength
development, but the effects depended on the fineness of the fly ash. Moderate curing prior
to higher temperature curing likely left sufficient time for the diffusion of the activated ions
from the precursor particles and for a uniform precipitation in the interstitial space. A high
concentration of the reactive ions may form a more uniform distribution after heat curing,
leading to a higher compressive strength.
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Samples that received pre-curing followed by 48 hours of heat curing at 80 °C exhibited
reduced strength after the samples were cured under wet and room temperature conditions.
However, for sodium hydroxide activated slag, we recommend room temperature and wet
curing for alkali-activated slag tests, for economical reason, as heat curing didn’t produce
much improved even after 28 days.

a)

b)

Figure 4.2 Compressive strength of a) alkali-activated slag and b) alkali-activated fly ash
mixtures kept in different curing conditions (error bars represent the standard deviation)
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Figure 4.2 b) shows the effect of the curing regime on the compressive strength
development of the sodium hydroxide activated FFA system. Unlike the slag system, the heat
curing was indispensable when Class F fly ash was used as activated precursor. From the
strength development observation, higher temperature curing (up to 80 °C) was
recommended. The heat curing was critical in this case to accomplish the early age hydration
and to provide acceptable early strength. The strength of mortars improved with longer heat
curing. Again, the pre-curing step significantly improved the strength development. As a
result, pre-curing followed by heat curing at 80 °C for 48 days is ideal for early age strength
for the alkali-activated FFA system. A loss of strength was observed for the specimens cured
with optimum conditions, but the loss was negligible. This is similar to the case of Portland
cement. The elevated curing accelerates the hydration and produces higher strength in the
first days. Later, the compressive strength of PC cured at an ambient temperature exceeds
that of heat curing PC because the latter generates a dense rim of hydration products around
the cement grains (Kjellsen et al., 1990b). This is because of the higher reaction rate than the
diffusion rate of the dissolved species under higher temperatures. This rim in turn hinders
further hydration and leads to a more inhomogeneous microstructure with a higher fraction
of large pores (Kjellsen et al., 1990a; Lothenbach et al., 2007). Heat curing may accelerate
the hydration of NaOH – FFA mortars and cause a rim around the unhydrated particles,
hindering further reaction. Meanwhile, the microstructure of the heated matrix may be
inhomogeneous, porous and cracked, causing the reduced compressive strength.

Figure 4.3 Adhesive mortar samples after demolding
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During the initial trials, alkali-activated mortars strongly stuck to the molds; the oil
applied to the molds did not help (Figure 4.3). This happened especially when a higher
concentration of alkaline solution was applied, such as an 8M NaOH activator.

4.1.3 Mixing methods and variation of mixers
One of the defects concerning alkali-activated binders is the lack of standard methods
for making or testing their properties. Most methods use the standards for Portland cement.
In this section, the mixing methods of making alkali-activated binders are studied. Palacios
and Puertas (2011) mixed the raw materials with the alkaline solution for 30 seconds and
then introduced sand (BS EN 196-1 (2005)). After a short break, the mixture was remixed
for another one minute with a higher rotation speed. This method is similar to ASTM C109
(2013) to test the strength of mortar cubes. Some studies (Chindaprasirt et al., 2007;
Fernandez-Jimenez et al., 2006; Lee and van Deventer, 2002) recommended mixing the
alkaline solution with raw materials for five minutes and then adding other ingredients, such
as extra water or superplasticizer, followed by mixing another five minutes. It seems that the
prolonged mixing time has a positive effect on the strength development of final products.
Palacios and Puertas (2011) reported that increasing the mixing time up to 30 minutes can
improve the mechanical strength of sodium silicate activated slag mortar by 11% due to the
effect of improving matrix cohesion and compactness. Rangan (2009) also indicated that if
the wet-mixing time is increased from 4 minutes to 16 minutes, the compressive strength
may increase by about 30%.
As shown in Table 4.2, sodium hydroxide activated slag was prepared using three
methods: ASTM C109 (2013) and two other modified methods: to prolong the mixing time
from standard 4 minutes (M4) to 15 (M15) or 30 minutes (M30).
Table 4.2 Optimum mixing methods
Methods
ASTM
C109
Mixing
15 min
Mixing
30 min

Raw material

slag

Composition
Solution type
Sand/binder
Solution/binder
2.75

4M NaOH
0.5

104

% Na2O/binder

5.4

Fresh properties
Temp.
Flow
(mm)
(°C)
24.4

204

27.3

190

29.3

179
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The fresh properties show that by increasing the mixing time to 30 minutes, the
workability of the mixture decreased and the hydration temperature increased. As shown in
Figure 4.4, similar to the literature resource, prolonged mixing times influence strength
development, especially over long-term strength (28 day). Increasing the mixing time to 15
minutes presents no effect on further improving strength. The 28-day strength is improved
by 25% by continuous mixing for 30 minutes. However, the cost of prolonged mixing time
limits the use in practical applications. In the following studies, we decided to use standard
ASTM C109 (2013) to prepare mortars in considering both the limited growth of strength
and the difficulty related to applying a continuous 30 minutes of mixing.

Figure 4.4 Effect of mixing time on the strength development
There are two kinds of mixers for preparing mortar: one is a Hobart mixer which is
generally used for food preparation and another is called Omni mixer which is ideal for
mixing materials that contain particles of different specific gravities. The Omni mixer offers
more powerful flexibility for blending, suspensions and disintegrating with a higher range of
rotation speed (up to 20,000rpm). As the initial aim of this study was to realize alkaliactivated binders, two parallel sodium hydroxide slag mortars were prepared using Hobart
and Omni mixers separately to select an optimum mixer for future study.
As shown in Table 4.3, the mortar prepared with Omni shows lower fresh temperature
and lower workability because of the longer preparation duration (about 20 minutes vs. 5
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minutes for Hobart mixer). Nevertheless, the more powerful mixer (Omni) generated a slight
advantage for long-term compressive strength (Figure 4.5). The Hobart mixer was selected
for future study due to the convenience and limited effect difference compared to the Omni
mixer.
Table 4.3 The mortar prepared for evaluating the effect of mixers
Mixer
Hobart
Omni

material
slag

Composition
alkaline
Sand/binder
solution
solution/binder
4M NaOH
2.75
0.5

Fresh properties
% Na2O
/binder
5.4

Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

24.5

190

22.5

176

Figure 4.5 Effect of mixers: Hobart vs. Omni (4M NaOH activated slag)

4.1.4 Chemical agents effect
Chemical activators play a very significant role in synthesizing alkali-activated binders.
The nature and concentration of alkaline activators are the most dominant parameters to
influence the properties of alkali-activated binder. As shown in a study conducted by
Fernández-Jiménez et al. (1999), the sequence of activators to obtain the higher strength for
alkali-activated slag is: Na2SiO3·nH2O + NaOH >> Na2CO3 > NaOH.
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In this study, to confirm the results found in literature reviews, three activators were
selected for alkali-activated slag: sodium hydroxide, sodium carbonate and sodium silicate
(with sodium hydroxide to modify the Ms to 1.5).
Table 4.4 shows the composition and fresh properties of alkali-activated slag using
different activators. Based on the literature review, mortars were mixed with a water to binder
plus activator ratio (w/s) of 0.47 and all the mixtures were very workable after mixing.
However, fast setting was observed for the sodium silicate activated slag. Although the fresh
flow was 285 mm measured at about eight minutes, this mixture sharply lost its workability
after 14 minutes and the samples started setting in the mixer bowl which created challenges
when molding the cubes.
Table 4.4 Alkali-activated slag using different chemical activators
Composition
Resource
Slag
(USA)

Sand/
binder
2.75
2.75
2.75

Alkaline solution

0.47
0.47

%
Na2O
/binder
6.4
6.7

0.47

5.5

water/binder
+activator

4M NaOH
2M Na2CO3
Sodium silicate
solution (Ms=1.5)

Fresh properties
Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

21.6
20.9

212
240

23.4

285

As shown in Figure 4.6, sodium silicate activated slag presented the highest strength
development with the 91-day strength at about 75 MPa. Despite the very weak early age
strength, sodium carbonate activated slag showed the greatest strength development in
comparison to NaOH activated slag. At the end of 91 days, the strength reached 48 MPa.
This result is similar to that observed with ordinary Portland cement mortar with a w/b ratio
of 0.5 (28-day f’c is 40 MPa and 91-day f’c is 49 MPa). On the other hand, sodium hydroxide
activated slag showed lower strength development with a 91-day compressive strength of 26
MPa. This observation was in line with the study by Fernández-Jiménez et al. (1999). The
authors reported the compressive strength of alkali-activated slag (the specific surface of 450
m2/kg) with an equivalent Na2O to binder ratio of 4%. The samples were cured at 25 °C. The
91-day strengths of sodium silicate, sodium carbonate and sodium hydroxide activated slag
were about 85 MPa, 40 MPa and 25 MPa, respectively. Bakharev et al. (1999) also reported
that the strength of activated slag was: sodium silicate > sodium carbonate > sodium
hydroxide. The strength of sodium silicate activated slag is much higher than that of sodium
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hydroxide activated slag because the latter formed dense hydration products around the slag
particles in the beginning, impacting further hydration and leading to a coarse, more porous
microstructure (Ben Haha et al., 2011; Brough and Atkinson, 2002). Yuan et al. (2014) also
mentioned that sodium carbonate activated slag showed better workability and higher
compressive strength than those activated with sodium hydroxide with the same w/b ratio

Compressive stregnth (MPa)

and Na2O content.

1d

90

3d

7d

28d

91d

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

4M NaOH

2M Na2CO3

Sodium silicate
(Ms=1.5)

Figure 4.6 Compressive strength of alkali-activated slag with different activators
The far greater compressive strength is not our primary aim to pursue in this study.
Sodium carbonate was selected as the activator for slag due to its wide availability, relative
low cost and because it can generate the activated slag with strength comparable to Portland
cement mortar.
Although sodium silicate is the one of the most effective chemical activators used for
the AAFA binder, we selected sodium hydroxide or sodium carbonate as the chemical
activator for AAFA mortars considering its less corrosive nature and the practicality of the
latter activators. Therefore, two mortar mixtures were prepared according to Table 4.5. After
casting, two different curing methods were applied for each mixture: normal curing condition
(23 °C with 100% RH) or optimum heat curing condition (one day pre-curing → two days
80 °C → 23 °C with 100% RH).
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The compressive strength of alkali-activated fly ash is shown in Figure 4.7. Irrespective
of the chemical activator used, both mixtures under the normal curing conditions had very
low strength development, especially at early age. Therefore, heat curing is necessary for
promoting the chemical activation in order to obtain acceptable resistance. The specimens
showed a slight strength reduction between three to seven days, but they continued to gain
resistance at the 28-day. The decreased strength is probably because it was placed and set at
a higher temperature: although this will lead to early strength, it may adversely affect the
long term strength (> seven days) because a rapid initial hydration appears to form more
porous hydration products (Neville, 1996). The poor compressive strength could be linked to
the reactive phase contained in the fly ash. The fly ash studied here may have a less
amorphous phase resulting in a lower mechanical property. Further studies may be required
on the XRD analyses of amorphous phases contained in fly ashes.
Table 4.5 Alkali-activated Class F fly ash mortars (optimizing the activators)
Composition
Resource

Sand/
binder

Alkaline solution

water/binder
+activator

FFA
(2012-apr.)

2.75

8M NaOH
2M Na2CO3

0.47

%
Na2O
/binder
14.7
6.7

Fresh properties
Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

25
25.1

234
184

Figure 4.7 Compressive strength of alkali-activated fly ash (optimizing the activators)
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Unlike activated slag, sodium carbonate activated FFA showed lower activation
performance. According to Fernández-Jiménez and Palomo (2005), the carbonate ions have
a lower reaction degree because of the formation of sodium bicarbonate (trona and nahcolite)
which acidifies the system. The alkaline concentration of sodium carbonate was lower than
sodium hydroxide activation due to the limited of solubility of sodium carbonate.

4.1.5 Optimization of raw materials resources
As reviewed in section 2.1.3, the characteristics of raw materials is one of the key
factors that influence the reaction, setting, strength development and final microstructure of
alkali-activated binder. In this section, we studied different resources of raw materials to
make alkali-activated binder and optimize the raw materials from available resources.
For alkali-activated slag mixtures, three different slag resources were tested: two from
Canada and one from USA. The chemical and physical properties are presented in Table 4.6.
As reviewed in the section 2.1.3.1, many factors are used for estimating the hydraulic activity
of slag such as the basicity coefficient (Kb) and the hydration modulus (Hm). The Kb ≥ 1 and
Hm > 1.4 are preferred for making a good alkali activated slag mixture. As shown in Table
4.6, both factors are in line with the requirement for the three tested samples. Wang et al.
(1994) indicated the optimal fineness of slag for using in alkali-activation is range from 400
m2/kg to 550 m2/kg. Although the increased fineness of slag can promote the development
of higher compressive strengths, the setting rate can be strongly affected by the fineness as
well. The one from Holcim has the highest finesse of three samples.
Sodium hydroxide was used as an activator and the mortars were prepared (Table 4.7)
for evaluating the different resources effect on strength development (Figure 4.8) of alkaliactivated slag mortars. Mortars using Holcim and USA slag showed higher workability than
the one using Lafarge sample. This is probably due to the relatively higher fineness of these
two samples. The strength development of mortars using USA sample shows the best results.
This is probably due to the higher CaO content which may lead to the formation of higher
amounts of C-S-H product. Moreover, USA slag may contain more reactive phase
(amorphous phase) than the other resources. Further studies are required to analyze the
mineral composition of different slag sources. With an intermediate fineness, it develops
higher resistance especially after long time. Nevertheless, the chemical composition,
mineralogical variations and fineness among slag materials from different sources limit
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complete understanding of the mechanism of alkali-activated slag binder. From the results of
strength development of the three samples, the slag produced in the USA was selected for
the rest of study.
Table 4.6 Characteristics of slag from different resources
Canada
(Holcim)

Canada
(Lafarge)

USA

Chemical composition
SiO2

38.5

35.9

35.2

Al2O3

7.8

11.0

11.9

Fe2O3

0.5

0.5

0.4

CaO

39.2

41.6

43.6

MgO

11.1

10.1

7.3

SO3

1.1

0.9

0.8

K2O

0.5

0.4

0.4

Na2O

0.2

0.2

0.2

Na2O eq.

0.5

0.5

0.4

Mn3O4

0.5

0.4

0.4

Cl

0.5

0.1

0.1

TiO2

0.4

0.6

0.5

SrO

0.0

0.0

0.1

LOI

0.1

0

0

Kb (≥1)

1.09

1.10

1.08

Hm (>1.4)

1.51

1.75

1.78

Physical properties
Blaine m2/kg

533

800

664

Specific gravity
g/cm3

3.01

2.99

2.99

Table 4.7 Mortars prepared with three different slag resources
Material

Slag

Resource
Canada
(Holcim)
Canada
(Lafarge)

Composition
alkaline
Sand/binder
solution
solution/binder

2.75

4M NaOH
0.5

USA

111

Fresh properties
% Na2O
/binder

5.4

Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

23.5

184

24

160

23.6

176
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Figure 4.8 Compressive strength of alkali-activated slag from different resources
Two batches of class F fly ash provided by Holcim Canada produced at different
periods were used: one was delivered on March 2012 and another was on April 2012. The
chemical composition shows that the main difference is in CaO content (Table 4.8): the April
sample contains 16% of CaO while the March sample contains 10.7%. Both FFA were used
to prepare mortars with 8M sodium hydroxide as the activator (Table 4.9). The compressive
strength of mortars are presented in Figure 4.9. After casting, all the specimens were cured
according to the optimum curing method mentioned in previous section 4.1.2: one day precuring at room temperature and followed by two days heat curing at 80 °C and then cured at
room temperature with 100% relative humidity till the date of examination.
Table 4.9 provides the composition and fresh properties of mortars. The alkaliactivated fly ash mortars showed similar fresh properties but the one containing higher CaO
generated lower strength development. According to Hardjito and Rangan (2005), many
factors influence the suitability of fly ash to be a source material for making AAM binder
such as particle size, amorphous content, as well as morphology characteristics. FernándezJiménez and Palomo (2003) indicated that the optimal characteristics of selection fly ash for
AAM are: percentage of unburned material lower than 5%; Fe2O3 content not higher than
10%; low content of CaO; content of reactive silica between 40–50%; percentage of particles
with size lower than 45 mm between 80 and 90%; and also high content of vitreous phase.
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Yip and Van Deventer (2003) demonstrated that under high alkalinity conditions (as in
the case of this study), Ca2+ ions have low solubility, inducing the reduced dissolution of Ca
and then its precipitation in the form of Ca(OH)2 instead of forming C-S-H type gels. As a
result, the presence of high amount of Ca(OH)2, that is known to weaken the mortar strength,
in the AAFA mortar made with the FFA containing 16% of CaO, could therefore, explain
the low compressive strength observed. The reactive silica content could also be responsible
for the difference observed in compressive strength.
After heat curing, both alkali-activate fly ash samples showed a slight strength
reduction after the exposure in room temperature probably due to the variation of ambient
temperature. However, both the mortars gained the strength after 28 days of curing.
Table 4.8 Characteristics of FFA from different resources
2012-mar.

2012-apr.

Chemical composition
SiO2

45.0

44.2

Al2O3

22.0

21.3

Fe2O3

14.4

11.5

CaO

10.7

16.0

MgO

1.0

1.1

SO3

1.3

1.2

K2O

1.6

1.7

0.8

0.5

1.8

1.6

Mn3O4

0.03

0.03

Cl

0.00

0.06

TiO2

1.1

1.1

P2O5

0.4

0.3

SrO

0.1

0.1

LOI

1.2

0.8

Na2O
Na2O eq

a)

Physical properties
Blaine m /kg
2

Specific gravity g/cm

3

380

394

2.61

2.55

Although both FFA were provided by the same company at different times, distinct
properties of AAFA binder were observed related to many factors such as the amount of
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reactive silica, CaO content, fineness etc. As mentioned in the literature review, the large
variability of precursor resources is a huge issue for large-scale production of AAM.
Therefore, close collaboration between researchers and FFA producers is required to
optimize the FFA composition and the properties of the AAM binder. For this study, the
batch of 2012 April was used, since the batch of 2012 March FFA that showed better strength
was no longer available.
Table 4.9 Alkali-activated Class F fly ash mortars from different resources
Composition
Material

Resource

Sand/
binder

alkaline solution
water/binder +activator

FFA
Canada
(Holcim)

2012mar.
2012apr.

%
Na2O
/binder

2.75

8M NaOH
0.47

14.7

3d

Compressive stregnth (MPa)

25

Fresh properties
Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

23

238

25

234

7d

28d

20
15
10
5
0

FFA-2012 mar.

FFA-2012 apr.

Figure 4.9 Compressive strength of alkali-activated FFA with different FFA resources

4.1.6 Alkali-activated binder system (slag+FFA)
The previous section has introduced the alkali-activated materials using high-calcium
or low calcium precursors as binders. This part is related to the blended alkali-activated
system (viz. slag/FFA). The slag-FFA precursors were blended in the proportion of 0-100,
25-75, 50-50, 75-25 and 100-0. The activator used was 2M Na2CO3. Table 4.10 provides the
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mix design and fresh properties of AAM mortar samples. All the specimens were cured at an
ambient temperature with 100% RH. The workability of mortars decreased with increased
FFA content.
Figure 4.10 shows the evolution of compressive strength according to blending over
time. The strength decreased with an increased FFA replacement ratio. Puertas et al. (2000)
reported similar rsults, having sodium hydroxide to activate blended slag/FFA system. The
authors (Puertas et al., 2000) confirmed that the compressive strength was decreased with
increased FFA blending ratio. Nevertheless, the authors (Puertas et al., 2000) found that after
28 days of reaction, the mixture of 50% FFA with 50% slag had the compressive strength
95% of those obtained with only slag as binder. The results verified that fly ash was partially
dissolved and was contained in the reactive process. In this case, the 50:50 blending ratio did
not show similar results probably due to the lower effect of activator. As shown in Figure
4.7, for alkali-activated FFA, NaOH is more effective than Na2CO3. The Class F fly ash may
not be thoroughly activated and therefore cannot arrive at the maximum strength. This is in
accordance with the results of Escalante García et al. (2006). According to these authors,
higher fly ash content required higher alkalinity to develop higher strength. The lower
alkalinity, as in the case of Na2CO3 activated slag (Yip and van Deventer, 2003), may develop
lower strength. The main reaction product in the blended system is the C-S-H gel with a high
amount of terahedrically coordinated Al and interlayer Na ions in the structure, and without
the typical alkaline aluminosilicate polymer gel which is usually found in an alkali-activated
Fly ash mixture (Puertas et al., 2000).
Table 4.10 Alkali-activated blended system (slag/FFA)
Composition
Binder
100 Slag
75S25F
50S50F
25S75F
100 FFA

Sand/
binder

2.75

Alkaline solution

water/binder
+activator

2M Na2CO3

0.47

115

%
Na2O
/binder
6.7

Fresh properties
Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

20.9
24.1
24.3
24.6
25.1

240
213
194
187
184
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Figure 4.10 Compressive strength of blended alkali-activated slag/FFA mortars

4.1.7 Summary of optimum alkali-activated binder
According to realistic local conditions, in line with literature review, Table 4.11
summarized the optimum alkali-activated mixtures which were used for reference in this
study:
Table 4.11 Summary of control mixtures of alkali-activated binder
Resource

Activator

Alkaliactivated slag

USA slag

2M
Na2CO3

Alkaliactivated FFA

FFA produced
in 2012 April

8M
NaOH

water/(binder
+ activator)

% Na2O
/binder

0.47

6.7

23 °C 100% RH.

14.7

One day pre-curing (23 °C
100% RH.) → two days heat
curing (80 °C) → 23 °C 100%
RH.

0.47

Curing regime

4.1.8 Calorimetric study
As we know, strength development depends on the interactions between solid and
liquid components (Gruskovnjak et al., 2006); this includes dissolution rates, precipitation
or hydration rates and microstructural evolution. As a result, the calorimetric measurements
provided a good method for monitoring the reaction process from the initial moment of water
contact with the binder materials. The results are helpful for understanding the strength
performance of alkali-activated binder.
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Sodium hydroxide activated slag pastes with different alkaline concentrations (4M and
8M) and different temperatures (23 °C and 40 °C) were compared with a control paste made
with ordinary Portland cement paste (w/b = 0.5). Figure 4.11 shows the change in the heat
flow over time. The up-right figure shows the details of the initial peaks.
Under ambient temperatures, the hydration of alkali-activated slag acted exactly the
same as for Portland cement and also produced two hydration peaks. Similar results were
reported by Huanhai et al. (1993). The author claimed that the hydration process of AAS
could be classified into 5 stages similar to the hydration of OPC: initial, induction,
acceleration, deceleration and the final period of slow reaction. The first intensive peak is
attributable to a combination of exothermic wetting and the early age reactions (Taylor,
1997). The first stage may represent the reaction of Si and Ca ions to form C-S-H gel. The
second peak corresponds to the middle stage reaction, in which the reaction of Si and Al react
with metal ions (Ca, Na, Mg, etc.) to form secondary C (A)-S-H and other hydration products
(Huanhai et al., 1993). According to Huanhai et al. (1993), following the dissolution of Ca
and Si ions from the slag, their internal concentration may exceed the saturation
concentration and the C-S-H gel could growth and precipitate. As a result, the hydration
proceeds into the acceleration stage, and then it gradually decreased as free water in the
microstructure was consumed and the formation of hydrated rim covered the surface of the
unhydrated slag grains, which may act as a kinetic barrier for the diffusion process
(Gruskovnjak et al., 2006). Finally, a longer range diffusion process dominates and
progressively slows down the hydration.
As shown in Figure 4.11, the initial hydration of OPC is much more intense as the
initial hydration heat is about twofold or more compared to heat released by alkali-activated
slag paste. In addition, for alkali-activated slag paste, the hydration heat is relatively higher
for the mixtures activated by a higher concentration of activator (8M NaOH) or cured at a
higher temperature (40 °C). This is confirmed by the strength development of NaOH
activated slag mortars (Figure 4.6). The samples cured with 40ºC curing conditions
developed higher compressive strength compared to those cured at an ambient temperature.
The presence of second hydration peaks are much more advanced for NaOH-activated
slag paste cured at 23 °C compared to OPC paste. This is in accordance with the fast setting
observed for NaOH activated slag. After the first instant heat peak, the heat release increased
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after about 20 minutes. Compared to 4M NaOH activator, 8M NaOH mixture generated a
slightly higher second reaction peak suggesting that if a higher concentration of alkaline
activator is used, the alkali-activated slag may have higher strength performance. However,
with the elevated temperature (40 °C), no second hydration peak was detected for NaOH
activated slag paste. This is probably due to the accelerated effect with higher temperature
curing. Therefore, the first heat peaks may overlay with the second peak of hydration
products formation in this case. Moreover, with ambient temperature, OPC paste shows a
large span of the second hydration peak (from ~4h to ~40h) compared to that of alkaliactivated slag (from ~0.9h to ~24h).
Figure 4.12 shows the total hydration heat release with time. Alkali-activated slag
pastes released more reaction heat compared to OPC paste in the first 12 hours. The higher
concentration of alkaline solution or higher curing temperature may enhance the reactivity
of alkali-activate slag mixtures. However, OPC released higher total heat of hydration
probably due to the reaction of both C3A and C2S illustrated by the secondary peak.

Figure 4.11 Heat flow of alkali-activated slag compared with OPC paste
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Figure 4.12 Total heat of hydration of alkali-activated slag vs. OPC paste
These results are in accordance with those of Gruskovnjak et al. (2006). These authors
compared heat flow of sodium silicate activated slag, OPC and slag without activator. They
(Gruskovnjak et al., 2006) showed that the narrow peak between roughly 13 to 20 h was
compatible with the observation that the AAS develops a higher early strength and a slow
increase between seven and 28 days in contrast to a more continuous strength development
in OPC.
The calorimetry curves (flow rate and total heat of hydration) of sodium hydroxide
activated FFA paste with different alkaline concentration and cured under different
temperatures were compared with the ordinary Portland cement paste (Figure 4.13 and Figure
4.14). Unlike the hydration of OPC and AAS paste, AAFFA pastes presented only one
hydration peak within 12 minutes after the solution came into contact with the binder. This
also corresponded to the compressive strength development of AAFFA paste. As shown in
Figure 4.9, the strength stayed relatively constant from three to 28 days and no obvious
increase was found.
The sequence of intensity based on the initial reaction was 12M NaOH (23ºC) > 12M
NaOH (40ºC) > 8M NaOH (23ºC) > 8M NaOH (40ºC). A higher concentration of alkaline
solution may diffuse more free ions which are available for geopolymerization and therefore
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a denser matrix may be generated, leading to greater compressive strength. However, higher
intensity hydration peaks may not ensure better mechanical strength development: the alkaliactivated FFA cured at higher temperature developed better compressive strength. In light of
the total heat of hydration (Figure 4.14), despite intensive initial hydration heat flow, alkaliactivated FFA cured at 23ºC nearly released no hydration heat until after 50 hours of
observation, confirming that heat curing is very important for alkali-activated FFA binders.
The work of Jang et al. (2014) performed the calorimetry study of sodium silicate
activated FFA (SG/binder = 0), 50% slag with 50% FFA (SG/binder = 0.5) and slag
(SG/binder = 1) showed similar results with AAS and AAFFA: the former presented two
exothermic peaks while the latter exhibited only one peak. Similarly, Winnefeld et al. (2010)
reported the calorimetry of sodium silicate activated fly ash in which only one hydration peak
has observed and its varied intensity of heat flow is related to the chemical composition of
FFA.

Figure 4.13 Heat flow of alkali-activated FFA compared with OPC paste
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Figure 4.14 Total heat of hydration of alkali-activated FFA vs. OPC paste

4.2 Alkali activated GP blended mixtures
Section 3.3.1 presented the characteristics of WSA and GP. It is assumed that the
abundant calcium aluminosilicate resources contained in WSA and GP, when contacted with
alkaline solutions, will be activated and form the hydrated gel to enhance the performance of
alkali-activated binder. Consequently, we may create a more economical alkali-activated
binder by using recycled materials (WSA or GP) instead of slag or FFA which are not locally
available. The new blended alkali-activated system may enhance its properties and therefore
reduce the use of chemical activators (which are potentially harmful for manipulators) and
further reduce the cost of producing the alkali-activated binder.
Therefore, based on the preliminary study in section 4.1, two types of alkali-activated
binder system should be investigated: GP blended system (GP-slag and GP-FFA) and WSA
blended system (WSA-slag and WSA-FFA).
Based on previous work, GP was replaced part of the slag in a sodium carbonate
activated slag system to evaluate the possibility of blending GP into AAM binder. As shown
in Table 4.12, increasing GP blending content had little effect on the fresh flow of alkaliactivated mixtures.
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Table 4.12 Sodium carbonate activated slag-GP mortars

100S
75S25G
50S50G
25S75G

Sand/
binder
2.75

Composition
Alkaline
w/b
activator
2M Na2CO3

0.524

% Na2O
/binder
6.7

Fresh properties
Temp
Flow
(°C)
(mm)
20.9
240
23.9
242
23.5
238
24.8
240

Figure 4.15 compared the strength of sodium carbonate activated 100% of slag mixture
with binary mixtures (slag-GP). The samples were a little difficult to be demolded due to the
adhesive nature of slag-GP mixture. The samples were cured at ambient temperature with
100% RH and continuously increased strength with curing time. The strength of slag mortars
decreased with increasing GP replacement ratio. Particularly, when the GP blending ratio
was as high as 75% (with 25% slag), the internal of the specimens were still soft after long
term curing, and therefore no strength tests were available for this mixture. The mixtures
with 25% or 50% of GP significantly increased the strength between 28 days to 91 days,
which was probably related to the delayed activation of GP. Similar to the case when GP was
used to partly replace PC, the GP blended binder slowly developed compressive strength
especially at early age (Zidol A., 2009). The GP also required long time to be alkali-activated.
Considering the cost of slag, it is very interesting to replace 25% GP by slag in alkaliactivated slag mixture. The 91-day compressive strength of 75% slag – 25% GP was 85%
(41 MPa) of the strength of mortar using 100% slag.
On the other hand, sodium carbonate activated FFA-GP mixtures were prepared and
the samples were cured under two curing condition: normal curing (23 °C, 100% RH) or heat
curing (one day pre-curing followed by two days of 80 °C oven curing and then normal
curing).
As shown in Table 4.13, using GP replacement of FFA can decrease the water demand
(increasing the workability) in sodium carbonated activated FFA mixtures. A false set was
observed for the mixture of 75% FFA – 25% GP (75F25G): the mortar has very low
workability during the first two minutes of mixing and then start fluid after three minutes.
The mixture of 25% FFA with 75% GP did not obtain suitable compressive strength
regardless of the curing methods used. As shown in Figure 4.16, heat curing generated better
strength performance than normal curing for all the mixtures. However, compressive strength
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declined after heat curing because the mortar specimens started deteriorating and
decomposing after curing at 23 °C with 100% RH. This is probably because sodium
carbonate is not enough to completely activate FFA and GP. As a result, despite the good
early strength obtained with heat curing, the unstable mortars quickly lost its strength. The
replacement of FFA by GP also decreased the compressive strength. Therefore, other higher
alkaline chemical activators may be studied in the future for FFA-GP systems to develop
better strength.

Figure 4.15 Compressive strength of sodium carbonate activated slag/GP mixtures (normal
curing)
Table 4.13 Sodium-carbonated activated FFA-GP mortars

100F
75F25G
50F50G
25F75G

Sand/
binder
2.75

Composition
Alkaline
w/b
activator
2M Na2CO3

0.524

% Na2O
/binder
6.7

Fresh properties
Temp
Flow
(°C)
(mm)
25.1
184
25.6
221
25.3
219
25.2
230

The decreased compressive strength was also found in the study of Redden and
Neithalath (2014). The authors have reported that the compressive strength of NaOH
activated glass powder (5.4% Na2O/binder) dropped from initial 23.5MPa to about 8MPa at
28 days due to the depolymerization of silica from sodium silicate gels. The authors (Redden
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and Neithalath, 2014) suggested applying Ca or Al-rich resource (slag or metakaolin etc.) to
stabilize the formed sodium silicate gel. In this study, slag showed a much better effect
compared to FFA on stabilization of alkaline-activated glass powder binder as the

Compressive stregnth (MPa)

compressive strength of the former increased during the curing time.

14
12

3d
100F

75F25G

7d

28d

50F50G

10
8
6
4
2
0

normal
curing

heat
curing

normal
curing

heat
curing

normal
curing

heat
curing

Figure 4.16 Compressive strength of sodium-carbonate activated FFA-GP mortars

4.3 Exploration the incompatibility of alkali-activated WSA system
As shown in section 4.1.7, the optimum alkali-activated slag mixture was prepared with
2M Na2CO3 activation solution with a water/binder plus dry activator ratio of 0.47
(equivalent to the w/b ratio of 0.524). The preliminary studies showed that 50% WSA was
the optimum blending ratio. The first trial of alkali-activated WSA mixture was prepared by
2M Na2CO3 (w/b = 0.524) activating 50% slag – 50% WSA binder.

Figure 4.17 Appearance of fresh mortar of Na2CO3-activated 50S50W
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Although without an alkaline solution, the slag-WSA was as workable as the flow was
at 236 mm. Once adding alkaline solution, the mixture suddenly lost its workability as shown
in Figure 4.17. During the mixing process, an intensive reaction was observed that released
enormous heat: the fresh mortar temperature as high as 40 °C. A hissing sound was heard
accompanying the mixing of the fresh mortar.
WSA was supposed to be alkali-activated and to enhance the alkali-activated binder
performance. However, WSA blended alkali-activated slag performed unfavorably
performance. The Na2CO3-activated slag revealed good fresh and mechanical properties
(section 4.1.4). Nevertheless, with the same activator concentration and dosage, the alkaliactivated 50% slag – 50% WSA mortar poorly mixed and can’t be cast to measure the
mechanical strength. Although alkaline activated WSA performed contrary to how we
planned, it is still critical to explore the problem in order to improve the use of WSA as a
construction material.
The major problem for alkali-activated slag-WSA mortar was the difficulty of mixing
(quick set, releasing abundant initial heat etc.). From this point, many factors should be
considered, such as: such as: 1) compatibility between binder materials, 2) compatibility of
superplasticizer, 3) the effect of the initial temperature of raw materials, 4) alkaline activator
types and concentration influence, 5) WSA content and varied chemical composition, and 6)
mixture design (increasing paste volume).

4.3.1 Precursor materials
WSA-slag showed incompatibility with alkaline activators. Therefore, the question was
proposed: was there another precursor material (such as FFA) that will be compatible with
WSA? The alkali activated WSA-FFA (50% - 50%) was tested with an equivalent Na2O to
binder ratio of 6.7%. The mortar was first blended with water only, creating a very flowable
mixture with a fresh flow of 216 mm. The alkaline activator was then added to the mixture.
Similar properties were noticed as alkali-activated WSA-slag mortar: the fresh mortar
quickly lost its workability and was accompanied by enormous heat release (sharply rose
from 25ºC to 36ºC) and a fizzle sound. The mortar looked very dry and no flow data was
measurable.
In conclusion, the problem is not related to slag or FFA used in this combined system,
but is relevant to WSA.
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4.3.2 Superplasticizers
The great water demand of WSA may cause the poor workability of alkali-activated
WSA-slag mixture. Therefore, the selection of a superplasticizer was studied to improve the
fresh mortar properties.
As we know, one of the challenging problems for development of AAM binder is the
use of superplasticizers (SPs). Nowadays, SP is essential for concrete to enhance its
mechanical and durable properties. The SPs were developed for use in Portland cement with
a relative lower pH environment. However, can the SP still function well under the higher
alkaline environment in alkali-activated binder system? Many researchers have studied in
this domain (Jang et al., 2014; Palacios et al., 2009; Palacios and Puertas, 2005).
Palacios and Puertas (2005) mentioned that the effect of superplasticizers on alkaliactivated mixtures differs entirely from the effect on ordinary Portland cement mixes. Among
all the tested SPs, only a naphthalene-based superplasticizer didn’t alter its formulation
within NaOH environment. This improved the workability and slowed the initial and final
sets as well as increased the mechanical strength of alkali-activated slag mixture. Another
study (Jang et al., 2014) reported that the polycarboxylate-based SP improved the workability
more significantly than the naphthalene-based SP for alkali-activated fly ash/slag pastes.
Palacios et al. (Palacios et al., 2009) mentioned that the naphthalene –based admixture
showed good rheological effect in 13.6-pH NaOH activated slag due to its structural stability
in such extremely alkaline media.
Four types of SPs (two polycarboxylate-based and two naphthalene-based) were used
for sodium carbonate activated 50S50W (w/b=0.524, 6.7% Na2O/binder). Besides, a retarder
admixture was used in order to improve the workability of fresh mortar. To avoid the
potential risk of using SP within a higher alkaline solution, modified mixture sequences were
applied: the SP mixed with water and then the binder powder was introduced. After mixing,
the fresh mortar was evaluated for workability by the flow test and then an alkali activator
was added. After remixing for another one minute, the flow was measured again.
All the SPs had the effect on 50S50W mortars and the average first flow was about 200
mm. Nevertheless, once we added sodium carbonate and remixed the mortar, all the mixtures
suddenly lost workability and presented a dry state. The temperature rose to about 40ºC. The
mixture that used the superplasticizer (Eucon 37) with a set retarder (Eucon 727) set almost
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instantly. Extra water was then added to re-gain its workability. Eventually, a w/b of up to
0.78 was required to ensure good workability with flow table value of 205 mm.
Consequently, no compressive strength data can be measured until after 28 days curing for
this mixture due to the abundant water used.
Therefore, the incompatibility issue of WSA in an alkaline environment can’t be
ameliorated with SPs.

4.3.3 Lower the initial temperature
Alkali-activated WSA released an enormous amount of heat. As a result, a parallel
mixture was made with materials kept in a refrigerator overnight to lower the initial material
temperatures. Before mixing, all the materials were between 7~14ºC. As shown in Table 4.14,
with the same mixture proportions, the fresh mortar temperature of 50S50W was reduced.
However, the mortar wasn’t workable after adding alkaline activator.
Table 4.14 Effect of the initial temperature of materials on the fresh properties of alkaliactivated 50S50W
Composition
Materials
temp(°C)

Binder

Alkaline
activator

water/binder
+activator

~23
7~14

50S
50W

Na2CO3
pow.

%
Na2O
/binder

0.47

6.7

*nw: not workable

SP type
(% dry
extract/binder)
Glenium 7102
(1.8)

Fresh properties
Before adding
After adding
activator
activator
Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

27.9
19.2

246
240

40.6
34.1

nw*
nw

4.3.4 Alkaline activator
Alkaline activators played a very important role in alkali-activated binders, and their
influence was studied with varied types and concentrations.
First, different alkaline activators were examined. Since the previous alkaline activator
(with an equivalent Na2O to binder ratio of 6.7%) caused a loss of workability for 50S50W
mortar, lower alkaline activator concentration (1.5% Na2Oequ. /binder) was selected to
evaluate the types of alkaline activators in this mixture. As shown in Table 4.15, five different
alkaline activators were tested (sodium hydroxide, sodium carbonate, sodium silicate with
Ms of 1.5, sodium acetate and ammonia). Regardless of the varied pH values of each
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activator, the dosage of activator was calculated and kept constant at 1.5% of equivalent
Na2O to binder (except 3.5% for NH4OH). Two polycarboxylate-based superplasticizer were
used for all the mixtures to improve workability.
As shown in Table 4.15, all the mortars had an acceptable workability. It seemed that
sodium silicate-activated mixture required a higher SP dosage and ammonia-activated mortar
caused the bleeding.
Table 4.15 Alkali-activated 50S50W with various types of chemical activators
Composition
Binder

Alkaline
activator

water/binder
+activator

% Na2O
/binder

NaOH sol.
Na2CO3 sol.
50S50W

Na2SiO3
Ms=1.5
CH3COONa
pow.
NH4OH sol.

0.47

1.5

3.5

SP type
(% dry
extract/binder)
Plastol 5000
scc (1.8)
Glenium 7102
(3)
Glenium 7102
(2.7)
Glenium 7102
(1.9)
Glenium 7102
(1.8)

Fresh properties:
After adding activator
Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

29

198

33.6

182

24.8

238

26.3

241

22.8

268

The compressive strength of different mixtures is presented in Figure 4.18. Different
alkaline activators showed various activating effects for 50% slag- 50% WSA mortars.
However, all the mixtures using alkaline activators showed lower strength performance
compared to the mixture of 50S50W blended with water only. The different compressive
strength of alkali-activates 50S50W directly related to the activator nature. For instance, the
ammonia solution has a relatively lower alkalinity and the corresponding mortar showed the
lowest strength performance. This result showed that no matter what kind of chemical
activator is used, the 50S50W mortar reduced the compressive strength. The incompatibility
of WSA in alkaline environments is linked with the alkali activators used, especially at the
higher degree of alkalinity and higher alkaline concentrations.
The effect of activator concentration, with the same alkaline activator, was therefore
evaluated. As shown in Table 4.16, sodium hydroxide solution activated 50S50W mortars
were compared with varied NaOH concentrations. The content of NaOH solution decreased
with the Na2Oequ. /binder ratio varied from 6.7% to 0% (water only). The requirement of a
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superplasticizer dosage decreased with lower NaOH concentrations. Due to the weak alkaline
concentration used, the 0.5% Na2Oequ. /binder mixture was mixed by adding SP initially with
an alkaline solution and once the flow table test was measured. The fresh properties of
alkaline-activated WSA mortar greatly improved its workability with decreased alkaline
concentrations. As the mortar with 6.7% of equivalent Na2O, no flow data can be measured.
However, when the alkaline was decreased to 0.5% of Na2O, the fresh mortar showed very
good workability with the flow of 238 mm.

Compressive stregnth (MPa)
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Figure 4.18 Compressive strength of alkali-activated 50S50W mortar with various types of
chemical activators
The compressive strength also confirmed that extra alkali-activation generated a
reverse effect on the 50% slag – 50% WSA mixture as the strength development increased
with decreased alkaline concentrations (Figure 4.19). The best strength was obtained without
using any of alkaline activation. Similar results were reported by Gregor J.G. Gluth (2014).
This author showed that the alkali-activated WSA developed lower compressive strength
than that without alkaline solution mixtures. This is probably due to the accelerated reaction
of the WSA in alkali solutions leading to a dense rim of ettringite and C-S-H around the
WSA particles (Gregor J.G. Gluth, 2014). The dissolution reaction might be slow, causing a
more inhomogeneous microstructure and resulting in low compressive strength. The mixture
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with an alkaline activator rapidly gained compressive strength but afterwards rose much more
slowly. This is probably related to the high alkalinity of the activating solution, which
facilitates faster dissolution of the WSA. Therefore, the use of alkali-activated WSA is
feasible in cases when rapid strength development is required but the maximum strength is
then affected (Gregor J.G. Gluth, 2014). Nevertheless, using lower alkalinity (0.5~1.5
Na2O/binder) of sodium hydroxide, the compressive strength of 50S50W mortar can obtain
the 28-day compressive strength of 20~25 MPa which is much higher than results obtained
by Antunes Boca Santa et al. (2013). By using sodium silicate – sodium hydroxide activated
clacined sludge ash pastes, these authors obtained 15 MPa at the end of 28 days. Anuar et al.
(2011) used sodium silicate and sodium hydroxide to activate WSA ash and reported the 28day compressive strength of alkali-activated WSA concrete was about 18 MPa.
Table 4.16 NaOH activated 50S50W with different alkaline concentrations
Composition
Binder

Alkaline
activator

water/binder
+activator

% Na2O
/binder
6.7
5
3

50S50W

NaOH sol.

0.47

1.5
1.0
0.5
0

*nw: not workable

SP type
(% dry
extract/binder)

Glenium 7102
(2.4)
Plastol 5000 scc
(3)
Plastol 5000 scc
(2.5)
Plastol 5000 scc
(1.8)
Glenium 7102
(1.8)
Glenium 7102
(1.8)
Glenium 7102
(0.2)

Fresh properties
Before adding
After adding
activator
activator
Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

28.6

182

37.8

nw*

26.2

221

35.5

nw*

26.2

243

31.8

160

25.8

248

29

198

26.9

235

27.8

208

-

-

25.1

238

-

-

29.3

236

Similar tests were performed for 50% FFA – 50% WSA system. As shown in Table
4.17, the mortars were activated with a sodium hydroxide solution with the concentration
(Na2Oequ./binder ratio) varied from 6.7% to 0%. For the mixture with the highest NaOH
concentration, no compressive strength can be measured due to the fact that the mixture was
not workable and impossible to cast.
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Figure 4.19 Compressive strength of NaOH activated 50S50W with different alkaline
concentrations
Table 4.17 NaOH activated 50F50W with different alkaline concentrations
Composition
Binder

Alkaline
activator

water/binder
+activator

% Na2O
/binder
6.7

50F50W

NaOH sol.

0.47

1.5
0

*nw: not workable

SP type
(% dry
extract/binder)
Glenium 7102
(6)
Glenium 7102
(3)
Glenium 7102
(0.185)

Fresh properties
Before adding
After adding
activator
activator
Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

24.6

216

35.9

nw*

24.4

242

27.6

206

-

-

28.2

224

All the mortar cubes were cured for one day pre-curing (23 °C, 100% R.H.) followed
by heat curing at 80 °C for two days. The compressive strength is shown in Figure 4.20.
Using an alkaline solution to activate 50% FFA-50% WSA mortar had low compressive
strength even at lower concentration (1.5% Na2Oequ./binder) level. This is consistent with the
observation on slag–WSA mixtures confirming an incompatibility between WSA and
alkaline solutions. However, WSA appears to be a source of activator, since without any
chemical activator, WSA-FFA or WSA-slag blended mortars develop good strength of 20~30
MPa after 28 days of reaction. The details will be elaborated in the next chapter.
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4.3.5 WSA
WSA is a calcium aluminosilicate material with a composition comparable to class C
fly ash. However, these materials show an incompatibility with alkali activators unlike slag
and class C fly ash. This section is devoted to understanding: firstly, the effect of WSA
content on fresh properties and compressive strength; Second, the influence of the chemical
composition of WSA.
Effect of WSA content on alkali-activated of WSA – (FFA and slag) specimens
From previous results, 50% of WSA blended with other materials (slag, FFA and GP)
was the optimum ratio. However, the alkali-activated 50S50W showed very poor
workability. Therefore it was interest to evaluate whether the mixture using less WSA content
can improve performance with alkaline-activation. As shown in Table 4.18, 50% WSA –
50% slag and 25%WSA – 75% slag mixtures were examined with higher alkaline ratio (6.7%
Na2Oequ./binder) and lower alkaline ratio (3% Na2Oequ./binder). With both alkaline
concentrations, the mixtures improved its workability with decreased WSA content. The
6.7% Na2O of alkaline-activated 50S50W had no flow but had a flow of 186 mm when WSA
content decreased to 25% (75S25W). For the mixtures using 3% alkaline solution, the

Compressive stregnth (MPa)

50S50W and 75S25W had the flow of 160 mm and 208 mm, respectively.
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28d
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Alkali concentration (% Na2O/binder)

Figure 4.20 Compressive strength of 50F50W mortar with or without NaOH activation
For the group using 6.7% Na2O alkaline solution, the 50S50W mortar had no
compressive strength because it was impossible to cast specimens with such poor
workability. For the group using lower alkaline concentration (3% Na2O), it was found that
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50S50W showed a better performance (Figure 4.21). As a result, lower WSA content can
improve the fresh properties of alkali-activated slag-WSA mortar. The blending ratio of 50%
– 50% is the optimum ratio for lower alkaline concentration.
Table 4.18 Comparison of alkali-activated 50S50W vs. 75S25W
Fresh properties
Before adding
After adding
activator
activator

Composition
Binder

Alkaline
activator

50S50W

Na2CO3

75S25W

% Na2O
/binder
6.7

sol.

75S25W
50S50W

water/binder
+activator

0.47

3

NaOH sol

Compressive stregnth (MPa)

nw: not workable

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

SP type
(% dry
extract/binder)
Glenium 7102
(3)
Glenium 7102
(0.6)
Plastol 5000
scc (2.5)
Plastol 5000
scc (1)

Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

-

-

nw

nw

-

-

31.3

186

26.2

243

31.8

160

22.8

268

26.5

208

3d

50S50W

75S25W

50S50W

7d

28d

75S25W

NaOH sol.
(3% Na2O/binder)

Na2CO3 sol.
(6.7% Na2O/binder)

Figure 4.21 Strength development of alkali-activated 50S50W vs. 75S25W mortars
Influence of the WSA composition
WSA is a by-product from paper industry and its chemical composition depends on the
raw materials input before the calcination process. In general, WSA contains a high amount
of free lime which can vary from 7 to 20 %. The presence of free lime was highlighted
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through XRD investigation showing significant lime peaks. Using the titrimetric method
described in section 3.2.1, the amount of free lime was determined and the WSA used in this
project was identified to contain about 10% of free lime. As indicated in the Eq. 5.1,
quicklime reacted with water instantly and released heat:
5.1

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)2

From the calculation, if 5g of quicklime reacts with 1.6g of water to form 6.6g Ca(OH)2,
the reaction may release 5.85kj of heat (the enthalpy of formation: ΔH(CaO) = -635.1 kJ/mol,
ΔH(H2O) = -285.8 kJ/mol, ΔH(Ca(OH)2) = -986.1 kJ/mol (Haynes, 2013)). Assuming that the
heat capacity of 50S50W mortar is about 1.3 J/g·ºC (estimated as the sum of the heat capacity
of each ingredient multiply by its weight percentage), the heat of 5.85kj may increase the
temperature by about 11ºC. This is probably the reason for a sharp temperature increase in
the fresh mortar observed with alkali-activated 50S50W mixture. Moreover, according to
Annuar et al. (2011), higher calcium content in WSA ash may cause faster setting and rapid
hardening of alkali-activated WSA concrete.
To further investigate WSA’s chemical composition and its influence on the property
of alkali-activated 50S50W mixtures, five WSA samples (Table 4.19) were selected to
prepare NaOH-activated 50S50W mortars (Table 4.20). The fresh flow and temperature of
mixture were measured before adding the sodium hydroxide solution. After adding hydroxide
solution, the flow and the temperature were measured again to show the effect of alkaline
activators. The compressive strength of mortars is shown in Figure 4.22.
Table 4.19 Chemical composition of various WSA samples produced in different batches
Batch

CaO

SiO2

Al2O3

Fe2O3

MgO

SO3

K2O

Na2O

1
2
3
4*
5

55.5
54.7
52.7
46.5
31.9

19.1
16.6
19.0
21.3
36.6

12.7
9.6
10.8
11.7
23.7

1.6
1.6
1.8
1.8
1.3

2.0
2.0
2.1
2.4
1.5

3.4
5.0
5.1
7.8
1.0

0.7
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.5

0.5
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.0

* This batch of samples was used throughout the whole project

Na2O
eq
1.0
0.9
1.1
1.2
0.3

LOI
1.9
7.4
4.4
3.2
0.4

Table 4.20 shows that, whether or not to add NaOH, the workability of the mortar based
on samples from No.1 to No.5 increased and their fresh temperatures decreased. The mortar
using No. 5 WSA showed bleeding compared to other specimens. From the chemical
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composition of WSA (Table 4.19) and the previous calculation, the increased workability is
probably attributed to the lower CaO content in WSA sources. Figure 4.23 compares the
relationship between CaO values (determined by XRF) and free lime content (measured by
titrimetric method) for nine WSA samples picked from different batches. The free lime
content is proportional to total CaO percentage. Consequently, the improved workability of
using five different WSA samples is probably due to the less free lime content contained in
the WSA resource.
Table 4.20 NaOH-activated 50S50W mortars with varied WSA chemical composition
Composition
WSA
Batch
No.

Alkaline
activator
(% Na2O
/binder)

water/
binder
+activator

SP type
(% dry
extract/
binder)

Fresh properties
Before adding
After adding
activator
activator

Mortar
specimens
appearance

Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

Temp
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

1

30.9

275

34.4

153

Cracks

2

28.8

290

32.5

174

28.1

297

31.1

206

25.8

300

28.8

236

22.6

270

24.2

253

Cracks
Cracks
Little exp.
Cracks
Little exp.
Cracks
Huge exp.

Binder

3

50S50W

4

NaOH
sol. (1.5)

0.47

Glenium
7102 (1.8)

5
Exp.: abbreviation of expansion

All the mortar cubes were cracked. Among all the mixtures, the No. 5 specimens
presented the most cracks and notable expansions, which were responsible for the lowest
compressive strength as shown in Figure 4.22. The No. 4 mortar showed relatively higher
early strength compared to other mixtures. This is probably due to the higher sulfur content
contained in the No.4 WSA sample: the large amount of ettringite may be produced at early
age of hydration and hence contributed to the high early strength (Lee et al., 2003; Poon et
al., 2001)
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Figure 4.22 Compressive strength of NaOH-activated 50S50W with varied WSA resources
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Figure 4.23 Relationship between free lime and CaO contents measured by the titration and
XRF

4.4 Conclusions
This chapter analyzed the results concerning the alkali-activated binders. By the
optimization, sodium carbonate and sodium hydroxide were selected as chemical activators
for activating of slag and FFA, respectively. The alkali-activated slag required less alkaline
concentration (with 6.7% Na2O/binder) compared with alkaline activated FFA (14.7%
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Na2O/binder). The latter binder required heat curing to accelerate the initial activation. The
optimized alkali-activated binder using local available resources generated a binder with
properties comparable to literature reviews.
The alkali-activation of slag – GP showed lower early age compressive strength, but
the strength significantly developed after 28 days, which indicated that GP required long term
to be activated. High content GP (50%) is recommended to substitute the slag in making
alkali-activated slag – GP binder. The long-term compressive strength of 50S50G was
comparable to the strength of the mixture 75S25G. However, for the alkali-activated FFA –
GP mixture, the compressive strength decreased with increasing curing time. This is probably
due to: 1) FFA can’t completely stabilize the hydrated gel formed in the system, 2) the sodium
carbonate with lower alkalinity was used as chemical activator. Therefore, FFA and GP can
not be completely activated. Other higher alkaline activators should be considered in the
future work.
WSA was assumed to be a substitution of raw precursors in making alkali-activated
binder due to its amorphous content. In fact, the evidence showed that WSA was
incompatible in a strong alkaline environment. In summary, the use of WSA in alkaline
solution with higher pH showed very poor workability and lower engineering properties
compared to the mixture without alkaline activators.
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the eco-binder using WSA as an alternative
activator
5.1 Preliminary study
Although the alkali-activated binder showed many advantages compared to traditional
Portland cement, the development of AAM is limited by problems, such as: 1) the caustic
alkaline activators can pose a risk to contractors during the manufacturing process; 2) the
rapid and unsteady setting properties (Bakharev et al., 1999; Živica, 2007) create difficulty
for on-site casting (Dung et al., 2014); 3) the general used precursor materials (slag, FFA or
metakaolin) are not available everywhere and the long-distance transportation decreases the
economic value of AAM binder. As a result, this project sought the possibility of developing
a more eco-friendly binder system by activating traditional AAM precursor (i.e. slag or class
F fly ash) with waste paper sludge ash or glass powder which contained abundant potential
activated elements such as calcium, aluminum, silicate, sodium and so on.
As shown in the section 3.3.1, WSA contained a large amount of CaO (47%).
Specifically, the free lime was about 10%. GP had a higher Na2O value (13%). Therefore,
WSA and GP were assumed to be alternative activators in synthesizing the AAM as they
may provide an alkaline environment when they are dissolved in water.
The pH values of 10% of WSA – water and GP – water slurries were 12.5 and 10.9,
respectively. Comparatively, the pH value of 10% OPC slurry was 12.4. This indicated that
WSA and GP were naturally alkaline and they could be used as alternative activators.
The electrical conductivity has been widely applied for dispersion characteristic
analysis. In this study, the conductivity of WSA or GP slurries (10% wt.) up to 24 hours were
measured. The powder was dispersed in four solutions: water, 2M NaOH, 12M NaOH and
2M Na2CO3. As shown in Figure 5.1, the dotted lines represent the conductivity of pure
solutions and the solid lines of the same color represent the conductivity of materials (WSA
or GP) with the corresponding solution. Both WSA and GP to water slurries showed higher
conductivity than that of pure water. This indicated that WSA and GP when dispersed in
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water, can release an abundance of free ions. Their conductivity decreased initially and then
increased after few hours. Compared to the pure alkaline solution, WSA with sodium
hydroxide slurries showed lower conductivity. WSA with sodium carbonate slurry increased
conductivity compared to the pure solution. This revealed that the sodium carbonate solution
may better activate WSA by releasing more available free ions within 24 hours. On the other
hand, GP with alkaline solution slurries showed higher conductivity than that of pure
solutions. The conductivity increased up to 6 hours and then slowly decreased probably due
to the formation of new components. Sodium hydroxide showed much better activation effect
on GP than sodium carbonate since the former solution provided a higher alkaline
environment, which benefited to dissolve more free ions as the higher conductivity was
recorded.

Figure 5.1 Conductivity of a) WSA, b) GP slurries with water, c)WSA and d) GP with
various alkaline solutions
The inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) technique was used in
order to quantitatively analyze the concentrations of free ions released in slurries. Two groups
of slurries were prepared: 100% of WSA and 50% WSA – 50% GP mixtures were dissolved
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in water with three different w/b ratios: 1.2, 3 and 4.2. The mixtures were kept agitated and
filtered at 6 hours and 5 days. After filtration, the supernatant was diluted and then was
measured by ICP-MS to quantify the concentrations of free ions. Five detected ions (Na+,
Ca2+, K+, Al3+ and Si4+) were compared as shown in Figure 5.2. It should be noted that the
mixture, 100% WSA slurry (w/b = 1.2) at 5 days, can’t be measured due to the complete set
of this mixture after about 8 hours. As a result, the supernatant can’t be extracted. Among all
the ions, Na+ had the relatively highest concentrations in both WSA (Figure 5.2 a)) and WSAGP slurries (Figure 5.2 b)) despite the varied w/b and times. All the tested ions had lower
concentrations with increasing w/b ratios. For the mixtures with the same binder and the same
w/b ratio, the concentrations of Na+, K+, and Si4+ increased with prolonging the test time.
However, the amount of Ca2+ reduced with increased time and this was possibly due to the
precipitation of Ca2+ in initial reaction products. In 50% WSA – 50% GP slurry (Figure 5.2
b)), the Na+ concentration was even higher than that of WSA slurry which probably indicated
that the alkaline nature (pH =12.5) of WSA can activate GP and consequently release more
Na+. It should be noted that even at a relatively lower concentration level (w/b as 4.2), the
free Al3+ and Si4+ were still dissolved in the solution, and thus they were assumed to readily
form the C-A-S-H or N-A-S-H gel as in the case of the alkali-activated binder.
As shown in Figure 5.3, three mortar mixtures were prepared with 100% WSA powder.
Since the WSA required more water, the mixtures were barely workable unless the w/b ratio
was superior to 0.7. The 28-day compressive strength of WSA mortar reached at 12 MPa for
the mixture with w/b of 0.7 and the strength decreased with increasing w/b ratios. This proved
that WSA had cementitious property as the ash alone can set without extra additions of
Ca(OH)2 which was essential for the activation of pozzolanic materials. The free lime
contained in WSA itself may work as an activator with the aluminosilicate phase to generate
a solid binder.
Based on this preliminary study, WSA can be potentially used as an activator since it
has an alkaline nature when dissolved in water and it can release a number of free ions.
Sodium, potassium and calcium cations were detected in WSA slurries which were generally
used as activators to form the alkali-activated slag or FFA binder. WSA can activate GP to
release sodium cations. It would be interesting to study the ternary system to use mixed
WSA-GP as an activator to form the AAM binder.
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Figure 5.2 Concentrations of released ions in a) WSA and b) WSA-GP slurries
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Figure 5.3 28-day compressive strength of 100% WSA mortar
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5.2 Eco-binder system
As proposed in the hypothesis, WSA was supposed to activate other materials (slag,
FFA or GP) to form an eco-binder system without Portland cement. The activation effect was
mainly evaluated by the compressive strength of mortar mixtures.

5.2.1 Optimization of WSA activation ratio
Initially, the optimum WSA content was evaluated in different systems. As shown in
Table 5.1, three mortar mixtures were prepared for WSA activated slag binder. The slag was
replaced by 25%, 50% and 75% of WSA. Firstly, w/b ratio was selected as 0.524 which was
equivalent to the optimum mixture design using water / (binder + dry activator) as 0.47 (Table
5.1). A polycarboxylate-based superplasticizer (marked as “G”) was used to attain an
acceptable workability due to the relative finer particles of WSA. The dosage of SP was
increased with increasing the WSA content. Meanwhile, a huge temperature rise was noticed
in the mixtures with higher WSA content. It was found that the mixtures with 75% of WSA
“flared up” when the powder contacted with water.
Table 5.1 Optimization of Slag-WSA blending ratio
Composition
Resource

Sand/
binder

w/b

75S25W
50S50W
25S75W

2.75

0.524

SP (G)
% of dry extract
/ binder
0.062
0.2
1.8

Fresh properties
Temp.
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

25.3
29.3
32.6

230
236
225

After casting, all the mortar samples were cured at ambient temperature with 100% RH
till the measurement date. As shown in Figure 5.4, the compressive strength increased with
adding WSA content to arrive at a maximum value and then decreased. Higher slag blending
mortar (75% slag – 25% WSA) showed a strong greenish tint when fractured, and an odor of
hydrogen sulfide can often be detected (Hewlett, 1998). The 28-day compressive strength of
50% slag – 50% WSA attained 30 MPa. Therefore, the 50%-50% blended ratio was
considered as an optimum ratio for WSA-activated slag system. Similar studies (Bai et al.,
2003; Gailius and Laurikietytė, 2003) have reported that the optimum blending ratio of slagWSA mixture was 50%-50%. Bai et al. (2003) tested 50% slag – 50%WSA paste mixtures
using a w/b ratio of 0.5 and claimed that the 28-day compressive strength was about 22 MPa.
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Gailius and Laurikietytė (2003) showed the 28-day compressive strength of 50% slag –
50%WSA blended concrete of 19 MPa (with a w/b of 0.4). Mozaffari et al. (2009) applied a
wet milling process for WSA and compared the different properties of paste using WSA
before or after pre-wetting. The 28-day compressive strength of 50% slag – 50%WSA paste
(w/b as 0.5) was 18 MPa with using original WSA and 25 MPa with using wetted WSA. On
the other hand, as shown in Figure 5.4, without using Portland cement, slag-WSA mixtures
continuously gained the strength along with the curing time. It was noted that for the 75%
slag – 25%WSA mortar, its relative lower strength compared to other mixtures was probably
due to the fact that 25% WSA was insufficient to fully activate the slag especially at early
age. Later, this mixture increased the compressive strength to 24 MPa probably attributed to
the higher slag content which may take longer time to be fully hydrated. However, higher
WSA blending ratio (such as 75%) caused a negative effect especially for fresh properties:
due to the higher amount of finer particles and relatively higher free lime content of WSA,
the mixture (25% slag – 75% WSA) required enormous water or large content of the
superplasticizer to obtain an acceptable workability. As a result, 50% – 50% blend seems to
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be the optimum mixture in considering both mechanical strength and fresh properties.
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Figure 5.4 Compressive strength of slag-WSA mortar under normal curing (w/b =0.524)
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Three mortar mixtures were prepared to evaluate the WSA activating FFA effect. As
shown in Table 5.2, the requirement of superplasticizer largely increased with adding WSA.
According to the technical paper of superplasticizer, the maximum recommended dosage of
superplasticizer (marked as “G”) is around 0.26% (by dry extract/binder). For the mixture
25% FFA- 75% WSA, the dosage of superplasticizer (2.18%) was almost 10 times higher
than the recommended value. This was beyond its saturation point. Other optimum
superplasticizers have to be studied, especially when a higher content of WSA is incorporated
in the binder system.
The alkali-activated Class F fly ash generally showed lower early age strength and the
heat curing was widely applied for enhancing its performance. In the case of WSA activated
FFA mixtures, two kinds of curing methods were compared: 1) normal curing: at ambient
temperature with 100% RH and 2) heat curing: one day pre-curing in normal curing
condition, followed by two days of heat curing at 80 °C and then cured in normal curing
conditions. Figure 5.5 compares the compressive strength of each mixture with different
curing conditions. The heat curing was essential to enhance the early age compressive
strength. Although the mixtures applied with normal curing conditions barely developed
strength at the early age, 50% FFA – 50% WSA mortar greatly boosted the strength beyond
seven days and the maximum compressive strength was 17 MPa at 28 days. This further
confirmed that the WSA can activate FFA to generate a hardened binder without the extra
heating if the curing time is long enough. Similar to the case of WSA activated GP, this
mixture showed significant interest for the applications based on the economical point of
view with a certain tolerance of lower early age compressive strength. On the other hand, the
mortars with applied heat curing greatly improved the early age compressive strength. No
matter which curing method was applied, 50% – 50% was the optimum ratio for WSA – FFA
mixture.
Table 5.2 Optimization of FFA-WSA blending ratio
Composition
Resource

Sand/
binder

w/b

75F25W
50F50W
25F75W

2.75

0.524

SP (G)
% of dry extract
/ binder
0.069
0.185
2.18
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Fresh properties
Temp.
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

24.1
28.2
32.9

237
224
195
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WSA activating effect on GP was also evaluated. The mortar composition and the fresh
properties are shown in Table 5.3. Again, the superplasticizer dosage increased with blending
a large amount of WSA in the system. Similar to the case of WSA – FFA, the WSA – GP
mortar under the normal curing condition had no compressive strength at the early age but
gained the compressive strength after seven days (Figure 5.6). It should be noted that the 28day strength of 50% GP – 50% WSA mortar was about 14 MPa which again, confirmed the
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fact that WSA can activate GP without alkaline solution or specific heat curing.
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Figure 5.5 Compressive strength of FFA-WSA mortar (w/b =0.524)
Table 5.3 Optimization of GP-WSA blending ratio
Resource

Sand/
binder

75G25W
50G50W
25G75W

2.75

Composition
SP (Glenium)
% of dry extract
w/b
/ binder
0.094
0.524
0.218
2

Fresh properties
Temp.
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

24.8
29.8
31.3

237
230
210

5.2.2 WSA activated slag binder
After optimizing the WSA blending ratio, as Portland cement, the w/b ratio was
assumed to have a significant influence on the properties of WSA-slag binder. Thus, the tests
were carried out to minimize the w/b ratio in order to improve the performance of WSA
activated slag binder. However, it seemed that with higher WSA blending ratio (50%), it was
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impossible to make a fluid mortar mixture using the w/b lower than 0.47. For instance, a
mortar mixture with the w/b of 0.45 required the SP (type “G”) as high as 9% but the mixture
still had low fluidity (with the fresh flow of 143 mm). As we know, the free lime has a
negative effect on fluidity because it will consume large amounts of water and therefore
reduce the available water for the hydration reactions. The WSA used in this study has free
lime as high as 10% and caused the excessive water demand. Fava et al. (2010) had
mentioned that for the use of WSA blended with cement, the ratio of ash should be limited
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to 10% due to its higher fineness and consequently, this induced the higher water demand.
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Figure 5.6 Compressive strength of GP-WSA mortar under normal curing (w/b =0.524)
As shown in Table 5.4, three mortar mixtures were compared using the w/b ratio from
0.47 to 0.524. To obtain the similar workability, the demand of superplasticizer was
dramatically reduced by increasing the w/b ratio.
Table 5.4 50% slag – 50% WSA mortars with varied w/b ratio
Composition
Binder

s/b

w/b

50S50W

2.75

0.47
0.5
0.524

SP type
(% dry
extract/binder)
G (1.5)
G (0.102)
G (0.102)
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Fresh properties
Temp.
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

27.3
28.3
27.1

212
200
220
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As shown in Figure 5.7, the compressive strength decreased with increasing the water
content at all ages. It was found that the reduction of strength at a late age was more evident
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than that at early age with increasing the w/b ratio.
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Figure 5.7 Compressive strength of 50% slag – 50% WSA mortars with varied w/b ratio
Roby (2011) mentioned that different superplasticizers greatly influenced the fresh
properties of WSA. Another polycarboxylate-based superplasticizer (marked as “P”) was
studied and compared with the effect of “G” superplasticizer. Two control mixtures made
with Portland cement and sodium carbonate activated slag were also compared with WSA
activated slag mortar with the same w/b ratio of 0.47. As shown in Table 5.5, both control
mixtures can produce workable mortars without adding superplasticizer. For 50% slag – 50%
WSA mixture, the requirement of superplasticizer of “G” was about 1.5 times higher than
the need of “P” superplasticizer. WSA activated slag mortar generated higher hydration heat
with a higher temperature of fresh mortar compared with that of control mixtures probably
due to the higher free lime included in WSA.
The compressive strength of control and WSA – slag mixtures are presented in Figure
5.8. As mentioned in the section 4.1, the Na2CO3 – slag mortar developed similar
compressive strength compared to that of Portland cement mortar after three days.
Surprisingly, the WSA – slag mixture with “P” superplasticizer even had higher compressive
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strength than that of Portland cement mortar after 28 days. With the same composition, the
type “P” superplasticizer prompted WSA – slag mortar to improve the compressive strength
by about 30% compared with the one using “G” superplasticizer. This probably was
attributed to the effect that the type “P” superplasticizer can better diffuse the finer WSA
particles. This confirmed that the important effect of dispersion of finer WSA particles can
further motivate the potential use of WSA to activate slag and enhance its properties. 28-day
compressive strength was generally used as a critical factor to evaluate the property for
Portland cement. With the same w/b ratio, Portland cement mortar had 46 MPa at 28 days.
The eco-binder mortar made with 50% WSA and 50% slag can obtain 32 MPa at 28 days
with “G” superplasticizer and even increased to 46 MPa at 28 days curing. It seemed that
WSA activated slag binder has a great potential when the binder was adjusted to a proper
superplasticizer, obtaining higher strength results. During the hydration, a transient green
color was observed for the WSA activated slag mortar, which may be due to the sulfur content
and the formation of polysulfide compounds (Taylor, 1997).
Table 5.5 Comparison of control mixtures with WSA – slag mortar
Composition
Binder

s/b

OPC
Na2CO3 – Slag
50S50W
50S50W
n/a: not applicable

2.75

w/b
0.47
0.47
(6.03% Na2O/binder)
0.47
0.47

Fresh properties
SP type
(% dry
extract/binder)
n/a

Temp.
(°C)

Flow
(mm)

24.9

209

n/a

24.2

208

G (1.5)

27.3

212

P (0.982)

28.6

227

5.2.3 WSA activated GP binder
The activation effect of WSA to GP was also evaluated. According to section 5.2.1, the
optimum WSA ratio was selected as 50%. The mortar specimens of 50% WSA – 50% GP
were cured with three methods: normal curing (NC), heat curing (HC) and heat curing
combined moderate heat curing (HC&MC). The first two curing methods were introduced in
section 5.2.1. The third curing method (HC&MC) indicated that after heat curing at 80ºC for
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two days, all the specimens were cured at continuous, moderate heating of 40ºC with semihumid conditions. The mortar composition and fresh properties are presented in Table 5.6.

3 days

Compressive strength (MPa)

60

7 days

28 days

91 days

50
40
30
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0

OPC

Na2CO3-Slag

50S50W (G) 50S50W (P)

Figure 5.8 Compressive strength of control mixtures vs. WSA activated slag mortar (w/b =
0.47)
Table 5.6 WSA activated GP mortar with different curing methods
Curing
methods
NC
HC
HC&MC

Composition
Binder

s/b

w/b

SP type
(% dry extract/binder)

50W50G

2.75

0.47

G (1.6)

Fresh properties
Temp.
Flow
(°C)
(mm)
27.9
215
27.5
205
28
220

As shown in Figure 5.9, the heat curing greatly improved the early age compressive
strength of WSA – GP mortar. With different curing methods, the mortars gained
compressive strength along the curing time. Especially, WSA activated GP mortar gained a
comparable strength (25 MPa) with no heat curing at long term (91 days). This binder can be
used for the low-grade material in industry which may accept lower early age strength. The
continuous heat curing condition (HC&MC) further boosted the mixture to gain more than
25% of compressive strength at 28 and 91 days. This was due to the fact that extended heat
curing can generate a more homogeneous, denser matrix which were explained with SEM
images later in the next chapter (Figure 6.42 b)).
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5.2.4 WSA activated FFA binder
WSA was also assumed to be able to activate class F fly ash. As shown in section 5.2.1,
50% of WSA was the optimum content to activate FFA. Since the heat curing was critical
for alkali-activated fly ash, two curing methods were applied to this binder: 1) normal curing
(NC): the specimens were cured at 23ºC with 100% RH; 2) heat curing (HC): the specimens
were cured at NC condition for one day and then heat cured at 80ºC for two days followed
by NC till the test date. The mortar composition and the fresh properties are presented in
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Table 5.7.
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Figure 5.9 Compressive strength of 50% WSA – 50% GP with different curing methods
Table 5.7 WSA activated FFA mortars
Curing
methods
NC
HC

Binder

s/b

50W50F

2.75

Composition
SP type
w/b
(% dry extract/binder)
0.47

G (1.5)

Fresh properties
Temp.
Flow
(°C)
(mm)
26.1
206
25.4
196

As shown in Figure 5.10, HC greatly increased the early age compressive strength. The
mortars that experienced normal curing showed a relatively lower compressive strength until
28 days, but the strength increased dramatically with applying the heat curing. This was
probably because the elevated initial curing accelerated the hydration and formed a dense
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rim around the anhydrate grains. The inhomogeneous hydration matrix suppressed the
development of compressive strength. Nevertheless, with increasing curing time (after 28
days), this rim may be dissolved or destroyed and then the compressive strength increased
due to unblocking the hydration of anhydrate particles.
As shown in Figure 5.10, despite the relatively lower early age compressive strength,
the mortar cured at room temperature showed a comparable strength behavior (25 MPa) to
that of specimens that experienced heat curing (27 MPa) at 91 days. It seemed that the
activation effect of WSA was notable along the hydration time. This is of more interest for
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the applications which could accept low-grade concrete at early ages.
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Figure 5.10 Compressive strength of 50% WSA – 50% FFA with different curing methods

5.2.5 Comparison of WSA activated binders
Previous sections reviewed the properties of WSA activated binder individually. In this
section, WSA activated binders are compared (Figure 5.11). All the mixtures were made with
the same blending ratio (50% – 50%), the same w/b ratio (0.47), the same superplasticizer
(type “G”) and the normal curing condition. It was shown that WSA can be used as an
activator for making a solid binder based on slag, FFA and GP. The new formed eco-binder
system is comparable to Portland cement with an average 91-day compressive strength more
than 25 MPa. WSA activated slag showed higher early age compressive strength compared
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to that of WSA activated FFA and GP binder which was mainly attributed to the early slag
hydration. FFA and GP may need heat curing (Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10) to increase their
early hydration. Nevertheless, long-term compressive strength were comparable to that of
the slag based binder without heat curing.

5.2.6 Ternary system
Previous studies demonstrated that WSA can be used as an activator. Moreover, as
shown in section 5.1, GP released abundant free ions in alkaline solution. WSA – GP together
was also assumed to be an activator since WSA can generate an alkaline environment due to
the relative higher free lime content or other reactive components. GP can be reactive and
dissolve many free ions such as silica or sodium, which may participate in the synthesizing
the activated slag or FFA binder.

Compressive strength (MPa)
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50F50W

28 days
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50G50W

Figure 5.11 Comparison of compressive strength of WSA activated binders
Therefore, WSA – GP activated slag (ternary system) was compared with WSA
activated slag (binary system) as shown in Table 5.8. The former was compared with three
curing methods since the heat curing was considered an important condition for the GP
activation. It was shown that the ternary system (with lower WSA content) greatly decreased
the requirements of superplasticizer (more than 90%) to obtain the similar flow. This was
again confirmed by the great influence of WSA particles on the water demand of mixtures.
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Table 5.8 WSA – GP activated slag compared with WSA activated slag mortars
Binder

s/b

50S25W25G

2.75

50S50W

2.75

Curing
NC
HC
HC&MC
NC

Composition
SP type
w/b
(% dry extract/binder)
G (0.1)
0.47
G (0.085)
G (0.085)
0.47
G (1.5)

Fresh properties
Temp.
Flow
(°C)
(mm)
24.9
228
25.2
220
25
218
27.3
212

The compressive strength of mortar specimens are shown in Figure 5.12. It was noted
that with normal curing condition (NC), WSA alone showed the better activation effect
compared with the mixture using WSA – GP. The ternary mortar increased compressive
strength along the curing time and arrived at 22 MPa at 28 days. This mixture had significant
implications for the eco-binder application since it applied to both WSA and GP with
blending content up to 50%. It seemed that the heat curing (HC and HC&MC) didn’t improve
strength when compared with the mortar without heating (NC). As a result, the WSA – GP
activated slag can be recommended for the application intended to apply the GP as an
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alternative activator.
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Figure 5.12 Compressive strength of WSA – GP activated slag vs. WSA activated slag
under different curing regimes: NC (normal curing), HC (heat curing) and HC&MC (heat
curing followed by moderate heat curing)
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The WSA – GP activated FFA ternary system was compared with the WSA – FFA
binary system as shown in Table 5.9. Similar to the case of activated slag binder, when 25%
of WSA was replaced by GP, the demand of superplasticizer was largely decreased. With the
exception of heat curing conditions, extra continuous heating (HC&MC) was applied to the
ternary system as this may further improve the GP activation.
With heat curing conditions, the WSA activated FFA (binary system) showed better
compressive strength development compared with WSA – GP activated FFA (ternary
system) (Figure 5.13). The ternary system applying the continuous heat (HC&MC) further
improved its compressive strength with increasing hydration time.
Table 5.9 WSA – GP activated FFA compared with WSA activated FFA mortars
Curing

Binder

s/b

HC
HC
HC&MC

50F50W

2.75

50F25W25G

2.75

3 days

Compressive strength (MPa)

40
35
30

Composition
SP type
w/b
(% dry extract/binder)
0.47
G (1.5)
G (0.085)
0.47
G (0.085)

50F50W

7 days

Fresh properties
Temp.
Flow
(°C)
(mm)
25.4
196
23.9
222
24
220

28 days

91 days

50F25W25G

25
20
15
10
5
0

HC

HC

HC&MC

Figure 5.13 Compressive strength of WSA – GP activated FFA vs. WSA activated FFA
under different curing regimes: NC (normal curing), HC (heat curing) and HC&MC (heat
curing followed by moderate heat curing)
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5.3 Setting property
5.3.1 Fast setting
Section 5.2 confirmed that WSA could be used as an alternative activator in activating
slag, FFA or GP without blending Portland cement. However, the fast setting was noticed for
all the mixtures with 50% WSA. The similar problem was observed (Gregor J.G. Gluth,
2014; Kinuthia et al., 2003) in WSA with slag mixtures.
Three WSA samples with different chemical composition were selected to make
activating mixtures to explore how they performed during setting. The setting time was
measured according to ASTM C191 (2013) by using the Vicat apparatus. Initial setting time
was obtained when the 1 mm needle was able to penetrate the 25 mm depth of the thick
sample paste (about 40 mm). Final setting time was obtained when the needle could not sink
visibly into the paste.
The selected WSA samples had completely different chemical composition as shown
in Table 5.10. Mainly, the a sample had the highest free lime content (as high as 17%). The
c sample had lowest free lime content and highest Al2O3 content. The b sample was the one
typically used in this project.
Table 5.10 Chemical composition of WSA samples used for setting time test
Batch

a

b*

c

CaO
free CaO

52.4

46.5

31.9

17

10

2

SiO2

20.2

21.3

36.6

Al2O3

11.0

11.7

23.7

Fe2O3

1.9

1.8

1.3

MgO

2.1

2.4

1.5

SO3

4.7

7.8

1

K2O

0.8

0.8

0.5

Na2O

0.6

0.7

0.0

Na2O eq

1.1

1.2

0.3

LOI

3.0

3.2

0.4

* Sample used in this project
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Except for the control mixture with 100% Portland cement, five pastes were prepared
with the binder 50% WSA – 50% slag (50S50W), 50% WSA – 50% GP (50G50W) and 50%
WSA – 50% FFA (50F50W) as shown in Table 5.11. According to ASTM C191 (2013), the
tested mixtures obtained the normal consistency by adjusting the water content. All the WSA
blended paste increased the w/b ratio compared to that of the control. As shown in Figure
5.14, for the WSA – slag mixtures with varied sources of WSA, the w/b ratio to obtain the
normal consistency was closely related with the free lime content contained in the WSA with
the correlation coefficient “R” close to one. For the mixtures applying the higher free lime
WSA (type “a”), 50G50W required slightly higher water content to obtain the normal
consistency than that of 50S50W and 50F50W mixtures.
Table 5.11 Paste applied for testing setting time
materials

w/b

50% (c)

50% slag

0.266
0.322

50S50W

50% (b)

50% slag

0.400

50S50W

50% (a)

50% slag

0.450

50G50W

50% (a)

50% GP

0.513

50F50W

50% (a)

50% FFA

0.443

OPC

w/b for normal consistency

Control
50S50W

WSA

100%

0.5

y = 0.0085x + 0.3076
R² = 0.9942

0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25

0

5
10
15
Free lime content (%)

20

Figure 5.14 Relationship of free lime content and normal consistency of 50S50W paste
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According to the standard ASTM C150 (2015), initial set of Portland cement must
occur not earlier than 45 minutes and the final setting should be no more than 375 minutes.
The setting time of GU Portland cement was from 191 to 238 minutes (Figure 5.15) within
the standard limit. Nevertheless, fast setting was observed for all the mixtures blending WSA
except the one using the type c sample. As shown in Figure 5.15, for the mixtures blending
of the source of type a WSA (with highest free lime content), 50F50W showed a “flash
setting” as the setting time was between 8 to 12 minutes with an extremely short duration
about 4 minutes. The paste of 50G50W and 50S50W showed the similar setting property
with the setting time between 20 to 38 minutes and 23 to 30 minutes, respectively. On the
other hand, to compare 50S50W mixtures with varied WSA sources, the one using c sample
showed the comparable setting time to Portland cement and notably slowed the setting
compared with the mixtures using type a and b source.

8
12
4
20

50F50W (a)
50G50W (a)
50S50W (a)

7

initial set

38
18
23
30

final set
duration

25
36
11

50S50W (b)

232

50S50W (c)

106

OPC

191

47

0

100

338

238

200
Elapsed time (mins)

300

400

Figure 5.15 Setting time of paste tested by Vicat needle
The reason whether the fast setting is due to particular constituents included in the
WSA or the hydration of a specific mineral composition needed to be explored. Figure 5.16
shows the XRD spectrum of mineral composition contained in three WSA samples. The
principal phases were lime, gehlenite, anhydrate and tricalcium aluminate (3CaO·Al2O3,
abbreviation as C3A). It is known that the C3A phase may cause the flash set, which is a rapid
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set with an abnormally high heat, and the plasticity is not regained on continued mixing,
leading to the subsequent development of a poor strength (Taylor, 1997). This is associated
with an increased early reaction of the aluminate phases and with the formation of platelets
of AFm phase which accounts for the rapid stiffening and the weakening of the
microstructure of hydrated matrix. In this case, the WSA blended mortars exhibited similar
behaviors as described in the flash set, such as quick setting, releasing higher hydration heat
and a typical feature: the stiff mortar can’t be workable with prolonged mixing time. As a
result, it was inferred that the C3A included in WSA caused the fast setting. As shown in
Figure 5.16, the c sample contained relatively lower C3A content and showed a lower
intensity of the corresponding peak. As mentioned above, the 50S50W mortar with c sample
delayed the initial setting more than 200 minutes compared with the mortar using higher C3A
included WSA (a and b). The C3A phase played an important role in the rheology of WSA
activating mixtures.

Figure 5.16 XRD patterns of three WSA samples used in setting time
On the other hand, the section 6.1 discussed that the WSA may contain a certain amount
of metallic aluminum. However, the metal aluminum may react in alkaline environment as
follows (Qiao et al., 2009):
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4𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 4𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻 − + 4𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 6𝐻𝐻2 ↑ +4𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂2−

5.1

As mentioned in section 5.1, the WSA solution showed the alkaline nature due to the
higher free lime content. As a result, the metal aluminum may generate 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2− , which could
react with the 𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎2+ ion in pore water to give hydrated calcium aluminates, which were

usually related to the fast setting (Taylor, 1997). Meanwhile, when the pH of the system
increased, more hydrogen gas may be formed. Hence, the samples may become more porous,
which led to the lower unit weight and lower strength.

5.3.2 Retarder effect of calcium sulfate
As we know, gypsum as a set regulator to control the fast setting of aluminate phase is
widely used in Portland cement (Hewlett, 1998). Hydration reactions of C3A in the presence
of gypsum have been discussed. Initially, ettringite is formed according to the Eq. 5.2 as
follows:
𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 + 3𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂4 + 26𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 3𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂4 ∙ 32𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴)

5.2

The AFt is coated surround unhydrated C3A particles and hinders the rapid hydration
of aluminate phase. As a consequence, the C3A hydration is distinctly slowed down. Then
the dormant period commences and this period may extend with increasing amounts of
calcium sulfate. However, ettringite is not a stable compound. With more gypsum depleted,
it may convert to monosulfoaluminate (Ms) as follows:
𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 3𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂4 ∙ 32𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 + 2𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 + 4𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 3𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂4 ∙ 12𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀)

5.3

With more Ms crystallized and precipitated, the hydration of C3A again is activated.
Therefore, gypsum was added as a retarder to control the fast setting observed in WSA
activated binder. An initial trial was conducted by using 5% gypsum (chemical agent grade).
Since the WSA activated slag mortar showed a good compressive strength without specific
heat curing, this mixture was selected to study the setting after blending gypsum.
Moreover, a modified Vicat needle test method was applied in this section to monitor
the setting property. Instead of using mortar samples with normal consistency as indicated in
ASTM C807 (2013), the mixtures were prepared with a w/b as 0.47 with superplasticizer and
the sand/binder ratio of 2.75. The mixtures were cast in a conical ring mold with the height
about 40 mm. The needle (2mm of diameter) was released to penetrate into the fresh mortar
samples. Therefore, the curve recorded the penetrations of Vicat needle versus the
corresponding reaction times. This may account for the setting process. Moreover, the
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penetration about 35 mm was selected as an indicator for the workable mortar mixture and
the 0 mm penetration indicated the hardened mixture. As shown in Figure 5.17, for the
50S50W mortar, the mortar was still workable but sharply lost its workability in only 6
minutes. However, the setting was greatly retarded with adding 5% gypsum (50S50W-gy.)
as till 115 minutes, the mortar was still workable and was fully hardened after 225 minutes.
In addition, the mixture which was added 5% gypsum but with reducing 10% WSA content
(60S40W-gy.), showed further longer setting time as the prolonged workable time till 155
minutes and final setting time of 280 minutes. This confirmed the previous assumption that
the C3A included in WSA was the primary cause for the fast setting as the mixture greatly
delayed the setting with reducing the WSA content.

Figure 5.17 Setting of WSA blended mortar by modified Vicat needle test
As gypsum affected the fast setting of WSA blended mortars, its optimum blending
ratio was taken into consideration for making a reliable mixture. The gypsum in the binder
affects not only the setting time, but also the strength development and the volume stability
(Taylor, 1997). The typical minimum content of calcium sulfate required to control the
Portland cement setting is around 3.4% (Hewlett, 1998; Taylor, 1997). Generally, about 5%
of gypsum is added to clinker to regulate the set of Portland cement (Hewlett, 1998).
Increasing the gypsum content may cause sulfate expansion due to the excessive formation
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of crystalline ettringite within the hardened matrix which could deteriorate the concrete. The
general limitation of overall SO3 content in Portland cement is indicated in specifications at
2.5 to 4.5% (Taylor, 1997), which are equivalent to 4.3 to 7.7% of calcium sulfate. However,
it seems the deteriorated expansion rarely occurs if the calcium sulfate under 8.5-10.2%
(Taylor, 1997).
As WSA activated slag required simple curing condition, it was selected to optimize
the gypsum blending ratio among the WSA activated eco-binder mixtures. As shown in Table
5.12, the gypsum blending ratio was increased from 2.5 to 10% by mass of binder. It seemed
that the superplasticizer requirement was reduced with increased gypsum content to obtain
similar workability.
Table 5.12 Optimization calcium sulfate content used in WSA activated slag mortar
Binder

s/b

w/b

50S50W

2.75

0.47

Composition
Ca2SO4·2H2O
SP type
%/binder
(% dry extract/binder)
2.5
P (0.986)
5
P (0.986)
7.5
P (0.657)
10
P (0.46)

Fresh properties
Temp.
Flow
(°C)
(mm)
29.3
242
29.3
236
29.2
238
28.6
212

Figure 5.18 Comparison of setting properties between Portland cement and gypsum added
50S50W mortar
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Figure 5.18 shows two specific penetration times of the Vicat needle arriving 35 mm
and 0 mm. Portland cement mortar (w/b of 0.47) as the control was measured using the same
method. As shown in Figure 5.18, the 50S50W mixture presented fast setting without adding
gypsum. However, the setting of mixtures gradually delayed with increased gypsum up to
5%, after which it seemed that more gypsum content (7.5% or 10%) showed the reverse effect
as the setting was faster. Although the gypsum showed a certain retarder effect, all the
gypsum-blended 50S50W mixtures set quicker than the Portland cement mortar.
The compressive strength of 50S50W with different content of gypsum was compared
(Figure 5.19). The early age compressive strength was slightly higher for the mixtures with
gypsum. Nevertheless, the compressive strength of 50S50W mixtures was reduced after
seven days with increased gypsum content. It is usually found that compressive strength
begins to decline when SO3 content exceeds 4% (equivalent to about 7% of calcium sulfate)
for binders (Hewlett, 1998). However, it is complicated to optimize the gypsum content
because the amounts needed for different properties are not the same (Taylor, 1997). The
optimum amount of gypsum for a given property (such as setting) in a concrete may be not
the same as the content used in a mortar or a paste (Taylor, 1997). In this case, the optimum
gypsum content was decided by considering the setting property and the strength property of
mortar. The Rietveld analysis showed that the WSA powder contained approximately 7% of
C3A which was similar to that of Portland cement: about 4 to 10% of C3A is contained in
clinker (Kirchheim et al., 2009). Gypsum was generally used in Portland cement to regulate
set and was added to clinker at a level of about 5% (Hewlett, 1998). As a result, 5% of gypsum
was selected as the optimum content in the WSA activated binder for retarding the fast setting
of C3A and, to minimize the negative influence on the compressive strength development
with increased gypsum addition.

5.3.3 Effect of sugar
Generally, sugar acts as retarder in Portland cement hydration (Aïtcin, 2007). When
sugar acts on hardened Portland cement concretes, it reacts with the calcium hydroxide of
the cement to form calcium saccharate (Hewlett, 1998), therefore decelerating the hydration
of C3S and C2S. As shown in Table 5.13, 5% of commercial food-grade white sugar which
was made from natural cane sugar, was added to 50S50W mortar to evaluate its retarder
effect on this alternative system. The mixture with sugar required higher superplasticizer.
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Figure 5.19 Compressive strength of 50S50W mortar adding gypsum
Table 5.13 Comparison of 50S50W mortar with or without sugar
Binder

s/b

50S50W
2.75
50S50W
2.75
n/a: not applicable

w/b
0.47
0.47

Composition
Sugar
SP type
%/binder
(% dry extract/binder)
n/a
P (0.677)
5
P (1.022)

Fresh properties
Temp.
Flow
(°C)
(mm)
28.1
210
26.8
184

Figure 5.20 Comparison of setting properties between Portland cement and sugar –
50S50W mortar
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Figure 5.20 shows that the sugar delayed the fast setting of the 50S50W mixture.
However, the sugar added mixture still set faster than Portland cement. Moreover, the
widespread cracks were found throughout the mortar cubes with added sugar, therefore, the
mixtures had lower compressive strength. The mortar only had 6 MPa till 28 days. It was
deduced that with the reaction of sugar depleting of calcium hydroxide, the structure of
hardened paste may be destroyed, resulting in softening of the mortar and loss of strength.
However, an additional 1% of sugar by weight of cement almost completely inhibits setting
and hardening (Hewlett, 1998). In this study, an excessive amount of sugar (5%) was added
in the mixture and further reduced the compressive strength of WSA activated binder.
Nevertheless, the use of sugar was out of consideration for the following experiments due to
its limited retarder effect and unfavorable influence on the strength development in this
system.

5.4 Concrete properties of WSA activated binder
The concrete trials were carried out on the optimum binder using WSA to activate slag,
FFA or GP. Both the fresh and hardened properties of concrete were evaluated. As shown in
Table 5.14, four concrete mixtures were tested: WSA activated slag with or without 5% of
gypsum, WSA activated Class F fly ash (with 5% gypsum) and WSA activated glass powder
ash (with 5% gypsum). The mixtures were designed with the binder content of 400 kg/m3
and the w/b ratio of 0.47. A polycarboxylate-based superplasticizer (marked as “P”) was used
to all the mixtures in order to have a specific target slump (100 ± 20 mm). However, as shown
in Figure 5.21, the first concrete trial of blend 50% of WSA with 50% slag was found to be
very stiff, which made it difficult to cast in the mold. This was probably due to the fast setting
and the relatively finer particles contained in WSA sample. As a result, extra superplasticizer
was added to further increase the workability of the fresh concrete. Although the final slump
measurement was higher than 200 mm, no sign of segregation was observed in any mixtures
due to the notably higher viscosity of WSA activated concrete mixtures.
As shown in Table 5.14, the concrete (50S50W) observed the fast setting without
adding gypsum: no measurable slump was observed after 30 minutes. However, the
workability of 50S50W concrete was retained for an acceptable duration (Figure 5.21) by
adding 5% gypsum. No air-entraining agent was applied. The air content of all the mixtures
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was about 2%. These tested concrete had the unit weight around 2350 kg/m3. Nevertheless,
although gypsum was used to control the fast setting, the mixtures were comparatively stiff
and were hard to be cast into molds after 30 minutes. Therefore, after casting the concrete
into cylinder molds, the specimens were vibrated for about 30 seconds in order to be well
compacted.
Table 5.14 Mixture design and fresh properties of WSA activated concrete mixtures
WSA (kg/m3)
Slag (kg/m3)
FFA (kg/m3)
GP (kg/m3)
w/b
SP-P (% dry extract/binder)
Gypsum (% of binder)
Sand (kg/m3)
Coarse aggregate 5 ~ 20mm (kg/m3)
Slump (mm)
Temperature (°C)
Air (%)
Unit weight (kg/m3)

10 mins
30 mins
10 mins
30 mins
10 mins
10 mins

50S50W
50S50W-gy.
200
200
200
200
0.47
0.47
0.273
0.296
5
759
749
1005
992
Fresh properties
85
190
set (no data)
210
26.9
26.8
28.7
27.7
1.2
2.2
2312
2364

10 mins

50F50W-gy.
200
200
0.47
0.451
5
734
978

50G50W-gy.
200
200
0.47
0.782
5
732
977

230
230
25.2
25.6
2.3
2336

250
240
24.3
26.8
1.6
2341

30 mins

50S50W

50S50W5% Gypsum

Figure 5.21 Slump test of fresh concrete mixtures taken at 10 and 30 minutes
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After the casting, 50S50W concrete was cured at 23ºC with 100% RH (normal curing).
The WSA activated FFA and GP were initially cured at 80ºC or 60ºC, respectively for two
days. The 50F50W and 50G50W concrete samples were then cured at 23ºC until the
measurement dates. In a parallel test, the concrete 50G50W was cured at the normal
temperature and compared with the mixtures cured at a higher temperature.
The development of the compressive strength of the concrete mixtures is shown in
Figure 5.22. Unlike the case of mortar (Figure 5.19), it seemed that adding 5% gypsum
improved the compressive strength at all ages for the WSA activated slag concrete. However,
the worse compacting of the samples due to the extreme inherent viscosity and the poor
workability may result in the impairment of the strength. The mortar of 50S50W had 46 MPa
at 28 days but the concrete sample only showed about 12 MPa at the same age. Likewise, the
gypsum blended concrete exhibited similar degradation of its compressive strength compared
with the corresponding mortar samples. This was probably related to the formation of
expansion products which caused the fissures and the deterioration of the microstructure of
hydrated binder. The presence of flaws and microcracks was also observed (Gregor J.G.
Gluth, 2014) in WSA – slag mortar and this influenced its flexural strength. In addition, the
heat curing was favorable to improve the early age compressive strength for both WSA
activated FFA and GP concrete. Nevertheless, for the WSA activated GP concrete without
heat curing, the mixture improved its compressive strength between 28 days to 91 days,
which demonstrated that the GP generally required more time to be activated and may largely
contribute to long-term strength development. Although with relatively lower compressive
strength, the binder of 50S50W, heated 50F50W and 50G50W are acceptable for use in nonstructural masonry construction. Ahmadi (2001) prepared a mixture with 8 MPa and
indicated that it is acceptable for use in the masonry construction.
The reduced compressive strength of concrete mixtures was largely related to cracks
and expansion throughout the cylinder specimens. As shown in Figure 5.23 (a), the evident
fissures were probably due to the relatively fast setting of the 50S50W concrete without
gypsum: The first layers rapidly set before the casting of second layer. The poor compacting
and inhomogeneous concrete specimens lead to the progression of the large cracks mainly
developed at the divide between two casting layers. However, although using 5% gypsum to
improve the fast setting for the mixture 50G50W, micro and macro-cracks were still found
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throughout the cylinder (Figure 5.23 (b)). In addition, the notable expansion above 10 mm
was observed within two hours after casting (Figure 5.23 (c)). The microstructure analyses
are usually very helpful to investigate why crack and expansion are found in the WSA
activated binder. The details were presented in the section 6.5.3.

1 day

Compressive strengthe (MPa)

18

3 days

7 days

28 days

91 days

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

50S50W

50S50W-gy

50F50W-gy
(80 °C)

50G50W-gy

50G50W-gy
(60 °C)

Figure 5.22 Compressive strength of concrete using WSA activated binder

Figure 5.23 Fissures showed in concrete specimens: a) 50S50W, b) 50G50W-gy., and the
notable expansion observed after 2 hours of casting: c) 50G50W-gy
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5.5 Conclusions
WSA was assumed to be used as an alternative activator in making a “green” AAM
binder. Several conclusions from this chapter can be summarized as follows:
•

In the presence of water, the free lime contained in the WSA hydrated to calcium
hydroxide, which supplied a highly alkaline environment (pH ~ 13). It then can be
used as an alternative activator to form the eco-friendly AAM binder without using
caustic chemical activators. GP is rich in silica with the SiO2 content about 71%, and
thus was considered as silica sources to use as a precursor.

•

The 50% by mass of the WSA was selected as the optimum content to activate 50%
by mass of slag, GP or FFA to obtain mortar mixtures with the compressive strength
above 25 MPa at 91 days without the specific heat curing. Specifically, the 50S50W
mixture (w/b = 0.47) can develop 46 MPa at 28 days with using a compatible
superplasticizer.

•

The ternary system of 25% WSA – 25% GP with the addition of 50% slag or FFA
showed lower compressive strength compared with the binary system (50S50W or
50F50W) under the same curing conditions. The ternary mixtures can develop better
strength by applying the heat curing, especially at early age.

•

The WSA-activated binder presented fast setting property. One of the fast setting
pastes (50F50W) started to set in about 8 minutes and the duration of setting only
took between 4 to 18 minutes. It was impossible to use the optimum binder into
concrete mixtures. This was closely related to the C3A phase contained in the WSA
which caused the flash set similar to the case of the Portland cement hydration.

•

The gypsum (5%) was introduced into the WSA-activated binder as a retarder agent.
The fast setting problem was solved as the concrete mixtures could be produced with
the retention of the workability up to about 40 minutes.

•

The compressive strength of WSA activated binder concrete (with gypsum) were
much lower than the strength values of mortar mixtures with the corresponding binder.
The cylinder specimens expanded in few hours after casting and micro-cracks
distributed throughout the concrete specimens which caused the declined strength
behavior.
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•

The fast setting in the WSA-activated binder aggravated the existing cracking and
swelling because the expansive products were formed after the setting where the
binder gradually turned stiff and rigid. Moreover, the trace content of metallic
aluminum in WSA may be activated by the alkaline inherence of itself to release
hydrogen gas. This expanded the binder and generated a highly porous matrix which
in turn, facilitated the formation of extra expansive products.
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CHAPTER 6

Phase I-3: The reaction mechanism

and microstructure study
According to Gruskovnjak et al. (2006), concrete properties strongly depend on the
interactions between solid and liquid components, such as dissolution rates,
saturation/chemical equilibrium of the pore solution, precipitation or hydration rate and
microstructural development etc. This section will focus on XRD, calorimetry, TG/DTA, and
SEM analyses in order to elaborate the mechanisms behind the newly formed alternative
WSA-activated binder.

6.1 The reaction of WSA with alkaline solution
6.1.1 Identification of reactant gas
As mentioned earlier, a fizzle was heard many times while mixing the alkaline solution
with 50S50W mixtures. A drainage method (Figure 6.1) was employed to explore whether
the gas was released from this system. The WSA powder was mixed with an alkaline solution
(weight ratio about 1:1) in a conical flask to keep continuously agitation. The released gases
were collected by draining the water in a graduated cylinder through a connected tube.

Figure 6.1 Drainage method to collect the gas volume released from alkaline-WSA slurry
This test confirmed that mixing WSA with alkaline solution released gases. No gases
were collected from the mixture of WSA with water. The gas volume of three mixtures were
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measured till 30 minutes after mixing as shown in Figure 6.2. With the exception of WSA
with water, WSA reacted with alkaline solutions and continuously released gases (about 75
ml after 30 minutes of mixing). Another trial was conducted with the mixture of WSA with
alkaline solution and agitated for 5 hours. The volume of gases continuously increased to a
total of about 200 ml. This can partially explain the distinct expansion found in the alkalineactivated 50S50W mortar.

Figure 6.2 Gases released from the WSA slurry

Figure 6.3 The instrument used to identify the gases emitted
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Thermo-gravimetric/differential thermal analyses coupled with mass spectrometry
(TG/DTA – MS from SETARAM) was adapted to identify the gases released. This
technology composed of simultaneous thermal analysis combined with mass spectrometry
allows a qualitative analysis of the kinds of gases emitted in response to the heating of sample
through TG/DTA analysis. In our case, the gases were continuously emitted with increased
reaction time. Therefore, the MS quartz probe (Figure 6.3) was inserted into reactant flask
and only mass spectrum of TG/DTA was conducted in order to identify the emitted gases.
As shown in Figure 6.4, the MS can identify the specific gases. The result showed that
the mixture of alkaline-WSA slurry emitted gases with similar ingredients to air except the
hydrogen gas.

Figure 6.4 Gases contained in air and generated from the reaction of alkaline – WSA slurry
Further investigations were conducted specifically for sodium carbonated – WSA
slurry as shown in Figure 6.5. Five gases were detected to measure the ionized current
variation with time. With the exception of hydrogen gas, N2, O2 and CO2 increased in
intensity after roughly 10 minutes with the similar tendency. The hydrogen gas increased in
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intensity after two minutes and the responding ion current significantly increased. Figure 6.6
shows the growth of ion currents for five gases generated by NaOH – WSA mixture. Similar
to the Na2CO3 activated WSA mixture, the NaOH activated WSA slurry emitted hydrogen
gas as well and this gas increased the current signal after about one minute. Other gases
increased its signal after five minutes. Both alkaline solutions induced WSA to generate the
hydrogen gas and the growth rate of ionized current was almost the same for these two
mixtures. This is consistent with alkaline solutions with WSA slurries emitting similar
volumes of gas in 30 minutes. The NaOH – WSA mixture showed more intense reaction at
early age by releasing more hydrogen gas.
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Figure 6.5 Gases detected by MS for Na2CO3 – WSA slurry
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Figure 6.6 Gases detected by MS for NaOH – WSA slurry
The 100% WSA and up to 40% replacement of Portland cement with water slurry were
analyzed by MS. As shown in Figure 6.7, the hydrogen gas emission increased by adding
more WSA and increased the reacting time. The different value of ion current between
alkaline – WSA and water – WSA system revealed that the former reaction was more
intensive and released abundant hydrogen gas.
A sudden jump in the signal was found for both alkaline-activated WSA slurry mixtures
(Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6). The temperature increase in the mixtures was assumed to be the
reason for the increase in gas volume, as well as the change in ion currents. To confirm this
assumption, another WSA – water mixture was tested using MS: the mixture was agitated
and was applied an extra heating. The ion current of each gases is displayed in Figure 6.8.
Figure 6.9 shows the corresponding temperature of the internal mixture. Except for hydrogen
gas, other four gases increased their ion current since the accumulated internal temperature
was above 50ºC. This test confirmed that the jump in the ion current was due to the
temperature increase in the mixtures. Increasing the temperature also induces the dissolution
of more species, resulting in the increase in the current.
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Figure 6.7 Gases detected by MS for WSA – water slurry
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Figure 6.8 Gases detected by MS for WSA – water slurry with heating
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Figure 6.9 Temperature variations of WSA – water slurry with heating

6.1.2 Inference of reaction process
Hasani et al. (2012) indicated that the complete oxidation of aluminum powders did
not happen even up to 1400ºC. In our case, metallic aluminum probably exists since the WSA
ash is produced by the incineration of biomass sources at temperature lower than 950ºC. De
la Grée (2012) indicated that there could be other available compounds in WSA that
absorb/react with water, even faster than quicklime does. Therefore, based on the properties
of alkali-activated WSA mortars and the detection of hydrogen gas in this system, the WSA
powder likely contains metallic aluminum, causing the incompatibility problem for WSA in
an alkaline environment.
As we know, amphoteric metal aluminum hardly reacts with water at ambient
temperatures due to the fact that its oxidation product surrounds the aluminum and performs
as a passivation film to prevent any further reaction between the metal and water. However,
once the stable metallic aluminum with its protection film meets the alkaline solution, the
latter destroys and dissolves the film and thus the intensive, exothermic reaction happens as
described in the Eq. 6.1:
2𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 + 2𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻 − + 2𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 2𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂2− + 3𝐻𝐻2 ↑

6.1

As a result, the flammable hydrogen gas can be detected by MS for WSA – alkaline
slurry. It was very difficult to determine the metallic aluminum content in such heterogeneous
material. The X-ray fluorescence analytical technique revealed that the total quantity of
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aluminum in the WSA sample is 11.7%, including oxidation states, metal and so on. The Xray diffraction is able to detect metallic aluminum, but in our case the metallic aluminum
cannot be observed for two reasons: 1) the minor content of aluminum is out of the limit that
could be detected; 2) the peak of metallic aluminum is overlapped by other mineral phases,
therefore it cannot be distinguished. The X -ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was also
applied to detect the WSA sample. Although it can quantitatively measure the elemental
composition on the surface, metal aluminum content still could not be determined due to the
uncertainty of other oxygen-containing chemicals in WSA.
Aubert et al. (2004) developed a technique similar to calcite quantification by
measuring the CO2 volume during acidic dissolution. These authors tried to determine the
metallic aluminum content in municipal solid waste incineration fly ash. The authors
contrasted the volume of gas from the reaction (between the tested specimens and NaOH
solution), with the hydrogen released by the reaction of pure metallic aluminum in alkaline
solution. The metallic aluminum content was calculated as follows:
𝑣𝑣𝐻𝐻2 =

3 𝑚𝑚𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
2 𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

𝑣𝑣0

6.2

In which: v0 is the molar volume (22.4 l/mol); MAl is the molar mass of aluminum (27g/mol).
Segui (2012) used similar fly ash as the WSA used in this study. The author used the
method reported by Aubert et al. (2004) to determine the metallic aluminum content in the
WSA to be 0.2 ~ 0.3%.
The 50S50W mortar using varied WSA resources showed different compressive
strength as shown in Figure 4.22. It was noted that the No. 5 sample showed the most cracks
and enormous expansion compared to the other batch samples. Compared to the chemical
composition of WSA powder (Table 4.19), the sample of No.5 contained the most content of
Al2O3 compared to other samples (as high as 23%). This value tested by XRF showed all the
possible chemical components which contained aluminum elements including oxides and
metal forms. Hence, if this value is high, it may have contained possibly more metallic
aluminum than others. Therefore, more hydrogen was released by the No. 5 mortar during
the setting period, leading to the greatest expansion.
Based on the mortar properties as well as the hydrogen gas released from the system,
the rapid workability loss accompanied by the temperature rise to about 40 ºC in the high
alkaline (6.7% Na2Oeq./binder) activated WSA mixture was due to the initial violent reaction
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of the free lime. Meanwhile, the further intense reaction of metallic aluminum in higher
alkaline solutions also released abundant heat, contributing to the loss of available reactant
water. Therefore, the mortar stiffened rapidly. On the one hand, the insufficient strength of
the alkali-activated WSA mortars resulted from their poor workability, making them nearly
impossible to properly and homogenously mix. On the other hand, the small amount of
metallic aluminum continuously reacted in alkaline environment to release hydrogen,
trapping hydrogen bubbles within the stiff mortars, and therefore expanding the matrix to
form a porous structure. Finally, the mixture lost its engineering properties with a cracking,
porous appearance, as show in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10 Porous alkali-activated WSA mortar cubes

6.2 The XRD analyses
6.2.1 The analyses of individual mixture
Kinuthia et al. (2001) indicated that the commercial process used to produce WSA (i.e.
combustion of wastepaper sludge in a fluidized bed boiler) is very different from calcination
(soaking) at a constant temperature, which produces a highly active metakaolin (Pera and
Amrouz, 1998). As shown in Figure 6.11, the XRD of raw WSA revealed that this ash mainly
contains lime (CaO), anhydrite (CaSO4), larnite (C2S), C3A, mayenite(Ca2Al14O33), gehlenite
(Ca2Al2SiO7), anorthite (CaAl2Si2O8), quartz (SiO2), calcite (CaCO3), and probably
merwinite Ca3Mg(SiO4)2. The raw WSA also contains an amorphous phase due to the
observation of the amorphous halo between 30 ~ 35º of 2θ in XRD patterns.
According to Pera and Amrouz (1998), the paper sludge contained highly pure kaolin
and nature limestone. The kaolinite may undergo the dehydroxlation above 600 °C to produce
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metakaolin (Al2Si2O7). Calcite decomposes above 700 °C and generates free lime and CO2.
Thus, free lime may react with metakaolin depending on the temperature and soaking time
to form a wide range of calcium alumino-silicate phases, in which gehlenite and anorthite
were two of the principal phases (Kinuthia et al., 2001). Qiao et al. (2009) mentioned that
the thermal process above 800 °C could favor the formation of gehlenite and mayenite. Segui
(2012) claimed that the gehlenite contained in WSA is rather different from the conventional
gehlenite since it contains less Al2O3 and combines a certain content of MgO. Calcium
silicate (i.e. larnite Ca2SiO4) may replace anorthite when the system had a high calcite/kaolin
ratio. Larnite had latent hydraulic property which normally leads to the formation of C-S-H
gel (Taylor, 1997), whereas gehlenite and anorthite were considered to be non-hydraulic
(Pera and Amrouz, 1998). However, pure gehlenite may have little or no hydraulic activity,
but the impure gehlenite compound may not be so unreactive (Hewlett, 1998). Guerrero et
al. (2004) optimized the synthesized parameters of belite cement from high calcium coal fly
ash and indicated that above 800 °C, gehlenite and free lime were formed from the calcite
decomposition. β-Ca2SiO4 and traces of mayenite were also formed. This was in accordance
with this study because all the mineral composition mentioned above was found in WSA as
well.
The mineral composition of WSA was analyzed using the Rietveld method (Jansen et
al., 2011; Wilson, 2013). The value of ‘weighted R profile” for the simulation was 8.79. This
value should be lower than 10, which indicates a good analysis result. The value of “goodness
of fit” was 5.55 which should be close to 5 to obtain a good analysis. As shown in Figure
6.12, WSA contained about 13% anhydrite, 12% gehlenite, 10% calcite, 10% free lime, 6%
C2S, and 5% C3A as the primary mineral composition. It should be noted that the “residue”
assigned in the pie chart (Figure 6.12) contained three parts: the possible amorphous glassy
phase, non-detected crystalline phase and mis-fitted phases.
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Figure 6.11 XRD patterns of raw WSA powder and its hydration products
A: Anhydrite, CaSO4; An: Anorthite, CaAl2Si2O8; C: Calcite, CaCO3; C2S: Calcium Silicate,
Ca2SiO4; C3A: Calcium Aluminum Oxide, Ca3Al2O6; E: Ettringite, C3A·3Cs̅ ·H32; G: Gehlenite,
Ca2Al2SiO7; H:Calcium Silicate Hydrate, C-S-H; Hc: Hemicarboaluminate, C3ACc�0.5·H12; L: Lime,

CaO; M: Mayenite, Ca12Al14O33; Mer.: Merwinite, Ca3Mg(SiO4)2; Ms: Monosulfoaluminate,
C3ACS�·H12; P: Portlandite, Ca(OH)2; Q: Quartz, SiO2.

Compared to the XRD patterns of the raw WSA with hydrated WSA paste (Figure
6.13), some crystal phases such as quartz, calcite, gehlenite and merwinite remained the
same, but some hydrated phases such as free lime, C2S, C3A and mayenite disappeared. Some
new phases were formed such as ettringite, portlandite and C-S-H. After hydration with
water, the aluminosilicate phase in WSA may be dissolved, and new phases were reorganized
and formed, which caused the setting and hardening of WSA paste. By measuring the
intensity of different peaks, it was possible to follow the hydration of WSA with time.
Abundant ettringite was formed initially and was detected in the first day. The ettringite can
be formed from C3A hydration in the presence of gypsum (Eq. 5.2). Moreover, the activate
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Al2O3 from WSA can react with Ca(OH)2 in the presence of gypsum to form ettringite
according to the equation as follows (Álvarez-Ayuso and Nugteren, 2005):
−
3𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2+ + 2𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)−
4 + 3𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂4 ∙ 2𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 + 4𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻 + 20𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 →

3𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙2 𝑂𝑂3 ∙ 3𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂4 ∙ 32𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴)

6.3

Figure 6.12 Mineral composition of WSA – analyzed by the Rietveld method
The intensity of portlandite peaks decreased with increased the hydration time.
However, a notable peak of hemicarboaluminate (Hc, the major basal reflection of 2θ peak
at 10.8°) appeared after 28 days of hydration. A slight trace of monosulfoaluminate (Ms, the
major 2θ peak at about 9.89°) was observed at all the hydration ages.
Figure 6.13 shows the XRD of raw materials (WSA and slag) and the hydration
products of WSA activated slag (50S50W) at different stages. The principal mineral
composition of WSA was illustrated in the previous section. As shown in Figure 3.7, slag is
a typical amorphous material. The principal hydration products of 50S50W were similar to
that of hydrated WSA paste, such as ettringite, portlandite and C-S-H gel. However, it was
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noted that an evident major peak of Hc phase developed after seven days. A slight trace of
monocarboaluminate shoulder (Mc, the main 2θ peak at 11.7°) was observed with the
presence of Hc peak (the details were shown in Figure 6.14). The content of ettringite
augmented with increased hydration time, resulting in an increased intensity of the
characteristic peak. The portlandite slightly diminished with increasing time and the peak of
C-S-H increased with hydration time. The alkaline nature of WSA broke down and dissolved
the glassy structure of slag and thus the Al2O3 and SiO2 were activated (Dung et al., 2014).
As a consequence, the activated SiO2 of slag was dissolved at high pH and reacted with
Ca(OH)2 to form calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) according to the Eq. 6.4 (Sheng et al.,
2007):
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂2 + 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥(𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑥𝑥) 𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂2 ∙ 𝑦𝑦𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 (𝐶𝐶 − 𝑆𝑆 − 𝐻𝐻)

6.4

According to Hewlett (1998), the early strength development seemed to be largely
attributable to the ettringite formation, but the development of strength over the long term
should come from the increased formation of C-S-H gel. Therefore, the increased
compressive strength of 50S50W binder (Figure 5.11) was initially attributed to the
formation of abundant ettringite and latterly associated with the development of C-S-H.
In the section 5.3.2, 50S50W was mixed with gypsum to control its fast setting. Figure
6.15 compares the XRD spectrum of hydration products between 50S50W (black lines) and
hydration products of 50S50W with 5% of gypsum (colored lines). The principal differences
between the two mixtures with or without gypsum were the cacium carboaluminate (Hc or
Mc) formation and the observation of pronounced characteristic peaks of gypsum. Abundant
gypsum was detected in the 50S50W (gypsum) paste after one day (Figure 6.15). The content
of gypsum decreased with increased hydration stages due to the less characteristic peaks and
lower intensity observed in the XRD spectrum. Nevertheless, gypsum was still found after
91 days hydration, which suggested that excessive gypsum was added to the 50S50W mixture.
For the paste 50S50W with gypsum, no significant decrease of the portlandite was found
compared to the mixture 50S50W.
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Figure 6.13 XRD patterns of raw materials and the hydration products of 50S50W mixture
A: Anhydrite, CaSO4; An: Anorthite, CaAl2Si2O8; C: Calcite, CaCO3; C2S: Calcium Silicate,
Ca2SiO4; C3A: Calcium Aluminum Oxide, Ca3Al2O6; E: Ettringite, C3A·3Cs̅ ·H32; G: Gehlenite,
Ca2Al2SiO7; H:Calcium Silicate Hydrate, C-S-H; Hc: Hemicarboaluminate, C3ACc�0.5·H12; L: Lime,

CaO; M: Mayenite, Ca12Al14O33; Mc: Monocarboaluminate, C3AC c� ·H11; Mer.: Merwinite,
Ca3Mg(SiO4)2; P: Portlandite, Ca(OH)2 ; Q: Quartz, SiO2.

On the other hand, the addition of commercial food-grade white sugar can be used as
the retarder agent for the 50S50W mixture (section 5.3.3). Figure 6.16 compares the XRD
spectrum of hydration products until seven days for the 50S50W paste with or without sugar
(black lines and colored lines, respectively). It was found that the latter only formed ettringite,
Portlandite and C-S-H as hydration products; no calcium carboaluminate products were
found until after seven days for the mixture added with sugar.
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Figure 6.14 Part of XRD patterns of hydration products of 50S50W mixture
C: Calcite, CaCO3; E: Ettringite, C3A·3C s̅ ·H32; Hc: Hemicarboaluminate, C3AC c� 0.5·H12; Mc:
Monocarboaluminate, C3ACc�·H11; P: Portlandite, Ca(OH)2 .

WSA can activate GP to form a solid binder (section 5.2.3). The XRD spectrums of
raw materials and hydration products of WSA activated GP are shown in Figure 6.17. Similar
to slag, GP is a typical amorphous material. The characteristic peaks of hydraulic phases
found in WSA powder, such as anhydrite, C2S, C3A, lime and mayenite disappeared in
hydrated products. Figure 6.17 shows how the 50G50W paste formed similar hydration
products as that of the 50S50W mixture, such as ettringite, portlandite, and C-S-H. The XRD
patterns showed that the formation of Hc in hydration products appeared after 28 days. A
slight shoulder of Mc accompanied with Hc phase was detected in hydration products. It was
marked that the peak of portlandite seemed to decrease with increased hydration.
As shown in Figure 5.9, the curing condition had significant influence on the
development of compressive strength of WSA activated GP binder. Figure 6.18 shows the
comparison of XRD spectrum between a normal cured 50G50W and a heat cured 50G50W
(black colored lines, respectively). The 50G50W paste was initially cured at 80 °C for two
days, followed by the continuous heat curing at 40ºC. Compared to the normal cured
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50G50W, the heat curing suppressed the formation of calcium carboaluminate products.
Fewer ettringite and portlandite hydrates were generated in heat cured paste, demonstrated
by the lower intensity of peaks found in hydrated heat cured50G50W paste.

Figure 6.15 Comparison of XRD patterns of hydration products of 50S50W (black dash
line) with 50S50W – 5% gypsum mixture (colored solid line)
C: Calcite, CaCO3; E: Ettringite, C3A·3Cs̅ ·H32; G: Gehlenite, Ca2Al2SiO7; Gy: Gypsum, CaSO4
2H2O; H: Calcium Silicate Hydrate, C-S-H; Hc: Hemicarboaluminate, C3ACc�0.5·H12; P: Portlandite,

Ca(OH)2 ; Q: Quartz, SiO2.

As shown in section 5.2.4, WSA can activate FFA to generate a solid binder. The XRD
spectrum of FFA showed that it mainly contained crystalline phases such as calcite, hematite,
mullite, and quartz. The XRD analysis of hydrated 50F50W revealed that WSA activated
FFA paste generated ettringite, portlandite (Figure 6.19). The formation of Hc appeared after
seven days in hydration products.
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Figure 6.16 Comparison of XRD patterns hydration products of 50S50W (black dash line)
with 50S50W –5% sugar as retarder agent (colored solid line)
C: Calcite, CaCO3; E: Ettringite, C3A·3C s̅ ·H32; Hc: Hemicarboaluminate, C3AC c� 0.5·H12; P:
Portlandite, Ca(OH)2.

Figure 6.17 XRD patterns of raw materials and the hydration products of 50G50W mixture
A: Anhydrite, CaSO4; An: Anorthite, CaAl2Si2O8; C: Calcite, CaCO3; C2S: Calcium Silicate,
Ca2SiO4; C3A: Calcium Aluminum Oxide, Ca3Al2O6; E: Ettringite, C3A·3Cs̅ ·H32; G: Gehlenite,
Ca2Al2SiO7; H: Calcium Silicate Hydrate, C-S-H; Hc: Hemicarboaluminate, C3ACc�0.5·H12; L: Lime,

CaO; M: Mayenite, Ca12Al14O33; Mc: Monocarboaluminate, C3AC c� ·H11; Mer.: Merwinite,

Ca3Mg(SiO4)2; P: Portlandite, Ca(OH)2; Q: Quartz, SiO2.
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Figure 6.18 Comparison of XRD patterns of hydration products of 50G50W mixture cured
with normal curing (black lines) and with heat curing (colored lines)
C: Calcite, CaCO3; E: Ettringite, C3A·3C s̅ ·H32; H: Calcium Silicate Hydrate, C-S-H; Hc:

Hemicarboaluminate, C3ACc�0.5·H12; P: Portlandite, Ca(OH)2; Q: Quartz, SiO2.

Figure 6.19 XRD patterns of raw materials and the hydration products of 50F50W mixture
A: Anhydrite, CaSO4; An: Anorthite, CaAl2Si2O8; C: Calcite, CaCO3; C2S: Calcium Silicate,
Ca2SiO4; C3A: Calcium Aluminum Oxide, Ca3Al2O6; E: Ettringite, C3A·3Cs̅ ·H32; G: Gehlenite,
Ca2Al2SiO7; Hc: Hemicarboaluminate, C3ACc� 0.5·H12; He: Hematite, Fe2O3; L: Lime, CaO; M:

Mayenite, Ca12Al14O33; Mer.: Merwinite, Ca3Mg(SiO4)2; Mu: Mullite, Al2.24Si0.76O4.88; P: Portlandite,

Ca(OH)2; Q: Quartz, SiO2.
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6.2.2 Carboaluminate phases
It is generally accepted (El Elaouni, 1997) that C3A reacts very quickly with water to
form metastable hexagonal hydrates C2AH8 and C4AH13, followed by the conversion into the
stable cubic hydrate product C3AH6 (a.k.a. hydrogarnet):
2𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 + 21𝐻𝐻 → 𝐶𝐶2 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻8 + 𝐶𝐶4 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻13

𝐶𝐶2 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻8 + 𝐶𝐶4 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻13 → 2𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻6 + 9𝐻𝐻

6.5
6.6

In the presence of gypsum, most available sulfate from gypsum will react with C3A to
generate the ettringite (AFt) (Eq. 6.3). With the consumption of gypsum, there was eventually
more alumina than sulfate available, and continued hydration gradually decreased AFt as it
converted to monosulfaluminate (i.e. Ms) (Eq. 5.3).
The addition of calcite to C3A enormously inhibits the formation of C3AH6 (Feldman,
1965), because the initially generated hexagonal hydrates (C2AH8 and C4AH13) can react
with calcite to form calcium carboaluminate. The conversion of hexagonal hydrates to cubic
hydrates (Eq. 6.6) was blocked and the hydrogarnet only appeared when calcite was
completely consumed (El Elaouni, 1997). An example study showed that the principal
hydration products of a C3A – CaCO3 – CaSO4·2H2O paste were ettringite and
hemicarboaluminate but no hydrogarnet was detected because a lot of available carbonate
existed in the system (Zhang and Zhang, 2008). The hydrogarnet was not detected in XRD
spectrum of the WSA activated binder, but was observed with TG/DTA analyses. This was
principally associated with the presence of a large quantity of calcite. The absence of
hydrogarnet peak in XRD spectrum was probably due to the undetectable products formed.
Nevertheless, to consider the AFm products as a single phase was incorrect: according
to Matschei, T. et al. (2007), the AFm phase of Portland cements referred to a family of
hydrated calcium aluminates based on the hydrocalumite-like structure (4CaO·Al2O3·xH2O,
2x=13 ~ 19). However, the ion OH - may be replaced by SO24 , CO3 or aluminosilicate. They

were distinguished by means of a prefix. For example, a representative formula of hydroxyl-

AFm can be described as C3 A∙Ca(OH)2 ∙xH2 O (x=13 ~ 19). It generally decomposed to

hydrogarnet and portlandite. Hemicarboaluminate (Hc) could be assign as 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 − and C𝑂𝑂32− –
AFm with the formula C3 A∙Ca[(OH)(CO3 )0.5 ]∙xH2 O (or C3A·Cc�0.5·H12). The C𝑂𝑂32− – AFm

(a.k.a. monocarboaluminate, Mc) was generally present as the formula C3 A∙CaCO3 ∙xH2 O (or

C3A·Cc�·H11). The two carbonate AFm (Hc and Mc) were thermodynamically more stable at
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ambient conditions than sulfate or hydroxyl – AFm phases. The carbonate ions were present
either from calcite or as an impurity in raw materials. Carbonate may form by the carbonation
effect due to the contact of CO2 in atmosphere. The S𝑂𝑂42− – AFm which was designated as

monosulfoaluinate (Ms) was presented with the formula C3 A∙CaSO4 ∙xH2 O. If the substituted
anions wree an aluminosilicate species [AlSi(OH)8 ]- , which happened in many slag-blended

cements, the AFm could be assign as C2ASH8 (a.k.a. strätlingite or gehlenite hydrate). It was
difficult to distinguish the AFm phases with XRD analyses due to its low crystallinity and
because of large variations existed in the position or intensity of corresponding reflections in
diffraction patterns (Matschei, T. et al., 2007). Usually, two or even three AFm-type phases

were expected in cement hydration products.
Calcium carbolauminate hydrates (Hc or Mc) can be detected in the system of C3A –
CaO – CaCO3 – H2O (El Elaouni, 1997). In limestone added Portland cement, the calcite
may act not only as inert filler but also as a reactive component because the calcite may react
with aluminates to form the calcium carboaluminate hydrates (Grandet and Ollivier, 1980;
Ipavec et al., 2011).
Nevertheless, hemicarboaluminate could be formed by the reaction of C3A with
calcium hydroxide and calcite (Eq. 6.7). During the formation of Hc, the portlandite content
will decrease. Furthermore, monocarboaluminate can be formed by the conversion from
hemicarboaluminate (Eq. 6.8) or by the reaction between C3A with calcite (Eq. 6.9) (Kuzel,
1991).
𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 + 0.5𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 0.5𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶̅ + 11.5𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 0.5𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ 0.5𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶̅ ∙ 11.5𝐻𝐻 (𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻)
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 + 0.5𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶̅ → 𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶̅ ∙ 11𝐻𝐻 (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀) + 0.5𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 0.5𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂
𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶̅ + 11𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶̅ ∙ 11𝐻𝐻 (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀)

6.7
6.8
6.9

from which, the occurrence of reactions present depended on the ratio (CO23 /Al2O3) in the
studied system.

As a result, the hydration of C3A may develop hexagonal hydrates initially, but
carbonate ions became slowly available from the dissolution of calcite. Thus, an ion exchange
proceeded, which led to the formation of Hc. Latterly, when extra calcite were present, Hc
was not stable and will slowly convert to Mc (Ipavec et al., 2011; Kurdowski, 2014). Even
with large amounts of calcium carbonate in the mixture, the Hc seemed to appear initially
and gradually converted to Mc with hydration progress (Ipavec et al., 2011). During the early
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hydration period, having lower carbonate than aluminate may favor the formation of Hc
(Ipavec et al., 2011).
The formation of calcium carboaluminate hydrate was reported in the hydration of
wastepaper sludge ash (Bai et al., 2003; Segui, 2012) and for municipal solid waste
incineration fly ash (Aubert et al., 2006). According to Segui (2012), mayenite as a hydraulic
phase may produce hemiccarboaluminate in the presence of CaO and CO2. The CaO was
used for the formation of Hc and therefore the intensity of portlandite formed during the
hydration of lime was low. As indicated in the Eq. 6.7, the Hc may be formed by the reaction
between the carbonate with the aluminate phase. The carbonate ions probably came from the
partially dissolved calcite contained in the WSA. The aluminate sources within the WSA
may be associated with C3A or the glassy phase (Lothenbach et al., 2007; Pera and Amrouz,
1998).
Hc was formed in all of the WSA contained binder. However, its appearance time
varied depending on the available carbonate ions in different mixtures. For example, in WSA
activated slag and FFA paste, the Hc was detected after seven days in XRD patterns.
However, for 100% hydrated WSA paste and WSA activated GP paste, abundant Hc phase
was until 28 days. This implied that except for the calcite contained in WSA, slag or FFA
may provide extra carbonate ions, leading to the early formation of Hc. During hydration,
portlandite gradually decreased in the mixtures (e.g. 100% hydrated WSA, 50S50W and
50G50W). The decreasing portlandite accompanied the formation of Hc. The observation of
a slight trace of Mc over the long term (e.g. 91 days) in 50S50W and 50G50W confirmed
that with increasing hydration time, more carbonate ions were dissolved and this further
promoted the conversion of Hc to Mc. The lower solubility of carbonate ions from calcite
generally limited the generation of abundant Mc in the system (Kurdowski, 2014).
Many studies showed that the calcite addition greatly modified the cement hydration
(El Elaouni, 1997; Feldman, 1965; Kurdowski, 2014; Zhang and Zhang, 2008). It may
accelerate the hydration of C3A (El Elaouni, 1997; Zhang and Zhang, 2008) and delay or
suppress the conversion of AFt to Ms when a large amount of carbonate was available in the
mixture (Hewlett, 1998; Kakali et al., 2000; Marzouki et al., 2013). This phenomenon
occurred because Mc may replace the formation of Ms by the substitution of sulfate ions with
carbonate ions. Consequently, AFt was often found to co-exist with calcium carboaluminate
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phases in hydrated calcite blended Portland cement binder (Kuzel, 1991; Matschei, T. et al.,
2007). Besides, the sulfate thus expelled from Ms to react with C3A to form extra AFt.
Therefore, it should be noted that the development of new generation of AFt within a
hardened matrix sometimes may cause destructive expansion (Matschei, T. et al., 2007).
Except 100% hydrated WSA paste, bare traces of monosulfoaluminate was found in
50S50W, 50G50W and 50F50W mixtures. The absence of Ms was noted by Ogawa et al.
(2012). This can be ascribed to the presence of calcite in WSA. Very small amount of C𝑂𝑂32−

could lead to the rapid consumption of Ms (Matschei, T et al., 2007). According to Matschei
et al. (2007), at 22 °C and pH > 12, the S𝑂𝑂42− in the interlayer region of Ms was easily

substituted by C𝑂𝑂32− , therefore the crystallisation of Hc or Mc was observed (Kuzel, 1991).

The proportion of Ms thus decreased and the Hc or Mc phases increased. As a result, the
balance between the available carbonate, aluminate and sulfate ions played an essential role
and affected the final reaction products.
It should be noted that the Ms and Mc were not compatible in presence of portlandite
due to the reaction (Matschei, T. et al., 2007):
𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂

𝑥𝑥(𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3 ∙ 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂) + 𝑦𝑦(𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂4 ∙ 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂) + 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧(𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)2 �⎯�
𝑦𝑦
𝑥𝑥
(𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 3𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂4 ∙ 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 + (𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3 ∙ 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂) +
3
3
2
3

𝑧𝑧

(𝑥𝑥 + 𝑧𝑧)(𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3 )0.5 ∙ (𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)2 )0.5 ∙ 𝑛𝑛𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂) + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)2
3

6.10

leading to the formation of Hc and AFt. As a result, Ms and Mc will diminish while excess
portlandite was present. Barely trace of Ms was found in WSA activated binder because the
Ms was incompatible with the Mc which was one of the principal hydration products.
In short, the changes in the spectrum of WSA activated binder were probably promoted
by the alkaline nature of WSA itself which dissolved the aluminosilicate phase in original
raw materials (WSA itself, slag, GP and FFA) and then transformed them into C-S-H gel or
other reaction products (ettringite, portlandite and calcium carboaluminate). The formation
of Hc and Mc depended on the carbonate ions and aluminate content in raw materials. While
the mixture contained high amount of carbonate and aluminate phase, thus the Hc hydrates
may be produced and further transformed into the Mc phase if large amount of carbonate
ions were present. The presence of Hc and Mc phases was confirmed by the XRD patterns
in this study. Even at a low concentration of carbonate ions, the formation of Ms was
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inhibited due to the carbonate ions replaced by sulfate ions. Further, the expelled sulfate ions
may react with aluminate phase to form extra ettringite. In WSA activated binder, abundant
ettringite was found to co-exist with the Hc and the Mc but the Ms phase was barely observed.

6.2.3 Comparison of AAS vs. WSA activated slag
Figure 6.20 compares the XRD patterns of one day hydration products of Na2CO3
activated slag, WSA activated slag, NaOH activated 50S50W and Na2CO3 activated
50S50W. For the alkali-activated 50S50W mixture, two alkaline concentrations were
considered: 0.5 and 6.5% of equivalent Na2O.
For Na2CO3 activated slag paste, it was noted the presence of poorly crystallized C-SH type hydration product with a peak of about 30º 2θ, which was overlapped with the
principal peak of calcite at similar 2θ degree. Many studies have reported C-S-H formation
in alkali-activated slag hydration products (Escalante-García et al., 2003; Sakulich et al.,
2010; Yang et al., 2012). Peaks of hydrotalicte phase (Mg6Al2CO3(OH)16·4H2O) were
observed with the main basal reflection of 2θ peak at 11.7º. Hydrotalcite-type phases are
structurally related to brucite (Mg(OH)2) with some of the Mg2+ ions are replaced by
tripositive ions such as Al3+ or Fe3+ (Taylor, 1997). This phase has also been noted in some
alkali-activated slag mixtures (Escalante-García et al., 2003; Wang and Scrivener, 1995) and
was identified with relatively higher contents of MgO (Brough and Atkinson, 2002; Haha et
al., 2011).
The detail of WSA activated slag mixture was conducted as described in the section
6.2.1. The principle reaction products were ettringite, portlandite and crystalline C-S-H. With
additional alkaline activator in 50S50W mixtures, their one-day hydration products were
similar to that of 50S50W paste, except the formation of Hc phase at early age. As shown in
Figure 6.20, the Hc phase appeared after seven days for 50S50W mixture. A slight trace of
strätlingite (gehlenite hydrate) peak (with the main basal reflection of 2θ peak at 7.1º) was
detected for the NaOH activated 50S50W with higher alkaline concentration (6.7% Na2O).
The peak around 30º was probably associated with the overlap of newly formed crystalline
C-S-H with the characteristic peak of calcite.
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Figure 6.20 Comparison of 1 day reaction products of Na2CO3 activated slag, 50S50W and
alkali-activated 50S50W (with varied alkaline concentration)
C: Calcite, CaCO3; E: Ettringite, C3A·3Cs̅ ·H32; G: Gehlenite, Ca2Al2SiO7; H:Calcium Silicate
Hydrate, C-S-H; Hc: Hemicarboaluminate, C3ACc�0.5·H12; Ht: Hydrotalcite Mg6Al2CO3(OH)16·4H2O;

P: Portlandite, Ca(OH)2; Q: Quartz, SiO2; S: Strätlingite Ca2Al2SiO7·8H2O.

Figure 6.21 compares the one-day and seven-day hydration products of alkali-activated
50S50W mixtures. It was noted that at lower alkaline concentration (0.5% Na2O), whatever
the type of alkaline activator used, the main hydration products were ettringite, Hc,
portlandite, C-S-H but no strätlingite. With lower concentration (0.5% Na2O), less Hc was
generated in the Na2CO3 activated 50S50W due to its lower peak intensity compared with
NaOH activated 50S50W mixture. With the same equivalent Na2O content, NaOH shows
higher pH than Na2CO3. Therefore, the former dissolved more carbonate ions from calcite.
More Hc phase was formed in the NaOH activated 50S50W mixture.
At higher alkaline concentration (6.7% Na2O), whatever the types of alkaline activator,
the principal hydration products were strätlingite, ettringite, Hc, portlandite and C-S-H.
García Lodeiro et al. (2010) reported that the strätlingite-like phase generally was found at
higher pH. The presence of the strätlingite phase was noticed in reaction products of higher
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pH of NaOH activated 50S50W mixture and was also found in longer (seven-day) hydration
products of Na2CO3 activated 50S50W.

Figure 6.21 Comparison of 1 day and 7 days reaction products of alkali-activated 50S50W
mixtures
C: Calcite, CaCO3; E: Ettringite, C3A·3Cs̅ ·H32; G: Gehlenite, Ca2Al2SiO7; H:Calcium Silicate
Hydrate, C-S-H; Hc: Hemicarboaluminate, C3ACc�0.5·H12; P: Portlandite, Ca(OH)2; Q: Quartz, SiO2;

S: Strätlingite Ca2Al2SiO7·8H2O.

6.3 Calorimetry
6.3.1 WSA activated slag
In this section, the hydration kinetics was measured by a calorimeter. Figure 6.22 shows
the calorimetric analysis of WSA activated slag mixtures and ordinary Portland cement. In
the section 5.3, the fast setting of WSA activated slag binder was noticed and it was found
that the addition of gypsum could relatively retard the set. As a result, several mixtures were
tested and compared: 50% slag – 50%WSA (50S50W), 50S50W with two types of
superplasticizer (marked as P and G), and 50S50W with varied dosage of gypsum (gy.).
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Figure 6.22 Heat evolution of WSA activated slag mixtures with different superplasticizer
(P and G) and gypsum (gy.) vs. Portland cement: a) initial and b) long duration
The internal mixing procedure was conducted and it allowed the measurement of
instantaneous hydration heat from the moment when water contacted the reactant. As shown
in Figure 6.22 a), 50S50W mixture rapidly generated abundant heat with a higher heat flow
once it contacted water and its heat flow was even higher than that of Portland cement.
However, this intensive heat flow was reduced by adding the superplasticizer (P and G) or
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further diminished by adding gypsum. Maekawa et al. (2008) reported that the addition of
superplasticizer can delay the initial setting because it may react with the calcium ions to
form a kind of calcium salt. Thus, the consumption of calcium ions delayed the formation of
crystal cores of portlandite, which were the triggers for activating hydration process, or
slowed the formation of crystals. Some of the superplasticizer incorporated into the hydrates
of interstitial materials as a result of rapid C3A hydration. The hydration rate of 50S50W
mixtures was suppressed by adding gypsum as the heat flow was gradually reduced with
increasing gypsum content. This observation also proved that the addition of gypsum can
decelerate the fast hydration of 50S50W binder. This was probably associated with the
retarder effect of gypsum on C3A hydration which lowered the initial hydration heat intensity.
On the other hand, the heat flow was measured until 140 hours for different mixtures
(Figure 6.22 b)). As shown in Figure 6.22 a), the hydration of Portland cement revealed the
dormant period between about 0.5 to 2.5 hours. The WSA activated slag mixtures presented
the intensive initial heat flow peak without the dormant period. It was noted that a second
heat flow peak appeared for the 50S50W paste and 50S50W with two types of
superplasticizers at about 21, 31 and 49 hours. This was due to the formation of calcium
carboaluminate hydrates. As illustrated in Figure 6.13, the Hc phase was not detected in one
day XRD pattern of hydration products but its characteristic peak was found in seven days
of XRD pattern. The specimens used for XRD analyses was the same as the 50S50W (G)
mixture presented in Figure 6.22 b). It was deduced that the Hc phase was formed after two
days in WSA activated slag binder, and it can be detected in seven days in hydration products
by XRD analysis. Moreover, the heat flow peak due to the formation of Hc was gradually
reduced with adding “P” superplasticizer and further decreased with adding “G”
superplasticizer. This also confirmed that the superplasticizer could reduce the hydration heat
flow which was probably associated with the various dispersion effect of different
superplasticizers that caused different hydration kinetics.
The cumulative hydration heat accounted for the overall reaction heat during the
hydration. It depended on the height and the width of the main peak of the heat flow curves.
Figure 6.23 compares the cumulative heat of Portland cement and various WSA activated
slag mixtures. It was found that Portland cement relatively released lower hydration heat
initially and significantly increased the hydration heat with time. It seemed that the majority
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of hydration heat of WSA activated slag binder was released within a few minutes and
thereafter the hydration rate slowed or ceased.

Figure 6.23 Cumulative heat evolution of 50S50W mixtures with different additives vs.
Portland cement

6.3.2 WSA activated GP
Figure 6.24 compares the calorimetry between Portland cement and WSA activated GP
mixtures. Except for the addition of superplasticizer (P) and 5% gypsum to 50G50W
mixtures, a parallel experiment was conducted under 60ºC to evaluate the influence of the
heat curing condition on the hydration of 50W50G mixture.
Similar to the heat flow of 50S50W mixture, the 50G50W mixture initially released
intensive hydration heat once the binder contacted water. Its heat flow was even higher than
that of Portland cement (Figure 6.24 a)). Furthermore, WSA activated GP mixtures presented
only one major heat flow peak that was different with that of Portland cement. A slight heat
flow peak (Figure 6.24 b)) was detected for the mixture 50G50W at about 60 hours and likely
contributed to the formation of the Hc phase.
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Figure 6.24 Heat evolution of WSA activated GP mixtures with superplasticizer (P) and
gypsum (gy.) vs. Portland cement: a) initial and b) long duration
The initial heat of hydration was inhibited by adding superplasticizer (marked as “P”)
and gypsum (gy.) to 50G50W mixtures. After the intensive initial heat flow peak, an
increased flow peak was noticed between 0.5 to 1.5 hours for the 50G50W binder with
superplasticizer (Figure 6.24 a)). This showed that the superplasticizer could inhibit the sharp
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instantaneous hydration and retard the initial hydration kinetics. Afterwards, its heat flow
evolution was similar to that of the 50G50W with gypsum. It should be noted that the
formation of Hc was not found until after three days observation for the mixtures 50G50W
with superplasticizer and gypsum (Figure 6.24 b)). Nevertheless, the appearance of the
characteristic peak of Hc phase was observed after 28 days of XRD patterns (Figure 6.17)
for the mixture 50G50W (P). Therefore, it was deduced that the Hc phase was formed after
three days but within 28 days hydration for the 50G50W (P) mixture.

Figure 6.25 Cumulative heat evolution of 50G50W mixtures with different additives vs.
Portland cement
With heat curing (60ºC), the degree of hydration was not as intensive as the hydration
at room temperature (23ºC). However, the former condition promoted the WSA activating
GP process to last a long period since a heat flow hump was noted between about 5 hours
until about 55 hours. Therefore, the heat curing condition may contribute a better activating
effect as the GP hydration may last for a longer period.
The cumulative heat of hydration was compared between Portland cement and different
50G50W mixtures (Figure 6.25). The latter showed a lower hydration degree after about
seven hours. With the heat curing condition, the 50G50W mixture increased the hydration
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heat with time. This also suggested that the heat curing condition improved the activation of
GP, and thus continuous hydration heat accumulated. However, the 50G50W mixtures
showed lower cumulative reaction heat, which was about 1/3 of the hydration heat of Portland
cement at the end of three days.

6.3.3 Comparison of different binder: 50S50W vs. 50G50W vs. 50F50W
Figure 6.26 compares the heat flow between three WSA activated binders: viz.
50S50W, 50G50W and 50F50W. All the mixtures were added superplasticizer (P) and 5%
gypsum. The WSA activated slag, GP and FFA mixtures showed the similar initial heat flow
without the dormant period (Figure 6.26 a)). A slight secondary heat flow peak was observed
for the 50S50W mixture but not found in the 50G50W and 50F50W mixtures. It was inferred
that the second heat peak may be observed in the latter if the test lasted longer (more than
120 hours). This heat flow peak was related to the formation of calcium carboaluminate phase
as confirmed by the XRD observation, which depended on the available free carbonate ions
in the solution.
Figure 6.27 compares the cumulative heat evolution of WSA activated binders. The
WSA activated slag, GP and FFA mixtures showed similar hydration kinetics by releasing
similar hydration heat for 72 hours. However, the normalized cumulated heat was about 60
~ 80 J for WSA activated binders and was further lower than that of Portland cement (300
J). As a result, the WSA activated eco-binder may be used as low-heat binder in concrete
applications.

6.4 Thermogravimetric analysis
6.4.1 WSA and hydrated WSA paste
Figure 6.28 shows the thermal analysis of raw WSA powder and its hydration products.
The solid lines indicate the thermogravimetric analysis (TG) and the corresponding
differentia thermal analyses (DTA) are shown as dashed lines. Two endothermic peaks were
observed for the WSA sample (in red lines): one peak around 400ºC was attributed to the
decomposition of portlandite (Bai et al., 2003; Gregor J.G. Gluth, 2014; Lin and Lin, 2005)
and another peak around 670ºC was due to the decomposition of calcite (El Elaouni, 1997;
Fava et al., 2010; Lin and Lin, 2005). According to the measurement of mass loss from TG
curves, WSA contained about 8.4% of portlandite and 12.2% of calcite. As mentioned in the
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previous section, WSA contained higher amount of free lime. Therefore, the portlandite
existed in the raw WSA was likely from the hydration of free lime during the transport or the
storage.

Figure 6.26 Comparison of heat evolution of different WSA activated binder at a) initial
and b) long time
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Figure 6.27 Cumulative heat evolution of WSA activated binder mixtures
As shown in Figure 6.28, the DTA of one day hydrated WSA pastes shows several
endothermic peaks. The first distinctive peak was around 100ºC. This is probably due to the
drying (capillary pore residual water, interlayer water and adsorbed water) (Gabrovšek et al.,
2006; Musa, 2014; Stepkowska et al., 2005) and/or with the dehydration of ettringite
(Ca6Al2(OH)12(SO4)3 • nH2O) at about 100 ºC (De Silva and Glasser, 1990; Dung et al.,
2014). Several studies have reported that the endothermic peak around 100-190 ºC could be
due to the decomposition of C-S-H (Bai et al., 2003; Gregor J.G. Gluth, 2014; Lin and Lin,
2005; Pera and Amrouz, 1998). Stepkowska et al. (2005) indicated the minor peaks between
200 and 400 ºC of the dehydration of the C-S-H gel. Two slight peaks were observed at about
280ºC and 330ºC which could be assigned to the dehydration of cubic hydrogarnet (C3AH6)
(Luz and Pandolfelli, 2012; Xiao et al., 2010). However, the hydrogarnet was not found in
XRD pattern (Figure 6.11). Due to the poor crystallinity of certain crystals formed in
hydrated products, not all the crystal phases could be easily detected in XRD spectrum.
Hence, the DTA could help to identify some other hydrated phases that possibly presented.
The negligible peaks of hydrogarnet indicated that the small amount of such reaction products
were present, and thus no XRD peaks could be detected. The endothermic peak at around
410ºC and 720ºC were due to the decomposition of portlandite and calcite, respectively.
Another peak (~ 900ºC) was detected. The XRD analysis of WSA hydration products (Figure
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6.11) showed that the Hc (C3A·0.5CaCO3·0.5Ca(OH)2·11.5H2O) was one of the main
reaction products. Since the Hc phase contained part of carbonate ions, the peak around
900ºC in DTA curves probably was attributed to the loss of CO2, possibly from the
decarboxylation of the Hc. Ipavec et al. (2011) synthesized the Mc (C3A·CaCO3·11H2O)
with about 89.6% purity and confirmed that the peak around 850ºC could be ascribed to the
decarboxylation of the Mc. Chowaniec (2012) compared the TG analysis of hemi- and monocarboaluminate phases and showed their patterns were similar, except that only one peak at
450ºC was present for the Hc and not for the Mc. Therefore, the peak around 900ºC was
probably due to the decomposition of mono- or hemi-carboaluminate (assigned as CO3-AFm)
for the hydrated paste compared to the raw WSA. The Hc contained a part of Ca(OH)2 as
well. The decomposition of Hc may also contribute to the peak at around 410ºC in this study.
The DTA curves of seven-day and 28-day hydration products were similar to that of one-day
hydration product. Nevertheless, a minor shoulder was observed for the 28-day hydration
product around 140ºC which could be ascribed to the dehydration of calcium carboaluminate
hydrate according to the literature (El Elaouni, 1997; Feldman, 1965; Xiao et al., 2010). This
observation was in accordance with the examination of XRD results (Figure 6.11) since the
peak of the Hc was detected after 28 days hydration products.
Figure 6.28 shows that new hydration products of hydrated WSA paste were ettringite,
C-S-H, calcium carboaluminate, portlandite and hydrogarnet. Nevertheless, the peak of
portlandite decreased with increased hydration time. This was probably due to the formation
of the hemicarboaluminate as it can be formed by the reaction between the portlandite with
C3A in the presence of calcite (Eq. 6.7).
According to Pera and Amrouz (1998), a highly reactive metakaolin can be produced
from the calcination of paper sludge and the metakaolin (AS2, i.e., Al2O3·2SiO2) could react
with lime and calcium carbonate as following:
𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆2 + 5𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶̅ + 8𝐻𝐻 → 𝐶𝐶3 𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶̅ ∙ 11𝐻𝐻 (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀) + 2𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

6.11

leading to the precipitation of monocarboaluminate and C-S-H.

As a result, the carboaluminate was probably formed by the reaction of the dissolved
calcium carbonate, calcium hydroxide with aluminum from either C3A or the glassy phase
contained in WSA. Similar results were also reported by Gregor J.G. Gluth (2014).
Therefore, the portlandite content was decreased due to the formation of the calcium
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carboaluminate phases with the evidence that its DTA peaks (about 140 and 900 °C) were
found with increasing the hydration time.

Figure 6.28 TG/DTA analysis of WSA and the hydration products of WSA pastes
Figure 6.29 presents the content of hydration products according to the TG analyses.
The code of “0” in the x axis was assigned for the raw WSA powder and other days referred
the hydration products of WSA paste. The portlandite (CH) was initially about 8% for the
raw WSA powder and was associated with the free lime. At one day, the unreacted free lime
was hydrated and caused the increasing of portlandite compared with the raw WSA sample.
However, it was noted that the portlandite content decreased after seven days. This was
related to the formation of hemicarboanluminate phase according to the Eq. 6.7. On the other
hand, it can be observed that the mass loss due to the decarbonation was increased. Indeed,
this mass loss was the sum of the calcite and carboaluminate phases. The calcite may decrease
to participate in the formation of carboaluminate phases but the newly formed
carboaluminate phases offset the reduction and were dominant. The sum of these two
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products showed the increased tendency with time. Another index was calculated by the mass
loss from 50ºC to about 500ºC in TG analyses. It mainly referred to the dehydration of
ettringite, C-S-H, a slight amount of hydrogarnet, part of Hc phase and portlandite. This index
was assigned as “dehydration” phases. The higher mass loss related to the dehydration, the
more hydrated phases (mainly ettringite, C-S-H and portlandite) were formed. The mass loss
due to dehydration was largely improved with increased hydration time, which related the
continuous formation of abundant ettringite and C-S-H in hydrated WSA paste.

Figure 6.29 Values of hydration products calculated by TG analyses

6.4.2 WSA activated slag
Figure 6.30 presents the TG (solid lines) and DTA (dashed lines) of hydrated 50% slag
– 50% WSA mixtures. Similar to the case of hydrated WSA pastes, the mass loss up to about
500 ºC were due to the decomposition of phases such as ettringite, C-S-H, calcium
carboaluminate (CO3-AFm), portlandite and hydrogarnet. Specifically, the peak around 100
°C developed with increasing curing time and this peak indicated that the amount of
ettringite/capillary pore water augmented with curing time. Moreover, a distinctive peak
around 145 °C was observed for the hydration products after seven days, which indicated the
delayed formation of calcium carboaluminate phase. This was in line with the observation of
XRD patterns that the calcium carboaluminate phases were detected in hydration products
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after seven days (Figure 6.17). The principal hydration products of slag are essentially similar
to that of Portland cement, but the quantity of portlandite is somehow lower (Taylor, 1997).
As shown in Figure 6.30, the content of portlandite was relatively lower in 50S50W mixtures
as the height of the peak (about 400 °C) was minor.

Figure 6.30 TG/DTA analysis of hydration products of 50S50W pastes
Figure 6.31 presents the TG (solid lines) and DTA (dashed lines) of hydrated 50%
slag – 50% WSA plus 5% of gypsum mixtures. For the one-day hydration product, two
primary peaks were observed at about 95 and 130 °C. The former was due to the loss of
bonded water in ettringite or physically adsorbed water and the latter was due to the
dehydration of gypsum (Panigrahy et al., 2003; Riontino et al., 1998; Singh and Garg, 2000).
The XRD analysis confirmed the presence of abundant gypsum in the one-day hydration
product and gradually decreased in reaction products after seven days. The shoulder around
140 °C in DTA curves may prove the presence of gypsum up to 91 days. The peak of
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portlandite was slightly decreased with increased curing time related to the formation of
calcium carboaluminate phases as the evidence of the peak around 900 °C.

Figure 6.31 TG/DTA analysis of hydration products of 50S50W – 5% gypsum pastes

6.4.3 WSA activated GP
Figure 6.32 presents the TG (solid lines) and DTA (dashed lines) of hydrated 50% GP
– 50% WSA mixtures. All the mixtures were cured at 23 °C and 100% RH (normal curing).
Although the peak between 765 – 860 °C indicated the decarboxylation of calcium
carboaluminate phases and it showed in hydration products of all the ages, it seemed that
only the characteristic peak around 140 °C which related to the dehydration of calcium
carboaluminate phases could imply the abundant presence of this hydration products. As
shown in Figure 6.17, the notable XRD peak of hemicarboaluminate appeared after 28 days
which was coincidentally in accordance with the observation of DTA analysis. The
portalndite peaks were greatly reduced after 28 days with the formation of a large quantity
of calcium carboaluminate phases.
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Figure 6.32 TG/DTA analysis of hydration products of 50G50W (normal curing) pastes
Figure 6.33 presents the TG (solid lines) and DTA (dashed lines) of hydrated 50% GP
– 50% WSA mixtures with heat curing (i.e. two days heat curing at 80 °C and followed by
the continuous moderate curing at 40 °C). Similar to the hydration products of 50G50W with
normal curing, the mass loss of TG analysis from 50 to 500 ºC indicated the formation of
ettringite and C-S-H, portlandite, calcite and calcium carboaluminate phase. A mineral peak
of DTA analysis around 300 °C was associated to the hydrogarnet. Except for the one-day
hydration product, other hydration products presented slightly shifted DTA peaks. As shown
in Figure 6.33, the peak of portlandite (at 400 °C) shifted to a hump between 450 °C to about
600 °C. The peak around 850 °C due to the decarbonation of carboaluminate phases was
shifted to about 760 °C. In DTA analysis, many factors could cause the variations of peak
temperatures. For example, the change of the crystal structure or the degree of crystallization
of crystal phases. In this study, it was inferred that the heat curing condition varied the crystal
formation of portlandite and CO3-AFm phases that led to the shift of the temperature peaks.
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Moreover, the carboaluminate phases were not detected in the XRD patterns (Figure 6.18)
but the decomposition peak was observed in DTA analysis. This was probably due to the
lower crystallinity of carboaluminate phases after the heat curing. The SEM observation
(Figure 6.42 b)) illustrated a vitreous, amorphous-look matrix which also confirmed the
analysis results.

Figure 6.33 TG/DTA analysis of hydration products of 50G50W (heat curing) pastes

6.4.4 Comparison of hydrated WSA vs. 50S50W vs. 50G50W
Figure 6.34 compares the variations of three indexes along the time in hydrated WSA,
50S50W and 50S50W: a) the content of portlandite, b) the mass loss due to the dehydration
which mainly related to the sum of ettringite, C-S-H, Hc and porltandite and c) the mass loss
due to the decarbonation which mainly related to the sum of calcite and calcium
carboaluminate. The hydrated WSA paste generated higher portlandite after one day
compared to other WSA activated binders because the latter binder contained about half the
amount of free lime compared with hydrated WSA and free lime may participate in the
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activation of slag or GP rather than directly hydrating to form portlandite. However, the
portlandite later may contribute to the formation of the Hc phase, and thus the content was
greatly decreased. After seven days, the content of portlandite was similar for three studied
pastes and showed a slight decrease with the formation of carboaluminate phase. The mass
loss due to the decarbonation was indicated by the sum of calcite and carboaluminate content.
As shown in Figure 6.34 c), this value was increased for hydrated WSA paste but almost kept
constant for the 50S50W and 50G50W mixtures. Hence, it was inferred that less
carboaluminate phase was produced in these two mixtures and the increased carboaluminate
phase was offset by the reduction of calcite content. The mass loss due to the dehydration
(Figure 6.34 b)) was probably related to the decomposition of the principal hydrates, viz.
ettringite, C-S-H, hydrogarnet, portlandite and part decomposition of Hc. It can be seen that
the 50S50W and the 50G50W binder initially generated lower content of hydrates but the
former largely increased after seven days. This observation confirmed the compressive
strength development of 50S50W: this mixture initially showed lower strength but increased
dramatically after seven days (Figure 5.11) as the formation of C-S-H and ettringite largely
contributed to the strength improvement of the mixture. Moreover, the mass loss due to the
dehydration of the 50G50W mixture was lower compared to that of the hydrated WSA and
50S50W at seven days but largely grew after seven days. At 28 days, the mass loss of
dehydration value attained about 75% of that of the 50S50W mixture. This indicated the
50G50W mixture required a long time to develop hydration as the hydration products largely
formed after seven days. The compressive strength (Figure 5.9) confirmed the result that at
normal curing condition, the mixture 50G50W gained strength at 28 days due to the
formation of abundant hydration products (especially the C-S-H).
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Figure 6.34 Mass loss calculated according to TG analyses: a) portlandite; mass loss due to
b) the dehydration and c) the decarbonation
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6.5 SEM/EDX
In this section, two systems (WSA activated binder vs. alkali-activated binder) of total
12 samples (Table 6.1) were compared and analyzed. The composition of the binder used for
SEM observation is presented as follows:
Table 6.1 Composition of mixtures used for SEM observation
Mixtures
100%WSA
50S50W
50S50W(gy.)

Binder
100% WSA
50% slag + 50% WSA
50% slag + 50% WSA +
5% gypsum

50G50W

50% GP + 50% WSA

50F50W
NC-slag
NC-50S50W

50% FFA + 50% WSA
100% slag
50% slag + 50% WSA

NH-50S50W

50% slag + 50% WSA

Solution

Water

w/b
0.60
0.47
0.47
0.47

2M
Na2CO3
4M
NaOH

Note

0.47
0.47
0.47
0.47

vs. heat
curing (HC)
6.0% Na2O
eq./binder
5.9% Na2O
eq./binder

After mixing, all the specimens were kept in a sealed tube at room temperature. For the
mixture 50G50W, except the room temperature curing, another parallel test was performed
by applying a heat curing condition (at 80 °C for two days followed by continuous heating at
40 °C). It was impossible to make a workable paste for 100% of WSA thus the w/b increased
to 0.6 for the hydrated 100% WSA paste. A number of images at various magnifications were
collected from each sample and analyzed to determine the various material phases and other
microstructural features as a function of the different binder.

6.5.1 The WSA-activated paste
Hydrated WSA paste
The WSA was proved to be a hydraulic material since the ash alone can be hydrated
and generated a dense binder with compressive strength (Figure 5.11). The microstructure of
hydrated WSA paste is shown in Figure 6.35 with varied magnifications. As mentioned in
the section 3.3.1, the WSA contained different features as can be seen in the Figure 3.9. The
unreacted WSA particles can be irregular or spherical but the hydrated WSA particles
generally presented a porous or flocky characteristic. As the raw precursor, the unreacted
WSA particles contained mainly Ca, Al and Si. The hydrated WSA particles contained the
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similar chemical composition as that of the homogenous gel which were Ca, Al, Si and S.
The specific EDX atomic analyses are presented in the later section.
Hydrated 50S50W paste
Figure 6.36 shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of fractured
50S50W paste. The dense gel (G) as shown in dark color mixed with some unreacted particles
(S) as shown in light color (Figure 6.36 a)). The energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
analyses of light grains was unreacted slag as it mainly contained Ca, Si, Al and Mg. The
EDX analyses were similar with detecting different sites in dark gel-like region (Figure 6.36
a)). It is suggested that 50S50W paste generated a C-A-S-H-type gel. The C-A-S-H gel
formed in WSA activated slag paste was able to trap significant amounts of sulfur,
magnesium or alkalis that diffusion in the pore solution. The quantitative analyses based on
the atomic ratio of EDX spectrum were presented in the later section. A cluster of needlelike products was found in voids as circled in Figure 6.36 a) and b). The EDX spectrum of
this cluster of needles contained mainly Ca, Al, Si, and S which suggested the presence of
both ettringite (C3A·3CaSO4·32H2O) and thaumasite (CaSiO3.CaCO3.CaSO4.15H2O).
However, only ettringite was detected in the XRD patterns as shown in Figure 6.13. This is
probably because the characteristic peaks of thaumasite are quite close to that of ettringite,
therefore it is difficult to distinguish the two phases. From its chemical formula, the ettringite
phase excludes Si, but Ca, Al and S are the main components. The thaumasite phase excludes
Al, but Ca, Si and S are the main elements. As a result, we concluded the possibility of
existence of both phases in WSA activated slag system.
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Typical unhydrated WSA (U)

Hydrated WSA (H)

C-A-S-H gel (G)
Figure 6.35 BSE image and EDX analyses of polished hydrated 100% WSA paste (28
days): a) low, b) moderate and c) high magnification
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Unreacted slag (S)

C-A-S-H gel (G)

Thaumasite and ettringite (T&E)
Figure 6.36 SEM image and EDX analyses of fractured 50S50W paste (91 days): a)
moderate and b) high magnification
Figure 6.37 shows the back-scattered electrons (BSE) image of polished cross-section
of 50S50W paste. This allowed a more precise observation of the microstructure compared
to that of SEM. Figures 6.37 a), b) and c) present the sample under the different
magnifications. Up until 91 days, abundant unhydrated particles were distributed within the
gel-like matrix. The EDX analyses were helpful to identify those unreacted particles. As
shown in Figure 6.37 a), the light color of irregular particles were generally unhydrated slag
particles as it mainly contained Ca, Si, Al and Mg. The irregular and porous larger particles
were unreacted WSA particles. The EDX analyses showed it mainly contained Ca, Al and
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Si. The peak of Ca was varied and it depended on the degree of its hydration. After analyzing
dozens of spots, the typical composition of gel contained Ca, Si, Al, Mg and S with varied
intensity. Similar to the observation of fractured samples, this gel was a C-A-S-H type gel
but contained a certain level of Mg and S. Figure 6.37 c) shows the fracture of gel under the
higher magnification. The C-A-S-H gel was homogenous and dense but mixed with the
needle-like product which were the assemblage of ettringite and thaumasite.
Hydrated 50S50W + 5% gypsum paste
As mentioned in section 5.3.2, the addition of gypsum could slow the fast setting of
WSA activated slag mixture. The microstructure of hydrated 50S50W with gypsum (gy.)
paste was analyzed. Figure 6.38 shows the SEM image of fractured sample of 50S50W (gy.)
paste. There were a large number of needle-like products, which were spread throughout
every observed region and knitted together as nests to link solid phases. The EDX spectrum
suggested this product could be the assemblage of thaumasite and ettringite.
Figure 6.39 shows the BSE image of a polished cross-section of 50S50W (gy.) sample.
Similar to the observation of 50S50W paste, the unreacted slag (S) and WSA (W) particles
were distributed within the homogenous gel-like (G) product. However, a distinctive
expansive product (exp. P) fully filled the air voids which caused netlike cracks (indicated
with arrows) throughout the observation area. A detailed image of the expansive product was
seen in Figure 6.39 d) which indicated its needle-like texture. Similar to the observation in
fractured samples, the EDX analyses suggested this expansive product could be the
assemblage of thaumasite with ettringite. Despite the cracks, this mixture generated a dense
and homogenous C-A-S-H gel (Figure 6.39 c)). Compared with the C-A-S-H gel formed in
50S50W without gypsum (Figure 6.37 c)), the gel in the mixture adding gypsum contained
relatively higher sulfur with relative higher S peak shown in EDX spectrum.
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Unhdyrated slag (S)

Unhydrated WSA (W)

C-A-S-H gel (G)
Figure 6.37 BSE image and EDX analyses of polished 50S50W paste (91 days): a) low, b)
moderate and c) high magnification
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Thaumasite and ettringite (T&E)

Figure 6.38 SEM image and EDX analyses of fractured 50S50W(gy.) paste (91 days): a)
moderate and b) high magnification

Slag particles (S)
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Hydrated WSA (W)

C-A-S-H Gel (G)

Expansive product (exp. P)

Figure 6.39 BSE image and EDX analyses of polished 50S50W (gy.) paste (91 days): a)
low, b) moderate and c) high magnification; d) expansive product inner of the void
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Hydrated 50G50W paste
Figure 6.40 shows the SEM images of fractured samples of 50G50W paste. Unreacted
GP and WSA particles were found mixed with homogenous gel. The EDX spectrum
indicated that the GP mainly composed higher Si and relative lower Na and Ca. Similar to
previous analyses, the WSA particles mainly contained Al, Si with moderate Ca. A typical
dense C-S-H gel was observed as shown in Figure 6.40 b). The WSA activated GP seems to
form a mixture of the C-A-S-H gel found in alkali-activated slag and N-A-S-H-type gel found
in alkali-activated FFA. Therefore, it can be described as C-N-A-S-H gel in this study. The
study (Yip et al., 2005) also noted the coexistence of a geopolymeric gel and calcium silicate
hydrate gel formed simultaneously within a single binder.
The BSE images of polished 50G50W paste are presented in Figure 6.41. Unreacted
glass powder (GP) and WSA (W) particles were found within the hydrated homogenous gel.
Again, the EDX analyses indicated that the GP particles mainly contained higher Si with
lower Na and Ca. The WSA particles were identified by its porous, flocky feature (Figure
6.41 b)) with the composition involving principally Al, Si with a little Ca. Similar to the
observation of fractured samples, the amorphous gel formed in this mixture showed a dense
and homogenous character. The EDX analyses indicated a sulfur-rich C-N-A-S-H gel.
However, an expansive product was observed within the matrix which caused some cracking,
as shown in Figure 6.41 d). The expansive product wasn’t observed in SEM image of
fractured samples. The EDX spectrum suggested this product could be the assemblage of
ettringite and thaumasite which was similar to the products formed in WSA activated slag
mixtures (Figure 6.36 b)).
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Unhydrated GP (GP)

Unhydrated WSA (W)

C-N-A-S-H gel (G)

Dense gel (DG)
Figure 6.40 SEM image and EDX analyses of fractured 50G50W paste (91 days): a) low b)
moderate, and c) high magnification
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Typical unhydrated GP (GP)

Typical unhydrated WSA (W)

C-N-A-S-H gel (G)
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Expansive product (exp. P)
Figure 6.41 BSE image and EDX analyses of polished 50G50W paste (91 days): a) low, b)
moderate and c) high magnification; d) expansive product within the matrix
Hydrated 50G50W (with heat curing) paste
It was proved that the heat curing can significantly improve the compressive strength
of 50G50W (Figure 5.9). As a result, parallel studies were conducted with the same
composition as 50G50W paste but cured at 80ºC for two days and continuous heat curing
under 40ºC till 28 days. The microstructure of fractured samples are shown in Figure 6.42.
The mixture 50G50W that experienced the heat curing generated a denser, vitreous-like gel.
Visually, less unreacted particles were found in heated 50G50W sample compared to that
cured at room temperature (Figure 6.40 a)). The EDX analyses showed the composition of
unreacted GP and WSA particles were similar to the previous observation (Figure 6.40). Two
types of gel were found with different appearance: a vitreous gel (Figure 6.42 b)) and a solid
denser gel (Figure 6.42 c)). Although with different features, two types of gel showed a
similar composition: they all contained largely Ca, Si and some minor elements were
adsorbed such as Na, Al and S. The formation of denser C-S-H gel confirmed the observation
that the mixture 50G50W after heat curing (50G50W (HC)) can greatly improve its
engineering property (Figure 5.9). Nevertheless, a needle-like expansive product was found
within the voids (Figure 6.42 d)). The EDX analyses showed this could be the thaumasite
and ettringite.
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Unhydrated GP (GP)

Unhydrated WSA (W)

Vitreous gel (G)

Dense gel (DG)
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Expansive product (exp. P)
Figure 6.42 SEM image and EDX analyses of fractured heat cured 50G50W paste (28
days): a) low, b) and c) high magnification; d) the expansive product formed in the void
On the other hand, the BSE image of polished 50G50W (HC) sample is shown in Figure
6.43. Similar to the observation of fractured sample, the 50G50W (HC) paste generated a
more denser, homogenous and vitreous-look microstructure after heat curing. The EDX
analyses suggested the formation of C-S-H gel with the corporation of minor elements of Al,
S and Na.
Hydrated 50F50W paste
The BSE image of polished 50F50W paste is shown in Figure 6.44. This mixture
showed inhomogeneous microstructure since more unreacted FFA or WSA particles were
found co-existing with the C-A-S-H gel (Figure 6.44 b)) and massive expansive product
(Figure 6.44 c)). The gel of 50F50W showed a less dense feature compared with the gel
formed in 50S50W (Figure 6.37 c)) and 50G50W (Figure 6.41 c)) paste. The EDX spectrum
indicated that this flocky gel mainly contained Ca, Si, Al and S, thus probably suggested a
sulfur-rich C-A-S-H type gel. Unreacted FFA particles were detected by its typical spherical
morphology and the EDX spectrum, which contained abundant Al and Si with little Ca.
Porous and irregular large particles of WSA were easily detected within the matrix with rich
Al and Si but higher Ca compared to that of FFA particles. As shown in Figure 6.44 c), a
massive expansive product was gathered and the EDX suggested that it contained mainly Ca,
Si, Al and S which was probably the assemblage of thaumasite with ettringite.
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Unhydrated GP (GP)

Unhydrated WSA (W)

C-N-A-S-H gel (G)
Figure 6.43 BSE image and EDX analyses of polished heat cured 50G50W paste (28 days):
a) moderate, and b) high magnification
The EDX analyses of various mixtures
Based on earlier results, WSA can be used as an activator to motivate slag, GP and
FFA to form an eco-binder. The compressive strength of mixtures was attributed to the gel
formed in the binder. Dozens of analyzing spots were selected from the gel-look regions
excluding unreacted particles for each mixtures. The EDX spectrum of each point showed
that the principal elements contained in the gel were Ca, Si and Al for all WSA activated
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mixtures. Thus, the normalized Ca, Si and Al (excluding the other elements presented) to
100% of oxide basis composition were plotted in the CaO – SiO2 – Al2O3 ternary diagram as
shown in Figure 6.45. This ternary plot clearly showed the variations in gel formation across
the different activation system by its approximate chemical compositions.
WSA activated binder could be divided into three groups: 1) 100% hydrated WSA and
50F50W showed the similar gel composition with relatively higher Ca content. These two
mixtures had the C-A-S-H gel close to that formed in conventional alkali-activated slag; 2)
The mixtures 50S50W and 50S50W (gy.) generated the similar C-A-S-H gel with lower Al
content and relatively higher Si. Adding gypsum in 50S50W didn’t change the formation of
C-A-S-H gel but increased the risk of producing the expansive products as illustrated in
Figure 6.38; 3) The heat curing (HC) didn’t change the gel composition as the mixtures of
50G50W and 50G50W (HC) generated the similar gel. The EDX analyses demonstrated that
Na was incorporated into the gel of these two mixtures. Thus, WSA activated GP paste
trended the formation of a hybrid binding phase, the intermixture of synthetic C-A-S-H and
N-A-S-H-type gel (i.e. C-N-A-S-H gel). In general, it was found that the C-A-S-H gel in
100% WSA and WSA activated FFA was rich in Ca. WSA activated slag had C-A-S-H gel
with lower Al but relatively higher Si. WSA activated GP binder generated the gel was close
to N-A-S-H-type gel but contained some Ca.
Table 6.2 shows the atomic ratios of gel in WSA activated binder. The average values
were calculated based on dozens of examined spots in gel-like products. The gel generally
had a lower Ca/Si ratio. Usually, the mean Ca/Si ratio for the C-S-H of Portland cement
varied between 1.5 and 2.0 (Hewlett, 1998). Besides, pozzolanic cements may have lower
Ca/Si ratio for C-S-H and this could be related to the different degree of polymerization of
the silicate anion, which was greater in pozzolanic cement than in Portland cement (Hewlett,
1998). As shown in Table 6.2, 100% WSA and WSA activated FFA mixtures had Ca/Si
around 1.5 due to the abundant Ca released from the raw materials. WSA used in this mixture
had about 47% of CaO and about 10% of free lime. Consequently, the abundant Ca dissolved
in the pore solution favored the formation of C-S-H with higher Ca/Si ratio. The WSA
activated slag and activated GP binder presented lower Ca/Si as about 0.47 and 0.26,
respectively. This in turn, demonstrated that the C-S-H chain formed in these mixtures had
higher polymerization of Si chains.
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Unhydrated FFA (F)

Unhydrated WSA (W)

C-A-S-H gel (G)

Expansive product (exp. P)
Figure 6.44 BSE image and EDX analyses of polished 50F50W paste (91 days): a) low and
b) high magnification; c) expansive product
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Figure 6.45 Comparison of the gel formed in WSA activated binder (data obtained from
EDX results at 28 days). The grey shadow shows the typical C-A-S-H and N-A-S-H gel
formed in sodium silicate activated slag and FFA (Ismail et al., 2014)
The Si in C-S-H could be substituted by Al exclusively in bridging sites of dreierketten
(Taylor, 1997), leading to the formation of C-A-S-H type products. However, this was
restricted by the geometry of the silicate chains and the thermodynamics of ionic substitution
to a maximum Al/Si ratio slightly less than 0.2 (Provis and van Deventer, 2014). The 100%
WSA and WSA activated FFA binder had the Al/ Si ratios between 0.2 ~ 0.3 but WSA
activated slag and GP mixtures showed relatively lower Al substitution with the Al/Si ratios
lower than 0.1. This indicated the higher Al content included in the source material (WSA
and FFA), leading to more Al taken up in the C-S-H gel.
Due to higher sulfur content in WSA (about 8%), the sulfur was trapped in all the gel
formed in WSA activated binder. Despite the 100% hydrated WSA, the WSA activated slag,
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GP and FFA mixtures had the similar S/Al ratios around 0.51 ~ 0.95. However, the gel
formed in the 50S50W mixture with 5% gypsum contained higher sulfur content, with S/Al
up to about 1.29. It also confirmed that the expansive products probably were the mixture of
thaumasite and ettringite (Figure 6.39, Figure 6.41 and Figure 6.44). The sulfur was essential
for the formation of these two expansive products. The comparison of S/Al ratios in the dense
gel and expansive products highlighted the indispensable role of sulfur ions in composing
the expansive product.
Table 6.2 Average atomic ratios of polished cross-section of various mixtures analyzed by
EDX (28 days)
Gel composition

50G50W

50G50W(HC)

50F50W

0.47±0.12
0.08±0.01
n/a
0.63±0.22

50S50W
(gy.)
0.47±0.14
0.06±0.02
n/a
1.29±0.40

0.26±0.09
0.05±0.03
0.03±0.02
0.95±0.50

0.22±0.07
0.05±0.02
0.03±0.01
0.87±0.37

1.46±0.25
0.29±0.05
n/a
0.51±0.17

n/a

n/a

1.61±0.22

1.21±0.2

n/a

1.08±0.17

45

60

103

19

36

C-A-S-H

C-A-S-H

C-A-S-H

64
C-N-A-SH

C-N-A-S-H

C-A-S-H

100%WSA

50S50W

Ca/Si
Al/Si
Na/Si
S/Al in gel
S/Al
in expansive
product
Points

1.58±0.42
0.22±0.07
n/a
1.42±0.37

Types of gel

N/A: not applicable

Ben Haha et al. (2011) reported that some of the chemically bound Ca in C-A-S-H was
replaced by Na, leading to the formation of C-(N)-A-S-H inner type gel. The Na could also
balance the charge created by the substitution of trivalent tetrahedral Al into tetrahedral Si
sites. Skibsted and Andersen (2013) confirmed that the amount of substitution of Al was
partially associated with the availability of alkali ions in the system, as the alkalis act as a
charge balancer in the interlayer of the C-S-H gel close to the bridging sites where the Al
substituted into the silicate chains. In WSA activated GP binder, a few Na (Na/Si around
0.03) was incorporated into the gel. Further study is required to fully understand the role of
Na cations in this mixture: i.e. to substitute of Ca or to balance the charge due to the Al
replaced of Si. There is a general agreement that the extent of alkali incorporation into C-SH gel increases with lower Ca/Si ratios in the gel (Provis and van Deventer, 2014). This
conclusion was confirmed with the gel formed in WSA activated GP. As shown in Figure
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6.46, the negative linear relationship between Na/Si and Ca/Si ratios demonstrated that the
incorporation of Na increased with lower Ca/Si ratio.
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Na/Si

0.06
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0.04
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0.01
0.00
0.00

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

0.50

0.60

Ca/Si
Figure 6.46 Na/Si vs. Ca/Si atomic ratio of gel in 50G50W analyzed by SEM/EDX (28
days)

6.5.2 Alkali-activated paste
Na2CO3 activated slag paste
Chapter 4 introduced the alkali-activated binder applying WSA as a precursor not as
an activator. The results showed that there was incompatibility between the alkaline activator
with the WSA. The microstructure was analyzed for the control mixture (sodium carbonate
activated slag), sodium carbonate activated 50S50W and sodium hydroxide activated
50S50W for better understanding of the microstructure of formed binder.
Figure 6.47 shows the BSE images of sodium carbonate activated slag with different
magnifications. This mixture showed a relatively homogeneous microstructure. The
unreacted slag particles were scattered within the dense gel. It should be noted that as
literatures mentioned (Gruskovnjak et al., 2006; Haha et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2008), a dense
hydration rim was formed surround the unreacted slag grains (Figure 6.47 c)). It can be
assigned as an inner product (Ip). The uniform solid outer product (Op) gel was formed and
contributed to the development of strength. The EDX analyses showed the gel was composed
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of Ca, Si, Al and Na and probably implied a mixture of C-A-S-H and N-A-S-H-type gel. The
atomic comparison of Ip and Op will be elaborated on in a later section.
Na2CO3 activated 50S50W paste
Chapter 4 mentioned that when WSA contacted alkaline solutions, the mixture
suddenly lost its workability and the paste set immediately. The BSE images of hardened
paste (Figure 6.48) presented this heterogeneous character. As shown in Figure 6.48 a) and
b), this mixture could be generally separated as two parts: the accumulation of unreacted
particles and the relatively dense gel. The former region presented a porous structure and the
gel cannot be continuously connected to form a dense structure. Consequently, this mixture
developed very poor compressive strength as mentioned in the section 4.3. The EDX
spectrum showed the dense gel mainly composed as the same elements as Na2CO3-activated
slag and suggested this could be the mixture of C-A-S-H and N-A-S-H-type gel.
NaOH activated 50S50W paste
The microstructure of sodium hydroxide activated 50S50W is presented in Figure 6.49.
Unlike sodium carbonate activated 50S50W, there was no large accumulation of unreacted
particles. However, the gel surrounding unreactive slag particles (Figure 6.49 c)) could be
separated as Ip and Op as mentioned in the literature (Haha et al., 2012). The EDX analyses
showed that the Ip and Op had a similar composition except the Ip contained abundant Mg
due to it being close to the unreacted slag particles which contains a large content of Mg. Ben
Haha et al. (2011) reported that the layer of C-S-H rims was related to the faster reaction of
slag in the presence of NaOH activator that led to a fast precipitation off relatively dense
hydrates surround the slag particles. Nevertheless, despite its dense microstructure, the use
of WSA in alkali-activated binder is still restricted because the metallic aluminum in WSA
reacts violently in an alkaline environment. It was very difficult to attain a satisfied fresh
property of WSA mixtures in the presence of an alkaline activator.
The EDX analyses of alkali-activated mixtures
Although the alkali-activated WSA binder (i.e. using WSA as a precursor) showed poor
workability and the microstructure was heterogeneous, the accumulated region of gel still
revealed a dense feature (Figure 6.49 c)). Thus it was of interest to compare the gel
composition with that of using WSA as an activator (50S50W).
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Unreacted slag (S)

C-N-A-S-H gel – outer product
(Op)

Hydrated rims – inner product (Ip)
Figure 6.47 BSE image and EDX analyses of polished Na2CO3 activated slag paste (28
days): a) low, b) moderate and c) high magnification
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Unreacted slag (S)

Hydrated WSA (W)

C-N-A-S-H gel (G)
Figure 6.48 BSE image and EDX analyses of polished Na2CO3 activated 50S50W paste (28
days): a) low, b) moderate and c) high magnification
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The normalized gel composition was plotted in a ternary diagram as shown in Figure
6.50. It was revealed that whatever precursor was used (slag or 50S50W), the alkali-activated
binder had the similar C-A-S-H gel composition and it was similar to the gel formed in
sodium silicate activated slag. Therefore, the alkali-activated 50S50W binder may exhibit a
similar performance as alkali-activated slag if the former binder can obtain an acceptable
workability and generate a relative homogeneous microstructure. Using WSA as an activator
to activate slag mixture produced a C-A-S-H gel with relatively lower Ca, Al but higher Si.
The major difference of gel composition was closely associated with the activator types. The
50S50W binder containing the WSA as an activator may have less available free species (Ca,
Al and Si) to dissolve in the solution due to the lower pH environment provided by the WSA
when compared with the case using alkaline activators (NaOH or Na2CO3). Thus the former
may generate the gel with lower degree of polymerization.
As shown in Figure 6.48 and Figure 6.49, the apparent hydration rims were observed
for the mixtures of Na2CO3 activated slag and NaOH activated 50S50W. The gel-like
products in those mixtures can be separated as the denser inner product and the outer product
with lower density. The atomic ratios of different gel areas were compared as shown in Table
6.3. The Ip gel of both mixtures revealed higher Ca/Si and Al/Si ratios than that of Op gel.
These higher ratios possibly reflected changes in composition due to the presence of foreign
elements (such as S, Na, K or Mg) coming from the interstitial phases. The alkali-activated
system had higher Ca/Si (around 1.1 ~ 1.5) compared with WSA activated slag (0.47)
probably associated with the strong alkaline solution used in former system, which can
release more available free ions to participate in the activation process. Moreover, the Al/Si
and Na/Si ratios were similar for three alkali-activated mixtures. Alkali-activated 50S50W
binder showed a lower Al/Si ratio compared with the ratio (about 0.6) of a typical N-A-S-H
gel that formed from NaOH activated FFA mixture (Fernández-Jiménez and Palomo, 2005),
indicating the presence of relatively higher Si but lower Al in the synthetic gel of alkaliactivated 50S50W binder. Little Na was incorporated in the alkali-activated 50S50W gel with
Na/Si ratios about 0.1 ~ 0.2.
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Unreacted slag (s)

Hydrated WSA (W)

CN-A-S-H gel (Op)

Hydrated rims (Ip)
Figure 6.49 BSE image and EDX analyses of polished NaOH activated 50S50W paste (28
days): a) low, b) moderate and c) high magnification
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Figure 6.50 Comparison of the gel formed in 50S50W with the gel formed from alkaliactivated binder (data obtained from EDX results at 28 days). The grey shadow shows the
typical C-A-S-H gel of sodium silicate activated slag (Ismail et al., 2014)
Table 6.3 Average atomic ratios of polished cross-section of various alkali-activated binder
analyzed by EDX (28 days)
Gel
composition
Ca/Si
Al/Si
Na/Si
Points

Slag
1.67±0.25
0.49±0.08
n/a
7

Na2CO3 – slag
Ip
Op
1.14±0.13 1.06±0.09
0.30±0.05 0.23±0.06
0.18±0.03 0.19±0.04
10
15

Na2CO3 –
50S50W
1.46±0.26
0.26±0.14
0.19±0.06
19

NaOH – 50S50W
Ip
Op
1.49±0.28
1.15±0.32
0.27±0.06
0.23±0.05
0.15±0.05
0.12±0.05
27
22

Figure 6.51 presents the relationship of atomic ratio Mg/Si vs. Al/Si for Na2CO3 – slag
and WSA activated slag gel. A good correlation line between two ratios was found in the
former mixture which indicated the presence of hydrotalcite like phase (Taylor, 1997). This
was in accordance with the XRD analyses as shown in Figure 6.20. However, the WSA237
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activated slag gel presented scattered spots and no hydrotalcite product was found in this
mixture.

Figure 6.51 Mg/Si vs. Ai/Si atomic ratio of gel analyzed by SEM/EDX (28 days)

6.5.3 The WSA-blended concrete
50S50W + 5% gypsum
Section 5.4 introduced the concrete properties using WSA activated slag, GP or FFA
as binder. The additional 5% (mass of binder) of gypsum was added for all the mixtures to
control the fast setting. However, this improved the risk of expansion due to the potential
higher sulfate content introduced in this binder. Although the mortar of 50S50W with
gypsum showed a comparable compressive strength (Figure 5.19), the concrete using the
same binder composition presented poor strength development due to the pronounced
expansion and cracking. Figure 6.52 presents the microstructure of the concrete specimens.
The needle-like products were distributed throughout the whole observation areas.
Figure 6.53 presents the BSE images of polished cross-section of the same concrete
sample as SEM observation with varied magnifications. Typical expansive products (Figure
6.53 b)) were found and they progressed within the matrix. Similar to the observation of the
paste sample, EDX analyses identified the unreacted slag and WSA particles. The dense gel
contained mainly Ca, Si, and Al which suggested a C-A-S-H-type gel. The expansive product
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contained Ca, Si, Al and S thus the assemblage of ettringite with thaumasite. A needle-like
product was also found within the voids (Figure 6.53 c)).

Figure 6.52 SEM image of fractured 50S50W (gy.) concrete (28 days): a) low, b) and c)
moderate, with d) high magnification
50G50W + 5% gypsum
Figure 6.54 presents the fractured concrete sample of 50G50W binder with 5% of
gypsum. The EDX analysis suggested a hybrid gel of mixing the C-A-S-H and N-A-S-Htype gels with a vitreous and dense look. However, the needle-like expansive products were
also observed (Figure 6.54 c)) associated with higher sulfur content.
The BSE images of polished concrete sample (50G50W (gy.)) are present in Figure
6.55. As indicated in the section 5.4, the concrete samples applied a heat curing at 60ºC for
two days. Similar to the concrete of 50S50W (gy.), the expansive products were located
within the dense matrix and the cracking was observed to traverse and progress in the dense
paste and the interfacial transition zone (Figure 6.55 a)). The EDX analysis suggested that
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this concrete formed a dense C-N-A-S-H gel with the expansive product related to the
intermixture of ettringite and thaumasite.
50F50W + 5% gypsum
The 50F50W (5% gypsum) concrete sample was only analyzed via the polished crosssection surface by the BSE (Figure 6.56). The expansive products were noticed with the
similar features as observed in 50S50W and 50G50W concrete samples. Again, this internal
expansion was the major factor that caused the deterioration of the concrete and lowered its
performance. The EDX analysis confirmed that these expansive products were associated
with ettringite and thaumasite. A less dense gel was formed in this concrete due to the lower
alkalinity of WSA, resulting in hydration products with a lower degree of polymerization.
Having only WSA as an activator may not fully activate FFA since a large number of
unreacted spherical FFA particles were distributed within the matrix. Some hollow spherical
particles (Figure 6.56 b)) were also detected with the break of its shell, suggesting the
hydration of FFA particles. WSA can be used as an activator to motivate the FFA hydration,
but further study is required to discover combined activators with adding a strong alkaline
source that will improve the reactive effect on FFA.
Comparison of the gel formation (EDX analyses)
The composition of C-A-S-H gel (in 50S50W and 50F50W) and C-N-A-S-H gel (in
50G50W) formed were plotted in the ternary diagram (Figure 6.57). Three specimens formed
a similar gel with relatively lower Al and Ca but higher in Si content. It should be noted that
all the gels contained sulfur, which wildly distributed in observation regions. Abundant sulfur
ions accumulated around expansive products as analyzed by the BSE/EDX.
The atomic ratios analyzed by EDX were compared as shown in Table 6.4. The
concrete contained the gel with the average Ca/Si as about 0.4. The Al/Si ratios ranged from
0.07 ~ 0.1. As mentioned previously, the gel was rich in sulfur with the S/Al ratios around
1.0. Nevertheless, the expansive products contained abundant sulfur ions and the S/Al ratios
rose up (1.4 ~ 2.0). This indicated that the sulfur content was essential for the formation of
expansion products. Under a certain lower level, the dense gel could still be formed even as
the sulfur was scattered throughout. Besides, the concrete 50G50W formed the gel contained
lower Na with the Na/Si ratio of 0.03 which was similar to the observation of the paste
sample.
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Unreacted slag (S)

Unreacted WSA (W)

C-A-S-H gel (G)

Expansive product (exp. P)
Figure 6.53 BSE image and EDX analyses of polished 50S50W (gy.) concrete (28 days): a)
low, b) moderate and c) high magnification
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Unreacted GP (GP)

C-N-A-S-H gel (G)

Expansive product (exp. P)
Figure 6.54 SEM image of fractured heat cured 50G50W (gy.) concrete (28 days): a) low,
b) and c) moderate magnification
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Unreacted GP (GP)

C-N-A-S-H gel (G)

Expansive product (exp. P)
Figure 6.55 BSE image and EDX analyses of polished heat cured 50G50W (gy.) concrete
(28 days): a) low, b) moderate and c) high magnification
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Hydrated FFA (F)

C-A-S-H gel (G)

Expansive product (exp. P)

Figure 6.56 BSE image and EDX analyses of polished heat cured 50F50W (gy.) concrete
(28 days): a) low, b) moderate and c) high magnification
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Figure 6.57 Comparison of the gel formed in WSA activated binder concrete (data obtained
from EDX results at 28 days)
Table 6.4 Average atomic ratios of polished cross-section of concrete mixtures analyzed by
EDX (28 days)
Gel composition
50S50W (gy.)
Ca/Si
0.42±0.08
Al/Si
0.08±0.02
Na/Si
n/a
S/Al in gel
1.03±0.29
S/Al
1.59±0.30
in expansive products
Points
49
Types of gel
C-A-S-H
N/A: not applicable
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50G50W (gy.)
0.39±0.11
0.07±0.01
0.03±0.01
1.14±0.65

50F50W (gy.)
0.40±0.09
0.10±0.03
n/a
0.98±0.27

2.00±0.19

1.42±0.46

34
C-N-A-S-H

27
C-A-S-H
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6.6 Discussion
The XRD analyses of raw WSA material showed that it mainly composed lime,
anhydrite, gehlenite, C2S, C3A, mayenite and probably the trace of anorthite and merwinite.
The C2S may be hydrated once the WSA contacted water to form the C-S-H gel with
portlandite. The free lime included in WSA may be hydrated to further increase the content
of portlandite. The portlandite can activate aluminosilicate phase contained in the WSA to
form C-S-H gel (pozzolanic reaction). The hydration of the WSA mixtures required higher
water content or a great amount of superplasticizer due to the higher water demand of WSA.
The resultant paste showed lower compressive strength, about 12 MPa at 28 (w/b = 0.7)
(Figure 5.3). The SEM analyses (Figure 6.35) demonstrated the formation of gel-like
hydration products which bonded together with unreacted WSA particles and relative porous
matrix, confirming the poor strength behavior of the WSA paste.
On the other hand, the slag can be activated by either alkaline activators, such as
sodium hydroxide, lime, sodium carbonate and sodium silicate, or sulfate activators like
calcium sulfates or phosphogypsum (Hewlett, 1998). The GP and the FFA as typical
pozzolanic materials contain aluminosilicate. Advantageously, the higher free lime contained
in WSA created an initial alkaline environment. The pH measurement of the extracted
solution of WSA suspension is as high as 13. As a result, when WSA is dissolved in water,
its alkaline nature may break down and dissolve the glassy structure (Dung et al., 2014)
contained in slag, GP and FFA, activating the Al2O3 and SiO2. Consequently, cementitious
products may be produced. For instance, the activate SiO2 of slag was dissolved at high pH
and reacted with Ca(OH)2 to form calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) according to the Eq. 6.12
(Sheng et al., 2007):
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂2 + 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥(𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂)2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑥𝑥) 𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂2 ∙ 𝑦𝑦𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 (𝐶𝐶 − 𝑆𝑆 − 𝐻𝐻)

6.12

WSA was then assumed to be able to act as an activator to form a more “green” AAM binder
without using caustic chemical activators.
The compressive strength of the WSA activated slag, FFA and GP mortar confirmed
the activation effect of the WSA. When the w/b ratio was 0.47, the 91-day compressive
strength for the 50S50W, the 50F50W and the 50G50W were 37, 25 and 26 MPa,
respectively (Figure 5.11). Moreover, the XRD and the DTA analyses of hydrated pastes
confirmed that similar hydration products were formed for the WSA activated slag, FFA and
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GP, respectively, which mainly were ettringite, mono-, hemi-carboaluminiate, portlandite
and C-S-H. Meanwhile, the peak of lime, C2S, C3A, anhydrite and mayenite containing in
the XRD patterns of the WSA disappeared or largely reduced, even at first day companying
with the formation of hydration products which also confirmed the hydraulic property of the
WSA. The occurrence of carboaluminate phases (CO3-AFm) largely depended on available
carbonate ions as indicated in the section 6.2.2. The large peak of carboaluminate crystals
appeared after seven days for the 50S50W and the 50F50W mixtures, but beyond 28 days
for the 50G50W paste. This was in accordance with results observed in DTA analyses.
Moreover, the calorimetric measurements suggested that the formation of carboaluminate
phase was probably around 48 hours for the 50S50W paste. Consequently its characteristic
peak was found in seven-day hydration products of XRD patterns. The TGA/DTA analyses
determined the main reaction products of newly formed WSA-activated binder were
ettringite, C-S-H, carboaluminate, hydrogarnet, and portlandite, which were in accordance
with the examination of XRD analyses. Moreover, the continuously increased amount of
ettringite and CSH detected in DTA also supported that the WSA-activated mortars
increasingly gained the compressive strength along the hydration time. The SEM images
showed the relatively porous matrix of the 100% WSA hydrated paste. However, when the
slag was combined, the hydrated paste became denser and homogeneous.
On the other hand, the 91-day SEM analyses of the 50G50W and the 50F50W paste
(without heating) demonstrated the relatively less rigid matrix and abundant unreacted
particles were distributed within the matrix. Many studies (Fernandez-Jimenez et al., 2007;
Fernández-Jiménez and Palomo, 2005; Fernández-Jiménez et al., 2005; Palomo et al., 1999)
usually applied higher concentrations of alkaline solutions (for instance: 8 M NaOH) and
generally employed the heat curing to promote the activation of the alkali-activated fly ash
binder. Although the WSA may activate the GP and the FFA, its alkalinity was not enough
strong to fully break the almuinosilicate phase contained in the GP and the FFA. Thereafter,
the mixtures (50G50W and 50F50W) showed relatively lower degree of polymerization. As
a consequence, a porous microstructure was generated and was mixed with abundant
unreacted particles, thus mixtures developed relatively lower compressive strength.
However, although these mixtures had negligible strength at three days (Figure 5.11), its
compressive strength results greatly enhanced to about 25 times after 91 days of curing. This
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indicated that the GP and the FFA required a comparably long time to be activated. If the
heating was applied at the early age, the 50G50W and the 50F50W mixtures greatly improved
its strength as the heating accelerated the activation effect of the WSA and finally formed a
denser, vitreous-like gel (Figure 6.43), which confirmed the better strength values obtained.
The analyses of the gel composition by EDX data showed that mixtures of the 100%
hydrated WSA, the 50S50W and the 50F50W formed an aluminum substituted calcium
silicate hydrate gel (assigned as C-A-S-H) with relatively lower Ca/Si ratios (0.5 ~ 1.6).
However, the 50G50W generated the C-A-S-H gel but incorporated a large number of Na
ions. Thus it was probably the mixture of C-A-S-H and sodium aluminosilicate hydrate gel
(assigned as N-A-S-H), which is generally reported as the main product in the conventional
alkali-activated fly ash/metakaolin binder (Fernández-Jiménez et al., 2008; Němeček et al.,
2011). According to García-Lodeiro et al. (2010), aqueous Ca modifies N-A-S-H gels and
leads to a partial replacement of sodium by calcium to form (N, C)-A-S-H gels.
Although the WSA was useful as an alternative activator in making an eco-friendly
binder with satisfactory mechanical properties, the fast setting was observed for all the
mixtures involving 50% of WSA. Therefore, there may be challenges with quality control of
any concretes made from these materials in large-scale applications. Similar phenomena were
reported in previous studies (Bai et al., 2003; Kinuthia et al., 2001). The setting was
monitored by the Vicat needle and the results indicated that the fast setting was closely related
to the C3A phase contained in the WSA. Similar to the case of hydrated Portland cement, the
C3A may cause the “flash set” in the absence of gypsum. Section 6.1 proved the possible
existence of tiny trace of metal aluminum in the WSA. Unlikely, the metal aluminum may
react violently when in contact with alkaline solutions, releasing extreme heat and hydrogen
gas. The inherent alkaline nature of the WSA when it is dissolved in water may excite the
metal aluminum. The early reaction of free lime and the metal aluminum instantly consumed
some of the available water, leading to an incomplete hydration and worsening the already
poor performance because fewer cementitious hydrates could be formed. Moreover, these
reactions further aggravated the fast setting and caused a rapid workability loss for the WSAactivated binder. As shown in the Figure 5.15, the workable paste became stiff within 30
minutes and the duration of setting was only 4 minutes. This defect makes this alternative
AAM binder unsuitable for practical applications. The calorimetric measurements confirmed
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the intensive reaction of WSA-activated binder with a rapid initial heat release but no
dominant period as the case of the hydration of Portland cement.
As a result, gypsum was selected as a retarder agent to add into the WSA-activated
binder. Based on the setting time and the compressive strength performance, 5% (mass of
binder) of supplementary gypsum was considered as the optimum ratio. As mentioned in the
Eq. 6.3, gypsum may react with C3A initially to form the ettringite, which later converts to
the monosulfoaluminate. By adding gypsum, the fast setting of C3A was inhibited and this
was confirmed by the observation by the Vicat needle (Figure 5.17). Moreover, it was
possible to retain the workability of concrete trails from 15 minutes to 40 minutes after the
water contacted the binder. The calorimetry test (Figure 6.22 a)) confirmed the intensity of
the initial peak of the heat release was dramatically reduced by adding gypsum which
indicated that the degree of the reaction was slowed down, and thus the mixtures attained an
acceptable workability until casting was completed.
Although the ettringite was detected in reaction products of gypsum blended 50S50W
paste, the presence of the ettringite was also detected even in one-day hydration products of
the 50S50W without gypsum. This was attributed to the reaction between the aluminate phase
(C3A and aluminum contained in the glassy phase) and the anhydrite included in the WSA.
The quantitative analyses showed that the WSA may contain 13% of anhydrite. Nevertheless,
because the relatively lower solubility of anhydrite phase, it cannot produce enough soluble
sulfate ions initially to prevent the rapid hydration of C3A, which still caused the flash set
and the increase of initial hydration heat. Later on, with more soluble sulfate ions from the
anhydrate available in the solution, it may react with aluminate phases to form a large number
of ettringite which was detected in XRD patterns (Figure 6.13). Moreover, it seems that the
addition of gypsum inhibited the formation of the carboaluminate phase (Figure 6.15) as a
great number of gypsum preferentially reacted with C3A. As shown the Figure 6.15, the
presence of gypsum was still detected in 91-day hydration products. As a result, no extra C3A
was available to react with portlandite and carbonate ions to form the carboaluminate phase
as indicated in the Eq. 6.7 and Eq. 6.9.
Unlike the case of mortar, all the concrete mixtures with the addition of gypsum
showed very poor compressive strength (Figure 5.22). Numerous cracking and distinct
expansion were observed to distribute throughout the concrete specimens of the gypsum
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added WSA-activated binder mixtures. The SEM analyses showed the expansive gels and
the EDX analyses demonstrated that this gel was probably composed by the thaumasite and
the ettringite.
In general, the sulfur ions can react with aluminate phases (C3A, hydrated aluminates
or calcium sulfoaluminates) to produce the ettringite. The needle-like expansive gel created
internal stresses once the hydrated binder had lost its plasticity. The early ettringite formation
which occurs immediately (within hours) in a plastic fresh mixture with a limited extent, does
not produce any damaging expansion and is associated with the regulation of setting time of
Portland cement (Collepardi, 2001). However, the delayed ettringite formation (DEF) occurs
at late ages and the related heterogeneous expansion in a very rigid hardened concrete can
produce cracking and spalling. In this WSA-activated binder system, the fast setting further
aggravated the expansion and cracking phenomena as the occurrence of ettringite was mostly
after the setting within a relatively stiff matrix. Generally, two different types of DEF are
examined depending on the sulfate source: EDF caused by external sulfate attack or internal
sulfate attack. The SO3 content should be limited (< 5%) as indicated in standards (CSA
A3004-E1 (2008) and ASTM C618 (2012)) in order to avoid the sulfate attack. In this study,
the anhydrite contained in the WSA (about 13%) cannot delay the fast setting due to its
relatively lower solubility. Thus 5% of gypsum was added to control the set. Hence, totally
6.8% of SO3 was supplied by the anhydrite in the WSA and the supplementary gypsum.
Additionally, the slag, the FFA or the GP included in the binder and other ingredients formed
the concrete (aggregates, additives etc.) may also add the extra SO3 content. As a
consequence, the sulfur content contained in the WSA-activated concrete further exceeded
the limit, and thus the internal sulfate attack occurred with the sulfur ions reacting with the
available C3A contained in the WSA. Generally, there are different opinions and two major
thoughts to explain the expansion mechanism associated with the ettringite formation: the
“crystal growth” and the “swelling” theories (Valenti et al., 2012). The former theory
suggests that the expansion is caused by the growth of ettringite crystals and the related
crystallization pressure. The latter explains that the expansion is due to the adsorption of
water molecules on ettringite, resulting in inter-particle repulsion and swelling (Cohen, 1983).
On the other hand, EDX analyses of the expansive gel formed in the concrete showed
that it contained abundant Si ion which is not included in the formation of ettringite.
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Therefore, the thaumasite (Ca3Si(OH)6(SO4)(CO3) 12H2O) was probably generated together
with the ettringite. The thaumasite can be formed through a combination of the sulfate attack
and the carbonation (Taylor, 1997). Its crystal structure and morphology are similar to that
of the ettringite, and thus it is easier to misidentify two phases and it is postulated that the
formation of the thaumasite contains the expansion similar to the case of expansion caused
by the ettringite formation (Day, 1992). According to Day (1992), the thaumasite does not
form directly, but requires ettringite to form initially which acts as a nucleating agent. Hence,
both compounds can exist together (Day, 1992). Moreover, several conditions may facilitate
the formation of the thaumasite, such as adequate S𝑂𝑂42− and C𝑂𝑂32− ions, the presence of
reactive Al2O3, relatively higher humidity and lower temperature (4ºC ~ 10ºC). However, it

was also found that the thaumasite can also be formed at higher temperatures in a few cases
(Sahu et al., 2003). At temperatures greater than 15ºC, the ettringite probably forms initially
and then converts to the thaumasite (Day, 1992). However, the silicon contained in the
thaumasite is mostly derived from the decomposition of C-S-H (Köhler et al., 2006):
𝐶𝐶 − 𝑆𝑆 − 𝐻𝐻 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂4 + 𝑥𝑥𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 → 𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎3 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂4 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3 ∙ 15𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂

6.13

Therefore, concrete can be severely affected by the thaumasite formation as it
converted into a friable material (often described as the “mush”) (Shi et al., 2012). The paste
was easily broken with fingers and coarse aggregates were peeled off. In this study, the extra
sulfur ions together with the available aluminate phases and carbonate ions caused the
formation of ettringite and the thaumasite. Therefore, the expansion caused by such needlelike crystals formed within the hardened paste and the decomposition of calcium silicate
hydrate gel related to the thaumasite formation may together result in cracking, expansive,
porous concrete specimens.
As mentioned previously, the metal aluminum contained in the WSA may react under
the alkaline conditions to release hydrogen gas. As the hydration was in progress, the
continuously generated hydrogen gas may be confined within the gradually hardened matrix
and cause the increasing tension which will expand, and crack the binder. This in turn, will
augment the porosity, permeability of the paste and will favor the formation of more
expansive sulfate products. As shown in the Figure 5.23 c), the notable expansion can be
observed in a few hours after casting, which was related to the internal sulfate attack and the
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emission of hydrogen gas. Consequently, all the gypsum blended WSA-activated concrete
presented very poor engineering properties.

6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, the hydration products and the microstructure of newly formed binder
were elaborated via different analysis techniques. This allowed a better understanding for the
hydration between WSA and other SCMs. Several conclusions can be summarized as follows:
•

Limited documents were found in literatures concerning the incompatibility problem
between alkaline ions and the ashes similar to WSA. This project successfully
provided the evidence of the emission hydrogen gas when WSA reacted in alkaline
environment. Based on the literature review (Aubert et al., 2004; Aubert et al., 2006;
Segui, 2012), the minor amount of metallic aluminum contained in WSA could be
the reason for the incompatibility issue since it was stable in water but reacted
violently with an alkaline solution. The relatively high free lime (10%) in WSA
contributed to the pH rise and favored the reaction of metallic aluminum.

•

The WSA mainly contained anhydrite, calcite, C2S, C3A, gehlenite, lime, quartz,
anorthite and the trace of mayenite and merwinite according to the XRD analysis.
Among these phases, lime, anhydrite, C2S, C3A and mayenitte were hydraulic phases.
In addition, it may also contain a certain amorphous phase. Therefore, the WSA not
only was a hydraulic material but also included the pozzolanic property due to the
amorphous phase.

•

The XRD and TG/DTA analyses demonstrated that the hydration products of the
WSA were principally ettringite, portlandite, C-S-H, hemicarboauminate, and the
trace of monosulfoaluminate and hydrogarnet. The C2S in the WSA can be hydrated
to generate calcium silicate hydrate gel. The portlandite derived from the hydration
of the free lime may react with its aluminosilicate phase to further generate the
calcium silicate hydrate.

•

The XRD and TG/DTA analyses showed that the WSA-activated binder (50S50W,
50G50W and 50F50W) generated similar hydration products as that of the hydrated
WSA paste, which were ettringite, portlandite, C-S-H, mono-, hemi-carboaluminate
and the trace of hydrogarnet. Except the carboaluminate phases, other hydration
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products can be observed in the first day. The calorimetric measurements of 50S50W
mixtures showed that the occurrence of carboaluminate phases was at about 48 hours.
The appearance of carboaluminate phases were confirmed by the XRD patterns: this
phase was found after seven days and 28 days for the 50F50W and the 50G50W
mixtures, respectively. The delayed formation in the 50G50W mixture probably was
due to the fact that fewer carbonate ions were available in the solution.
•

In the presence of carbonate ions, the C3A will react with portlandite to form the
hemicarboaluminate phase. The TG/DTA measurements also confirmed that the
portlandite content was decreased with time. With further increasing the
concentration of carbonate ions, the hemicarboaluminate may convert into
monocarboaluminate. Meanwhile, the conversion from the ettringite into
monosulfoaluminate phase was suppressed as the sulfate ions may be replace by the
carbonate ions to form the monocarboaluminate. Consequently, the sulfate ions
expelled from the monosulfoaluminate may generate secondary ettringite which
could cause the destructive expansion.

•

Without applying the heat curing, the WSA-activated slag mixture developed similar
compressive strength compared with that of Portland cement. Nevertheless, the heat
curing seemed to be very important for the WSA-activated GP or FFA binder
especially in improving its early age strength. The XRD analyses of the 50G50W
pastes showed that the heat curing inhibited the formation of carboaluminate phases
and may somehow modify the crystallinity of the hydration products as the DTA
peaks were slightly shifted. The heat curing may create a denser, vitreous-like gel
which was observed by the SEM analyses. This confirmed the results that for the
50G50W and the 50F50W mixtures, the heat curing condition can develop better
compressive strength.

•

Unlike the hydration progress of Portland cement, the calorimetric measurements
showed that the WSA-activated binder initially released abundant heat and the heat
flow was even higher than that of the hydration of Portland cement. There was no
dormant period observed in the WSA-activated binder. The initial hydration flow
peak was dramatically reduced with adding gypsum, confirming the retarder effect of
the gypsum as it can suppress the rapid reaction to some extent.
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•

The XRD patterns showed that the principal hydration products of the 50S50W paste
with gypsum were ettringite, portlandite and C-S-H gel but no observation of
carboaluminate crystals. The characteristic peak of gypsum was still detected in 91
days and the presence of such abundant sulfur ions may preferentially react with
aluminate phases to form the ettringite, and thus the formation of carboaluminate
phase was inhibited because most of the aluminate phases were consumed.

•

The significant expansion and the propagation of micro-cracks were noticed
throughout the concrete mixtures adding gypsum. The SEM/EDX analyses
demonstrated the formation of a cluster of needle-like expansion products which were
probably the assemblage of ettringite and thaumasite. The anhydrate phase included
in the WSA together with the additional gypsum contributed to the high content of
sulfur ions in the WSA-activated binder which caused the internal sulfate attack.
Thereafter, massive expansion products were formed due to the reaction between
sulfur ions and aluminum resources (C3A plus aluminosilicate phase).

•

The SEM/EDX analyses showed that the gel formed in the hydrated WSA, the
50S50W and the 50F50W mixtures was an aluminum substituted calcium silicate
hydrates (a.k.a. C-A-S-H gel). The C-A-S-H gel contained relatively lower Ca/Si
ratios (0.47 ~ 1.6) which indicated a higher polymerization of Si chains in the WSAactivated binder. Moreover, the amount of Al anions substituted in the C-A-S-H gel
was closely related with the source materials. The hydrated WSA paste and the
50F50W paste contained higher Al/Si ratios (0.2 and 0.3) compared with that of the
50S50W paste (0.08).

•

Due to the higher amount of sodium included in the GP, the 50G50W mixture
generated a combination of the C-A-S-H and N-A-S-H gel (a.k.a. C-N-A-S-H gel).
The Ca/Si ratio was as low as 0.3 and very little Na ions were incorporated (the Na/Si
ratio as 0.03).

•

The SEM/EDX analyses of concrete samples showed that the sulfur was largely
distributed throughout the entire observation zone of hydrated binder. The sulfur was
found to be incorporated in the gel. However, the expansive products were formed
where the sulfur ions were highly accumulated surround the Al-rich grains with the
S/Al ratio of 1.4 ~ 2.0.
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•

The comparison of the gel composition between the traditional alkali-activated slag
and WSA activated slag demonstrated that both systems produced the C-A-S-H gel,
but the C-A-S-H gel in latter had lower Ca/Si ratio. With a lower pH environment
provided, the WSA activator dissolved less free ions that were available to participate
in the further polymerization progress. Moreover, the XRD analyses showed that in
addition of the hydration products of the 50S50W mixture (Hc, ettringite, portlandite
and C-S-H), the alkali-activated 50S50W formed strätlingite which was generally
reported in alkali-activated slag products with higher pH activation.
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CHAPTER 7

Phase II: Properties of shrinkage-

compensating concrete
It is generally accepted that cementitious materials experience volumetric changes
during their hydration. The porosity is initially saturated with water but when the hydration
proceeds, self-desiccation occurs in conjunction with the external evaporation (Bizzozero,
2014). This leads to capillary stresses causing macroscopic shrinkage and potential cracking
(Fu et al., 1995; Lura et al., 2003). WSA blended binder showed expansion characteristics.
As a consequence, this binder could be used in shrinkage-compensate concrete. This phase
was first investigated the expansion behavior of high WSA content blended binder in mortar
bars. Secondly, various WSA blended concrete were manipulated and its fresh, hardened
properties and the volume variation were compared and discussed.

7.1 Expansion of WSA activated binder (mortar)
The standard ASTM C845 (2012) specifies the requirements of expansive hydraulic
cement, which is essentially composed of hydraulic calcium silicates, calcium aluminates
and calcium sulfates that will hydrate to form a paste that significantly increases in volume
during the early hardening period that occurs after setting. As showed in section 5.4, the
WSA activated slag (without PC) expanded within 24 hours and the expansion caused very
poor compressive strength. This volume increase is principally due to the reaction of the
calcium aluminates and calcium sulfates. In this section, the WSA activated slag binder was
considered as a composite expansion agent to mix with Portland cement in different
proportions. Therefore, the composite binder assumed to act as the expansive cement. The
expansion behavior as well as the compressive strength of specimens were estimated
according to ASTM C845 (2012).
The mortar mixture of 50S50W plus extra 5% gypsum (to control the fast setting of
WSA) was named as the expansion agent (E). As shown in Table 7.1, four mixtures were
studied: the control with GU Portland cement, the composite expansion agent (WSA
activated slag binder with addition of gypsum) and the binder replaced Portland cement by
30% or 50% of expansion agent. The superplasticizer (type “P” as indicated in the section
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3.3.2) was applied for all the WSA-included binders to ameliorate the workability of the
mixtures.
Table 7.1 Composition and fresh properties of control vs. expanded mortars
Code
Control
Expansion
agent (E)
70P30E
50P50E

Binder (%)
Portland
cement
WSA
Slag
(P)
100
0
0
0

50

50

70
50

15
25

15
25

Composition
Sand/

binder

Gypsum

Fresh properties
w/b

0
2.75

5% of the
binder

0.50

SP. (P)
% of dry extract
/ binder

Flow
(mm)

Temp.
(ºC)

0

219

24.7

0.194

206

29.6

0.074
0.126

224
232

24.3
23.7

The expansion agent mixture released a lot of heat and demanded the most water
content. As shown in Figure 7.1, all the mixtures satisfied the minimum requirement of the
compressive strength set in the ASTM C845 (2012) for seven and 28 days as shown in Figure
7.1 with red triangle dot.

Figure 7.1 Compressive strength of control vs. expanded mortar mixtures
The standard (ASTM C845) fixed minimum and maximum seven-day expansion is
between 0.04% and 0.1% as shown (the red dotted line) in Figure 7.2. This test confirmed
the significant expansion inherent of composite expansion agent mixture (50S50W plus 5%
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gypsum). At any age, the expansion increased with adding composite expansion agent
content. As shown in Figure 7.2, the length of mortar bars of WSA-slag mixture expanded
0.36% at the end of 28 days measurement. Moreover, 96% of 28-day expansion was
developed within three days for this mixture. The PC blended expansion agent mixtures
(50P50E and 70P30E) expanded at an early age within the limitations. Moreover, the
standard also indicated that the maximum 28-day expansion values have to be inferior to
115% of the seven-day expansion values in order to check on delayed expansion due to
delayed ettringite formation. As shown in Figure 7.2, the 50P50E binder met this
requirement, the one with less expansion agent content (70P30E) slightly exceeded the limit
but by a negligible amount (0.002%). Up-to-date results suggest the composite expansion
agent (the 50S50W with 5% of gypsum) can replace the Portland cement up to 50% to
generate an expansive hydraulic binder with satisfied properties in terms of workability,
strength development and expansion ability. To use WSA – slag mixture as an expansion
agent, further investigations should study the setting time, to optimize the binder
composition, as well as to estimate the potential risk of sulfate attack.

Figure 7.2 Restrained expansion of mortar mixtures
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7.2 Concrete properties of modified WSA binder
One of the major objectives of this project was intended to create autogenous shrinkage
in WSA-blended concrete. The expansive WSA binder was assumed to counteract the
shrinkage, thus to generate the concrete with good mechanical properties and refined
microstructure of hydrated matrix.
The section 5.4 demonstrated the concrete properties of WSA activated SCMs binder.
As discussed previously, the fast setting was found in WSA blending binder and this can be
delayed by the addition of 5% of gypsum. The 91 days compressive strength of concrete
specimens (50S50W) was only about 10~14 MPa. According to the section 6.5.3, the extra
sulfate addition may lead to the formation of delayed ettringite which resulted in the
expansion and cracking. The section 7.1 confirmed the significant expansion property of
mortar bars involving 50% of WSA with 5% of gypsum. Therefore, this section aimed at
using WSA blended binder to make a regular concrete without significant expansion and with
appropriate properties. The idea was carried out by creating higher autogenous shrinkage into
the system in order to compensate the swelling characteristic.
Autogenous shrinkage is generally caused from the remove of water from the
capillaries (i.e. self-desiccation) (Neville and Aitcin, 1998). This shrinkage is encouraged by
the low water to cement ratio, and therefore, a smaller numbers and size of capillary pores.
According to Aı̈ tcin et al. (1997), the autogenous shrinkage will develop rapidly if the w/b
ratio is lower than 0.42. Additionally, silica fume which reacts very early, rapidly with the
water and also contributes to self-desiccation.
Due to the higher water demand, it is impossible to make a workable mixture with the
w/b ratio lower than 0.47 for the mixture including 50% of WSA (section 5.2.2). In this
section, WSA content was reduced and the binary or ternary mixtures were blended with
Portland cement (P), silica fume (F) or slag (S). The w/b ratios were able to be decreased in
order to uptake autogenous shrinkage. As shown in Table 7.2, three types of w/b ratios were
studied: 0.30, 0.35 and 0.40. At w/b ratios of 0.30 and 0.40, three kinds of mixtures were
proportioned: the mixtures with 100% of Portland cement (P-0.30 and P-0.40); the binary
mixtures with 30% of WSA to substitute of Portland cement (30W-0.30 and 30W-0.40); and
the ternary Portland cement mixtures incorporating 30% of WSA plus 10% of silica fume
(30W10F-0.30 and 30W10F-0.40). When w/b ratio was 0.35, except of the mixture with
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100% of Portland cement (P-0.35), three other ternary concrete were prepared: Portland
cement was replaced by 15% of WSA and 5% of silica fume (15W5F-0.35), by 15% of WSA
and 15% of slag (15W15S-0.35), or by 25% of WSA and 25% of slag (25W25S-0.35). It
should be noted that a little gypsum (5% of the sum of WSA/slag mass) was added for
15W15S-0.35 and 25W25S-0.35 mixtures in consideration of controlling the fast setting of
WSA and promoting the expansion characteristic of WSA followed by previous results.

7.2.1 Fresh properties
Table 7.2 presents the composition and fresh properties of investigated concrete
mixtures. The mixtures with WSA or other SCMs increased the requirement of
superplasticizer dosage to obtain the target slump of 200 ± 20 mm. It was noticed that all the
mixtures blended with WSA were very viscous and showed relatively fast setting feature.
Without using of air-entraining agent, all the mixtures contained about 2% of air content. The
concrete mixtures with SCMs raised the fresh temperatures compared to the plain mixtures.
The average unit weight of tested concrete was about 2417 kg/m3.

7.2.2 Mechanical properties
Figure 7.3 compares the seven days and 28 days compressive strength of selected
mixtures. Because the concrete mixtures were conducted by three person in different periods,
some 28-day compressive strength data were lost. The compressive strength of all the
mixtures were listed in Table A.4 in the appendix. For long term data, the mixtures 15W5F0.35, 30W-0.40 and 30W10F-0.40 were tested at five months instead of 28 days. Thus the
28 days strength values of these mixtures were supposed to be slightly lower than the values
showed in the Figure 7.3. However, all studied concrete samples surpassed 23 MPa at 28
days. No matter what w/b ratio was applied, the ternary binder mixed with Portland cement,
WSA and silica fume presented higher compressive strength with the values above 34 MPa
after 28 days and attained about 45 MPa with higher w/b ratios (0.35 and 0.40). The binary
mixtures (30W-0.3 and 30W-0.4) and the ternary mixtures (15W15S-0.35 and 25W25S-0.35)
showed the compressive strength of about 25MPa at 28 days.
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Table 7.2 Concrete mixtures composition and fresh properties
P-0.30

30W0.30

30W10F0.30

P-0.35*

15W5F0.35

15W15S0.35*

25W25S0.35*

P-0.40

30W0.40

30W10F0.40

410

287

246

410

349

287

205

400

287

246

-

106

106

-

53

61.5

102.5

-

106

106

Silica Fume (kg/m3)

-

-

28.6

-

14.3

-

-

-

-

28.6

Slag (kg/m )

-

-

-

-

-

61.5

102.5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6.15

10.25

-

-

-

Cement Type GU
(kg/m3)
WSA (kg/m3)
3

Gypsum (kg/m )
3

w/b
SP (% dry
extract/binder)
Sand (kg/m3)
Coarse Aggregates
0-14 mm (kg/m3)

-

0.30

0.35

0.40

0.18

0.33

0.23

0.426†

0.50

0.945†

1.747†

0.18

0.45

0.36

968

968

968

922

940

912

906

923

923

923

1012

1012

1012

983

983

983

983

966

966

966

235
2.8

225
1.8

215
1.1

215
2.3

23.2
2396

22.4
2440

22.3
2401

23.9
2405

Slump (mm)
Air content (%)

225
1.5

213
4.0

Fresh properties at 10 minutes
200
152
215
200
1.8
2.7
2.4
2.6

Temp.(ºC)
Unit weight (kg/m3)

22.5
2485

22.3
2415

23.3
2401

21.1
2440

24.4
2443

22.5
2414

• “P, W, F, S” are abbreviations for Portland cement, WSA, silica fume and slag, respectively.
• Excluding the mixtures marked with *, concrete mixtures were conducted by Ahmed Fathy Omran and Sanket Bacchuwar.
• Mixtures marked with † used PS 1466; other mixtures applied Plastol 5000 as the superplasticizer.
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A minimum 28 days compressive strength of concrete (15 ~ 20 MPa) depending on
varied exposure conditions is set in clause 8.13.4 by the standard CSA A23.1 (2009).
Therefore, with decreasing w/b ratios and introducing other SCMs, the modified WSAblended binder could be considered as regular concrete mixtures to use for housing and small
buildings. On the other hand, WSA hydration shortened the setting time of concrete mixtures.
If concrete attained rigidity too rapid, it may not accommodate the would-be microstructure
and therefore, lowered the compressive strength.

Mixtures marked with * were tested at five months instead of 28 days

Figure 7.3 Compressive strength of different concrete mixtures
The splitting tensile strength were tested according to ASTM C496 (2011). The 28 days
splitting tensile strength is presented in Figure 7.4. Due to the technical problems, four
mixtures marked with star sign were tested in five months instead of 28 days.
In general, the compressive and tensile strengths are closely related but there is no
direct proportionality. As the compressive strength of concrete increases, the tensile strength
also increases but a decreasing rate (Mehta and Monteiro, 1993). Many researchers
developed different models to predict tensile strength (fsp) based on the tested compressive
strength values (f’c). The most close predicted values to the tested values were obtained by
the equation 7.1 proposed by ACI Committee 363 (1984).
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𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 0.59 𝑓𝑓′𝑐𝑐 0.55

7.1

Where, f’c ranging between 21 to 83 MPa.

Mixtures marked with * were tested at five months instead of 28 days

Figure 7.4 28-day splitting tensile strength of concrete mixtures
It was noted that the predicted values were slightly higher than the tested values for
three control mixtures and WSA-blended concrete with w/b of 0.30 (Figure 7.4). For other
WSA-blended mixtures with w/b of 0.35 and 0.40, the tensile strength was much higher than
the predicted values calculated from its compressive strength. According to Mehta and
Monteiro (1993), it appears that the direct tensile/compressive strength ratio is 10% to 11%
for low-strength, 8% to 9% for medium-strength, and 7% for high-strength concrete. As
shown in Figure 7.5, the higher the ratio was, the lower compressive strength the concrete
produced. In the study, the WSA-blended mixtures developed relatively lower compressive
strength when w/b was 0.35 and 0.40, but without affecting its tensile strength. As a result,
the predicted tensile strength (calculated based on the compressive strength) were much
lower than the tested valued as shown in the Figure 7.4.
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Mixtures marked with * were tested at five months instead of 28 days

Figure 7.5 28-day tensile strength/compressive strength ratios of different mixtures
It is known that the hydrated matrix and the transition zone in concrete greatly affect
the tensile/compressive strength ratio to varying degrees (Mehta and Monteiro, 1993). When
w/b ratio was 0.35 or 0.40, for the WSA-blended mixtures, the size and concentrations of
calcium hydroxide crystals in the transition zone can be reduced as a result of chemical
reactions when either pozzolanic materials (silica fume) or quasi-cement materials (slag or
WSA) were present. This was probably the reason for the relatively large increase in the
tensile strength of concrete containing WSA with other SCMs. When w/b ratio was 0.30, due
to intrinsic higher water demand of WSA, the WSA-blended concrete may be incompletely
hydrated because less hydrated water was available. As a result, the mixtures developed
lower tensile strength compared with that of the control.

7.2.3 Autogenous shrinkage
According to Aïtcin (2007), autogenous shrinkage is a consequence of chemical
shrinkage. As the hydration reaction develops, more water is drained from the capillary
network so that the menisci are formed in finer capillaries and the tensile stresses developed
at the surface of these menisci. It occurs in practice in the interior of a concrete mass (Mehta
and Monteiro, 1993). The contraction of the cement paste is restrained by the rigid skeleton
of the already hydrated cement paste and also by the aggregate particles. Typical values of
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autogenous shrinkage are about 40 × 10-6 at the age of one month and 100 × 10-6 after five
years (Neville, 1996), which are relatively low compared with those of drying shrinkage
(Zhang et al., 2003). Autogenous shrinkage generally is influenced by the w/b ratio, the type
of cement and the various cementitious materials, the type of admixtures, and the curing
conditions (Tazawa, 1999). At a very low w/b ratio of 0.17, the autogenous shrinkage could
be as high as 700 × 10-6 (Neville, 1996).
The investigated concrete specimens with embedding a vibrating wires were kept under
isothermal curing condition after casting. After 24 hours, the specimens were demolded and
sealed with an adhesive aluminum foil to prevent the development of drying shrinkage. This
procedure can measure the maximum potential autogenous shrinkage without moist curing
(Tazawa, 1999).
The effect of the w/b ratios and various binder compositions on the autogenous
shrinkage are presented in Figure 7.6. When w/b equals 0.30, the Portland cement concrete
(P-0.30) had a shrinkage about 100 microstrain at 50 days. The concrete contained 10% of
silica fume (10F-0.30) generated higher shrinkage of 160 microstrain at 50 days. This is
easily explained through the surface area of the silica fume particles. In general, silica fume
is about 100 times finer than cement particles (Kosmatka et al., 2002). The finer the silica
fume particles, the larger the surface area for the calcium hydroxide to react with and hence
a faster reaction as well as the enhancement of self-desiccation. Incorporation of silica fume
also leads to reduce pore sizes in the cement paste, thus increasing the surface tension in
small capillary pores and therefore the autogenous shrinkage.The concrete contained 30% of
WSA (30W-0.30) expanded within the first two days, thus it compensated the following
autogenous shrinkage. The shrinkage of this mixture started after five days and the 50-day
shrinkage was only about 50 microstrain. The autogenous shrinkage of the mixture combined
30% WSA and 10% of silica fume (30W10F-0.30) was the cumulative effect of both silica
fume and WSA. The expansion due to the WSA hydration partly overcame the higher
autogenous shrinkage caused by silica fume and thereafter, the total autogenous shrinkage
(115 microstrain at 50 days) was reduced compared with silica fume concrete (160
microstrain at 50 days). The autogenous shrinkage development of ternary mixture
(30W10F-0.30) acted similarly as the shrinkage of plain concrete. The lower w/b ratio
concrete is supposed to develop higher autogenous shrinkage due to the higher self-
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desiccation effect. However, the autogenous shrinkage of plain concrete and silica fume
concrete seemed to be similar for w/b ratios of 0.30 and 0.40 (Figure 7.6 a) vs. c)). It should
be noted that the strength of concrete mixtures also played an important role in influencing
the shrinkage. As indicated in Table A.4, the 28-day compressive strength of control and
10% silica fume concrete (w/b = 0.30) attained 52 and 75 MPa, respectively. The more rigid
structure of concrete may restrain the magnitude of the effective shrinkage.
When w/b was 0.35, the autogenous shrinkage of plain concrete and ternary mixtures
with slag and WSA were studied. In addition, a reference binary mixture with 20% of slag
replacement of PC was presented in Figure 7.6 b). The mixtures revealed an initial expansion
then followed by the shrinkage. It is often observed that, during the very first hours of
hardening, concrete swells as long as the thermal expansion is larger than autogenous
shrinkage. Afterwards, autogenous shrinkage overtakes the thermal expansion quite rapidly,
so that the concrete shrinks after the initial swelling phase. Both ternary mixtures greatly
expanded within first two days and this significantly delayed the time when shrinkage
occurred. As seen in Figure 7.6 b), the shrinkage started at 7.7 and 10.7 days for 15W15S0.35 and 25W25S-0.35, respectively. Although the swelling can partly compensate the
development of following shrinkage, this two mixtures increased the autogenous shrinkage
rapidly compared to the shrinkage of control. The latter developed rapidly the shrinkage at
early ages, but slowly at later ages. The mixture 25W25S-0.35 generated shrinkage as same
as that of control (~ 116 microstrain at 50 days) and it showed the increase tendency to
surpass the shrinkage of the control after 50 days. The shrinkage of 15W15S-0.35 mixture
was greater than that of control after 20 days and increased to 177 microstrain at the end of
50 days. This is probably due to the different hydration characteristics of WSA and slag. The
former hydrates instantly once contacted with water but the latter requires alkali ions to
activate its hydration. Besides, many studies (Lee et al., 2006; Lim and Wee, 2000; Tazawa
and Miyazawa, 1995) showed that slag concrete had higher autogenous shrinkage than the
Portland cement concretes with the same w/b ratios, and the higher the slag replacement
percentage, the higher the autogenous shrinkage. This was also confirmed by this study as
the slag concrete had the autogenous shrinkage of 230 microstrain at 30 days compared to
103 microstrain of the plain concrete with the same w/b ratio at the same date. Roy and Idorn
(1982) indicated that the use of slag makes a cement paste have finer pore structure as
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confirmed by the permeability. Fine capillaries favor to generate more menisci. Therefore,
the blending of slag increases the degree of self-desiccation as well as the autogenous
shrinkage. In this case, the initial expansion due to the WSA hydration was not enough to
completely offset the rapid development of consequent autogenous shrinkage related to the
late hydration of slag. As a result, two ternary system had higher autogenous shrinkage at
long term even with higher initial expansion. However, the autogenous shrinkage of slag
concrete was greatly reduced with blending WSA.
Similar to the case of w/b of 0.30 (Figure 7.6 a)), the combined mixture 30W10F-0.40
greatly reduced the autogenous shrinkage compared with the shrinkage of 10F-0.40 due to
the initial expansion created by WSA hydration. It should be noted that with the w/b ratio of
0.40, the binary mixture with 30% WSA (30W-0.40) revealed no autogenous shrinkage as
this concrete expanded until the end of observation period (50 days). Nevertheless, the huge
expansion was not observed for WSA concrete when w/b was 0.30 (Figure 7.6 a)). From
previous study, it was believed the hydration of WSA was greatly depended on the available
water. It was confirmed that when w/b ratio lower than 0.47, the mixture contained 50%
WSA cannot be appropriately mixed and generated very poor workability. The mixtures
studied here contained 30% WSA, which required abundant water to be completely hydrated
all WSA particle. As a result, the expansion of WSA concrete was greatly dependent on the
available hydrated water in the binder.
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Figure 7.6 Effect of w/b ratios and various binder on the autogenous shrinkage of concrete
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On the other hand, the temperature of the concrete was monitored by thermocouples
near the vibrating wires. The precise measurement of temperature during the first 24 hours
improves a better knowledge of the development of the early hydration reaction during this
critical period. Figure 7.7 compares the temperature variations and the development of
autogenous shrinkage of concrete specimens (w/b = 0.35) until three days. For control
mixture contained Portland cement, it is noted the concrete experienced some expansion
between 8~40 hours. This period was corresponding to the early age of cement hydration
when the concrete was heating up. Meanwhile, autogenous shrinkage was starting to develop
in accompanying with the hydration of cement. However, the thermal expansion dominated
and offset the shrinkage due to the hydration progress until about 20 hours. Afterwards,
autogenous shrinkage overtook the thermal expansion so that the initial expansion gave way
to contraction (Tazawa, 1999). The concrete specimen returned to its initial size at about 44
hours after casting. After the peak temperature (about 20 hours), autogenous shrinkage as
well as thermal expansion continued to develop but the cumulative deformation was
depended on the more dominant effect. After about two days, the thermal deformation
stopped as the temperature of concrete stayed constant, but autogenous shrinkage increased.
Nevertheless, not same as the case of Portland cement, the ternary system (cement was
replaced by slag and WSA) showed different features. The expansion of the specimens was
not only due to the thermal effect as two concretes cooled down in about 56 hours but the
great expansion still overcame the autogenous shrinkage at this moment. At the end of three
days, both concrete specimens still at expansion state with a deformation about 100
microstrain. This indicated that in ternary concrete, except the effect of thermal deformation,
other chemical reaction majorly contributed to the development of the expansion. As
analyses in the chapter 6, the formation of ettringite and the emission of hydrogen gas in
accompany with the WSA hydration could be the principal reason to create such large
expansion. It also should be noted that the ternary system showed lower peak temperature
compared with that of the control mixture. This phenomenon was in accordance with the
calorimeter observation presented in the section 6.3.1. Portland cement hydration released
heat about three times higher than that released by WSA-slag binder (50%WSA plus 50%
slag).
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Figure 7.7 Comparison of temperature and autogenous shrinkage within three days for
concrete specimens with w/b of 0.35

7.2.4 Drying shrinkage
According to Neville (1996), the drying shrinkage is caused by withdrawal of water
from concrete stored in unsaturated air. A saturated cement paste will not remain
dimensionally stable because the loss of physically adsorbed water from cement paste results
in a shrinkage strain (Mehta and Monteiro, 1993). A differential relative humidity between
the concrete and the environment is the driving force for the development of drying
shrinkage. Drying shrinkage is larger when the concrete applied a higher w/b ratio, because
higher water content increases the amount of evaporable water in the cement paste and
accelerates the rate at which water can move towards the surface of the specimen. In addition,
a decrease in strength and increase in permeability of the system are also probably
responsible for higher drying shrinkage. Typical values of drying shrinkage of concrete
which are stored at a temperature of 21 ºC and a relative humidity of 50% for six months, are
0.02% ~ 0.08% depending on the aggregate to cement ratios (Neville, 1996).
The shrinkage of a specimen under drying conditions without being subjected to
applied load and temperature change includes both the autogenous and drying shrinkage
(Zhang et al., 2003). In the case of concrete with a very high w/b ratio (0.60 to 0.80), there is
practically no autogenous shrinkage. The high porosity drains the water from the numerous
large capillary pores. Consequently, the menisci originating from self-desiccation have large
diameters and result in very weak tensile stresses (Tazawa, 1999). As a result, for normal
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strength concrete, the shrinkage mainly indicated drying shrinkage due to its relatively low
autogenous shrinkage; but for high-strength concrete, autogenous shrinkage may not be
ignored. It is difficult to determine the drying shrinkage excluding the effect of the
autogenous shrinkage. The length changed of concrete prisms measured by the standard
ASTM C157 (2014) indeed could be described as “total shrinkage” involving part of
autogenous shrinkage. However, according to ASTM C157 (2014), the specimens were wet
curing for 28 days followed by drying curing. Therefore, the magnitude of autogenous
shrinkage was very small compared with the autogenous shrinkage developed initially. In
this study, two curing procedures were applied for the concrete mixes with w/b ratio of 0.30
and 0.40. After demolding, one group of samples were stored in a chamber of 23 °C ± 2 °C
with the relative humidity of 50 ± 4 % since one day. Another group was in accordance with
the standard ASTM C157 (2014). The concrete prisms were wet cured for 28 days after
demolding at one day and then dry cured in the same room as indicated for the previous group
sample.
The dotted lines in Figure 7.8 present the drying shrinkage of concrete mixtures (w/b
of 0.30) according to the standard ASTM C157. At low w/b ratio, all the mixtures had very
low water content thus the drying shrinkage was negligible: the shrinkage was lower than
0.006% at the end of 140 days. Among the mixtures, the control and concrete contained 10%
of silica fume showed nearly no drying shrinkage due to the very low w/b ratio and its relative
higher compressive strength. When concrete specimens were wet cured for 28 days, all the
samples showed an expansion. According to Neville (1996), cement paste or concrete cured
continuously in a water from the time of placing exhibits a net increase in volume and an
increase in mass. This selling is due to the absorption of water by the cement gel. The
swelling of concrete is considerably smaller, approximately 0.01%to 0.015% for a mix with
a cement content of 300 kg/m3. It was noted that the mixture containing 30% had the most
expansion (about 0.037%). Except the fact of adsorption water as other binder system, the
supply of extra water to 30W-0.30 mixture may also promote the WSA hydration and thus
generate expansive hydration products. However, it can be observed that the WSA concrete
tends to develop more shrinkage with time. In general, the initial expansion may compensate
part of shrinkage and decrease the final shrinkage. In this case, although WSA concrete had
the most initial expansion, at the end of 140 days, this samples had the most drying shrinkage
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which indicated that blending of WSA facilitated to generate more drying shrinkage. This
was probably due to its relatively high porosity related with the initial formation of large
expansion. Besides, the relative low compressive strength (22 MPa at 28 days) also favored
the development of higher drying shrinkage with time because the concrete may not restrain
the magnitude of the shrinkage with less rigid structure. Moreover, the section 5.3.1 discussed
the fast setting related with WSA hydration. Therefore, the initial framework established
before the setting determined the subsequent porous structure of the hydrated matrix and may
influence the gel/space ratio, thus increased the final shrinkage.

Figure 7.8 Comparison of total deformation of concrete mixtures with different curing
conditions (w/b = 0.30)
Without initial wet curing, all the specimens started shrinkage directly as shown in in
Figure 7.8 (solid lines). At the lower w/b ratio, the shrinkage obtained was included
autogenous shrinkage and drying shrinkage and the former majorly contributed to the total
shrinkage development when the w/b ratio was low. Except the mixture 30W-0.30, other
three mixtures showed similar shrinkage: 0.025% at the end of 113 days. The silica fume
concrete (10F-0.30) and ternary WSA mixture contained silica fume (30w10F-0.30)
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developed lower shrinkage due to the fact that silica fume largely filled the pores and fined
the capillary pores thus greatly decreased the total shrinkage. Although the concrete 30W0.30 had lower autogenous shrinkage due to its initial expansion (Figure 7.6 a)), the total
shrinkage of binary WSA concrete was larger (0.04%) compared to other mixtures which
confirmed the previous observation that the WSA concrete increased the drying shrinkage.
Figure 7.9 presents the deformation of concrete mixtures with w/b ratio of 0.40. At this
w/b ratio, the mixtures evidently increased the drying shrinkage (dotted lines in Figure 7.9)
compared to the concrete with w/b ratio of 0.30 (dotted lines in Figure 7.8). Similar to the
case when w/b ratio was 0.30, the control and silica fume concrete showed very low dying
shrinkage at the end of 140 days (0.01%). It was reported that concrete shrinkage was
influenced little by silica fume content up to 10% by mass of cement and the drying shrinkage
of silica fume concrete is generally comparable to that of a control concrete after 28 days of
moist curing regardless of the w/b ratio (Lamond and Pielert, 2006). WSA blending concrete
generated very high drying shrinkage (0.03%). The combination of WSA and silica fume
mixture largely reduced the drying shrinkage compared with the shrinkage of WSA concrete
due to the incorporation of silica fume. This was probably due to the pozzolanic reaction of
cementitious materials which consumed more water, thus less free water was evaporated, and
consequently less drying shrinkage was developed.
Without initial wet curing, the mixtures started shrinkage immediately (solid lines in
Figure 7.9) except of the ternary mixture with 30% WSA and 10% silica fume (the detailed
information was illustrated below). After about 15 days, the shrinkage of all the samples
reduced the magnitude of shrinkage and the volume of concrete tended to be stable except
the binary mixture with 30% WSA. Similar to the previous case, this total shrinkage was the
cumulative effect of both autogenous shrinkage and drying shrinkage. Indeed, the WSA
blended concrete showed a great expansion till 50 days (Figure 7.6 c)) but also had the highest
total shrinkage at the end of 113 days (Figure 7.9) because the expansion observed in
autogenous shrinkage measurement was negligible compared to the significant increased
drying shrinkage of WSA mixture. As mentioned above, the weak compressive strength and
relatively higher porosity of this mixture was probably responsible for the higher shrinkage.
The porous matrix cannot restrain the stress induced by the shrinkage and thus higher
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shrinkage was developed. The WSA blended concrete tended to develop higher drying
shrinkage along the time.

Figure 7.9 Comparison of total deformation of concrete mixtures with different curing
conditions (w/b = 0.40)
According to ASTM C 157 (2014), no matter which kind of curing method applied, the
concrete specimens was kept in molds for the first 24 hours. The length of concrete prisms
were then measured by a digital comparator after demolding from the first day at which time
was set as day zero. However, when the concrete with relative low w/b ratio was cast and
cured during the first 24 hours, as soon as hydration begun, self-desiccation started to develop
under almost isothermal conditions until demolding at 24 hours. Consequently, the shrinkage
values of high performance concrete obtained using standard procedure missed the initial
autogenous shrinkage during the first 24 hours (Tazawa, 1999) as shown in Figure 7.10. In
Figure 7.9, the air dried 30W10F-0.4 samples presented a small initial expansion not same
as other mixtures. This probably due to the limit of test procedure. Autogenous shrinkage
was applied an embedding vibrating wires which measured the deformation from the moment
of casting (the actual zero time). The shrinkage of air-dried sample was measured after
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demolding when the concrete already had self-desiccation. As shown in Figure 7.11, at this
moment, the deformation of “zero” measured in drying shrinkage was actually in an
expansion state with the value about 0.005%. Hence, after exposure to air-dried condition,
the mixture of 30W10F-0.40 showed a slight expansion due to the swelling of WSA
hydration overcame the drying shrinkage at this moment.

Figure 7.10 Comparison of drying shrinkage measured by ASTM C157 with autogenous
shrinkage of low w/b ratio concrete (Tazawa, 1999).

Figure 7.11 Comparison the measurements between ASTM C157 and autogenous
shrinkage for the mixture 30W10F-0.40
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Under w/b of 0.35, the specimens were cured in line with the standard ASTM C157
(2014). The autogenous shrinkage eliminated by applying the initial wet curing. Thus, the
dotted line in Figure 7.12 represented the drying shrinkage. The initial expansion
significantly increased with adding WSA and SCMs. As shown in the Figure 7.12, the wet
cured mixture containing 25% of WSA and 25% of slag created the most swelling as high as
0.04% at 28 days. Consequently, all SCMs blended concrete showed very small drying
shrinkage compared to that of plain concrete. This is similar to the case of shrinkagecompensate cement in which the cement expands initially and create lower shrinkage
afterwards. At the end of 63 days. The mixture 25W25S-0.35 showed nearly no total
shrinkage. The ternary mixtures of 15W15S-0.35 and 15W15F-0.35 had similar shrinkage
(0.013%) at about 63 days. the control mixture had the final total shrinkage of 0.03%. Under
the w/b of 0.35, the drying shrinkage contributed very small to the total deformation of a
concrete structure compared with the case using higher w/b ratio.

Figure 7.12 Drying shrinkage of concrete mixtures (w/b = 0.35)
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7.2.5 Restrained shrinkage ring test
It generally accepted that cracking may impair the durability of concrete by allowing
ingress of aggressive agents. It depends not only on the potential contraction but also on the
extensibility of concrete, its strength, and its degree of restraint to the deformation that may
lead to cracking (Neville, 1996). As indicated in the section 3.2.3, the use of ring-shaped
concrete specimen retrained by an internal steel ring to assess cracking due to restrained
shrinkage. As the concrete shrinks, a compressive stress was developed in the steel ring and
balanced by a tensile stress in the concrete ring. If this tensile stress was greater than the
allowable tensile stress of the concrete, the cracking took place. As a result, the restrained
shrinkage was dependent on the combination of free shrinkage and other mechanical
properties to a given mixture. According to Tazawa (1999), the shrinkage of low w/b ratio
concrete is a combination of the development of autogenous shrinkage, thermal volumetric
changes and drying shrinkage, all of which occur sequentially or simultaneously within the
given concrete specimen. Besides, the total shrinkage depends on: 1) the pore size
distribution, 2) the connectivity of the capillary pore system, 3) specimen dimension, 4) the
early curing conditions, 5) the heat release and 6) the type of curing after initial hydration.
This study applied the standard ASTM C1581 (2009) to determine the effects of variations
in the proportions and material properties of concrete on cracking due to drying and
autogenous shrinkage. Three concrete mixtures were investigated: the control (P-0.35) and
two ternary mixtures (15W15S-0.35 and 25W25S-0.35). The control mixture was cracked
(Figure 7.13) at about 18 days with a maximum strain of 80 microstrain. The standard (ASTM
C1581) suggested the classification of cracking potential to be high, moderate-high,
moderate-low, and low if the elapsed times to the initiation of cracking correspond to < 7; 7
to 14; 14 to 28; and > 28 days; respectively. As a result, the potential of cracking for a
Portland cement with w/b of 0.35 could be classified as “moderate-low”. The two ternary
mixtures with WSA and slag replacement of Portland cement was not cracking over 28 days
which indicated these mixtures have low potential for cracking in line with the standard
ASTM C1581. The ternary ring specimens presented the uniform feature as the initial state
up to 96 days.
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Demolding at 24 hours

Observation at 28 days

Figure 7.13 Concrete rings at one day and 28 days
A significant expansion over the edge of mold was noticed within 24 hours for the
ternary mixtures as shown in Figure 7.13 with the arrows. The higher content of WSA and
slag, the more swelling was observed. The observation of autogenous shrinkage under quasiadiabatic condition confirmed the initial formation of expansion (Figure 7.6 b)). The ternary
mixtures had negligible potential for cracking because this significant initial expansion
counteracted the deformation induced by the consequent retrained shrinkage. This was
coincident with the principle of expansive cement concrete. This cement contains calcium
aluminate (mainly C5A3) and calcium sulfate (Neville, 1996). In the presence of water, these
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compounds react to form ettringite (Eq. 7.2) with an accompanying expansion of the cement
paste (Mehta and Monteiro, 1993).
4𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ 3𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙2 𝑂𝑂3 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂3 + 8(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ 𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂3 ∙ 2𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂) + 6(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ 𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂) + 74𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂 →
3(3𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ∙ 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙2 𝑂𝑂3 ∙ 3𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂4 ∙ 32𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂)(Ettringite)

7.2

The section 6.2 presented the hydration mechanism of the WSA-slag binder. The
formation of ettringite and the emission of hydration gas were two major causes that were
believed to contribute this obvious expansion when the concrete were still in plastic state
(within 24 hours). The C3A included in WSA is hydrated in the presence of gypsum to form
ettringite (Eq. 5.2). Despite differential chemical composition of WSA-slag binder compared
with expansive cement, both binder can produce the expansive product.
It should be marked that the formation of expansion will not prevent the development
of shrinkage. Indeed, the expansion was approximately balanced by the subsequent shrinkage.
In this test, the upper and the bottom of specimens were covered. The strain was largely
contributed by the thermal hydration, autogenous shrinkage and drying shrinkage of the
circumference of the ring. The material is expected to crack when the combination of the
elastic modulus and the shrinkage strain inducing a stress level that reaches its tensile strength
(Mehta and Monteiro, 1993). It should be noted that for the ternary rings studied in this case,
the negligible potential of cracking was attributed not only to the formation of initial
expansion, but also to the relative good tensile strength compared to that of control. As shown
in Figure 7.4, the mixture with 30% of WSA-slag binder replacing of Portland cement
(15W15S-0.35) gained 84% of tensile strength compared with the plain concrete. When the
WSA-slag substitution ratio was added to 50% (25W25S-0.35), the tensile strength was 66%
of the tensile strength of plain concrete. Consequently, the concrete will be more rigid to
inhibit the stress induced by its instinct deformation and therefore, the possibility of cracking
was greatly reduced.

7.2.6 Electrical resistivity
The rapid chloride permeability test (RCPT) is based on migration testing of chloride
diffusivity. It usually requires 2 to 3 days to complete. On the other hand, the non-destructive
measurement of electrical resistivity can be easily conducted on concrete specimens at
different ages to predict the pore network characteristics. The electrical resistivity was
measured by a Giatec RCONTM resistivity meter. As shown in Table 3.1, the resistivity values
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could be well related with the measurement of chloride permeability. Figure 7.14 presents
the 56 days resistivity of selected concrete mixtures.

Figure 7.14 56-day electrical resistivity of selected concrete mixtures
The SCMs blended mixtures showed a better impermeability compared with that of the
plain concrete. Among the tested mixtures, the mixture containing 10% of silica fume was
the most impermeable concrete. Generally, silica fume greatly reduces permeability due to a
more advanced hydration level (pozzolanic reaction), which decreases the size of capillary
pores. In addition, due to extremely finer particles, silica fume reduces the permeability of
the transition zone around the aggregate particles. The influence of silica fume upon
permeability is much larger than upon compressive strength (Neville, 1996). The binary
system containing 30% of WSA showed a “low” chloride penetration. With adding 10%
silica fume, the ternary mixture (30W10F-0.30) largely improved its impermeability to “very
low” class due to the effect of silica fume. When w/b ratio was 0.35, the control was
permeable compared with two ternary mixtures. As quasi-cement materials, both slag and
WSA can be hydrated and generated C-S-H gel. As a result, more pore voids were filled and
a denser microstructure of hydrated matrix was formed for the ternary mixture. Therefore,
the mixture involving 15% WSA and 15% slag showed a “low” level of chloride penetration
and the permeability decreased to “very low” level with increasing the content of WSA and
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slag (25W25S-0.35). The resistivity of concrete mixtures also confirmed the observation of
drying shrinkage (Figure 7.12). The concrete with lower value of resistivity contained more
capillary voids and a higher magnitude in connectivity and tortuosity of capillary pores,
which may lead to higher drying shrinkage. Therefore, the control (P-0.35) with lower
resistivity compared to both ternary mixtures developed higher drying shrinkage. In fact, the
good impermeability of binder can guarantee the better durability of concrete in terms of
corrosion, resistance to acid attack and alkali-activated reaction etc.

7.3 Conclusions
The abnormal expansion of WSA concrete mixtures is unfavorable due to the
degradation of the concrete properties. The WSA blended concrete sometimes showed
unsoundness in volume change due to its varied chemical compositions. As indicated in
chapter one, one of the objectives of this project was aimed at introducing high autogenous
shrinkage so that the expansion of WSA concrete can be counteracted, thus to improve the
stability of concrete volume as well as to enhance the mechanical behavior. This chapter
discussed the properties of modified WSA-blended concrete. The characteristic of WSA
blended binder on the variations of concrete volume was highlighted. The results showed that
the deleterious effect due to the expansion of WSA was significantly inhibited by decreasing
the w/b ratios and by incorporating silica fume or slag. The modified concrete mixtures of
WSA with SCMs showed an acceptable mechanical behaviors and improved volume
stability. The following conclusions are drawn according to the results:
•

The significant expansion property of WSA blended binder was confirmed through
the measurement of mortar bars. For the mixture of 50% WSA – 50% slag with the
addition of 5% gypsum, the mortar bars expansion was 0.36% at 28 days and 96% of
the expansion was developed within the first three days. With diluting the content of
WSA to 15% and to 25%, the mortar bars incorporating PC, WSA and slag
significantly reduced the expansion to 0.08% and 0.05% (at 28 days), respectively.

•

The WSA blended concrete mixtures were prepared with lower w/b ratios (0.40, 0.35
and 0.30) and with incorporating 10% of silica fume or 15% and 25% of slag. The
requirements of superplasticizer greatly increased with lower w/b ratios and with
increasing SCM or WSA content.
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•

The WSA blended concrete developed 28 days compressive strength above 22 MPa
and obtained as high as 45 MPa when silica fume was incorporated. When w/b ratio
was 0.35 and 0.40, the splitting tensile strength of WSA blended concrete was much
higher than the predicted values calculated based on the corresponding compressive
strength. The hydration of WSA and pozzolanic reaction of SCMs may reduce the
porosity and the transition zone, thus improve the tensile strength.

•

The silica fume and slag concrete reveled higher autogenous shrinkage. With adding
WSA, the ternary concrete significantly reduced long term autogenous shrinkage
because the initial expansion of WSA can compensate the consequent shrinkage. The
time when shrinkage occurred also delayed for the WSA blended mixtures.

•

The autogenous shrinkage development of WSA blended concrete was closely related
to the w/b ratio. WSA hydration was more efficient when the w/b ratio was higher
(0.40, 0.35 vs. 0.30). As a result, WSA blended concrete developed higher initial
expansion and inhibited long term autogenous shrinkage. The binary concrete with
30% of WSA (w/b of 0.40) kept expansion without shrinkage up to 50 days.

•

WSA hydration promoted the initial expansion thus greatly increased the porosity of
hydrated matrix and reduced the mechanical strength of concrete. Therefore, the
binary concrete with WSA tended to develop high drying shrinkage at long term.
With adding silica fume or slag, the ternary mixtures dramatically reduced the drying
shrinkage due to the effect of refinement of pores and increased compressive strength.

•

Without 28 days wet curing, the total deformation of concrete prisms was the
consequence of both autogenous shrinkage and drying shrinkage. The former showed
a dominant effect when the w/b ratio was low.

•

Restrained shrinkage was measured by a ring test for the mixtures with w/b ratio of
0.35. The plain concrete cracked at about 18 days compared with the no cracking
observation for the ternary mixtures up to 96 days. The substantial expansion of
ternary system, which developed within 24 hours, inhibited the strain induced by the
subsequent shrinkage. The relative good tensile strength of ternary mixtures
compared to control mixture also improve the ability of concrete to restrain the stress
due to the shrinkage.
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•

The WSA blended ternary concrete had higher values of electrical resistivity
compared with plain concrete. This indicated that, the permeability of concrete was
greatly reduced with adding WSA and SCMs. The hydration of latter promoted the
refinement of microstructure for the hydrated matrix.

•

Higher dosage of WSA tends to dramatically decrease the workability and worsen the
setting of mixture, but it can form significant initial expansion that could be
counteracted by the shrinkage. If WSA blending ratio was low, the concrete mixture
with lower w/b ratio couldn’t gain good performance because less expansion was
generated to offset the shrinkage. Therefore, a blending ratio of 25% WSA was
recommended and the addition of silica fume or slag was necessary in order to
improve the early mechanical strength.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusions and recommendations

8.1 Conclusions
This study intended to improve the robust use of WSA in various applications even
with its expansive nature. This study can be divided into three parts: 1) to evaluate the
possibility of making AAMs using WSA as the precursor; 2) to estimate the binder using
WSA as an alternative activator; 3) to assess the properties of modified concrete with high
autogenous shrinkage to compensating the WSA expansion.
1. The optimization of alkali-activated binders was conducted in terms of the mixture
composition design, curing conditions, mixing methods, precursor sources and
corresponding chemical activators to establish the reference AAM binder based on
literatures. Several findings can be highlighted:
• Two AAM binders were studied: the alkali-activated slag (AAS) and the alkaliactivated FFA (AAFA). Usually, the lower concentration of alkaline activators
were used for the former binder. The AAS used an equivalent Na2O to binder
mass ratio in the range of 5.2 ~ 6.7%. The activators used for the AAFA generally
had higher concentrations. The equivalent Na2O to binder mass ratio was greater
than 9.8%.
• The optimum mixture of the AAS binder was formed with 2M Na2CO3 activation
(6.7% Na2O/binder); all curing methods yielded similar results. The optimum
AAFA mixture was activated with 8M NaOH (14.7% Na2O/binder) with heat
curing to ensure better strength, especially at early age. The samples were precured at room temperature for one day prior to introducing two days of heat
curing at 80ºC with a relative humidity higher than 50%.
• The calorimetric analyses showed that the AAS performed just like Portland
cement: with two peaks and several stages (initial, induction, acceleration,
deceleration and the final slow reaction). The accumulated heat of AAFA at room
temperature was relatively low hence the heat curing was essential to promote its
activation progress. The AAFA mixtures showed only one initial hydration peak
at elevated temperatures.
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• WSA contains abundant calcium, aluminum and silicon. GP includes a large
amount of silicate. Both materials were considered to be used as raw precursors
to produce AAMs together with slag or FFA.
• GP needed long term to be alkali-activated. The mixture with 25% GP
replacement of slag obtained 85% of the compressive strength of the alkaliactivated slag in 91 days. Replacing FFA with GP to make the alkali-activated
binder resulted in very poor strength, even with heat curing.
• WSA was incompatible with strong alkaline environment. The alkali-activated
WSA mortar presented abnormal heat release with no workability. Hydrogen gas
was captured from the hydrated mixtures which confirmed the possible existence
of metallic aluminum in WSA. The instant reaction of metallic aluminum
consumed abundant water, inhibiting further activation of WSA.
• The SEM observation confirmed the mixing difficulties of alkali-activated
50S50W mixture as two types of distinct microstructures were observed: the zone
with abundant unreacted particles and another zone full of hydrated gel with a
uniform, denser appearance. If the unstable metallic aluminum could be avoided,
the WSA may be a suitable aluminosilicate precursor to contribute in
synthesizing the alkali-activated binder.
• The XRD analyses showed that the sodium carbonate activated slag generated
poorly crystallized C-S-H and hydrotalcite. The alkali-activated 50S50W
mixture generated ettringite, C-S-H, carboaluminate, portlandite, hydrogarnet
and strätlingite crystal. The SEM/EDX analyses showed that the alkali-activated
50S50W mixture had relatively higher Ca/Si ratios (1.2~1.5) compared with the
corresponding mixtures without chemical activator.
2. On the other hand, WSA contains about 10% free lime. When dissolved in water, it
can supply a strong alkaline environment (pH ~ 13). WSA may be used as an
alternative activator to stimulate other aluminosilicate precursors (i.e. slag, GP and
FFA). The reaction mechanism and microstructure were studied via various
analytical techniques and several findings can be concluded:
• The binary system was mixed with 50% WSA, an optimum ratio, with 50% of
slag, GP or FFA. The WSA-activated mortars gained compressive strength above
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25 MPa after 91 days with the w/b ratio of 0.47. The ternary system made of 25%
WSA – 25% GP together with 50% of slag or FFA showed lower compressive
strength compared with that of the binary system, highlighting the strong
activation effect of WSA.
• The WSA-activated binder showed higher water demand due to the relatively
finer particles included. The w/b ratios had to be greater than 0.47, otherwise the
mixtures could not obtain an adequate workability even with the addition of
superplasticizer. Different types of polycarboxylate-based superplasticizers were
used for the WSA-activated binder. One of the 50S50W mortars obtained 46 MPa
of compressive strength at 28 days when a compatible superplasticizer was used.
The optimum superplasticizer showed a strong effect on diffusing fine particles.
• The WSA-activated binder presented extremely fast setting. The initial set started
within 8 ~ 23 minutes with a duration of 4 ~ 18 minutes. This was due in part to
the C3A in WSA, as well as the exothermic reactions of the free lime with water
and the reaction between possible metallic aluminum and the alkaline solution.
As in the case of Portland cement hydration, the C3A may rapidly react with
water and will cause the flash set in the absence of gypsum. The free lime and
metallic aluminum can be hydrated instantly. The exothermic reaction instantly
consumed part of the reactant water, worsening the fast setting of the WSAactivated binder.
• The gypsum as a set regulator can be added into the system. It somewhat relieved
the rapid setting. The concrete samples with gypsum can be properly cast in about
40 minutes. However, the concrete sample showed very poor compressive
strength, with significant expansion and cracking throughout the specimens.
• The calorimetry showed that the WSA-activated binder generated an intensive
initial hydration peak without a dormant period. By adding gypsum, the intensity
of the initial peak was greatly inhibited.
• The quantitative XRD analysis of the WSA showed that the ash contains
approximately 5% anhydrite, 5% anorthite, 10% calcite, 6% C2S, 5% C3A, 12%
gehlenite, 10% lime, 3% mayenite, 2% quartz, and other mineral phases. WSA
may also contain some extent of a glassy phase. In the presence of water, WSA
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can be hydrated and form ettringite, portlandite, C-S-H, hemicarboauminate, the
trace of monosulfoaluminate and hydrogarnet, which was confirmed by the XRD
and the TG/DTA analyses.
• The XRD and the TG/DTA analyses showed that the principle hydration products
of the WSA-activated slag, GP and FFA binder were ettringite, portlandite, C-SH, mono-, hemi-carboaluminate and the trace of hydrogarnet. Nevertheless, the
carboaluminate minerals (mono-, hemi-carboaluminate) were not formed
immediately after hydration. The occurrence of carboalumiate phases was
observed after seven days of hydration for the 50S50W and the 50F50W mixtures,
but beyond 28 days for the 50G50W mixture due to fewer available carbonate
ions dissolved for this binder.
• The addition of gypsum or continuous heat curing may inhibit the formation of
the carboaluminate phases. In the presence of abundant sulfate ions, the
aluminate phases will preferentially react with sulfate ions to produce a large
amount of ettringite instead of reacting with carbonate ions to form the
carboaluminate crystals.
• The SEM/EDX analyses demonstrated that the aluminum substituted calcium
silicate hydrates (C-A-S-H) was formed in the hydrated WSA, the 50S50W and
the 50F50W mixtures. The Ca/Si ratios of the gel were relatively low in the range
of 0.47 ~ 1.6. A higher number of Al ions were incorporated in the gel for the
hydrated WSA and 50F50W mixtures with the Al/Si ratios at about 0.2. The
50S50W mixture generated the gel with lower Al/Si ratio of 0.08. For the
50G50W mixture, Na ions could replace the chemically bound Ca ions or balance
the charge created by the substitution of Si ions with Al ions in the C-S-H gel to
create a hybrid type, the C-(N)-A-S-H gel. The extent of Na incorporation was
very low with a Na/Si ratio of 0.03.
• The continuous heat curing greatly modified the microstructure of the 50G50W
mixture to generate a denser, vitreous-like gel, confirming the better compressive
strength of this mixture.
• The SEM/EDX analyses detected the formation of a cluster of needle-like
expansion products in the gypsum included WSA-activated binder concrete,
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which was probably the assemblage of ettringite and thaumasite. The EDX
analyses showed that a large number of sulfur ions were incorporated in
expansive products. The massive sulfate mainly derived from the 13% of
anhydrite contained in the WSA plus the addition of 5% gypsum. It caused the
internal sulfate attack for the WSA-activated binder in the presence of rich
aluminum phases (C3A and aluminosilicate phase). The expansion was more
pronounced when the mixtures initially were submitted to the heat curing
(50G50W and 50F50W concrete). The microstructure of specimens
demonstrated a high porosity, inter-cracking and lower content of gel-like
products, confirming the poor performance of the compressive strength of
concrete.
• The release of hydrogen gas caused by the reaction between the metallic
aluminum with alkaline inherence of WSA may further aggravate the swelling
and cracking of the concrete by increasing the porosity of the binder, promoting
the extra formation of expansion products in the WSA-activated binder.
3. Due to poor robustness of WSA in chemical composition, several WSA applications
showed unfavorable expansion property. Therefore, the concrete mixtures were
modified in order to introduce higher autogenous shrinkage to compensate the
expansion, and thus to improve its properties. The concrete was prepared with lower
w/b ratios and with the addition of silica fume or slag. Some major findings are listed
as followed:
• The significant expansion of 50S50W binder was confirmed by the length
variation of mortar bars. By incorporating PC, the ternary binder (PC/WSA/Slag)
largely reduced the expansion to an acceptable level.
• With decreasing w/b ratios and incorporating silica fume or slag, the binary and
ternary WSA-blended concrete surpassed 22 MPa at 28 days. Specifically, the
ternary mixtures with silica fume significantly improved the early age
compressive strength and obtained 45 MPa at long term. The improvement of
mechanical behavior was largely contributed by the pozzolanic reaction of SCMs
and the refinement of the microstructure. The electric resistivity confirmed the
good impermeability for the WSA blended binary or ternary concrete.
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• Usually silica fume or slag concrete develop the significant autogenous shrinkage
at lower w/b ratio. With blending WSA, the long term autogenous shrinkage can
be inhibited due to the substantial initial expansion created from the WSA
hydration.
• The high drying shrinkage developed by binary WSA-blended concrete tended
to be reduced with the incorporation of silica fume or slag due to their effect on
refining the porosity of hydrated matrix.
• The ternary concrete ring produced with PC, WSA and slag developed a
significant expansion within 24 hours and the concrete ring displayed zero
cracking after 96 days. The plain concrete with the same w/b ratio cracked at 18
days.
• With the appropriate mixture design, WSA could be used in ternary system
together with silica fume or slag at low w/b ratio, to produce a regular concrete
that is suitable for many potential applications such as residential concrete for
foundation walls, interior slabs and footings etc. The resultant WSA-blended
concrete has lower expansion, optimized mechanical properties and lower
permeability to ensure the good durability.

8.2 Recommendations for the future work
WSA can be successfully used as an alternative supplementary cementitious material
in making high performance concrete (Xie, 2009). Nevertheless, the variations in chemical
composition of WSA sometimes caused the unsoundness when WSA was used in concrete.
This project aimed to develop the robust use of WSA in various cementitious systems. WSA
presented a great potential in developing alkali-activated binders and can produce regular
concrete with modified concrete proportions. Based on the experiment results, several
recommendations could be proposed for the future work:
The chemical composition of WSA could be beneficiated by a pre-treatment process.
Aubert et al. (2006) used sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) to wet pre-treat a municipal solid waste
incineration (MSWI) fly ash which also contained traces of metallic aluminum. Through this
process, the ash may gain two aspects of advantages:
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• The increased pH in the solution will react with the metallic aluminum in advance
then the unstable elements will be consumed;
• According to the equation 8.1, calcium sulfate contained in the ash can be converted
into calcite and sodium sulfate. The former is inert in cement-based products and
the latter is very soluble.
𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎2 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂4 → 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂3 + 𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎2 𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂4

(8.1)

Although with different raw materials, similar problems also concerned the use of
WSA: 1) the metallic aluminum is not stable and it may gradually release hydrogen gas in
hydrated matrix, leading to a cracked and porous microstructure; 2) the higher sulfur content
in WSA significantly increases the potential risk of sulfate attack. As a result, similar pretreatment method could be considered to beneficiate the WSA in future studies. According
to Eq. 8.1, the generated sodium sulfate could be an extra activator in WSA – slag blended
mixtures. The sodium sulfate may activate slag (i.e. sulfate activation) to produce ettringite
which not only contributes to the early strength but also accelerates the initial hydration of
slag.
The experiments confirmed the release of hydrogen gas from the alkali-activated binder
involving WSA. As shown in the Figure 8.1, the final products presented a porous, expanded
appearance. The mortar appeared more porous and cracked when the binder using a higher
content of WSA (75%). Future studies may use alkali-activated WSA – slag binder as the
base to form the autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) with no extra foam agent required
because the binder itself can release the hydrogen thus create a porous structure.

Figure 8. 1 NaOH-activated WSA – slag mortars (7 days)
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According to Kosmatka et al. (2002), the AAC can be produced by mixing the
pulverized siliceous materials (sand, slag, or fly ash), cement and /or lime, water, and a gas
forming admixture. Usually, the aluminum powder is added to react with alkaline water to
form hydrogen, which expands the mortar with macropores with a diameter of 0.5 mm to 1.5
mm. Consequently, hydrogen escapes into the atmosphere and the voids are filled by air. The
porous products have lower density and the compressive strength is between 2.5 and 10 MPa.
It is used in blocks or panels for the construction of residential or commercial buildings. A
Japanese patent (Oyama et al., 2013) introduced a foaming hydrothermal solidified material
by a “waste incineration fly ash” which was generated through the incineration of wood
chips, tire chips, paper making sludge and coal. The resultant ash may contain about 8%
metal aluminum. The aluminum may be varied between 0.5 ~ 10% by mass of ash depending
on the uptake. The aluminum can then react with alkaline water to produce hydrogen gas and
create “foam” within the products. This process was accompanied by expansion and heat
release. Therefore, the future work could be considered to develop the ACC applications
using alkali-activation of WSA.
On the other hand, although gypsum can somewhat slow the fast setting of WSA
hydration, the extra sulfur content greatly increased the potential risk of the internal sulfate
attack, disrupting the hydrated matrix. A compromise is required between the positive effects
obtained with WSA activation on the development of mechanical properties and the addition
of gypsum to control the fast setting when higher content of WSA was used. Many factors
needed to be considered and be balanced such as rapid loss of workability, retarding the
setting, control of excessive sulfur content and better performance of resultant binder etc.
Further studies may focus on the exploration and optimization of retarder agent that is
compatible with the system including higher content of WSA.
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Table A.1 Sludge proportions and temperature for the production of WSA (a.k.a. – CVK:
Cendres volantes de Kruger) (Roby, 2011)
Sludge sources (%)
CVK1
CVK2
Bromptonville (mixed sludge)
9
20
Bromptonville (de-inking sludge)
18
28
Crabtree (de-inking sludge)
33
19
Kingseyfall (mixed sludge)
3
8
Kingseyfall (de-inking sludge)
14
Breakyville (mixed sludge)
6
Breakyville (de-inking sludge)
7
Thurso (mixed sludge)
21
Lennoxville (primary sludge)
4
Candiac (de-inking sludge)
10
Total (primary and secondary sludge)
18
53
Total (de-inking sludge)
82
47
Combustion temperature (°C)
Fluidized bed combustor
750
755
Free area
770
840
Exit
900
880

CVK3
31
17
39
6
7
44
56

CVK4
28
19
33
20
28
72

730
855
900

700
810
890

The CVK samples were assigned with the same serial numbers as shown in Table A.2
and Figure A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.4.
Table A.2 Chemical composition of WSA (a.k.a. – CVK: Cendres volantes de Kruger) used in
other projects (Davidenko, 2015; Lessard, 2016; Roby, 2011; Xie, 2009)
Content (%)
SiO2
Al2O3
Fe2O3
SiO2+Al2O3+Fe2O3
CaO
Free lime
MgO
K2O
Na2O
Na2Oeq
SO3
LOI

CVK
27.82
16.55
1.95
46.32
39.77
2.26
1.05
0.74
1.43
1.92
5.12

CVK1
24.87
14.08
1.66
40.61
45.12
11.6
1.88
0.77
0.72
1.23
1.86
6.44
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CVK2
26.6
14.41
1.76
42.77
35.17
4.7
2.42
0.72
0.46
0.94
3.41
12.59

CVK3
29.12
14.5
2.4
46.02
32.85
3.4
3.02
1.01
0.64
1.3
4.55
7.53

CVK4
20.18
10.16
1.89
32.24
44.44
6.8
2.14
0.71
0.42
0.89
4.25
13.08

CVK5
22.2
12.7
3.6
38.5
42.1
3
2.4
0.8
0.6
1.1
7.8
2.8

Appendix

Figure A.1 Expansion and cracking of concrete samples (w/b=0.4) presented in the thesis
(Roby, 2011): a) 20% CVK4 and b) 20% CVK1

Figure A.2 Cracking and expansion of CVK mortars observed at 24 hours (Davidenko, 2015)
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Figure A.3 Comparison of autogenous shrinkage in control and concrete incorporating 40% of
CVK (w/b = 0.4) (Xie, 2009)

Figure A.4 Concrete deformation tested with the vibrating wire gauges (Lessard, 2016)
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Table A.3 The study of curing regime mortar mixtures
– a) Composition
Composition
Activator

Sand/binder

4M NaOH

2.75

Alkaline
solution
/binder
0.5

8M NaOH

2.75

0.5

Raw
precursor

Mix
AA-Slag
AA-FFA

slag
Class F
fly ash

– b) Fresh properties of different batches
AA-Slag

Batches
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Temperature
(°C)

23.5
23.6
23.4
23
23.5
23.8
23.7
22.9
22.9
23.5

Flow
(mm)

184
181
181
179
184
185
187
185
193
182
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AA-FFA

Temperature
(°C)

24.3
26.2
25.2
25.8
24
24
24.1
23.9
23.7
25.9

Flow
(mm)

182
170
165
165
189
191
189
183
205
187

Appendix

Table A.4 Compressive strength and splitting tensile strength of studied concrete mixtures
Compressive strength (MPa)

•

P-0.3
10F-0.3
30W-0.3
30W10F-0.3
P-0.35*
15W5F-0.35
15W15S-0.35*
25W25S-0.35*
P-0.4
10F-0.4
30W-0.4
30W10F-0.4

Splitting tensile
strength (MPa)

7 days

28 days

5 months

28 days

5 months

43.1
59.7
19
30.5
51.9
37.9
19.5
16.2
40.4
50
20.5
32.7

52.3
74.7
22.3
34
61
n/a
25.8
23.9
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
44.9
n/a
n/a
61.4
68.8
32
47.1

5
5.4
3.2
3.9
5.6
n/a
4.7
3.7
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
5.6
n/a
n/a
5.4
6.2
4.7
5.3

Excluding mixtures marked with *, concrete mixtures were conducted by Ahmed Fathy Omran
and Sanket Bacchuwar
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